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ABSTRACT 
Spiritual State, Material Temple: 
The Political Economy of Religious Revival in China 
Kuei-min Chang 
 
China’s dramatic religious revival over the last three decades has defied two dominant theories in 
the study of religion and politics: the secularization theory and the market theory of religion. Put 
simply, the former predicts declining religious significance along with economic modernization; 
and the latter holds that religious vitality is a function of state regulation. Not only is religious 
observance on the rise despite continued economic growth, but also the upsurge of religion has 
coincided with the atheist state’s unceasing effort to curb religious expansion. This dissertation 
focuses on the material dimension of religious revival. It investigates the mixed material and 
ideational incentives of both state and religious actors in the processes of temple restoration, 
their interactions, and the resulting variety of temple autonomy.  
One of the key findings is that mass temple restoration has been greatly driven by state 
agents acting on their own interests. The atheist state and its local agents encourage temple 
reconstruction and tolerate priestly autonomy when doing so is expedient to social stability and 
economic growth imperative to their political survival. This dissertation argues that temple 
restoration has become a repertoire in local economic development. Local state agents seek to 
restore temples and redirect their functions to mass tourist consumption. Due to the immobility 
of temple assets, aspiring religious leaders seek to demonstrate political conformity and the 
temple’s economic contribution in their struggle for religious autonomy. As a result, Buddhism 
and Taoism have been battling with constant pressure of local state-led religious 
commodification. The close tie between temples and the interests of various state agents has 
resulted in uncertain religious development and a state-religion relationship that is 
simultaneously cooperative and contentious. The research hence contributes to our understanding 
of the antinomies of authoritarian state legitimation wherein state-religion enmities are 
endogenous to the system of economic development and religious governance. More broadly, the 
research situates the upsurge of religion in the larger cultural and institutional contexts and 
explores less-studied top-down religious institutionalization and its sociopolitical consequences. 
It therefore enriches the study of religion and politics by bringing the modernizing state and its 
local representatives to the forefront as the agent of secularization as well as religious 
restoration.  
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This research attempts to understand the political processes of “zongjiao datai, jingji changxi” 
(religion building the stage for economy to sing the opera)—a phenomenon that has dominated 
public criticisms of the contemporary development of Buddhism and Taoism in China. “Building 
stage to sing opera” (datai changxi) as a phrase emerged in the early 1980s, during which local 
governments provided the capital and technical support to set up small township and village 
enterprises so as to utilize rural surplus labor for economic production. In the early stage of rural 
reform, the actors in datai changxi were “stage-building” local state agents and peasants who 
were mobilized to “sing the opera.”1 As hosting art and cultural festivals became a popular local 
economic initiative in the late 1980s, the metaphor daitai changxi came to stand for a 
developmental repertoire, notably “wenhua datai, jingji changxi” (culture building the stage for 
economy to sing the opera).2  
Religion joined the scheme in the early 1990s after Deng Xiaoping’s 1992 southern tour that 
regenerated the Chinese economy which had previously slowed down as a result of the political 
uncertainty in the aftermath of the 1989 Tiananmen massacre. Now that economic development 
was reasserted as the Party’s central mission, religious work too was expected to serve the policy 
direction. Many temples in China are government-controlled. Some are historic temples under 
the jurisdiction of state authorities (mainly cultural heritage, landscaping and forestry) who 
                                                
1 “Zan ‘datai changxi’” (Praise “building stage to sing opera”). People’s Daily April 27, 1984: 2. Print. 
2 The earliest reference to the phrase in China Knowledge Resource Integrated Database (the most comprehensive 
2 The earliest reference to the phrase in China Knowledge Resource Integrated Database (the most comprehensive 
Chinese language full-text database of journals and newspapers) is in “Kaizhan haixia liangan wenhua keji jiaoliu” 
(Unfolding the Cultural and Technical Cross-Strait Exchange). Chunyan 1988 (7): 5. “By means of ‘building the 
cultural stage to sing the economic opera,’ [we] can promote cross-Strait economic exchange.” The earliest 
reference in People’s Daily is in 1990. “Jingdezhen jiang juban shoujie guoji taocijie” (Jingdezhen Is to Hold the 
First International Ceramics Festival). People’s Daily June 12, 1990: 2. Print. “The Ceramics Festival will adopt 
‘building the cultural stage to sing the economic opera’ to organically combine culture, tourism and economic 
activities.” 
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acquired temple custody during the Cultural Revolution and whose custody is becoming 
increasingly lucrative as a result of tourist expansion made possible by economic reform. Under 
the slogan “zongjiao datai, jingji changxi” (religion building the stage for economy to sing the 
opera),3 local state agents began to rush to restore and reconstruct temples to attract tourist 
money and capital investment. The trend affects even temples of priestly management. Local 
state leaders regularly prey on these temples by enclosing the temple inside a scenic park or 
leasing temples under their jurisdiction to commercial interests. These enclosed sites were rebuilt 
for mass tourist consumption. Temple leadership have little control over the often high admission 
fee and illegitimate religious services in the park. Worse, it is often the temple that suffers the 
loss of reputation from these activities. 
The central government does not encourage the commercial use of religious sites, but since 
the deployment of religious resources is in line with the state’s developmental goal, the central 
state has for the most part tolerated such practice. Yet, as “zongjiao datai, jingji changxi” 
became a local developmental repertoire, the central sate has time and again found itself in a 
strange position of having to defend Buddhism and Taoism from its local agents on the ground 
that commercial exploitation of temples disturbs “normal” religious activities and profanes 
religious sentiments.  
                                                
3 For the earliest mention of the phrase in China Knowledge Resource Integrated Database, see Manchun Li. 
“Zhengque lijie he chuli zongjiao gongzuo zhong de jige bianzheng guanxi” (Rightly Understand and Handle 
Several Dialectic Relationships in Religious Work). Zhongyang shehui zhuyi xueyuan xuebao 1993 (6): 41. “The 
practice of so-called ‘building the religious stage to sing the economic opera’ is wrong and must be prohibited in 
earnest.” The first reference to the phrase is in People’s Daily is in 1998. The head of the Bureau of Religious 
Affairs replied to a reporter’s inquiry, “The idea and practice of ‘building the religious stage to sing the economic 
opera’ have violated the Party’s religious policy and are against the construction of Socialist Spiritual Civilization. 
[The idea and practice] must be resolutely prohibited.” See “Quanmian renzhen guanche dang de zongjiao zhengce: 
guowuyuan zongjiao shiwuju juzhang yexiaowen da jizhe wen” (All-round and Earnest Implementation of the 
Party’s Religious Policy: Q and A with Ye Xiaowen, Director of the Bureau of Religious Affairs of the State 
Council). People’s Daily March 12, 1998: 11. Print. 
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It was not long before the central state became alert to the mass construction of temples at 
the local level. The central state issued three notifications in 1994 and 1996 to ban the “reckless 
construction” (luanjian) of temples and outdoor religious statues and the increasingly prevalent 
“abnormal” religious scenes, such as fake clergy, divining, fortune-telling, and profit-seeking 
ritual assemblies in these sites.4 Despite the central state’s position against the practice, “religion 
building the stage for economy to sing the opera” continued to be popular among local state 
agents. Almost two decades after the first official prohibition, the central state issued another 
notification in 2012 denouncing commercial use of temple property.5 “Zongjiao datai, jingji 
changxi” remains one of the discords between the central state and its local agents. Most 
importantly, local state-led commercial exploitation of temples has become the major source of 
contention between the Chinese state and Buddhist and Taoist communities. 
Why does the atheist state openly oppose commercial use of temple property? Despite 
repeated oppositions from the central state and the religious community, why and how do local 
governments continue the practice? Amid the pressure of local state-led commodification, why 
do some temples manage to secure religious use of temple property while others succumb to the 
imposition of commodified temple access and religious services? To understand what is at stake 
                                                
4 See “Guanyu zhizhi lanjian lutian foxiang de tongzhi” (Notification regarding Curbing the Reckless Construction 
of Outdoor Buddha Statues), issued by Religious Affairs Bureau, Ministry of Construction, and National Tourism 
Administration, September 13, 1994. Beidafabao. Peking University Center for Legal Information and Beijing 
ChinaLawInfo Co. Ltd. Web. <http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.4.18232>. “Guanyu zhizhi luanjian fodaojiao siguan de tongzhi” 
(Notification regarding Curbing the Reckless Construction of Buddhist and Taoist Temples), issued by Religious 
Affairs Bureau, October 20, 1994. <http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.4.18235>. “Guanyu zhizhi luanjian miaoyu he lutian 
foxiang de yijian” (Opinion regarding Curbing the Reckless Construction of Temples and Outdoor Buddha Statues), 
drafted by Ministry of United Front Work and Religious Affairs Bureau, issued by the General Office of the CPC 
and the General Office of the State Council, December 13, 1996. <http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.5.46266>. Accessed August 
6, 2016. 
5  “Guanyu chuli sheji fojiao simiao, daojiao gongguan guanli youguan wenti de yijian” (Opinion regarding 
Handling Questions related to the Management of Buddhist and Taoist Temples), issued by State Administration of 
Religious Affairs, Ministry of United Front Work, National Development and Reform Commission, Ministry of 
Public Security, Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development, Ministry of Culture, State Administration for 
Industry and Commerce, National Tourism Administration, Securities Regulatory Commission, and State 
Administration of Cultural Heritage, October 8, 2012. <http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.4.186780>. Accessed August 6, 2016. 
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in “religion building the stage for economy to sing the opera,” I begin with a discussion of 
religious revival as a theoretical puzzle in the study of religion and politics. 
 
Situating “Religion Building the Stage for Economy to Sing the Opera” 
First of all, “zongjiao datai, jingji changxi” speaks to a theoretical puzzle on the relationship 
between religion and modern economic development, i.e. the Protestant ethic thesis. Weber has 
famously argued that Protestant work ethic fostered modern capitalist development and that 
modernity was a uniquely Western phenomenon embedded in the Judeo-Christian tradition.6 His 
emphasis of religious motivations in the development of early capitalism was meant to challenge 
the material determinism of Marxism in historical change. 7  Following this thesis, his 
comparative study of the Chinese civilization focused on why the capitalist order had failed to 
emerge in China, which he argued was the result of the static religiopolitical ideology and 
structure of the Chinese society. The early years of the economic reform in China seemed to 
provide an alternative path to capitalist modernity, and Chinese “traditional religions” appeared 
to be able to contribute to as oppose to block its development.  
Moreover, despite continued economic growth, not only is religious observance on the rise, 
but the upsurge of religion has coincided with the atheist state’s effort to curb religious 
expansion in the reform era. China’s religious revival appears to be remarkable and puzzling also 
because it defied two dominant theories in the social scientific study of religion: the 
secularization theory and the market theory of religion. 
                                                
6 Note that Weber’s argument is not one of causality but elective affinity in that Protestant spirit and capitalist ethos 
relate to each other as irreducible parts of chemical composition, rather than as mechanical cause and effect. See 
Andrew M. McKinnon (2010).  
7 Weber’s cultural explanations reinforced ideas of European superiority in economic rationalism. For a critique of 
the uniqueness and universal validity of the European capitalism as a concept and as a historical phenomenon, see 
Brook and Blue (2009). 
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The secularization thesis had since 1960s dominated the study of religion in social sciences. 
The thesis predicted the social and political irrelevance of religion and religious organization 
along the general trend towards economic modernization. The divergence of the scholarly works 
published within this strand hardly constituted a systematic theory, but the fact that most scholars 
shared a few exemplars and their consensual assumption on the relationship between religion and 
modernity have led to the wide acceptance of a Kuhnian paradigm (Tschannen 1991).8 
According to the thesis, secularization consisted of multiple interrelated dimensions. As a meta 
process, economic modernization entailed the fragmentation of social functions, such as 
education, economics and politics, previously embedded in and dominated by religion. The 
social structure upholding the facticity provided by the church hence became increasingly fluid. 
As other social functions became independent from religious control and began to operate on 
secular standards, religion also emerged as a specific institutional domain at the same time 
retreating from public sphere into private space. Protestant Reformation propagated that 
individuals were able to mediate their own moral and spiritual salvation, the logic of which was 
propitious to individualism and pluralism. Meanwhile, science began to provide competing 
interpretations that challenged the religious world view. Newly empowered social actors tended 
to opt for more egalitarian sects whose separate claims of ultimate truth eventually severed to 
undermine the world-maintenance faculty of all religions. Religious pluralism hence paved the 
way for the demise of religion (Luckmann 1967; Martin 1978; Berger 2011). Accordingly, 
modernity pronounced the insignificance of religion and religious authority. It is not surprising 
                                                
8 In the monumental work The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, Kuhn argues that scientific development is 
featured by the rotation of normal science and revolutions. In normal science, scientific research operates on the 
consensus over fundamentals, such as metaphysical assumptions, values, languages, techniques, which are 
encapsulated by major scientific breakthroughs and writings, i.e. paradigms or exemplars. Scientific revolution 
happens when the existing paradigm is no longer equipped to solve increasing significant anomalies, giving rise to 
competing schools of thoughts and eventually new paradigms.  
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that religion has until recent decade only occupied a marginal place in political science (Wald 
and Wilcox 2006).9 Although it should be noted that the paradigm predicts a decreasing 
sociopolitical role of religion, it does in no way suggest the disappearance of religion. 
Empirically, classic secularization thesis has failed to account for cross-national variations 
among countries with similar levels of economic development, such as the difference of church 
attendance between the U.S. and Western Europe (Norris and Inglehart 2011). Secularization 
should therefore be understood not a subtraction of religion from modernity, but a social 
condition wherein religion and unbelief coexist, albeit uneasily (Taylor 2009). Furthermore, 
religion has shown little sign of subsiding into public invisibility, as manifested by the 
politicization of religion and the rise of fundamentalist movements in the world’s major 
religions. Not only has religious observance proved capable of taking modern forms, but religion 
has, among other domains, been the site of contention and occupied the central stage in the 
national, regional, and global politics (Huntington 1993; Casanova 1994; ; Juergensmeyer 2005; 
Hirschkind 2006; Gill 2008; Habermas 2006; Weizman 2012; Brubaker 2012; Grzymala-Busse 
2016). 
The secularization paradigm has also been criticized for its teleological view of modernity 
which negated the historical nuance and power dynamics in the formation of the secular as an 
idea and a political project intertwined with the politics of nation-states and the spread of 
European colonialism (Asad 2003; Keane 2007; Cannell 2010). The secularization theory, like 
its theoretical cousin modernization theory sees social change as a voluntary process, but human 
history has time and again shown us that political change was conflict-laden and oftentimes 
violent. In addition to the “de-privatization” of religion in theory and in practice, the diversified 
                                                
9 This neglect could also be attributed to the discipline’s early emphasis on the formal legal institutions and later on 
the positivist approach in the study of human behavior.  
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institutional configuration of each society has also led critics to call for the contextualization of 
the relation of religion to politics that goes beyond the liberal model of the separation of Church 
and State in the public sphere (Bhargava 1998; Scott and Hirschkind 2006; Wedeen 2009; 
Calhoun et al 2011). 
The other influential approach in the social scientific study of religion arose from its 
vehement criticism of the secularization thesis and has come to be known as the religious 
economy school. Generally speaking, the school is united by the application of microeconomic 
analysis and market imagery to explain the dynamics of religious behavior (Bellin 2008), which 
aimed to create deductive and empirically testable theories (Stark and Bainbridge 1987; Stark 
1997). It began with the reflection on the U.S. anomaly. In spite of rapid modernization, religious 
participation (measured by church membership) has increased steadily throughout the 19th and 
the first half of 20th centuries. Disestablishment has not resulted in decline in religious practice as 
predicted by the secularization thesis. The religious history in the U.S. hence triggered a debate 
on the relationship between religious pluralism and religious participation, which led scholars to 
argue that religious competition, not religious monopoly, encouraged religious vitality (Finke 
1990; Warner 1993). The economic approach saw religion as a commodity, churches as 
producers of religious services, and individuals as consumers. Since individual preferences were 
diverse, pluralism should be the natural state of religious economies. In a religious marketplace, 
religious firms, like economic firms, compete for survival and market share by producing 
commodities attractive to consumers who are free to choose and participate in religion. The 
supply-side theory advocated by Stark and his colleagues presupposed religious demand to be 
constant and contended that variation in the supply of religious product best explained variation 
in religious behavior. For the reason that no single denomination is able to provide religious 
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products that satisfy all consumers, a natural monopoly is not possible. Religious firms therefore 
must deploy state assistance to achieve dominance. Yet, monopoly religions are inefficient and 
reduce religious participation because the clergy are subject to perverse political and economic 
incentives that prevent them from producing satisfactory religious products. It follows that 
competition increases the quality of religious products and societies with higher religious 
pluralism would have higher level of religious participation. Accordingly, state regulation in the 
form of restrictions and subsidies affect the overall level of religiosity in society through 
distorting the competition mechanism in the religious market place (Finke and Stark 1989; 
Iannaccone 1990, 1991; Chaves and Cann 1992; Stark and Iannaccone 1994; Stark and Finke 
2000). 
The religious economy school proposed to abandon secularization as a theoretical concept 
and advocated that modernization be conceptualized as a process of desacralization (Stark and 
Finke 2000). The advantage of such conceptualization is that desacralization does not necessarily 
entail the decline in individual piety. However, by focusing on the dimension of individual piety 
and treating individual religious demand as a constant, the economic approach of religion simply 
defines away secularization (Gorski and Altınordu 2008). The school’s emphasis on the micro-
foundation of religious behavior has also failed to recognize secular and religious 
institutionalization as large-scale, compound phenomena that cannot be reduced to individuals. 
Most importantly, the theory has failed the empirical test from where its hypotheses are 
generated. Most large-N research supporting the positive correlation between religious 
pluralism10 and religious participation—one of the major discoveries of the religious economy 
school—have failed methodological scrutiny due to the issues of measurement and statistical 
                                                
10 Religious competition and religious pluralism are interrelated but not identical concepts, but pluralism has been 
treated as an indicator of competition in the economic approach of religion. 
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controls.11 Historical evidences have also lent little support to the supply-side theory. For 
example, contrary to the prediction of the theory, Catholicism dominated countries have 
exhibited higher level of religious involvement than Protestant countries in Europe. Post-Soviet 
countries have demonstrated a great variation in religious vitality amid the general trend of 
deregulation. In short, the relationship between religious pluralism and religious vitality is at best 
contextual. Religious participation comes in a variety of forms. In most contexts, it is not 
voluntary association as suggested by the market approach but influenced by other variables such 
as political conflicts, national identity, ethnic grouping, political ideology, geopolitics, class 
struggle (Breault 1989; Olson 1999; Chaves and Gorski 2001).  
As discussed above, the school’s founding is informed by the historical development of 
religions in the U.S. and hence its understanding of religious participation is largely based on the 
Christian experience in which proselytization and church attendance constitute major forms of 
religious observance. It is doubtful if the school’s core concept of religious competition is 
applicable to non-proselytizing religious traditions like Buddhism and Taoism. This leads to 
another problem of the market theory of religion—its scanty attention to the source of individual 
preferences. The thin connection between theology and individual motivations is less 
problematic when the religious market place is relatively homogenous. It would make little sense 
to speak of competition when the religious landscape is fragmented along the line of distant faith 
traditions. Instead of claiming a general causal relationship, the study of religion in modernity 
                                                
11 Olson (1999) shows that because of a strong negative correlation between Catholic population share and pluralism 
index (independent variable), and a strong positive correlation between Catholic population share and the general 
religious adherence rate (dependent variable), positive association between pluralism index and the general religious 
adherence rate becomes the arithmetic artifact after controlling Catholic population share. Chaves and Gorski (2001) 
survey publications supporting such positive association and find that half of them obtain the result via problematic 
statistical control. Excluding problematic cases, within the literature making general claims about the relationship 
between religious pluralism and religious participation, they find that only 12% of analyses support positive 
association as oppose to 60% negative or 28% null results (268). 
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should situate the research puzzle in the larger sociopolitical and cultural contexts and recognize 
the multiplicity of causal orders. 
Moving to China, students of Chinese religions are often faced with the inadequacy of 
conceptual tools developed from Christian experiences, especially the religious-secular duality. 
These categories have various institutional and epistemological assumptions that are foreign to 
Chinese religious traditions. For example, the Chinese supernatural outlook is polytheistic and 
pluralistic and there is no singular and exclusive truth claim like the ones in the monotheistic 
traditions. For the most part, religious practices are diffused in everyday life and the clergy is 
poorly organized. Religious establishments in China have never developed an empire that is 
capable of dominating or competing with the political government(s) (Yang 1961). This by no 
means indicates the absence of the religious in the Chinese state. On the contrary, the Chinese 
state has historically defined and been the major part of religious observances (Yu 2005). The 
Chinese state has been heavily involved in shaping the forms of the religious and ideational 
politics, a praxis that is informed historically by Confucianism and inherited by the two 
subsequent self-proclaimed secular regimes, the Nationalist and the Communist.  
Rather than being an automatic process, I would argue that the secularization of Chinese 
society is best understood as continuous social engineering driven by the self-identification of 
state-building elites and intertwined with the historical formation of the Chinese nation-state. 
The religiopolitical nature of the Chinese state has manifested in its agency in formulating the 
religious question and conceiving and executing the secularization process in the 20th century—
from the de-establishment of Confucianism, the reformulation of temple property and functions 
in “funding schools with temple property” (miaochan xingxue) campaign during the Republican 
era, redistribution of temple property during the Agrarian Reform, to the extermination of 
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religious establishments that peaked at the Cultural Revolution and their restoration in the 
aftermath. Despite their separate secular schemes, both regimes viewed the religious question as 
intertwined with the question of modernity. The Republican imaginary of modern, true religion 
has generated social mobilizations that gave rise to the modern religious field. The Communist 
regime’s religious governance does not stop at propagating atheism and limiting religious 
expansion. More, the regime has gone so far as to define and defend what it considers to be 
normal religious activities. The Chinese case will therefore contribute to our understanding of the 
secular as a imposed category and secularism as a political ideology. This perspective allows us 
to see secularization as a dynamic political process in which actors of various interests and 
concerns interact, rather than a unilinear, automatic process that leads to religious decline. The 
perspective will then situate the upsurge of religion in the post-Mao reform China in the structure 
of religious governance devised by the modernizing state. 
The dissertation hence departs from scholarly work adopting a society-centered approach 
that sees China’s religious revival as reassertion and reinvention of religious identity or 
resurgence of social force against a persecuting state (Dean 1993; Jing 1996; Madsen 1998; 
Ownby 2008). The qualitative change of religious observances is an important measure of 
religious revitalization, but I would argue that this approach centers heavily on outward 
expressions of faith and has failed to account for the instrumental and secular nature of Chinese 
religiosities. Most importantly, it fails to address the facilitating role of the authoritarian state 
whose interests and values are distinct from those of the religious communities. The upsurge of 
religion is made possible by the state rehabilitation of religion. Rather than being denounced as 
among the rank of counter-revolutionary “monsters and demons” (niugui sheshen), religion is 
granted a rightful place in China’s socialist transition. The rehabilitation of religion has led to the 
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proliferation of small village temples and the restoration of lineage halls. Yet, the reopening and 
reconstruction of high-profile religious centers symbolizes the return of organized religions in an 
regime upholding atheism and would require at least some form of state activism.  
Accordingly, this dissertation project attempts three interventions in the existing literature. 
First, this research explores the less-studied material dimension of religious observances which 
epitomizes the course of religion’s recovery from the demolition of the Cultural Revolution in 
the past three decades, that is, temple restoration. Religious revival is a large-scale phenomenon. 
It is an multifaceted, compound outcome. In the Chinese case, the upsurge of religion is an 
ongoing process whose future is still uncertain. No scholarly ambition suffices to take on the task 
of generating a holistic theory to explain the coexistence of economic development, state 
regulation and religious revival. My focus on temple restoration is a response to “big questions, 
little answers” proposed by Barbara Geddes (2003). The approach seeks to practically 
accumulate theoretical knowledge on macro-phenomena by breaking them down and focusing on 
theorizing each individual processes.  
This research strategy allows me to situate the post-Mao religious upsurge in a larger 
historical context. The second half of the 19th century had seen waves of temple reconstruction in 
the aftermath of the Taiping Rebellion which came to a halt during the Sino-Japanese War. Wars 
and the political change following the Communist Revolution had led to even greater loss of 
temple properties. As the amount of temples that the religious community has been able to 
restore and reconstruct after 1979 has not yet reached even the pre-1949 level, it suffices to say 
that post-Mao religious development is still within the natural course of religious observances 
and that the strength of current religious revival might have been overestimated, at least in 
Buddhism and Taoism. Accordingly, what becomes puzzling about post-Mao religious 
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development is not the coexistence of religion and modernity, but the restoration of religious 
establishment by a modernizing state. 
Hence, my second intervention is to investigate the structuring role of the atheist state in 
religious recovery and the institutional consequences that arise from the interaction among the 
various actors located in the regulatory framework of religious governance and economic 
development, particularly the agents of the state and religious leadership. In doing so, this 
research joins the emerging literature that emphasizes the Chinese state’s dominant role in 
shaping religious institutions and religion and the state are mutually constitutive (Chau 2006; 
Yang 2006; Yang 2008; Ashiwa and Wank 2009; Palmer and Goossaert 2011).  
Third, I focus on two religious traditions: Chinese Buddhism and Taoism. Compared to 
other state-sanctioned religions (Christianity, Islam, Tibetan Buddhism), the two indigenous 
religions are perceived to have lower level of tension with the regime (Koesel 2014). This view 
ignores the multi-dimensionality of state-religion relations. It is true that mainstream Chinese 
Buddhism and Taoism have been incorporated into the political order over the course of 
centuries, but this does in no way suggest that they are incapable of ushering sociopolitical 
change. For example, the economic self-preservation of Chinese Buddhism and Taoism during 
the Republican “building schools with temple properties” campaign has greatly shaped the 
formation of the political as well as the religious fields in the nascent Chinese nation-state. At the 
empirical level, as long as the majority of Chinese people still practice a mixture of Buddhism 
and Taoism, the religions’ influence should be taken more seriously. Moreover, the theoretical 
knowledge in the study of religion and politics has thus far privileged the Christian experiences. 
My final intervention is therefore to bring in the experiences of other major religious traditions. 
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As will be made clear throughout this dissertation, the politics of religious property has 
dominated state-religion interactions. 
I further break down the material dimension of religious restoration in reform China. 
Temple restoration includes two mechanisms: return and rebuild. The first mechanism is to 
return temple properties occupied by various state agents during the Cultural Revolution to 
religious use. In this scenario, the political agency lies in the state organs that occupy the temples 
(mostly cultural heritage, landscaping, and forestry), in addition to the religious community 
represented by the semi-official religious association. The second mechanism is to rebuild 
temples from scratch since the majority of temples have been destroyed over the course of a 
century’s political turmoil. The political agency of this mechanism lies in the local state and the 
commercial interests for the new temple’s erection. Before 1996, the authority was in the county-
level government and since 1996, the authority to licensing new temples has been in the 
provincial-level government. By differentiating the mechanisms and where the political agency 
lies, this research is able to identify the variation of political processes in temple restoration. 
In the spectrum of cases of temple restoration, historic temples are subject to the mechanism 
of return. They have escaped complete destruction due to their cultural and architectural values. 
The mechanism of rebuild applies to temples of diverse sizes and functions, including ancestral 
halls, village temples, pagodas, religious academy, nunneries, monasteries, and so on. The 
restoration of a site may contain both mechanisms. Most temples still standing by the end of the 
Cultural Revolution had lost certain physical capacity necessary for a temple ecology. For 
example, a historic temple might have lost the main shrine, the dinning quarter, the clergy’s 
dormitory, or the meditation hall. The erection of a new temple will need to provide archival or 
material proof of the existence of its spiritual lineage. In any case, both mechanisms cannot 
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proceed without the involvement or acquiescence of the atheist state and its agents. This study 
will focus on the restoration of regional temples and pilgrimage centers because of their 
socioeconomic significance and the level of state involvement. These temples are not only 
economic powerhouse but mark the return of organized religions and trans-territorial religious 
authority. The study of their restoration therefore must be situated in post-Mao institutional 
frameworks of religious governance and economic development, hence “religion building the 
stage for the economy to sing the opera.” 
Thus far, I have presented China’s religious revival as a theoretical puzzle based on the 
secularization thesis and the market theory of religion. A reflection on the general problems of 
the two theories and their applicability to the Chinese case has allowed me to reframe my 
research puzzle as follows: what is remarkable about the Chinese case is not the coexistence of 
religion and modernity, but the modernizing state’s restoration of religious establishments. I then 
break down the compound outcome that has come to be known as religious revival and focus on 
its material dimension, specifically temple restoration. A further analysis of the mechanisms 
through which temples are restored to religious use allows me to locate the political agency of 
religious revival and to see that religious restoration is intertwined with post-Mao state’s logic of 
economic development. Accordingly, I am able to narrow my research to the politics of “religion 
building the stage for economy to sing the opera.”  
Three levels of questions frame the dissertation. First, I ask why the atheist state oppose 
commercial exploitation of temple properties. Second, why do agents of the state continue to opt 
for the repertoire? Third, I ask why some temples are able to dodge local state’s pressure to 




This dissertation is presented in three tiers. Each tier adopts a different research approach, and 
each also serves as theoretical knowledge to the understanding of the next tier. The answers to 
my three research questions are unfolded in the three-tiered presentation. The first tier deals with 
structure. I study the religiopolitical nature of the Chinese state via a critical survey of literature 
from a range of disciplines, especially history and anthropology. I consult historical data, such as 
official documents, newspapers, laws, political writings, and autobiography. By means of 
historical analysis, I try to show that secular and religious ideas are exogenous categories, and 
the Chinese nation-state is both the site and the agent of macro-processes, such as religious 
institutionalization, political secularization and economic modernization.  
The formation of the Chinese modern secular state is political power at its most ambitious 
application. The central argument in the first-tier analysis is that as a structure, the state is the 
site and result of ideological revolutions; but as an agent, we see the interests and concerns of its 
representatives and other actors located in the structure together shape the political outcome. The 
Communist state in its ideological essence cannot commodify nor promote religion, but to what 
extent is such idea implemented will depend on how it is mediated through the infrastructure of 
religious governance.  
Hence, the second tier handles institution, in this case, the infrastructure of religious 
governance and the framework of economic development, including bureaucracy, laws and 
regulations. It is this middle ground that mediates between the macro-structure (i.e. the state or 
society) and micro-level everyday experiences. This part of the dissertation analyzes laws and 
regulations and their implementation. I show that authoritarian state in its attempt to control 
religion or economic growth through a variety of regulatory schemes has created numerous 
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unintended consequences. The second tier is to show how a variety of actors complicate the 
state’s hegemonic projects, in this particular case, controlling religion. Its core concern is where 
power begins and ends thanks to the disruption by agents of the state as well as the subjects of 
state control.  
Finally, the third tier focuses on the workings of “religion building the stage for economy to 
sing the opera.” In analyzing the behaviors of political leadership and religious leadership, I 
follow the insights of recent works on religion in comparative politics which combine interests-
based, firm-level analysis and historical analysis (Kalyvas 1996; Gill 1998, 2007; Warner 2000; 
Koesel 2014), but I agree with their critics’ opinion about the distinctiveness of religious identity 
and the importance of employing a thick linkage between individual preferences and theology 
(Philpott 2009; Gryzmala-Busse 2016). I would also like to add that the debate about if interests 
or ideas matter is a moot point. Oftentimes the boundary between ideas and interests is not so 
clear-cut. Ideas have material foundations and political or economic interests are defined by 
ideology. We have seen in the CPC history that Marxist ideology and the political interest of 
regime survival have both been used to restore and suppress religion. Idea or interest is 
eventually contextual. 
Therefore, I adopt the rational choice approach only loosely. I do not assume individuals to 
be utility maximizers who act according to a fixed set of preferences and goals that are not linked 
to any particular historical and social contexts, since “there is no such a thing as a self prior to 
social interaction: selves are produced and continually reproduced in relation to others” (Wedeen 
2008: 182). I accept that individuals operate on an environment of scarce resources, their actions 
are limited by institutional constraints, such as norms and culture, they take into considerations 
of the behaviors of others, and the strategic interactions among actors lead to a variety of 
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political outcomes. With respect to the preferences of political leadership and religious 
leadership, I emphasize their institutional incentives because of the highly centralized CPC 
nomenclature and the disciplinary nature of monastic institutions.  
I argue that two factors help explain why local state agents regularly espouse “religion 
building the stage for economy to sing the opera.” First, local leadership’s income and political 
promotion are determined by the economic performance during their tenure that lasts only 
between three to five years. They are incentivized to utilize any fiscal tools available to them to 
create short-term economic growth. The cadre management system alone does not explain why 
commercial exploitation of temples is a viable option. Therefore, second, public temples’ social 
ownership structure places temples in a weak institutional position vis-à-vis the local political 
leadership. Without property ownership, temples cannot acquire juristic personhood that will 
allow them to stand in court or enter contractual agreements necessary to operate in a modern 
economic system. Temples have to rely on political patronage to mediate for their operations, 
which makes them easy preys to local state agents.  
It is the combination of the cadre management system and the social ownership of temples 
that perpetuates “religion building the stage for economy to sing the opera.” Yet, it is the 
potential size of temple economy that determines the target of the developmental repertoire. It 
will only make sense for local state agents to abuse such institutional lever over temples that are 
potentially able to garner substantive incomes. The potential size of temple economy indicates 
that small temples will be exempted from “religion building the stage for economy to sing the 
opera.” A temple’s increasing popularity will likely to increase the size of temple economy and 
invite the local state’s developmental attempt. Local state agents can also artificially increase 
temple economy by investing in temple tourism or simply erect new temples—a scheme that was 
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popular before 1996 when the licensing permission was still placed in county-level governments 
as opposed to in the current provincial-level authorities, which makes official erection of new 
temples difficult. 
Among the three variables, the incentive structure of the cadre management system and 
temple’s social ownership have been relatively stable since 1990s. Temples that are potentially 
profitable are locked in the local developmental repertoire of “religion building the stage for 
economy to sing the opera.” The behavioral outcome of the local state agent is unlikely to 
change unless there is an overhaul either in the cadre management system or the ownership 
structure of temple property. Until then, temples will be confronting the dilemma of their own 
popularity.  
Faced with local state-led religious commodification, some temples are able to maintain 
management autonomy while others are forced to join the local state’s developmental scheme. 
Before I delve in my argument about the variation, I would like to discuss the institutional 
preferences and constraints of temple leadership and why “building the stage for economy to 
sing the opera” is a threat to temple’s long-term survival.  
Temple leadership, especially those of large temples, observe a spiritual lineage much 
longer than the tenure of political leadership. For the temple as an institution to survive, the 
leadership need to cultivate a healthy and sustainable use of temple property that follows the 
religious teachings. Local state-led religious commodification decreases a temple’s religious 
outreach by increasing the cost of temple access. It forces temples to share revenues and prevents 
the reinvestment of temple incomes in the improvement of their religious endowments, such as 
the education of the clergy. The local state agent’s disregard or ignorance of religious teachings 
often invites unorthodox religious practices or illicit commercial activities that would damage the 
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temple’s spiritual authority. Temples in imperial time could survive from large land holdings, but 
contemporary Buddhist and Taoist establishments have lost their estates to the state. Once a 
temple loses a diverse and substantive patron base, it cannot hope to support the clergy and 
afford temple maintenance. “Religion building the stage for economy to sing the opera” will only 
drain off a temple’s material and symbolic resources in the long run.  
Temple leadership, however, have to also consider temple’s short-term survival. The 
infrastructure of religious governance grants local state agents tremendous institutional power 
over religious affairs, such as the ordination and defrocking of monks, selection of temple 
leadership, permission to hold large religious assemblies, licensing temple reconstruction, 
auditing temple finance, and so on. A hostile government can make it difficult for a temple to 
operate through a wide range of punishing inspections. Most importantly, government hostility 
can make it difficult for temple as an institution to survive by removing its leadership. It is 
therefore in the interest of temple leadership to attend to the political leadership’s demand or 
least not to antagonize them. Monastic Buddhism and Taoism’s reliance on the physical temple 
makes them primed to accept the existing political order. In the authoritarian context, temple 
leadership are not looking for expansion but survival and autonomy which entail not having the 
authorities disrupt religious services, destroy temple properties, or remove monks from the 
temple and having control over temple management, including the use of temple properties, the 
selection of leadership and the content of religious services. 
I have established that for temple as an institution to survive in the long run, aspiring 
religious leaders attempt to establish a sustainable temple economy that observes religious 
teachings and prolongs its spiritual lineage. Temple leadership prefer not to join local state 
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agents to “sing the economic opera,” but due to the immobility of temple assets, they will not 
openly oppose the political government, either.  
With the temple’s default survival strategy in mind, I argue that a temple’s religious 
endowments explain the variation among temples that are faced with the pressure to commodify 
temple access and religious services. Temples that are equipped with rich religious 
endowments—ritual specialty, religious learning, and monastic discipline—are better able to 
negotiate temple autonomy. Leadership of such temples have a good command of temple’s 
symbolic resources and are able to transform them into material incomes and more importantly, 
trans-territorial spiritual authority. The existence of such temple raises the profile of the locality 
and has already brought economic benefits through spill-over effects of a vibrant temple 
economy. Local state agent of course can try accessing direct temple incomes by interfering with 
the use of temple property, but they will have to risk confronting a large base community who 
would like to have ready access to the physical temple as well as its religious services. Under 
such circumstances, it is in the interests of local state agents to refrain from intervening in temple 
affairs. Temples that have yet to cultivate strong religious endowments but have the potential to 
expand are vulnerable to state-led commodifying scheme. This might explain why major 
pilgrimage centers have been encircled in scenic parks in the immediate aftermath of the Cultural 
Revolution. The enclosed clergy’s reliance on the state to operate the scenic park and their 
inability to regularly interact with and cultivate lay followers have perpetuated a temple 
economy that prioritizes incomes derived from commodified temple access. 
This dissertation takes the literature on the secularization thesis and the economic theory of 
religion as an entry point to examine China’s religious revival in the aftermath of the Cultural 
Revolution, particularly its material dimension—temple restoration. By focusing on the state as 
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both the site and agent of political categories such as the secular and the religious, this cross-
disciplinary research is also immersed in the anthropology of religion which calls for the 
researcher’s attention to the mechanisms of power.  
What might this dissertation contribute to the study of religion and politics? First, “religion 
building the stage for economy to sing the opera” draws our attention to the state-led religious 
growth and the subsequent formation of contested sacred space that have aggressively promoted 
religion’s secular and economic functions. On the one side are the economically driven local 
state agents and the commercial interests seeking to commodify and cash in on religious 
services; one the other side are the religious community struggling to safeguard religion’s 
institutional strength and the central leadership concerned with the normalcy and sociopolitical 
functions of religion. The dynamics reveals a picture of multiple, intertwined state-religion 
relations that transcends the structural binary constituting of a persecuting state and a resisting 
religion. The dramatic growth of Buddhist and Taoist sites, along with the continuous 
commercialization of religious space and the resulting religious activism, presents a nonlinear 
and contesting relationship between the secular political institutions and religious establishment. 
Interestingly, the state’s imperative for religious control and religion’s search for political 
recognition and security have made religion and the Communist party-state strange bedfellows in 
the post-socialist market transition. 
Second, according to Durkheim (2008), religion is a system of beliefs and practices that 
serve to unify its adherents and reaffirm the collective life. It is the self-representation of society 
whose creation emerges from our collective consciousness and through actions and their material 
consequences that society as a single moral community is born. From this Durkheimian 
perspective, religious properties are the material manifestations of the social and their 
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maintenance regenerates commitment and reinforces the social. In the history of secular state 
formation, the regulation or destruction of religious properties has been one of the major tasks of 
the state. It is part of secular elites’ attempt to curb religious influences and to redirect large 
religious resources to modern state building, notably the cases of French Republics, the Soviet 
Union, and Mexico under PRI. At the peak of state hostility, these regimes confiscated and 
destroyed religious properties and prohibited the clergy from acquiring or accessing religious 
properties. Yet, despite state oppression, religion has not lost its significance or become obsolete. 
In fact, the state has oftentimes found itself having to fall back from its stringent religious policy 
as a result of societal non-compliance or resistance.  
Religious sites, especially pilgrimage destinations, are sacred space whose interpretations 
and usages have been the subject of contestation between religious organizations, pilgrims, 
tourists, the local population, and the government, among others. The Buddhist and Taoist 
communities have in modern times proved able to mobilize both at the local and national levels 
when temple properties were singled out for exploitation. In the Republican era, it is the religious 
leadership’s search for state recognition of the inalienability of temple property neither by the 
state nor by members of the religious community. During the Communist Revolution, it is the 
countless peasant resistance against temple confiscation during the agrarian struggle and the 
regime’s acceptance of temple’s social ownership. In the reform era, it is the religious 
leadership’s endeavor to reclaim temple property and struggle against religious commodification. 
The connection between the physical temple and a community guided by spiritual leadership 
makes complete control over temple property impossible without the destruction of its social 
foundation. The Communist regime has succeeded only to a certain degree, and the gain has 
come with a heavy cost to its ruling legitimacy which has then driven the atheist state to restore 
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religious establishments and to acknowledge the uniqueness of religious property. The history of 
religious persecution seems to suggest that the extermination of religion is impossible without 
the destruction of society or the state itself. The Chinese case provides an opportunity to explore 
the sociality and materiality of religion, which will then contribute to our understanding of 
religion’s resilience despite repeated attempts aiming at its destruction. 
 
Plan of Inquiry 
This research sets out to answer three interrelated questions: First, why does the atheist central 
state oppose commercial use of temple property? Second, despite opposition from the atheist 
state and religious community, why does the local government regularly opt for such practice? 
Third, amid local state-led religious commodification, why do some religious leaders are able to 
maintain religious use of temple properties while others succumb to the pressure to commodify 
these properties to an extant that detracts from the properties’ religious functions?  
For the first question, I adopted historical enquiry to trace the evolution of CPC’s religious 
policy. Since my method is inductive, I was aware that I would have to reframe my research 
question at different historical junctures of the policy: Why did the nascent Communist regime 
preserve religious property to be a category of its own? Why did the atheist state choose to 
restore religious establishments after three decades of tireless effort to reduce their influence and 
with seeming success? I consult multiple sources of historical data, such as newspapers, official 
communications, policy memos, regulations, laws, judicial rulings, and so on. Over the course of 
my research, I have begun to see the historical continuity of state-religion contention over the use 
and nature of religious property from the Republican to the Communist period, how the 
consequent political mobilizations have defined state and religious institutions, and how during 
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the processes, the Communist state came to accept the distinctiveness of religious property and 
the religious use of temple property. 
The second and third questions would require the identification of the institutional 
incentives of the political leadership and religious leadership. Local state behavior is a well-
researched topic in Chinese politics thanks to academic interests in China’s dramatic economic 
growth. For the incentives of local state agents, I consulted the existing literature on the CPC 
nonmenklatura. My research strategy was to apply an old theory to a new phenomenon. For the 
institutional preferences of temple leadership, I consulted literature on Buddhist and Taoist 
studies. Moreover, as pointed out in the previous section, this dissertation does not fervently 
adhere to the rational choice theory and never intends for a deductive theory of religious 
behavior. Hence, I also use ethnography to learn the preferences of religious actors and how they 
make sense of their choices and actions from the theology as understood and lived by them.  
This dissertation uses case study to investigate the political processes of failed and 
successful temple restoration and somewhere in between. I am aware that selecting cases based 
on the dependent variable risks deriving general causal inferences from observing extreme cases 
located in a narrow frame in the full spectrum of cases. My cases are mostly regional and 
pilgrimage centers and their restoration cannot be representative of the spectrum of temple 
restoration or reconstruction. Yet, I believe that temple restoration as a general phenomenon 
contains heterogeneous causal mechanisms. The mechanisms are certainly different across 
temples, depending on their size, function, exclusiveness, theology, and so on. Small, communal 
temples might only need state acquiescence, whereas large, public temples would require state 
activism. The latter mechanism, i.e. the restoration of temples with trans-territorial base 
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communities, is what I am interested in and what I believe would shed light on the puzzle of 
religious revival in an atheist authoritarian state. 
In brief, the research data is collected from government statistics, newspapers, 
autobiographies, official documents, publications of the religious associations, semi-structural 
interviews, and ethnography. As the study state-religion relationship is politically sensitive and 
documented consent is culturally unfamiliar in China, I requested for a waiver of documentation 
of informed consent. My fieldwork is conducted between June 2012 and May 2015, during 
which I visited 18 Buddhist and five Taoist sites, the majority of which are pilgrimage centers or 
regional temples. The geography of the fieldwork covers Beijing and 17 counties across four 
provinces (Zhejiang, Jiangsu, Guangdong, and Hubei). These temples are historically prominent 
temples or their reconstructions, predominantly located in Eastern and South Central China, 
home to almost two-thirds of the 163 temples of national significance. Although the sample is 
not representative of the spectrum of cases of temple restoration, the fact that the two regions are 
historically the stronghold of Chinese Buddhism and Taoism makes them ideal to study the 
strength and limit of contemporary temple revival.  
In most cases, I had advanced access to the leadership and sites not open to the general 
public. I resided in a monastery between April and July 2013 during which I worked as a 
volunteer and researcher. I participated in the ritual practices of the clerics as well as assisted 
different work divisions with their daily activities in the monastery. My work often required me 
to converse with visitors of all sorts, such as tourists, fellow volunteers, pilgrims, local villagers, 
religious artists, and lay followers, except for the big donors and government officials who were 
always received by senior monks. The monastery entertained 1,500 to 2,000 visitors on a regular 
day, but some events would draw tens of thousands of people. I took a two-week trip to a site 
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affiliated with the monastery where I worked closely with its staff in a similar capacity. I learned 
and participated the daily operation of an open-access temple. My time with religious leaders and 
the base community has allowed me to argue with confidence the meaning of temple admission 
fee which I use as a measure for temple autonomy, i.e. the religious use of temple property. 
In September 2014 and May 2015, I took part in the pilgrimages of two different religious 
groups. I was able to study the multiple jurisdiction (e.g. forestry, tourism, culture, and religious 
affairs) characteristic of a pilgrimage center and what a fragmented sacred space meant to the 
religious leaders. In July 2014 and May 2015, I participated in two workshops where scholars, 
officials, and clerics debated the concurrent religious development. These events were valuable 
because they provided great opportunities to observe the ideological disparities in the public 
speech and offstage comments of the participants.  
 
Chapter Outline 
This dissertation contains two parts. Part I “Infrastructure of Religious Governance” comprises 
two chapters that deal with the enquiries of first-tier structure and second-tier institution as 
discussed in the previous section on theoretical framework. The three chapters in Part II “The 
Political Economy of Temple Enclosure” address the particulars of “religion building the stage 
for the economy to sing the opera”—my third tier enquiry.  
Chapter 2 is a historical survey of state-religion relations in China. I show that the 
religiopolitical nature of the Chinese state has made the definition and defense of religious 
orthodoxy integral to political legitimation, and yet in its implementation, the Chinese state has 
for the most part demonstrated remarkable pragmatism when faced with societal non-compliance 
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pending such innovations pose no threat to the political and religious dominance of the state. 
This state-religion dynamics continue throughout the Republican period and the Communist era.  
Chapter 3 details the infrastructure of religious governance under Communism, including 
the bureaucracy, the official policy, regulations and techniques of control. I show that religious 
governance in China has experienced two critical moments: the 1989 Tiananmen massacre and 
the 1999 nation-wide crackdown on Falun Gong. Both events have triggered the Communist 
leadership’s fear for regime survival, which has moved the general trend of religious governance 
towards increasing state regulation. The increasingly interventionist policy has granted local state 
agents more regulatory power over religious affairs. This research will show that the stiffening 
state regulation has served to raise the operational cost of state-sanctioned religious organizations 
while leaving the majority of religious observances outside of state purview. 
Chapter 4 and 5 should be read as a sequence to answer one puzzle. They aim to show that 
the central government’s failure to enforce religious use of temples is embedded in the state’s 
infrastructure of religious governance and framework of economic development. On the one 
hand, social ownership of temples has provided the local state agents with institutional levers to 
intervene in temple management. On the other hand, the cadre evaluation system has 
incentivized the local state agents to abuse such institutional levers so as to harvest temple 
economy. The increasing number of temples does not necessary symbolize increasing Buddhist 
and Taoist religiosity, nor does it bring about a more harmonious state-religious relationship. On 
the contrary, it has become the constant source of tension between the religious community and 
the local state agents, and between the central state and local governments. 
Chapter 6 investigates the variation of temple autonomy amid local state-led religious 
commodification. One the one hand, the revenue-driven agents of the state seek to enclose and 
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commodify temple access to reap the economic benefits of religious tourism. On the other hand, 
religious leadership try to secure autonomy in temple economy as well as state acquiescence for 
its survival and expansion. I argue that given choice, religious leadership prefer open access 
temple, which they negotiate on two fronts. Externally, due to temple assets immobility, 
religious leadership avoid antagonizing local leaders by demonstrating political conformity and 
the temple’s economic contribution. Internally, temple leaders seek to accumulate religious 
endowments to generate sufficient labor and monetary contributions for independent financial 
solvency, hence a sustainable temple economy. 
Chapter 7 summarizes and concludes. It will reflect on the meaning and significance of 
China’s religious revival. In addition, it will attempt to apply the theoretical framework derived 
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2 Dual Orthodoxy and the Political Expediency of Religious 
Toleration in China: A Historical Perspective 
 
This chapter introduces some key concepts to the understanding of Chinese religiosities. I 
suggest that Chinese religiosities premise a metaphysical outlook that favors a symbiosis 
between religions and politics. I explore from a macro historical perspective a form of power 
legitimation that I coin as dual orthodoxy. Dual orthodoxy as a concept is meant to capture the 
historically interweaving relationship between religious control and political authority. In the 
operation of dual orthodoxy, the political power defines, observes, and defends orthodox 
religious practices, which in turn confirms and strengthens political authority. State conception 
of religious normalcy is therefore largely based on how a religion contributes to the state’s 
project of power legitimation, rather than on pure ideational ground, as will be shown in the 
discussion of the Chinese state’s recognition and incorporation of religious practices rejected by 
the concurrent political orthodoxy. I will show that the logic of dual orthodoxy persists even after 
the functional and institutional differentiation between religion and politics in the first half of the 
20th century. Dual orthodoxy has delimited the contour of political secularisms of the modern 
Chinese body politic where the religious has never been fully separated or independent from 
political authority.  
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Chinese Religiosities and the Dual Orthodoxy 
Chinese religion as a sociological category and its positioning has from the onset a response to 
the challenge from the Christian West.12 The Chinese word for religion (zongjiao) is a Japanese 
neologism adopted during the time when the elite struggled to incorporate the Chinese body 
politic into the system of nation-states. The notion of religion understood as “a system of 
doctrine organized as a church separated from society” and distinct from superstition (mixin, also 
a Chinese neologism to translate a Western concept) was foreign to the eclectic religious 
practices in the Chinese society (Palmer et al. 2010: 172). The premises has prompted some 
scholars, including the prominent sociologist Max Weber and modernist reformer Liang Qichao, 
to claim that the Chinese state has been secular and the people non-religious (Yu 2005).13 
Scholars faced with the inadequacy of such conceptual transplantation have often adopted a 
loose definition of religion or even refrain from any specific definitions (Yang 1961; Freedman 
1974; Schwartz 1985; Yang 2008; Palmer and Goossaert 2011). They look instead for the 
common principles guiding Chinese people’s religiosities and point out the Chinese state’s role 
in the production of “Chineseness (han).” The shift of focus to the centralized cultural 
production of the imperial state allows a holistic view of the Chinese religious tradition. 
Heavenly Mandate and the Transcendence of the Throne 
Ch’ien (2013: 1-56), for instance, takes the relationship between Man and Heaven or God14 
as a point of departure for his critique of Weber’s analysis of China. He points out that the 
                                                
12 Note that the first major challenge of a foreign religious tradition happened when Buddhism was introduced to 
China in the 1st century and grew into a formidable challenge to the Chinese political and religious order. 
13 The Communists favor this perspective because this presumably indicates a “deep-rooted” secularist tradition in 
China. 
14 Each religious tradition entails distinct assumptions that define and shape the fundamental categories used to 
describe and make sense of the world. I use Heaven and God interchangeably here for comparative purpose. The 
closest thing that Chinese culture has as God is Heaven. Both are anthropomorphist super being or power with moral 
consciousness. One of the major differences is that Heaven plays no direct role in individual transcendence. 
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Chinese religious tradition operates on assumptions different from that of Christianity, which has 
created distinctive humanist concepts. The Chinese religious or philosophical tradition assumes 
that all beings are ontologically identical and Man and Heaven both belong to a self-created and 
creating, organic universe. Their existence is understood as relational and interpenetrating. In the 
Chinese tradition, the ultimate being or ultimate reality is not independent of Man but “intrinsic 
to man’s existence as man” (2013: 41). Such “intrinsic humanism” rejects the possibility of truth 
as revealed by Providence and posits that truth be effectuated by human actions in the course of 
History. Even Mandate of Heaven is conditional and must be legitimated and carried on by the 
ruler’s moral character and behaviors, such that the affirmation of Man is also the affirmation of 
Heaven. The interpenetrating boundaries between the two realms are illustrated by the customary 
apotheosis of exceptional men and women and the reverse process of transforming mythical 
deities into authentic historical figures (Schwartz 1985). The Weberian model, however, assumes 
a dyadic positioning between Man and God, and the ascendancy of Man in History entails the 
neutralization, if not rejection, of the reign of God. According to this model, the absence of God 
indicates a completely secularized tradition in China. Ch’ien argues, on the contrary, that what 
the Weberian model interprets as the absence of God or Heaven in China is in fact its presence in 
the Chinese humanist tradition. 
The cult of Heaven was founded upon popular acceptance of a universal cosmic order and 
its correspondence with the human realm. Each dynastic power rose as the Mandate of Heaven 
was bequeathed to its founder who then assumed the status of founding patriarch (zu). The 
ancestral worship of the royal clan headed by the son of Heaven established the legitimacy of a 
ruling lineage. The Confucianist doctrine simply accepted the divine mandate as a post facto 
legitimation of a dynastic reign and focused on the ruler’s obligations to construct and maintain a 
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normative order centered in the interconnection between the cosmic order, political legitimacy 
and ritual propriety, as exemplified by the passage in a core text of the Confucian cannon the 
Book of Rites: 
The son of Heaven, every five years, made a tour of inspection through the fiefs….Where any of the spirits of 
the hills and rivers had been unattended to, it was held to be an act of irreverence, and the irreverent [fief] ruler 
was deprived of a part of his territory. Where there had been neglect of the proper order in the observances of 
the ancestral temple, it was held to show a want of filial piety and the rank of the unfilial [fief] ruler was 
reduced. Where any ceremony had been altered, or any instrument of music changed, it was held to be an 
instance of disobedience, and the disobedient [fief] ruler was banished. Where the statutory measures and the 
[fashion of] clothes had been changed, it was held to be rebellion, and the rebellious [fief] ruler was taken off. 
The [fief] ruler who had done good service for the people, and shown them an example of virtue, received an 
addition to his territory and rank.15 
 
The son of Heaven would bring great peace over the land under Heaven (tianxia taiping) if he 
fulfilled his ritual obligations and enforced the normative sociopolitical order with diligence. His 
failure to do so would bring natural disasters and popular unrests to his reign until the heavenly 
mandate was bestowed to the one who was able to restore the normative order. The ability of the 
throne to construct itself as a moral agent capable of enforcing the interlocking religious and 
political functions has been essential to the capacity of the Chinese state. The dual nature of the 
imperial power is well summarized by Yu (2005: 66): 
The point about China’s imperial power, it seems, is not to encourage separating the realms of the sacred from 
the profane, the divine from the human, the religious from the secular, as any modern student is instructed to 
learn from the history of Western Europe and the medieval Church’s theory of the two kingdoms and their two 
keys respectively. For the Chinese emperor, his claim to transcendence derives from creating and incorporating 
transcendence, an act that is at once indivisibly religious and political. 
 
The throne transcended both religious and political authorities by virtue of being able to define, 
observe, and defend them. 
This interconnection between the cosmic order, political legitimacy, and ritual propriety was 
institutionalized along with the official canonization of the Confucian learning and later his 
person in the Han dynasty (1st century B.C.). Confucianism became the state religion cum 
political orthodoxy. Confucius temples were constructed in each and every official schools 
                                                
15 Wang Zhi (Royal Regulation): 14. Chinese Text Project, http://ctext.org/liji/wang-zhi. Accessed January 6, 2016. 
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across the empire via imperial edict. Confucian ethics and norms became the organizing 
principles of Chinese politics and society that regarded itself as the only civilized existence on 
Earth. The imperial civil examinations produced an echelon of scholar officials who became the 
ardent defenders of the dual orthodoxy. 
Buddhism and Taoism under the Dual Orthodoxy 
The emergence of religious Taoism began as a local dissent from the hierarchical 
sociopolitical order of the Confucianist ethics and politics. Its universalist and egalitarian 
promise of immortality through individual self-cultivation challenged the doctrine of the ruling 
echelon. The Chinese empire had in its two millennium witnessed numerous rebellions justified 
by Taoism, so the history of religious Taoism “reads like a history of popular uprising” (Yu 
2005: 78). Similarly, the Buddhist doctrine was believed to have led adherents to denounce the 
core human relations16 together with their moral obligations that the Confucians valued as the 
foundations of Chinese society. The foreign (or “barbarian”) religion’s increasing popularity and 
economic affluence had provoked four large-scale imperial persecutions between the 5th and 10th 
century (Yang 1961).17 
After centuries of imperial persecutions, cooptation and exploitation, the relationships 
between both Buddhism and Taoism and the Chinese political establishments have become more 
accommodative. Despite their ideological conflicts, Confucianism was joined by Buddhism and 
Taoism to gradually form the three teachings (sanjiao) of the sages in medieval China. 
Buddhism and Taoism had not lacked patronage from members of the court, including in some 
cases the emperors themselves. Elite adherents to the three teachings had over the centuries 
                                                
16 In “Royal Regulation (Wang Zhi) 79” of The Book of Rites: the seven lessons of morality are duties between the 
father and son; elder brother and younger; husband and wife; ruler and minister; old and young; friend and friend; 
host and guest. Ibid. 
17 446, 574, 845, and 955 AD. 
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influenced each other intellectually, but the occasional intellectual attempts to combine the three 
teachings (sanjiao heyi) were at best inclusivism to reinforce the orthodox Confucianism rather 
than the doctrinal syncretism commonly regarded as heterodox and met with state proscriptions.  
The dual nature of the imperial power in China had made inevitable the continuous tensions 
between the official doctrine and the other two major teachings or religious traditions. The 
political subservience of both religions did not stop the Confucian scholar-officials’ criticisms 
and suspicions. They still regarded autonomous temple constructions and ritual assemblies as 
wasteful and unpractical pursuits of afterlife. The state should regulate, if not prohibit, both 
heterodox religious traditions (Brook 2009). To monitor Buddhism and Taoism, the imperial 
state instituted the Buddhist Registry (Senglu Si) and Taoist Registry (Daolu Si) under the 
Ministry of Rites. The registries comprised a hierarchy of cleric officials who oversaw the monks 
and nuns in their areas as well as acted as intermediaries with the state authorities in matters such 
as theological examination, ordination, registration of clergy, abbot selection, monks’ travel, and 
so on (Yifa 2002: 86). According to the Great Qing Code, a monk needed permission from the 
emperor to erect or enlarge a temple; he was prohibited from public begging and preaching; he 
could accept a single disciple only after he reached forty years of age and this disciple could only 
come from a family with more than three sons; he must observe mourning regulations and 
ancestral rites; monasteries were required to examine the ordination certificate upon receiving a 
visiting monk and report to the district magistrate about those who did not have one; finally, a 
monk who was ordained without government certification would be flogged before being forced 
to return to lay life. Some of these methods of control have found their way into the religious 
regulations of the Republican and Communist states (see Chapter 3).  
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The effectiveness of this control varied and seemed to depend on the attitudes of the local 
officials who were more concerned with maintaining the general public order than implementing 
the numerous restrictions; also, the ecclesiastical hierarchy was mostly powerless since the 
appointees were often not eminent abbots but monks who lived close to the magistrate’s office 
(Welch 1968: 134-136). Moreover, Confucians’ concern for doctrinal purity did not seem to 
resonate with the populace. Brook (1993) argues that popular religious adherents, without much 
concern for the significance of the doctrinal differences, have often practiced joint worship of 
Confucius, the Buddhist and Taoist deities, as well as local saints and nature gods. These “illicit 
cults” (yinsi) were prevalent and spirit mediums were popular, despite the imperial state 
prohibited such practices.18 To the syncretic inclination of the ordinary people,  
Joint worship was a matter of improving efficacy, increasing human odds against the universe. It was a way of 
shaping given traditions to evolving devotional ends and transcending the political order which dictated the 
distinctions among them. If joint worship did not dissolve the boundaries among the three, it regarded them as 
insignificant in the cosmic order of things (1993: 35). 
 
The constant discrepancies between the centralized normative order and local practices beg the 
question as to how the throne maintained the continuity of the dual orthodoxy. 
The Dynamics of Continuity: Orthodoxy, Orthopraxy and Heteropraxy 
Watson (1985, 1993) sets out to explain the seeming continuity and unity of Chinese culture 
from the 15th century until late imperial China. He draws on the Confucian notion of harmony in 
thought and action. Action, if performed properly, is expected to generate correct thought. 
Accordingly, correct action (orthopraxy) takes precedence to and contributes to correct belief 
                                                
18 The Great Ming Code stipulated the “ban on spirit mediums and heterodox practices” (jingzhi shiwu xieshu) 
which was adopted in the Great Qing Code. Schwartz (1985) provides great insights about the subversive effects of 
shamanism on the Chinese political establishment. Being able to communicate with the supernatural power, 
shamans challenge the hierarchical social order of the Confucianist society and politically the emperor’s mediating 
role between the realm of human and Heaven. 
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(orthodoxy). He proposes a model of ritual standardization in which the imperial state imposed a 
structure of rites as opposed to beliefs.  
Accordingly, the imperial state (the Ministry of Rites) sanctioned a pantheon of deities and 
regulated the proper sacrifices and rituals that were performed by the local magistrates in the 
official temples and followed by the people across the empire. It devised three tiers of state 
sacrifices. The Grand and Secondary Sacrifices were dedicated to the imperial ancestors, 
previous emperors and Confucius. The Tertiary Sacrifices were given to a list of deities and 
temples assembled by the Ministry of Rites for state patronage. The official temples were 
financed by the state and followed the ritual practices detailed by the Ministry of Rites. 
The system of state sacrifices therefore differentiated the state-approved religious 
observances from the heretical cults that were subject to official crackdown. As long as people 
were worshiping the approved deities in the officially sanctioned temples, they were allowed 
freedom to believe whatever suited their interests in the existing power structure. 
To the boat people, for instance, T’ien Hou promised mastery of the seas and protection from storms; to the 
landed elite she symbolized territorial control and social stability; to Ch’ing authorities she represented the 
“civilizing” effects of approved culture. The physical attributes of the cults (i.e. the temples an the images of 
the deities themselves) are usually—but not always—controlled by literate males near the top of the social 
hierarchy. Local elites kept a firm grip of their own cult organizations (including temple lands), but state 
authorities were ultimately responsible for deciding which deities would be sanctioned by the emperor 
(Watson 1985: 294-295). 
 
The system therefore allowed various groups of people to construct their own representations of 
the gods under the rubric of a centralized political order. The court had even selectively elevated 
popular local deities, based on their “contribution” to the reign, to the state-approved pantheon. 
Similarly, the throne used Buddhism and Taoism to rectify and acculturate the unruly subjects. 
For instances, during the Tang dynasty (618-907 AD), the scholar-officials were reported to 
encourage the Buddhist missionary activities in the imperial periphery in order to eliminate 
human sacrifice (Liu 2012). The imperial state had even sponsored the construction of Buddhist 
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and Taoist temples so as to pacify new settlements. In these cases, the imperial state utilized 
other doctrines for governance not simply because the state lacked the capacity to annul the local 
versions of religious practices but it could draw on their symbolic power to maintain the social 
and political order. 
Critics of Watson’s model seek to inject more dynamics into his structural analysis.19 First, 
Watson’s model presumes the action-belief dichotomy, which ignores the continuum between 
sincerity (cheng) and efficacy (ling) in Chinese religious observances. Sincerity combines a 
internal state of mind and its bodily aspects to produce efficacy. Such connection is affirmed and 
reaffirmed through ritual practices. Second, the creation and circulation of standardized rituals 
are not unilinear from top-town. For example, non-official Taoists by refusing state titles and the 
sanctioned ritual criteria pushed “heteroprax standardization” which might eventually become 
state orthopraxy. The self-interested local elites criticized unsanctioned ritual practices but in 
reality took part in them. The result was systematic heteropraxy omitted from the official written 
records that created the façade of standardization. The state is not a unified unit and different 
representatives with conflicting messages often produce a picture that is more messy than what 
Watson’s model would allow. The processes were multi-linear and quite often happened without 
deliberate state intervention. A dynamic model of the Chinese state’s cultural production must 
also account for the equally messy and multi-vocal meanings of nonconformity, which made 
overt resistance difficult unless the challenger could establish social mechanisms to implement a 
unified interpretation of rebellion (Weller 1995).  
The above survey shows that state regulation of religion is inherent in the dual orthodoxy of 
political sovereignty in China. The interconnectedness between the religious and the political in 
the legitimation of the imperial power premises an interventionist religious policy. This 
                                                
19 See Modern China special issue Vol. 33, No. 1. 2007. 
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investigation also shows that the orthodox state has never been able to eliminate alternative 
doctrines and local interests. As will be shown in the next section, the logic of dual orthodoxy 
had persisted throughout the Republican era, as manifested by the Chinese state’s dominant role 
in the institutional separation between the religious and the political, i.e. the making of a secular 
state.  
 
Religion and the Secularist Agitation of the Republican Era 
The Chinese empire since the 19th century was confronted by the colonial ambitions of the West 
and later Japan that it was militarily too weak to fend off. The reform-minded royalist, Li 
Hongzhang (1823-1901), described the turn of events in a memorial he submitted to the emperor: 
Border defense of the previous dynasties was mostly in the Northwest. The strength and deployment of 
militaries on both sides had been comparable to each other, and the front was identifiable. Now in the region 
along the ten thousand miles of the Southeastern border, every nation can trade and missionize. Their nationals 
come and go at will. They have swarmed into the Capital as well as the central regions of each provinces. In 
the pretext of mutual reconciliation is their intention to engulf our territory. If trouble arises with one nation, 
all the other nations instigate by fabricating rumors. The turn of events has never before undertaken in the 
pervious thousands of years.20 
 
The sudden realization of China’s political and cultural marginalization in the world following 
its humiliating defeat in the 1895 Sino-Japanese war shook the political dominance of 
Confucianism. 
The Desacralization of Confucianism 
The empire in its twilight years opened up space for vibrant ideological exchanges and 
debates whose pluralism was unprecedented in the two millennium of its history. Regular human 
travel and textual circulation across the colonial cities made populist ideologies available to the 
literate class (Lee and Nathan 1985). It was in this context that the “traditional Chinese culture” 
                                                
20 See Qichao Liang. Li Hongzhang (Wuhan: Hubei People’s Press, 2004), p. 95. 
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and its ideological foundation, Confucianism, became subject to close examination. The 
remedies for the empire’s continuous decline vis-à-vis the colonial powers ranged from the mere 
introduction of advanced military technologies from the West to the establishment of a 
constitutional monarchy. Chinese intellectual radicalism eventually moved away from the 
commentarial tradition whose social and political criticisms lay in the reinterpretation of the 
Confucian orthodoxy.  
The end of the imperial examination in 1905 removed the institutional foundation of the 
Confucianist political order. Ironically, the imperial state in a desperate attempt to reform the 
system sealed its own fate by closing the major channel of elite cooptation, hence radicalizing 
the intellectual class who now lost any political prospect in the imperial state apparatus (Yü 
1993). The nationalist revolution eventually overthrew the imperial system and brought about a 
dramatic change to the foundation of political legitimacy. Popular sovereignty replaced divine 
mandate and the nationalist secularism was enshrined as the organizing principle of the newly 
established state. 
On the one hand, advocates of the New Culture Movement viewed Chinese culture to be the 
obstacle to modernity and rejected it in its entirety. Chen Duxiu, one of the leading figures in the 
New Culture Movement, in his defense of the influential magazine La Jeunesse stated: 
The bases for those who oppose La Jeunesse are nothing but the several crime allegations: we destructed 
Confucianism, destructed ritual propriety (lifa), destructed national essence, destructed chastity, destructed old 
ethics, destructed old arts, destructed old religions, destructed old literature, and destructed old politics. We 
admitted all these allegations without fear. Yet we committed these iniquities that smell to Heaven only 
because we support two gentlemen, Democracy and Science. To support Mr. De, we have to oppose 
Confucianism, ritual propriety, chastity, old ethics, and old politics. To win Mr. Sci, we have to oppose old arts 
and old religion. To support Mr. De and Mr. Sci, we must oppose national essence and old literature.21 
 
                                                
21  Chen Duxiu. “Xinqingnian zuizhuang zhi dabianshu” (An Answer to the Charge Against La Jeunesse). 
Xinqingnian (La Jeunesse) 6, 1 (1919). <https://www.marxists.org/chinese/chenduxiu/marxist.org-chinese-chen-
19190115.htm>. Accessed January 6, 2016. 
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They viewed religion as something pre-modern and if it were to continue to exist, should be 
functionally separated from other subsystems of society, such as politics and economics.  
It should be noted that the secularist idea of such separation was largely an influence of 
Christianity, whose overall outreach in Republican politics can be illustrated by the sizable 
number of Christians in the first national parliament—nearly 22 percent of the members of 
parliament were Christians when less than one percent of the population had converted to 
Christianity (Katz 2014: kindle 295); seven of the ten ministers in the Nanjing government were 
Christians (Palmer and Goossaert 2011: 71). Moreover, by the early 20th century, a sizable civil 
and military officials had received Western education (xinshi jiaoyu). Almost half of the higher 
education institutes were run or funded by Christian organizations. Their graduates, albeit of 
divergent religious and ideological affiliations, became the most ardent supporters of the 
secularist idea as well as the state’s anti-religious campaigns, such as “funding schools with 
temple properties” (miaochan xingxue) 22 and “eradicating superstitions” (pochu mixin). 
On the other hand, the period also saw great innovations of religious observances. The 
waves of anti-religious movements were not only featured by the state’s attempt to eradicate 
religious influences in the public sphere, but also the transformation of traditional religious 
establishments. The conservatives initiated a movement to recreate and promote Confucianism as 
the state religion. The Republican government restored the official sacrifice23 to Confucius 
shortly after its establishment as a response to the still powerful conservative force. The 
incumbent president Yuan Shikai (1913-1916),24 a former senior general of the Qing dynasty and 
a champion of the conservative movement, even led the Republican officials to perform the 
                                                
22 See next chapter for a detailed discussion of the political and economic consequences of the movement. 
23 State sacrifice to Confucius, previously done by the Ministry of Rites, was now performed by the Ministry of 
Education.  
24 In late 1915, Yuan announced a plan to establish a constitutional monarchy only to cancel it three months later 
due to the widespread armed resistance against his administration. 
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ceremony in 1914 so as to establish himself as the receiver of the Heavenly Mandate. Confucius 
as the “greatest sage and teacher” (zhisheng xianshi) and the symbol of China’s cultural 
continuity remained. Confucius temples were exempted from being turned into modern school in 
the “funding schools with temple properties” movement. 
State sacrifice to Confucius was not well-received among the new political elites. Lu Xun, 
perhaps the most prominent left-wing writer in modern Chinese literature, wrote in his diary 
about the carelessness of the participants in the 1913 ceremony when he was a young official in 
the Ministry of Education.  
Sunday, a day off, but [was] also Confucius’ birthday. Yesterday, Minister Wang ordered members of the 
Ministry to the Imperial Academy and instructed that they kneeled and worshiped [Confucius], which already 
caused an uproar. When I headed over to inspect [the ceremony] at seven in the morning, only 30 to 40 people 
had shown up. Some were kneeling, some were on their feet, and some were standing at the side laughing. In 
addition, Qian Niankou (a reformist Confucian scholar-official) was loudly scolding [at everybody]. [The 
ceremony] was then rushed through in an instant. [It was] truly a joke.25 
 
The debate whether Confucianism should be treated as a religion eventually ended in favor 
of the new political elites who distinguished the scholarship of Confucianism from the Confucian 
orthodoxy of the imperial system (Chen 2010). The mandatory study of Confucian classics and 
the worship of Confucius were removed from all primary schools. Yet, despite the new political 
elites’ disdain for the practice, the Ministry of Education continued to hold the annual Confucius 
memorial ceremonies until the Communists took over in 1949. 
When the dominant religion has a close connection with the ancien régime, the new political 
elites tend to adopt a hostile attitude towards the religion (Stark and Finke 2000; Kuru 2007). 
Although ideology matters in determining policy preferences, the policy is ultimately a function 
of political competition. Its implementation is yet another matter, as shown in Lu Xun’s account 
of the frivolous ceremony. Nonetheless, Confucianism was able to preserve some privilege even 
after its desacralization because the new regime needed the acquiescence, if not consensus, of its 
                                                
25 See Luxun Riji (Diary of Lu Xun) (Beijing: People’s Literature Publishing House, 2006), p. 80. 
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conservative power base. The minority religious traditions, whose development had been kept at 
bay under the dominance of Confucianism, faced reorganizing challenge as well as the challenge 
to acquire state recognition. 
The Reinvention of Other Religious Traditions 
As indicated earlier, religion is a neologism from the West and China had never developed a 
centrifugal church-like establishment. Chinese religion was “diffused” in people’s everyday 
social, cultural, economic, legal and political life. For example, many merchant associations ran 
their own temples and oftentimes temple festivals were supported and managed by local guilds. 
Community leaders often had to shoulder ritual obligations and their engagement in temple 
activities was in turn transferred into sociopolitical capital. The inalienability of lineage property 
guaranteed the continuity of ancestral worship. In short, to seclude religion, religion must first be 
invented, and both religious communities and the state looked to the West for a model. 
State treatment varied across religion. Christianity and Islam were hailed as great world 
religions due to their monotheist doctrines that symbolized purity and universality in the minds 
of the regime’s reform architects. Nedostup (2009: 27-66) from her study of Republican religious 
registration finds that the new regime selectively applied the religion label and religious freedom. 
In her case studies, the religious status of Christian organizations and their entitlement to 
religious freedom were rarely in doubt. The weight Christianity carried in the newborn 
Republic’s international image and foreign relations guaranteed its unique place in the polity. 
This is manifested in the organization of the new bureaucracy. The jurisdiction over matters 
regarding Christianity belonged to the Ministry of Education and the Ministry Foreign Affairs, as 
opposed to the Ministry of the Interior that oversaw other religions. 
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Buddhism and Taoism, however, were religions that required reform due to their deviation 
from their textual traditions and involvement in “superstitious” ritual practices. As a response to 
the challenge of Christian modernity and secular nationalism, a younger generation of Chinese 
clerics and laity called for institutional reform. They advocated a humanistic focus to extend the 
social engagement of Buddhism and Taoism in the form of school construction, institutionalized 
charity, disaster relief and poverty reduction (Welch 1968). In the face of state criticism and 
threat to temple properties, Buddhist and Taoist clerics overlooked the sectarian differences and 
started to organize themselves into various national associations. For the first time, the Buddhist 
clerics began to identify themselves as different branches belonging to the same religion. 
Interestingly, the secular state played a crucial role in making Buddhism into a universal religion 
in China (Tuttle 2005). Buddhists were quick to organize themselves nationally to enter a 
corporatist relationship with the suspicious regime to increase their “legibility” hence security, 
meanwhile channel their collective interests. Various Taoist associations proved able to defend 
their local interests but as a whole struggled with setting up a nation-wide association. 
At a time when the content of true religion was contested, the positioning of a religious 
group was subject the regime’s sense of political security, but local interests and interpretations 
too dictated policy implementation. The local state was being charged with the tasks of setting up 
basic infrastructure such as schools, prisons, and police stations, “all of which required floor 
space” (Welch 1968: 150). Katz (2014) finds that during the “building schools with temple 
properties” campaign, the North endured more damage than the South, the urban area more so 
than the market towns and rural area. He suggests that in many cases, local officials, party elites, 
and religious specialists were able to negotiate the co-existence between the school and temple. 
However, the anti-superstitious campaign launched at the peak of the regime’s power brought 
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indiscriminating destruction to the “traditional” religious life. Divination and geomancy were 
banned. The issuance of “Standards for Maintaining or Destroying Temples” identified two 
categories of temples to be destroyed: those of ancient deities (gushen) and illicit shrines (yinci); 
two categories of  temples to be preserved: those of former sages (xianzhe) and deities of state-
sanctioned religions. Interestingly, the term “yinci” during the imperial times referred to any 
temples not sanctioned by the state, now it covered a wide range of temple cults violating the 
state’s criteria of modern religion. The differentiation between religion and superstition was 
strikingly similar to the imperial categorization of heterodoxy.  
It was the registration and categorization of redemptive societies that best showcased the 
nascent state’s logic of dual orthodoxy. These societies emerged out of the syncretic tradition of 
Chinese religiosities but derived a universalistic outlook from the “violence” and “materialism” 
brought about by the global expansion of Western colonialism. They were “determined to save 
the world from strife, greed, and warfare” through self-cultivation and philanthropism (Duara 
2001:117-126). Their emergence should be situated in the recurring histories of heterodox 
“salvationist movements,” but unlike the traditional communal groups, redemptive societies 
operated trans-locally on voluntary membership. Some societies even claimed millions of 
followers. Their leaders led by charismatic authority and in many cases were assisted by spirit-
writing and planchette (Palmer 2011). It is difficult to estimate the scale of the phenomenon, but 
according to the statistics of the “reactionary sects and secret societies” (fandong huidaomen) 
collected by the Communist regime, 2% of the population in the early 1950s were affiliated with 
these societies, making them the largest organized religious movements in the first half of the 
20th century China.  
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Having their decent from popular religions and secret societies, redemptive societies were 
vulnerable to the modernist party-state’s anti-superstitious zeal. They sought legitimacy by 
imitating the religious model of Christianity, including having canonical texts, engaging charity 
work, and practicing evangelism. Netostup (2009) suggests that the state was willing to overlook 
their superstitious nature or religious connection if their services and advocacy helped to 
maintain social and political order. For example, the Red Swastika Society’s (the charity arm of 
a redemptive society Daoyuan) medical aids were indispensible in the Nationalist government’s 
Northern Expedition and anti-Japanese War. Daoyuan was condemned as a superstitious 
organization but the Red Swastika Society was legally registered and under military protection 
during the Nationalist Party’s anti-superstitious campaign. The Teachings of the Abiding 
Principle (Zailijiao) also received government recognition because their rehabilitation centers 
were regarded as sources of social stability. However, the Nationalist government’s toleration 
failed to extend to groups that lent their support to its political rival. The Fellowship of Goodness 
(Tongshanshe), despite their charity work, became the primary target of the Nationalist Party’s 
anti-superstitious attack not only because of their level of organization but more importantly, its 
close connection with the Northern government. 
The religious question was definitive in China’s transition from a divine monarchy to a 
modern secular state. During the colonial encounter, the format and treatment of religion became 
the marker of modernity. The invention of zongjiao along with its identification and the purge of 
mixin was inseparable from the formation of the Chinese nation-state. It is important to note that 
the nascent regime’s adoption of Christian modernity corresponded with its attack on the 
entrenched imperial social and political structure. By distinguishing true religion and 
superstition, the political and religious reforms imposed genres that have come to reconfigure the 
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social reality (Duara 1991). Amid the reconfiguration of the religious landscape, the Republican 
state inherited the logic of dual orthodoxy that forbid an independent religious field. The 
religious was expected to serve the political and the political still defined the religious. 
Regardless of the secularist ideology upheld by the Republican Revolution, religious policy was 
still heavily influenced by the political and economic concerns of the competing political 
authorities. The political use of religion was also presented in the CPC’s governing logic which 
is best manifested in the formation of the united front as a strategy, an ideology and a state 
institution.  
 
Religion as Part of the United Front Work under Communist Rule 
The concept of the United Front originated from Lenin’s theory of imperialism which provided a 
link between Asian nationalisms and international Communism. He argued that the proletariats 
in Western societies and the national bourgeoisie in the colonies shared a common enemy, i.e. 
international capitalism. The success of colonial liberation movement led by the national 
bourgeoisie would weaken the European national state, which would help facilitate socialist 
revolution. European proletariats would then be in a position to assist the final liberation of the 
Eastern peoples. Lenin’s theory thus made possible an alliance between the Communists and the 
nationalists in the colonies. The concept was channeled and advocated by the Comintern to the 
nascent Chinese Communist Party and has “grown from tactic to strategy to ideology” over the 
course of its development (Van Slyke 1967: 7-18, 255). The CPC has over the course of its 
history formed several alliances with other political and social groups according to the principle 
of the United Front. Li Weihan (2013: 518), the first minister of the PRC’s United Front Work 
Department, wrote in his memoire, 
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The United Front led by the Chinese Communist Party has experienced two historical stages, i.e. the 
democratic revolutionary stage and the socialist stage. In each historical stage, the [strategy of] the United 
Front operated within the concurrent historical context. In order to achieve the [Party’s] strategic goals, [we] 
had sought to unite to a greatest extent every possible social forces, groups and individuals; organize 
formidable an army for revolution and [socialist] construction; and minimalize the hostile forces and 
difficulties for the purpose of successfully pushing forward the enterprises of revolution and [socialist] 
construction.  
 
The Party’s first alliance was with the Nationalist Party (Kuomintang, also KMT) in 192326 
due to the Communist International’s assessment that the KMT was the only revolutionary party 
that had the capacity and prestige to unite China then divided by multiple warlords. Under the 
urge of the Comintern, Chinese Communist Party members began to join the KMT, hoping to 
ally with the left-leaning echelon of the KMT. They helped set up KMT branches, assisted its 
Northern Expedition while promoting leftist agendas, such as organizing labor movements and 
land reforms. The collaboration ended, however, in 1927 when the KMT conservative force 
began to purge the Communists who suffered great loss in the mass persecution, creating within 
the Communist Party leadership the imperative to establish a standing army. The purge ended a 
previously ideological struggle within a political coalition and forced the nascent Communist 
Party to move forward the question of political power and transform itself in order to survive and 
compete for ruling status. I will show in this section that it was the political competition and the 
primacy of party survival that the religious question gained its importance and the atheist party 
came to adopt a practical policy approach towards religion. 
The Religious Question in Agrarian Struggles 
In its early years, the Communist Party approached the religious question from the lens of 
class and foreign relations. On the one hand, the idea of class exploitation identified temples and 
monasteries with feudal remnants. Those who depended on religion for livelihood, such as 
                                                
26 The question of alliance was first proposed in the Communist Party’s second National People’s Congress in 1922 
and was eventually adopted in the third National People’s Congress. 
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Buddhist and Taoist monks, nuns, and yinyang masters, were said to belong to the nonproductive 
and exploiting landlord class. On the other hand, Christian clerics27 were regarded as the foot 
soldier of Western imperialism.28 The Party attacked religious symbols and confiscated all 
religious properties.29 The first article of the “Soviet Agrarian Law (1930)” read, 
After the armed rebellion overthrowing the regime of the rich gentry and landlord class, [we] must 
immediately confiscate all farm lands, forestry, ponds, and buildings belonging to private individuals and 
groups (i.e. rich gentry, landlords, lineage halls, temples, guilds, rich peasants), place [the properties] under the 
public ownership of the Soviet government, and distribute [them] to the landless peasants, peasants without 
enough farm lands, and other impoverished people who needed [them].30 
 
The Constitution of the Chinese Soviet Republic (1931-1937) even stated that the clergy as 
belonging to the exploiting class were not entitled to political freedom and suffrage. All 
missionary activities were banned in the Communist occupied areas.  
This indiscriminate approach was unpopular even among the poor peasants, arguably the 
direct beneficiaries of the radical land reform and the most important ally of the communists. 
Tension was especially high in the confiscation of temples, linage halls and ancestral shrines, 
which forced the Party to soften its approach in the new “Agrarian Law of the Soviet Republic of 
China (1931),” which specified, 
                                                
27 In 1949, half of the Catholic priests and 17% of Protestant pastors in China were foreign nationals. 80% of the 
three million Catholics and 70% of the one million Protestants resided in the rural area. See Xuebao Peng, 2011. 
“Shixi jianguo chuqi zhongguo gongchandang de zongjiao zhengce” (A Trial Analysis of the Religious Policy of the 
Chinese Communist Party at the Beginning of the People’s Republic,” Journal of Shanqiu Teacher’s College, Vol. 
27, No. 8, pp. 49-52. 
28 “Guanyu jiaqiang suqu fandi gongzuo de jueyi” (Decision Regarding Strengthening the Anti-Imperialist Work in 
the Jiangxi Soviet) (1931)”: “Regarding the question of anti-Christianity and Catholicism, [the methods] should not 
be limited to expelling or arresting pastors and priests, but should also include mobilizing broad masses to engage in 
the anti-imperialist revolutionary struggle.” See Zhonggong zhongyang wenjian xuenji (The CPC Central Committee 
Document Collections) Vol. 7 (Beijing: Party School of the Central Committee of CPC Press, 1991), 289. 
29 See “Tudi wenti jueyi’an” (Resolution on the Question of Land) (1928): “The estates of lineage halls, temples, 
other public properties, abandoned or unclaimed wastelands and tidal lands, should be confiscated to the farmer’s 
assembly (the Soviet) and distributed to the peasants.” See Zhonggong zhongyang wenjian xuenji (The CPC Central 
Committee Document Collections) Vol. 4 (Beijing: Party School of the Central Committee of CPC Press, 1991), 
352. 
30 See “Suweiai tudi fa” (The Soviet Agrarian Law) (1930), Zhonggong zhongyang wenjian xuenji (The CPC Central 
Committee Document Collections) Vol. 6 (Beijing: Party School of the Central Committee of CPC Press, 1991), 
656. 
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The Soviet government must unconditionally turn over the all lineage halls, temples, and other public lands to 
the peasants; yet handling these lands must obtain the voluntary support of the peasants and follow the 
principle of not violating their religious sentiments.31 
 
The Party further provided detailed instruction regarding the category of “religious professional” 
and their treatment, which limited the scope of its application and hence avoided alienating the 
majority religious masses. “Decision on Some Questions in the Agrarian Struggle (1933)” stated:   
Religious professionals (zongjiao zhiye’zhe) are those whose main livelihood had for more than three years 
before the armed rebellion depended on the religious-superstitious occupations, such as pastor, priest, Taoist, 
monk, geomancer, fortune-teller, and diviner. Religious professionals do not have voting rights and are not 
entitled to land distribution. Note: (1) Those who had previously held the above religious-superstitious 
occupations but had not used them as the major means of livelihood, and those who had used them as the 
major means of livelihood for less than three years [before the armed rebellion] should not be identified as 
religious professionals. [You] should treat them according to their (class) elements and [should] not 
indiscriminately cancel their voting rights or land distribution. That is, those who had kept the religious-
superstitious [occupations] as sideline or held them as the prime occupation for less than three years should 
have voting rights and should be allocated land [if] in the countryside, as long as they were not landlord-
capitalists but workers, peasants, and the impoverished. If they were rich peasants, they should be treated 
accordingly. If the said individuals (rich peasants) are to be [handled] this way, [the treatment of] their family 
requires no further explanations [and should be handled in the same way]. (2) The lands of the real religious 
professionals should be confiscated without exception and distributed to the working and farming masses. The 
confiscation of their properties other than lands, however, should follow the opinions of the majority local 
working, farming, and impoverished masses. It is wrong to confiscate the properties of religious professionals 
without first obtaining the consent of the majority working, farming, and impoverished masses. (3) The 
destruction of superstitious idols such as bodhisattvas and spirit tablets must also acquire the consent of the 
majority masses. It is wrong to attack bodhisattvas and spirit tablets based on minority opinions. (4) Some 
people call monks, Taoists, geomancers, and fortunetellers ne’er-do-well as opposed to religious professionals, 
which is also wrong.32 
 
This document continued the logic of class relationship. However, instead of treating the clerics 
as a group to be stamped out in its entirety, it differentiated them by first categorizing religion as 
an occupation and detailing the criteria of career religious professionals to be the target of 
rectification. The first note exempted lower class religious services providers,33 clerics in the 
lower echelon, and their family from being targeted for the agrarian struggle. In so doing, the 
Party targeted only the religious leadership rather than the entire religious community. The 
                                                
31 See “Zhonghua suweiai gongheguo tudi falin” (The Agrarian Law of the Soviet Republic of China), Zhonggong 
zhongyang wenjian xuenji (The CPC Central Committee Document Collections) Vol. 7 (Beijing: Party School of the 
Central Committee of CPC Press, 1991), 778. 
32 See “Guanyu tudi dozheng zhong yixie wenti de jueding” (Decision on Some Questions in the Agrarian Struggle,” 
Zhonggong zhongyang wenjian xuenji (The CPC Central Committee Document Collections) Vol. 9 (Beijing: Party 
School of the Central Committee of CPC Press, 1991), 562-563. 
33 Many religious services providers in the rural areas were themselves farmers who volunteered part-time in the 
village temples and helped with the local religious rituals. 
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second note warned against the confiscation of non-agrarian religious properties, such as 
ancestral shrines and temple buildings. The third note condemned any unfounded attack on 
religious symbols. The fourth note renounced the defamation of clerics. In sum, to avoid 
alienating the majority peasantry, the Party abandoned previously dogmatic attack on religion 
and helped develop a more sensitive approach in the treatment of religious personnel and the 
confiscation of religious properties. 
Religious Toleration and the Minority Question 
Class analysis of religion became problematic when the “Long March” (1935-1936) led the 
Communists into regions populated by ethnic minorities, many of which observed a dominant 
religion, such as Buddhism for the Tibetans and Islam for the Hui people. The acceptance and 
support of the minority populations were now vital to the survival of the party which was then 
under a military retreat to avoid annihilation by the KMT army. Under such circumstances, the 
Communist Party was quick to change its religious discourse from class struggle to one of ethnic 
equality and religious freedom to mitigate the suspicion and hostility that might rise because of 
its atheist belief. In the name of respecting the religions and customs of the minorities, it reversed 
the previous agrarian policy by allowing lamaseries to maintain their land holdings and continue 
to collect farm rents (Wang 2013). The Red Army was ordered to exercise extra discipline before 
entering the Hui area (Li 2013). In “Declaration to the Hui People” in May 1936, the Communist 
Party announced,  
We, in keeping with the principle of self-determination, stand that matters of the Hui people are completely up 
to the Hui people themselves to decide…We, in keeping with the principle of freedom of belief, protect 
mosques, protect akhunds, and guarantee the absolute freedom of belief for the Hui people.34 
 
                                                
34 “Dui huizu renmin de xuanyan” (Declaration to the Hui People), Zhonggong zhongyang wenjian xuenji (The CPC 
Central Committee Document Collections) Vol. 11 (Beijing: Party School of the Central Committee of CPC Press, 
1991), 796. 
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The CPC further relaxed its religious stance as Japan expanded its military occupation in China. 
The Party seized the opportunity to swing the popular opinion against the KMT’s continuous 
military operation to annihilate the Communists. “Declaration for the Creation of a National 
People’s Front of All Parties and All Groups Against Japan (1936)” addressed all social and 
political groups, including religious organizations and secret societies, and called for, among 
others, the cessation of the ongoing civil war, complete freedom of belief, and the cooperation 
with other nations that treat China as their equal.35 This latter point now allowed a differential 
treatment of foreign missionaries. One month after the Declaration, the Communist Party 
secretary Zhang Wentian in a communication to the director of the Red Army’s political work 
department said, 
We feel that we should in principle require the Church to recognize the sovereignty and law of the [Chinese] 
Soviet. At the present moment in [our] practical work, we should not confiscate its properties, disarm, or 
overthrow its mandate…Our current goal is to make the Church areas the de facto buffer zone for 
transportation and commerce between us and the White areas,36 a zone that will be friendly and neutral 
towards us (He and Cui 2003: 77). 
 
In September 1937, the Communist Party dissolved the Chinese Soviet and reorganized the 
authority of the KMT government after the reformation of a coalition between the two parties. 
The Communists began to allow foreigners (Japanese excluded) to travel and conduct missionary 
work in areas under its jurisdiction and discontinued the confiscation of religious properties.37 At 
the same time, the Communist Party sought to enlist the cooperation and services of religious 
communities. It asked religious leaders in China to appeal to the international communities for 
financial and material supports in an editorial of the party newspaper, Xinhua Daily, titled 
                                                
35 Ibid, 17-19. 
36 Areas controlled by the KMT. 
37 See “Guanyu KangRi genjudi tudi zhengce jueding de fujian” (1942) (Appendix to the Decision Regarding the 
Agrarian Policy in Anti-Japanese Base Area), Zhonggong zhongyang wenjian xuenji (The CPC Central Committee 
Document Collections) Vol. 13 (Beijing: Party School of the Central Committee of CPC Press, 1991), 289. 
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“Religion and National Liberation.”38  Religion was advocated from being an obstacle to 
becoming indispensable to national liberation. 
The CPC’s rationale for coopting religious groups was summarized in an editorial of 
another party newspaper, Liberation Daily, “Under the Banner of Freedom of Religious 
Belief,”39  
The Chinese Communist Party’s policy towards various religious groups is freedom of religious belief. This 
[policy] is the concrete application of the general principle of the National United Front against Japan. Our 
United Front does not differentiate parties, classes, or religious beliefs. In order to achieve the great anti-
Japanese, nation-building enterprise, [we] must strengthen the unification of all sides. The unification on the 
part of religion is an important link in the entire endeavor. The policy of freedom of religious belief is the best 
approach to unite and mobilize a variety of religious groups. Only under the said policy can [we] remove the 
prejudices of various religious factions and dissolve the distance between believers and nonbelievers, so they 
can exhaust all their efforts in the enterprise of the war against aggression and of nation-building. 
 
The party further articulated its attitude toward religion,40  
Communist Party members’ belief in Communism is based on the knowledge of materialism and the objective 
truth of Science. Communist Party members believe in Separation between Church and State and that the state 
should be impartial to all religions. [We shall] never force other people to follow our belief. Similarly, other 
people should not force [we] Communists to follow their beliefs. This is because [belief] is a matter of one’s 
awareness and worldview. Everyone should have individual freedom of religious belief; everyone should have 
the freedom of practicing this or that religious ritual. Meanwhile, everyone should also have the freedom of not 
belonging to any religious group as well as the freedom of unbelief. 
 
Except for the freedom of religious practices, this stance has been the core of the Communist 
Party’s official discourse on religion.  
In 1949, the Communist Party seized power with the promise of religious freedom and a 
Democratic United Front that would include religious communities. In the backdrop of the 
campaign to suppress counterrevolutionaries, Land Reform, and the Korean War, the nascent 
regime issued the first official articulation of its stance on religion and religious freedom. 
A group of more than 1,500 Chinese Christians collectively signed and published a manifesto, “The Path of 
Chinese Christianity Striving to Construct a New China,” calling for the country’s Christians to sever the 
Church’s connection with the imperialist states and practice self-government, self-support, and self-
                                                
38 “Zongjiao yu minzu jiefang” (Religion and National Liberation). Editorial. Xinhua Daily, February 6, 1938. Print. 
39 “Zai xinjiao ziyou de qizhi xia” (Under the Banner of Freedom of Religious Belief). Editorial. Liberation Daily, 
January 2, 1942. Print. 
40 “Gongchandang dui zongjiao de taidu” (The Communist Party’s Attitude toward Religion). Editorial. Xinhua 
Daily, February 15, 1942. Print. 
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propagation…stating the proper political stance of the Christians in the New China which is to oppose 
imperialism, feudalism, and bureaucratic capitalism, and to oppose war and support peace… 
Some people may ask: Since Communists are absolute atheists, why then, do they decide to permit the 
freedom of religious belief? This is because, religion emerges and exists when humans are faced with the 
natural and social laws that they perceive to be impossible to contend against and therefore appeal to mystical 
phenomena for help. Accordingly, only when humans have enough power to dominate Nature and eliminate 
the oppressive class system and its remnants can religion move towards extinction…Therefore, with regard to 
the question of pure religious belief, any suggestion resorting to coercive actions will bring no benefits but 
harm. Hence, we advocate to protect the freedom of religious belief, just like [we do with] the freedom to 
reject religious belief. However, if the Church is used as a tool for the imperialists to invade China and for the 
counterrevolutionaries to oppose the People’s government, it already violates the interests of the People and 
the Nation as well as the original will of all the honest religious followers…will receive due punishment. 
It is from this position that welcome the self-government, self-support, and self-propagation movement 
initiated by the Christians…transforming the Church from a foreign institute to an institute of the Chinese 
people, making Church-sponsored enterprises stop serving the imperialist interests. The success of this 
movement will give Christianity in China a new life…41  
 
The Three-Self movement was later institutionalized as the state-sponsored Chinese Christian 
organization. Self-government, self-support, and self-propagation have since become the guiding 
principles of all Chinese patriotic religious organizations.  
Throughout the Sino-Japanese War, the resurgence of civil war and the founding of the 
People’s Republic, the Communist Party’s pronouncement of its religious policy has basically 
followed the strategy of the United Front in which the usefulness of a religious group to the 
Party’s political goal is the premise of its toleration. The next section will further discuss this 
political pragmatism in detail through the work of Li Weihan, the architect of the CPC’s United 
Front Work. 
Li Weihan and Political Expediency of the Religious Question 
During his time as the Minister of United Front Work (1948-1964), Li Weihan oversaw the 
nationalization of private enterprises, orchestrated the regime’s institution of minority 
governance, and formulated the guidelines for religious policy.42 His role in the Communist 
Party’s major political moments cannot be overemphasized. Among others, Li proposed to 
                                                
41 “Jidujiao renshi de aiguo yundong” (The Christians’ Patriotic Movement). Editorial. People’s Daily, September 
23, 1950. Print.   
42 See “Li Weihan tongzhi shengping” (The Life of Comrade Li Weihan). Hunan dangshi tongxun (Newsletter of 
Hunan Party History) 9 (1984 ), 1-6. 
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establish a unitary state with autonomous ethnic administrative divisions instead of a federation 
modeling the Soviet Union. He was in charge of nominating the representatives of the first 
Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC) which founded the People’s 
Republic of China and oversaw the transitional period until the inauguration of the first National 
People’s Congress in 1954.43 He represented the PRC government to negotiate and sign 
the “Seventeen Point Agreement on the Peaceful Liberation of Tibet” in 1951. He presented the 
policy of “public and private co-management” (gongsi heying) 44  to transform the private 
capitalist enterprises to state capitalist enterprises by means of redeeming rather than simply 
confiscating these private means of production. His “five characteristics” (wuxing) of religion 
were the premise of the Communist Party’s religious question and policy. Li Weihan’s work 
affected and represented the political pragmatism of the CPC. Not surprisingly, he was among 
the first targets of attack when the Party line turned radical. Beginning in mid-1963, Li was 
accused of being a “revisionist” for persuading against class struggle and surrendering to the 
bourgeoisie. In 1964, he was charged with being anti-Party, anti-central leadership, and anti-
Chairman Mao and removed from all official posts. The Cultural Revolution’s reversal started 
with the rehabilitation of Li Weihan along with the Party’s entire United Front Work 
establishment in 1979.45 The discussion of Li’s work on religion will shed light on the political 
logic underling the atheist state’s toleration of religion. 
                                                
43 It continues to exist as an institutional symbol of the Democratic United Front led by the CPC. 
44 The policy began in mid-1950s and ended in 1966. During the period, the state gradually took over the production 
and management of private enterprises. It changed the previous policy of distributing profits to private shareholders 
to one of paying a fixed interest rate for their capital investments. The policy ended when the state stopped paying 
interests to the private shareholders all together in 1966. 
45 After the rehabilitation, Li asked Deng Xiaoping to lead the reform to eliminate “feudalist residuals,” particularly 
the paternalism, life long tenure, and personal cult in the personnel and cadre system. See “Li Weihan tongzhi 
tanhua” (The Talk of Comrade Li Weihan). Yanhuang chunchiu 3 (2003): 2-5. Also Wei Wu, “Deng Xiaoping’s 
Speech ‘On the Reform of the Party and State Leadership System.” The New York Times, January 21, 2014, 
<http://cn.nytimes.com/china/20140121/cc21wuwei/>. August 8, 2015. 
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Li Weihan’s work on religion, particularly Islam, began in 1939 as the General Secretary in 
the Central Northwest Work Committee. The Committee was established to manage the Party’s 
underground work in the territories46 outside the Communist-controlled Shaan-Gan-Ning Border 
Region, especially the minority work. The Committee’s two publications, the “Outline on the 
Question of the Hui Nationality” and the “Outline on the Question of the Mongolian 
Nationality,” marked the Communist Party’s first systematic study of the minority question. On 
the question of Islam, the former document said, 
Islam to the Hui people is not just a simple religious faith. Islam originally rose in the contexts of resistance 
against foreign invasion as well as internal oppression. It is rich in the spirit of rebellion. Its teachings include 
regulations for social, cultural-educational, and political institutions…Islam has become the fabric of the Hui 
people’s social life and the sacred banner of unity and struggle, but in another aspect, it has become the Hui 
people’s obstacle to cultural development, national awakening, and class awakening. The internal and external 
dark forces have used it as a tool to consolidate their status.47 
 
Accordingly, religion is four things: a faith, a social institution, a symbol of resistance, and an 
obstacle to development, whose relations Li systematically elaborated in a speech to his 
colleagues at the United Front Work Department in 1958 in the aftermath of the collectivization 
movement.  
At this time, the socioeconomic differences between the Hui and Han living in the same 
commune were perceived to have created new problems for the state. 
The Han people have a temple as well, but the Han people as a whole have only spent around twenty dollars, 
that is, average a few cents per person, whereas a single Hui person has to spend more than twenty dollars a 
year. [We see in] the same commune two standards of living, which has created a widening gap. This is 
because the Hui people have to do things according to their religious institution…In the past when [the two 
people] did not reside in the same commune, [we] could ignore the problem and respect each other, but now 
[we] couldn’t. This has resulted in a new conflict…Many comrades pointed out in their speech that some 
unnecessary so-called ethnic practices appeared in quite a few Hui areas, such as halal water mains, halal 
coals, halal department stores, halal sports teams, etc. Many of these have come from religion…In my opinion, 
this is a backward phenomenon. This phenomenon, if allowed to grow, will be harmful to the national unity 
                                                
46 Its jurisdiction covered areas in the provinces of Shaanxi, Gansu, Ningxia, Qinghai, Xinjiang, and Mongolia. The 
Working Committee and the Central Bureau of the Shaan-Gan-Ning Border Region were reorganized into 
Northwest Central Bureau in May 1941. 
47 See “Guanyu huihui minzu wenti de tigang” (Outline on the Question of the Hui Nation), in Selected Works of Li 
Weihan, pp. 121-132. 
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because it will separate them (Hui and Han) from each other. It will also be harmful to the Hui people because 
it will isolate them.48 
 
In justifying state intervention, Li Weihan argued in the same speech that not all religious 
institutions were necessary for religious belief because many religious norms and regulations 
were made only to serve the exploiting class. Li maintained that the state should correct these 
harmful institutions through peaceful measures such as education and persuasion rather than 
mass political campaigns, and the timing of reform should obtain public support and adapt to 
local variations. He predicted that the reform would inevitably encounter resistance from the 
religion’s upper echelons, but as long as they were not in the form of armed resistance and did 
not cause serious social destruction, these instances of resistance could be handled as “internal 
contradictions among the people” as opposed to the “contradictions between ourselves and the 
enemy.” “We do all we can for peace, but [we] are not afraid of going to war.”49 Accordingly, 
harmful religious institutions would be reformed, resistance crushed, and developmental 
obstacles removed.  
In regard to religious faith, Li Weihan insisted on the policy of freedom of religious belief. 
He explained the reason for the Communist Party’s adoption of the “bourgeois” discourse was to 
resist the “feudalist” influences still prevalent in China. 
The slogan “freedom of religious belief” originated during the evolution of capitalism when the bourgeoisie 
proposed and used it to oppose feudalist institutions. It was therefore a revolutionary slogan in specific 
historical contexts. We adopted this slogan, while enriching and carrying forward its revolutionary content. 
[We] not only used it to oppose feudalism, oppose forced conversions by the exploiting class, but strived by 
means of the complete realization of this slogan to enable people to gradually move from believing to not 
believing in religion.50 
 
In his opinion, the policy of freedom of religious belief was more strategic than ideological. It 
was to create the enabling condition for non-belief. 
                                                
48 See “Zai Huizu Yisilanjiao wenti zuotanhui shang de jianghua” (Talk at the Conference on the Question of Islam 




Marxism and Leninism believe that from the state’s perspective, religious belief is the private matter of 
individuals, which means, citizens are free to believe in religion…[Our] complete statement is: Each citizen 
has the freedom to believe in religion and the freedom not to believe. [Each citizen] has the freedom to believe 
in this religion and the freedom to believe in that religion...Within the same religion, [each citizen] has the 
freedom to believe in this religious sect and the freedom to believe in that religious sect. Also, [each citizen] 
who previously did not believe has the freedom to believe now; [each citizen] who previously believed has the 
freedom not to believe now. We have the most comprehensive interpretation [of freedom of religious belief] 
which will help people change their religious belief to the extent to eventually break away from religious 
belief. 
 
While recognizing that freedom of religious belief could be used in favor of religion, Li 
elaborated on the reasons as to why the freedom would hinder (cutui) religious belief rather than 
advance (cujin) in the Chinese context in his 1961 speech to the cadres in Xinjiang. 
Such freedom can be used by atheists as well as theists. No doubt, theists, especially religious professionals, 
will vigorously use such freedom to extend the influence and power of religion. This is an inevitable side 
effect. However, under our country’s conditions, the correct and appropriate implementation of the policy of 
freedom of religious belief will ultimately hinder (cutui) religious belief rather than advance (cujin) religious 
belief. There are several reasons for this: 
First, freedom of religious belief, like the slogan of marriage freedom, was originally the slogan of the 
bourgeoisie’s anti-feudalist revolution. But, nowhere in the world has the bourgeoisie completely carried out 
the slogan… In China, the national bourgeoisie has been weak and achieved much less in this respect. Only the 
working class and the Communist Party, only the people’s democratic dictatorship led by the working class 
can realize the above mentioned, complete, thorough freedom of religious belief and liberate thousands of 
millions of people. But [we] must understand that our liberation mission in this respect has not yet been 
complete… Hence,… freedom of religious belief still serves the purpose of anti-feudalist revolution…the 
implementation of the policy of freedom of religious belief, allowing the freedom of belief as well as non-
belief, is as a matter of fact protecting people’s freedom of non-belief, hindering religious belief rather than 
advancing religious belief…Even in places where most people do not believe,…such protection is necessary to 
maintain peace and unity among the people.  
Second…if [we] use administrative orders to force [believers] to give up [religion], [we] will do no good but 
excite their religious sentiment, which will only benefit the religious force. This historical lesson has been 
much reiterated by Marx, Engels, Lenin, and Chairman Mao…  
Third, we can and should use the knowledge of natural and social sciences to educate the people…This is a 
proactive method to hinder religious belief…If [we] cancel freedom of religious belief,…people will first feel 
repulsion, how can they…accept the education? We shall never do this (cancel the freedom)...   
Fourth, [if] we insist on the policy of freedom of religious belief, domestically [we] can win over and unite the 
greatest majority of the religious circle to serve socialism, meanwhile, isolate the minority reactionary 
elements among them; abroad [the policy] can help to win over and unite the religious circle to participate in 
the anti-imperialist united front and the peaceful movement while crushing the instigation and destruction of 
the reactionaries.51 
 
Li’s four-point reasoning can be summarized as follow: Since China had not completely freed 
itself from the feudalist influence thanks to the weakness of its national bourgeoisie, the policy of 
freedom of religious belief would mostly be protecting the majority people who wanted to break 
                                                
51 See “Guanyu minzu gongzuo zhong de jige wenti” (Some Questions regarding the Minority Work), in Selected 
Works of Li Weihan, pp. 362-431. 
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away from their religions. History has demonstrated that the oppression of faith would most 
likely backfire and obstruct the Party’s atheist propagation. Besides, the policy would help the 
Party win the supports and services of religion both domestically and diplomatically.  
By this time, Li Weihan had started to articulate the five characteristics of religion (zongjiao 
wuxing), by virtue of which he was famously known and credited for adapting Marxism-
Leninism to the Chinese reality. First of all, religion had a popular base (qunzhongxing). Second, 
since many minorities believed in one dominant religion, the religious question was intertwined 
domestically with ethnic relations (minzuxing). Third, Buddhism, Islam, and Christianity were 
major world religions so the religious question commanded international audiences (guojixing). 
Fourth, because religion was the reflection of people’s powerlessness in the face of Nature as 
well as class exploitations and because the removal of the objective and subjective conditions of 
this worldview will take a long time, religion would be a long-term phenomenon (changqixing). 
Hence finally, the religious question was inevitably multi-faceted (fuzaxing). 
In sum, freedom of religious belief was never an end in itself but adopted as a political 
expediency and strategy that was expected to bring about compliance and mass apostasy. The 
policy demanded that the local cadres reform only the religious institutions deemed harmful to 
socialist development while protecting freedom of religious belief. It asked them to strike at the 
reactionary religious leadership while uniting the mass believers. It required them to perform the 
political gymnastics whose skills they lacked. It came as no surprise that the state’s reform 
initiative often backfired. The utilitarian view of freedom of religious belief and its policy were 
vulnerable to radical challenges when they failed to deliver. Li Weihan’s moderate policy was 
swept aside by the atheist fundamentalism of the Cultural Revolution. By the time the 
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Communist Party reinstalled his policy outlook, the entire religious establishment in China had 
suffered unprecedented losses, so had the regime’s legitimacy among believers.  
Atheist Fundamentalism and the Destruction of Religious Establishments  
Despite state-sanctioned religious organizations were allowed to exist, religion’s perceived 
incompatibility with the Communist ideology had created a political economy that made its mere 
survival difficult. On top of the direct occupation of temples by government agencies, the loss of 
independent livelihood during the agrarian reform had resulted in the decimation of the sangha 
early in the 1950s (Welch 1972). The continuous political campaigns52 in the 1950s directly 
affected monastic livelihood. Temples lost their landholdings and hence farm rents. Demands for 
ritual services dropped as the “exploiting” classes such as landlords, rich peasants and the 
bourgeoisie languished. “Superstitious” activities such as rites for the dead were discouraged and 
becoming increasingly dangerous to perform. Donations began to dry up. Monks and nuns now 
were required to engage in productive labor. They set up light industrial production (e.g. gunny 
sack factories) but oftentimes failed to meet the order due to the lack of skill and experiences. 
Those in the rural area had to engage in the unfamiliar agrarian work on the inferior land often 
allotted to them. The worsening conditions led those who were younger and more capable of 
adjusting to lay life to disrobe, which further aggravated the economic difficulties of the 
monastery. 
The Cultural Revolution further witnessed the radicalization of atheist secularism. The 
movement sought to establish a new revolutionary culture that would facilitate the country’s 
transition to Communism. The totalitarian experiment aiming to dominate and transform society 
so as to create a new civilization had resulted in the sacralization of politics, which is marked by 
                                                
52 1950- Land Reform, 1950-1951 the Campaign to Suppress Counterrevolutionaries, 1951-1952 the Three-Anti and 
Five-Anti Campaign, 1957 the Anti-Rightist Movement, 1958-1960 the Great Leap Forward. 
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the politicization of everyday existence and the creation of a liturgical mass that dedicates to 
defend and sacrifice for the goal (Gentile 2005, 2006). It is the modern manifestation of the 
sacred, “the climax of the rebellion against the religion of God.” The political religion of the 
totalitarian politics: 
… rejects coexistence with other political ideologies and movements, denies the autonomy of the individual 
with respect to the collective, prescribes the obligatory observance of its commandments and participation in 
its political cult, and sanctifies violence as a legitimate arm of the struggle against enemies, and as an 
instrument of regeneration (Gentile 2005: 26, 30). 
 
“Four Olds” (old ideas, old cultures, old habits, and old customs) were propagated as the 
poisonous tools that the exploiting classes used to subjugate the masses.53 Gangs of Red Guards 
and the “revolutionaries” destroyed temples; “burned scriptures; smashed relics; and tortured, 
killed, and imprisoned clergy and laity (Goldman 1986: 149).” “[N]early all temples and 
monasteries in China ceased to function” (Welch 1972: 342). The Party’s United Front Work 
Department, accused of being “revisionist” and the shelter of capitalist “monsters and demons,” 
followed shortly.54   
There is no systematic record for the scale of destruction. Beijing Chronicles of Cultural 
Objects reports that between August and February 1967, the Red Guards looted more than 
114,000 households. Among the 8,060 registered cultural relics in the first national survey, only 
2,529 survived after the Cultural Revolution. 55  The United Front Work Department’s 
                                                
53 “Dadao yiqie niuguisheshen” (Sweep Away All Monsters and Demons). Editorial. People’s Daily, June 1, 1966: 
1. Print. 
54 “Guanyu jianyi wei quanguo tongzhan, minzu, zongjiao gongzuo bumen zhaidiao zhixing toxiangzhuyi luxian 
maozhi de qingshi baogao” (Report Asking for Instructions regarding the Proposal to Take the Capitulationist Hat 
Off the Nationwide Divisions for the United Front, Minorities, and Religious Work” February 3 1979, issued by the 
United Front Work Department of CPC Central Committee. 
55 The Great Leap Forward (1958-1961) had also contributed to the loss on the list, especially the metal artifacts.  
See Beijing wenwu zhi (Beijing Chronicles of Cultural Relics), 
<http://www.bjww.gov.cn/zhuanti/bjwwz/bjwwzylzs/bjwwzbjz/index.html>. Accessed February 3, 2014. 
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investigation of 26 major cities,56 at the onset of the Cultural Revolution and before its total 
collapse, found that 1,516 of the 6,151 clerics were already denounced in public struggle 
sessions.57 
There were silent struggles as well as open resistance against the fundamentalist attacks. 
When asked about the history of the temple, my interviewees often began with the stories of how 
the temple survived the calamities of the Cultural Revolution. The stories included heroic 
monks58 who endured repeated humiliations and physical violence as they attempted to save the 
scriptures and the statues from the rampage of the Red Guards; devout monks who refused to 
leave the temple and secluded themselves in a small space even after the site was turned into a 
factory and regarded the hardship as a trial of their strong belief; local leaders and sympathizing 
military officers that defended the sacred sites; villagers who prevented the temple steles from 
demolition by using them as construction materials. Some even said that the intact statue was the 
proof of the deity’s capacity of self-protection. 
It was soon before the central leadership realized the catastrophic effects of the Red Guard’s 
excessive violence. Under the order59 of the central leadership and autonomous local actions, the 
remaining government functionaries and local sympathizers strived to recover the remaining 
cultural relics from the fanatic revolutionaries. The People’s Liberation Army was deployed to 
                                                
56 Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai, Baoding, Hohhot, Nanjing, Xuzhou, Wuxi, Suzhou, Changzhou, Yangzhou, Nantong, 
Zhenjiang, Jinan, Qingdao, Wuhan, Guangzhou, Shantou, Chengdu, Chongqing, Kunming, Shenyang, Xian, 
Lanzhou, Urumqi, and Heze.  
57 Jinyuan Feng and Xianliang Min. “Zhongguo gongchandang zongjiao zhengce de lishi fazhan” (The Historical 
Development of the Chinese Communist Party’s Religious Policy). Institute of World Religions, Chinese Academy 
of Social Sciences. iwr.cass.cn. November 13, 2013. <http://iwr.cass.cn/zjyzz/201311/t20131113_15877.htm>. 
Accessed January 6, 2016. 
58 Interestingly, the role of nuns was never mentioned perhaps because monks have traditionally dominated the 
Buddhist monastic order in China and the narrators were mostly monks. 
59 For example, “Guanyu baohu guojia caichan jieyue naogeming de tongzhi” (Notification on Protecting National 
Properties, Frugally Carrying Out Revolutions), March 16 1967, issued by the CPC Central Committee, State 
Council, and Central Military Commission. “Guanyu wuchanjieji wenhuadageming zhong baohu wenwu tushu de 
jidian yijian” (Several Opinions on the Protection of Cultural Heritage and Books in the Great Proletarian Cultural 
Revolution), May 14 1967, issued by the CPC Central Committee.  
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prominent architectures, monasteries, tombs, and grottoes; and teams of experts rushed to rescue 
and sort out large sums of confiscated artifacts, books, and paintings.60 Incomplete data indicates 
that the Beijing team rescued more than 5.385 million pieces of artifacts, 185,300 calligraphies 
and paintings, 2,357 million volumes of books and documents, and 5,000 antique wooden 
vessels that belong to 8,000 households. This group of 80 people also recovered in time 314 tons 
of books, 85 tons of religious statues and talismans, and ancient coins that were scheduled to be 
destroyed in the dumpsites, paper mills, and copper smelters.61 In a desperate move to reserve the 
historic sacred sites, some religious communities sought the recognition of the cultural 
authorities, since the only way to escape attacks was for a site to be designated as cultural 
heritage.  
As monks and nuns were forced to return to secular life, the cultural authorities and other 
state agencies took over the remaining temples, which were then reorganized under their separate 
jurisdiction and were either closed or converted into factories, warehouses, dorms, official 
buildings, and museums. State confiscation and occupation of religious properties are nothing 
new in Chinese history. Nonetheless, the mass separation of religious functions from religious 
sites that has invited fragmented jurisdiction has become a legacy of the Cultural Revolution. 
Linz (2004: 103-4, 120) suggests that political religion has only emerged in Christian 
societies except for the Maoism in China. In his discussion, political religions as an instrument of 
power legitimation, 
…attempt to compete with the existing religions, take their place and if possible destroy them. They are from 
the point of view of existing religious traditions profoundly anti-religious, and to the extent that they reject any 
reference to transcendence and to religious, cultural traditions from the point of view of the existing religions, 
they are not just another religion but non-religion and part of a process of secularization…Political religion 
                                                
60 Jianmei Liu, “20 shiji 70 niandai qianhou zhongguo wenwu baohu gongzuo shulue” (A Brief Review of Cultural 
Heritage Protection Work in the 1970s China), Dandai zhongguoshi yanjiu (Contemporary China History Studies) 4 
(2013). <http://www.iccs.cn/contents/610/14308_3.html>. Accessed February 4, 2014. 
61 Ibid. 
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implies the destruction of the dualism between religion and politics, the fusion of political and spiritual 
meaning defining authority. 
 
Political religion is more effective than politicalized religion, or “the political use of 
religion” in exerting societal control, yet it is prone to collapse with the loss of political power 
because of the mass repression the regime must carry out during its continuous struggle against 
the existing religions and religious institutions. China in Linz’s (2004: 105, 125) presentation is 
positioned as a society “without a strong religious tradition, or at least tradition of 
transcendentally oriented or ethical prophecy religion” and therefore “the only country where 
one might ask: prior to the totalitarian power structure, was there a religion that could somehow 
have set up a spiritual, moral, principled or organizational resistance to the state and state 
ideology?”  I would argue that the success of Maoism as a political religion in China was not due 
to a lack of religious resistance but that the structural position of religion was never meant to 
substitute or be separated from the political, i.e. there was no differentiation between religious 
and political institutions that political religions set out to eradicate. The atheist utopia fell with 
the messiah, so did his revolutionary messages. The demise of Maoism as a political religion was 
premised on the end of personality cult and the eventual de-sacralization of politics. 
 
Document No. 19 and the Selectivity of Religious Toleration  
The historical Third plenary session of the 11th Central Committee in 1978 officially renounced 
the principle of class struggle and exonerated the people accused as the enemies of the 
proletariat. The Party admitted the mistake of the “left-leaning” policies in the previous decades 
and recommitted itself to the policy of religious freedom. The mass was demobilized and the 
Cultural Revolution in the official discourse became China’s lost decade. 
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Document No. 19 (1982) “The Basic Viewpoint and Policy on the Religious Question 
during Our Country’s Socialist Period” was the first to conclude the state of religion in 
Communist China and laid out systematically and doctrinally the Communist Party’s religious 
policy. The Secretariat of the CPC (under the direct supervision of then party secretary, Hu 
Yaobang) took complete control in the drafting of Document No. 19. The fact that Hu’s own 
secretary, Zheng Bijian, was the chief drafter showed the importance the central leadership 
assigned to the document. It deserves reproduction at length: 62 
Religion is a historical phenomenon pertaining to a definite period in the development of human society. It has 
its own cycle of emergence, development, and demise…Since we cannot free ourselves from various hardships 
brought on by serious natural and man-made disasters within a short period of time; since class struggle 
continues to exist within certain limits; and given the complex international environment, the long-term 
influence of religion among a part of the people in a Socialist society cannot be avoided. Religion will 
eventually disappear from human history. But it will disappear naturally only through the long-term 
development of Socialism and Communism, when all objective requirements are met…The basic policy the 
Party has adopted toward the religious question is that of respect for and protection of the freedom of religious 
belief…We Communists are atheists and must unremittingly propagate atheism. Yet at the same time we must 
understand that it will be fruitless and extremely harmful to use simple coercion in dealing with the people’s 
ideological and spiritual questions—and this includes religious questions. 
…The political power in a socialist state can in no way be used to promote any one religion, nor can it be used 
to forbid any one religion, as long as it is only a question of normal religious beliefs and practices.…To sum 
up, the basic starting point and firm foundation for our handling of the religious question and for the 
implementation of our policy and freedom of religious belief lies in our desire to unite the mass of believers 
and nonbelievers and enable them to center all their will and strength on the common goal of building a 
modernized, powerful socialist state. Any action or speech that deviates in the least from this basic line is 
complete erroneous, and must be firmly resisted and opposed by both Party and people…Marxism is 
incompatible with any theistic world view. But in terms of political action, Marxists and patriotic believers 
can, indeed must, form a united front in the common effort for Socialist modernization. This united front 
should become an important constitutive element of the broad patriotic front led by the Party during the 
Socialist period. 
…The resolute protection of all normal religious activities suggests, at the same time, a determined crackdown 
on all criminal and antirevolutionary activities which hide behind the façade of religion, which includes all 
superstitious practices which fall outside the scope of religion and are injurious to the national welfare as well 
as to the life and property of the people. All antirevolutionary or other criminal elements who hide behind the 
façade of religion will be severely punished according to the law…All banned reactionary secret societies, 
sorcerers, and witches, without exception, are forbidden to resume their activities…Finally, all who make their 
living by phrenology, fortune telling, and geomancy should be educated, admonished, and helped to earn their 
living through their own labor and not to engage again in these superstitious practices which only deceive 
people…Party committees on each level and pertinent government departments…should take care to clearly 
delineate the line dividing normal religious activities from criminal ones, pointing out that cracking down on 
criminal activities is in no way to attack, but is rather to protect, normal religious activities. Only then can we 
                                                
62 “Guanyu woguo shehuizhuyi shiqi zongjiao wenti de jiben guandian he jiben zhengce” (The Basic Viewpoint and 
Policy on the Religious Question during Our Country’s Socialist Period), issued by the CPC Central Committee on 
March 31, 1982. Web. <http://www.sara.gov.cn/zcfg/zc/497.htm>. Accessed February 12, 2016. The translation is 
from Donald E. MacInnis (1989), Religion in China Today: Policy and Practice, pp. 8-26, New York: Orbis Books. 
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successfully win over, unite with, and educate the broad mass of religious believers and bring about the 
normalization of religious activities. 
 
The above freedom of religious belief is subjected to a web of pre-established limits and 
assumptions. Above all, religious belief should be apolitical and all citizens should set aside their 
differences in metaphysical stance and focus on the task of economic modernization and national 
unity. No. 19 explicitly states that “the crux of the policy of freedom of religious belief is to 
make the question of religious belief a private matter.” It thus refutes the linkage between 
people’s political and religious beliefs. Accordingly, there should be no contradiction or at least 
no room for such contradiction between one’s piety as a believer and obligation as a citizen in a 
socialist body politic. Most importantly, religion will not be permitted to “make use in any way 
of religious pretexts to oppose the Party’s leadership or the socialist system, or to destroy 
national or ethnic unity.”63  
Despite the Document also stipulates the state’s neutrality among all religions, such 
principle applies only to what it perceives as “normal religious beliefs and practices.” Besides 
the selective application of the said religious freedom, the neutrality principle does not make the 
atheist state shy away from making religious judgment as to what normal religion is, or taking on 
the job of enforcing this “normal” religious order in which the superstitious, antirevolutionary, 
and criminal elements are to be rectified. The list of abnormal religiosities inherits the dual logic 
of its Imperial and Republican predecessors, including the heterodox sorcerers and witches, 
politically dangerous secret societies, and the superstitious phrenology, fortune telling and 
geomancy. The Chinese Communist state, like its predecessors, spares no efforts to mold and 
defend the dual orthodoxy. On the one hand, state sanctioned religions, albeit free from 
persecution, are not exempt from interventions or the local state’s predatory behavior (see 
                                                
63 Ibid. 
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chapter 4). In fact, their legibility to the state often subjects them to even more regulatory 
hassles. On the other hand, the high religious and political thresholds of acquiring legal status for 
religious sites and religious professionals have created a huge part of religious observance 
outside the state’s surveillance (see chapter 3). The bundling of normalcy and legality has also 
resulted in ambiguities of handling religious groups not incorporated into the united front system. 
Illegality renders the non-captured groups vulnerable to local state harassment. The secularist 
principle operates only in a single direction, that is, religious authority must play no role in 
political decision, but not vice versa. 
The Political Use of Religion: Religious Charities 
Over the years, religion has in the official discourse become from being anachronistic to 
essential and cultural, wherein the state recognizes the positive aspects of religion to provide the 
masses with psychological and social support and that “religion might continue to exist even 
after the disappearance of classes and states” (Palmer and Goossaert 2011: 321-27). “Regulations 
on Religious Affairs” (2004) encourages religious communities to undertake charitable work. An 
incomplete government statistics showed an estimate three billion yuan donations from religious 
groups in the second half of the 2000s (Buddhism 1.86 billion, Taoism 240 million, Islam 180 
million, Catholicism 250 million, Protestantism 350 million).64 The policy direction has opened 
legal space for previously prohibited religious activities. One notable case is the official 
recognition of the Tzu Chi Foundation, a Buddhist charity headquartered in Taiwan and 
operating in 50 countries. Like many foreign charitable and religious groups, Tzu Chi’s China 
branches initially registered as businesses due to the regime’s suspicion and restriction on 
                                                
64 “Tuidong zongjiao gongyi cishan shiye youhao youkuai fazhan” (Promoting the fast and positive development of 
religion’s public welfare and charity businesses). SARA director, Wang Zuoan’s speech on September 17, 2012 at 
the conference of exchange among religious organizations regarding their public welfare and charity work. Fayin 
(the Voice of Dharma) 2012 (10): 4-7. 
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foreign organizations. Tzu Chi has since 1991 expanded its operation to most provinces 
indicating societal demand for the organization’s charitable work. In addition, Tzu Chi’s no-
politics principle and humanitarian reputation are in consonance with the Party’s discourse and 
policy of building a “harmonious society.” In 2010 the Taiwanese organization became the first 
overseas NGO authorized to set up a nationwide charity foundation in China.65 
In 2012, the central government further issued an administrative order to clear up 
registration difficulties often encountered by religious groups when setting up social welfare 
projects and charities.66 A striking example is the CPC’s recent policy on orphanages run by 
religious communities. Children’s religious practice has been a sensitive issue. Document No. 19 
bans religious intervention in schools and public education. “It will be absolutely forbidden to 
force anyone, particularly anyone under 18 years of age, to become a member of a religion, to 
become a monk or nun, or to go to temples or monasteries to study scripture.”67 Yet in 2014, the 
state formally acknowledged giving relief to vulnerable children to be an important form of 
religious charity and the religious community’s contributions in helping orphans and abandoned 
infants. The authorities announced that sanctioned religious groups could set up orphanages if 
they collaborate with the civil affairs authorities (county-level and above).68 The decision was 
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68  “Guanyu guifan zongjiaojie shouliu guer, qiying huodong de tongzhi” (Notification regarding Religious 
Community’s Activities on the Adoption of Orphans and Abandoned Infants), issued by Ministry of Civil Affairs 
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not surprising since 74 percent of unsanctioned orphanages were operated by temples, 
monasteries, and nunneries, as suggested in the survey conducted by the Ministry of Civil Affairs 
in early 2013.69  The authorities were quick to give a green light to these unsanctioned 
orphanages as long as they work with the government to fulfill basic standards of child care, 
despite it took the authorities another year to formalize religious community’s involvement.70 
The cases suggest that the Communist regime would choose to tolerate religious activism that it 
regards as beneficial to social and thus regime stability. Regime toleration and liberation of 
certain spheres, especially social welfare and economy, has also led some religious organizations 
to position themselves in line with the interests of the state and allowed them to seek state 
recognition—a  point that I will turn to next via the case of Sanyijiao. 
The Religious Use of Politics: The Bottom-Up Legalization of Sanyijiao 
Sanyijiao (Religion of the Unity of Three) originated from the religious movement in the 
late Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) that sought to combine the three religious traditions: 
Confucianism, Buddhism and Taoism. The founder, Lin Zhaoen (1517-1598), propagated that 
Confucius, the Buddha, and Laozi were all receivers of the eternal Dao71 and their teachings 
were essentially the same, which made it erroneous for the Confucianists to attach the heterodox 
label on Buddhism and Taoism. It was no surprise that Sanyijiao was considered heretical by the 
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imperial state. Lin, a Confucian by training, privileged the Confucianist ethical code72 but 
combined the Taoist self-cultivation techniques and Buddhist pursuit of spiritual transcendence 
in his teachings.73 The movement gained popularity and had maintained strong popular base in 
the founder’s home region, Putian, Fujian Province despite multiple imperial persecutions.74 Like 
other religious observances in China, Sanyijiao has experienced strong revival in the reform 
period. Its followers are estimated to constitute at least a quarter of the Putian population, and in 
some rural areas Sanyijiao is observed by the entire village. As of 2000, in Xianyiu county where 
the religion originated, government employees made up 12% of the disciples,75 and 8 among the 
802 clerics were even party members,76 demonstrating the influence of Sanyijiao. 
The religious community initially established itself as a charity group in 1992. The first 
Sanyijiao Association is registered in 1998 as a social organization sponsored by the district 
United Front Work department, which allowed it to operate legally within the district. Its legal 
status prompted nearby 118 Sanyijiao temples to become affiliates of the Association, including 
20 temples outside the district. Meanwhile, the Association began to standardize temple 
management among its 118 affiliates, such as preaching and ritual assemblies, finance, hygiene 
and fire prevention. Most importantly, it created a political supervisor in charge of the 
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Association’s political work to ensure its compliance with the party policy.77 Beginning in 2001, 
the county authorities started to register the Sanyijiao temples within its jurisdiction as religious 
venues and hence legalize their activities. Academic interests in popular religions and religious 
syncretism have also helped transform Sanyijiao from superstition to a subject of research, 
traditional culture and a local asset. Lin Zhaoen, is hailed by the local government as a national 
hero as a result of his role in coastal defense against the Japanese pirate raids.78 
This bottom-up legalization process was finally recognized by the state in 2005. A research 
team dispatched by the United Front Work Department of the CPC Central Committee, the 
Taiwan Affairs Office of the State Council, and State Administration of Religious Affairs visited 
and researched the sites. The team eventually categorized Sanyijiao as a local popular religion 
(difangxing minjian zongjiao),79 which officially recognized it as a zongjiao as opposed to 
superstition. With the endorsement of the central authorities, the Putian city government 
approved the establishment of a city-level Sanyijiao Association in 2006. Sanyijiao is now an 
officially recognized religion albeit the legality of its operations is limited to Putian City. 
The registration system is designed to maintain the structure of religious governance 
centered on the monopoly of the state-sanctioned religious organizations and the suppression of 
the growth of “nontraditional” religious groups. The system is set up as such that it acts more 
like an anti-registration system. The recognition of Sanyijiao as a religion is a rare exception. 
Even so, the worries that Sanyijiao might degenerate into superstition or heretical cults still 
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78 Lin recruited local defense against the Japanese pirate raids in the 1560s. He also gave relief to those who became 
homeless, buried and provided ritual services for those who died during the raids. 
79 “A Brief History of Sanyijiao.” www.31jiao.com. Sanyijiao Association of Putian City. May 31, 2011. Web. 
<http://www.31jiao.com/portal.php?mod=view&aid=160>. Accessed January 13, 2015. 
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persist.80 After all, Sanyijiao is better understood as a variety of decentralized and diverse 
popular religious practices that cannot hope to be captured by a legal category. 
The legalization of Sanyijiao reflects the religious community’s search for state recognition 
as well as the state’s resolve to regulate and utilize the services of popular religions.81 Studies of 
temple reconstruction have also shown a complex web of local agents whose social identities and 
economic interests tap into the macro narrative of national cultural preservation, which has 
carved out space for state toleration (Jing 1996; Chau 2006; Oakes and Sutton 2010; Zheng 
2010; Zhu and Li 2013; Zhao 2013; Chan and Lang 2015). For example, in his case study of the 
Black Dragon King Temple in northern Shaanxi Province, Chau (2006) shows that the 
temple/village leadership sought legitimation by following the national policy trends of 
environmentalism and minjian (nongovernmental initiatives), such as providing better roads, 
improving irrigation systems, initiating a reforestation project and building a rural primary 
school with temple resources. The popular religious temple’s contribution to the local economy 
and public goods has led the local state agents to turn a blind eye to temple expansions and its 
continuous “superstitious” services to the community,82 like divination and spirit mediumism. 
Rather, the local state officials even enjoyed the benign symbolism by being present at the 
temple’s ceremonial events. The legitimation efforts eventually paid off and the Black Dragon 
King Temple has been officially recognized as a Taoist shrine and under state policy become the 
subject of religious toleration. These cases are compatible with my research findings that the 
                                                
80 Ibid. 
81 Guoping Lin, “Minjian zongjiao de fuxing yu dangdai zhongguo shehui” (Popular Religious Revival and the 
Contemporary Chinese Society), Shijie zongjiao yanjiu (Studies in World Religions) 4 (2009): 81-91. 
82 This case study is in line with Tsai’s (2007) founding that higher government accountability and public goods 
provision is more likely in communities where the social boundary of a religious group (solitary group) 
encompasses the administrative boundary and the group embeds the local officials as members because the officials 
would be obliged by the same normative standards and the community able to reward them with moral standing. She 
also finds that due to the state’s suspicion of Christianity, unlike temple-based solitary groups, village churches are 
generally encompassing but non-embedding and therefore cannot facilitate an incentive structure that enables 
informal accountability. 
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atheist state and its agents tolerate religion when it is politically and economically expedient to 
do so. The logic follows that the Communist Party would waste no time to eradicate what it 
considers to threaten regime security.  
The Politicization of Religion: Making “Heretical Cult” 
Falun Gong began as a qigong organization83 in 1992 and later transitioned into a spiritual 
cultivation movement after the national crackdown of qigong organizations in 1994. It had 
between 1994 and 1997 made several failed attempt to register as a social organization with the 
government. Falun Gong did not start as an anti-state organization. On the contrary, Falun Gong 
sought the recognition of the state and for a while was able to expand despite its illegality.  
The rise of Falun Gong had forced the state-sponsored Buddhist Association of China 
(BAC) to debate how to handle new religious movements. Falun Gong had in the internal 
discussion of the BAC been referred to as “a newly emerging folk religion,”84 “modern 
superstition,” “a deification movement,”85 indicating the community’s initial lack of consensus 
about the nature of Falun Gong. The BAC began to openly criticize Falun Gong in 1998.86 In the 
open criticism, the BAC categorized Falun Gong as “a heterodox doctrine attaching to Buddhism 
(fufo waidao),” which not surprisingly resulted in many lobbying efforts from Falun Gong 
practitioners who defended the legitimacy of their beliefs. Interestingly, despite the BAC 
leadership agreed that Falun Gong misappropriated Buddhist concepts and demeaned Buddhism, 
                                                
83 Falun Gong became affiliated with the China Qigong Scientific Research Society in 1993 and dissociated itself 
from the Society in 1996.   
84 See Xingqiao Chen, “Huan falun gong de benlai mianmu: yizhong xinxing de minjian zongjiao” (Revealing the 
True Face of Falun Gong: A Newly Emerging Folk Religion), Yanjiudongtai (Research Trends) 1997: 2. 
85 “You falungong yinfa de sikao: zhongguo fojiao xiehui guanyu Li Hongzhi jiqi falungong wenti zuotanhui jiyao” 
(Reflections on Falun Gong: Minutes of the BAC Seminar on the Question regarding Li Hongzhi and his Falun 
Gong), Association Newsletters (huiwu tongxun): 1998: 1. <http://www.jcedu.org/edu/ddfs/cxq/>. Accessed 
December 21, 2015. 
86 See Xingqiao Chen, “Falun gong: yizhong juyou minjian zongjiao tedian de fuFowaidao” (Falun Gong: A 
Heterodox Doctrine Attaching to Buddhism and Containing Folk Religious Characteristics), Fayin (The Voice of 
Dharma) 3 (1998): 20-27 and 4 (1998) 16-23. 
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it publicly used the term “xiejiao” (heretical cult) only after the government had done so because 
“the categorization of ‘heretical cult’ is a matter of the government authorities and beyond the 
power of the Buddhist Association. ‘Heretical cult’ as a concept is not only about doctrinal 
classification, but politics and law.”87 The Association’s caution was justified not only because 
Falun Gong was popular among a substantial portion of the general public including lay 
Buddhists but the power of naming has historically resided with the state. 
Falun Gong jumped on the central leadership’s agenda on April 25, 1999 when thousands of 
its practitioners without warning congregated around Zhongnanhai (the party-state headquarter), 
requesting state recognition of their right to practice. The peaceful protest shocked the central 
leadership and was soon named “the most serious political incident since June 4.” The 
mobilization of the state apparatus to stamp out Falun Gong climaxed at 3 P.M. on July 22, 1999 
in a national televised broadcast banning the organization. The Ministry of Civil Affairs declared 
Falun Dafa Research Society an “illegal organization.” Concurrently, the Ministry of Public 
Security banned all Falun Gong activities and any display or distribution of Falun Gong symbols 
and materials, which kicked started the nation-wide anti-Falun Gong campaign coordinated by 
an ad hoc national network of “610 offices.”88 Note that at this stage, the government campaign 
had not yet identified Falun Gong as a xiejiao (heretical cult) organization. 
The term xiejiao was introduced to the Chinese Criminal Law in 1997, but it did not specify 
the criteria of a heretical cult. It was the April 25 incident that expedited the anti-heretical cult 
legislation, which provided the ex post facto legal justification to crack down Falun Gong as a 
                                                
87 Ibid. 
88 The “610 office” is nicknamed after the date it was founded (June 10, 1999). It is in charge of implementing the 
decisions by the “Central Leading Group on Dealing with the Falun Gong” (Zhongyang chuli falungong lingdao 
xiaozu). The anti-Falun Gong campaign is organized at each level along the institutional parallel of the party-state. A 
610 office is established at each level to assist two overlapping groups: the “Leading Group for Dealing with the 
Falun Gong Question” (Chuli falungong lingdao xiaozu) in the party and the “Leading Group to Prevent and Deal 
with the Question of Cults” (Fangfan yu chuli xiejiao wenti lingdao xiaozu) in the government bureaucracy. For a 
detailed institutional research of the anti-Falun Gong campaign, see Tong (2009). 
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heretical cult organization. On October 9, the Supreme People’s Court and the Supreme People’s 
Procuratorate issued a joint judicial interpretation of Article 300 of the Criminal Law entitled 
“Explanation on Questions Concerning the Concrete Application of the Law Handling Criminal 
Cases of Organizing and Making Use of Heretical Cult Organizations,” in which the “cult 
organization” was defined as “illegal organizations that are set up making use of religions, 
Qigong, among others; deify the principal members; seduce and deceive people; recruit and 
control members; and endanger society by ways of fabricating and spreading superstitious 
heresies.” Jiang Zemin categorized Falun Gong as a heretical cult in an interview with Le Figaro 
on October 2589 and so did a People’s Daily op-ed on October 28.90 On October 30, the 
legislative branch, the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress, passed the 
“Decision on Banning Heretical Cult Organizations, Preventing and Punishing Cult Activities.” 
Falun Gong was now identified as a xiejiao organization and unworthy of state toleration. 
In the discourse of the Chinese state, zongjiao (religion) and xiejiao are positioned as 
mutually exclusive categories. The two categories have since the 2000s formed the two ends of 
the spectrum of Chinese religious observances. As Palmer and Groossaert (2011: 342) 
effectively summarize, 
At one end was a single, state-supervised religious system of five denominations in which different traditions 
were organized into almost identical institutional structures under the supreme authority of the CCP, and 
molded into instruments for implementing the Party’s broader goals of creating a “harmonious society.” At the 
other end, the purported enemies of the regime, using religion for their political ends…committed to an 
eschatological battle against the CCP, and mercilessly suppressed. And in between the two poles, a growing 
gray area,…in which most of China’s religious life occurred. 
 
The naming of xiejiao have prompted the state to specify the majority non-captured, illegal 
religious activities. It is in the interest of the state to distinguish religious illegal activities from 
                                                
89 “Jiang zemin zhuxi jieshou faguo ‘feijialuobao’ caifang shi zhichu ‘falun gong’ shi xiejiao” (President Jiang 
Zemin identified ‘Falun Gong’ as an heretical cult during an interview with Le Figaro), October 25, 1999, 
<http://www.cctv.com/news/special/zt1/XieJiaoFaLunGong/2521.html>. Accessed October 18, 2014. 
90 “Falun gong jiushi xiejiao” (Falun Gong Is Heretical Cult).  Editorial.  People’s Daily, October 28, 1999: 1. Print. 
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heretical cult activities because non-captured religious groups comprise a substantive majority of 
religious life in China, such as house churches, popular religious temples and religious charities, 
whose contributions to social stability the state has grown to appreciate.  
According to a textbook composed by the central 610 Office and the Ministry of Justice, the 
similarities between “religious illegal activities” (zongjiao feifa huodong) and heretical cults lie 
in the fact that their operations skip the purview of state regulation, such as gathering at 
unsanctioned sites and using religious professionals not licensed by the state. Their differences 
are four: (1) participants of religious illegal activities are loosely organized, whereas the heretical 
cult members are subject to hierarchical control; (2) religious illegal activities depend on 
voluntary donations of participants, while heretical cults impose mandatory fees whose use are 
solely controlled by the founders; (3) religious illegal activities have relatively open and regular 
meetings and sites, whereas heretical maintain secretive, nocturnal and irregular assemblies; (4) 
the canons used by the religious illegal activities are identical to those sold publicly by religious 
associations, but those of heretical cults are in general the transcripts of the founders’ speech.91 
“Feudal superstitions” is considered to have close lineage with heretical cults because heretical 
cults are believed to draw nutrients from and are the radicalization of superstitions. What 
differentiates them, aside from the organizational aspects in the first point, are their potential 
goals and scale of damage. Heretical cults are said to serve the political ambitions of the 
founders, but superstitions serve only the economic interests of the practitioners. Accordingly, 
heretical cults can incur much more serious damage to the public welfare because they not only 
                                                
91 “Fan xiejiao fazhi jiaoyu xuexi wenda” (Anti-Cult Legal Education Study Q&A). Kunming: The Nationalities 
Publishing House of Yunnan, 2013, p. 71-2. The evidence of its wide circulation is the excerpts of the content, 
appeared on the anti-cult posters on the neighborhood bulletin board during my residency in China. The posters 
published the differences between religion and heretical cults and the basic methods to identify heretical cults.  
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cost individuals their mental and physical health, but threaten social stability and regime 
security.   
The case of Falun Gong and the consequent anti-heretical campaign show that 
categorization is both religious and political. Heretical cults do not threaten the state by the ends 
they may attend, but their mere existence outside the state’s demarcated zone of legitimation. 
They are politically unruly and religiously heterodox. In sum, they threaten the state’s logic of 
dual orthodoxy whereby state authority is affirmed through its ability to deploy political 
compliance and define and defend orthodox religious practices. 
Literature paying attention to the local dynamics and variations shows that the content and 
boundaries of the religious categories are not fixed (Jing 1996; Chau 2006; Ashiwa and Wank 
2009; Lozada 2001; Palmer and Goossaert 2011; Katz 2014). Instead, they are socio-historically 
grounded and continuously negotiated between different sources and alliances of power because 
religious observances are upheld by an assemblage of human agencies, such as the enthusiastic 
worshipers, ritual specialists, expatriates, and the paternalistic and politically ambitious local 
elite, negotiating between state regulation and the market logic. On the one hand, the state does 
not seek to profile all religious communities but institute criteria of correct religious practices 
according to the observable political effects they have incurred. The goal is to filter the 
politically unruly groups. Religion is tolerated when it is proven to be beneficial to the regime. 
On the other hand, a religious group may actively pursue state recognition so as to increase its 
safety and credibility, such as the legalization of sanyijiao and the early stage of Falun Gong; or 
it may be reassigned to a different religious category when its attributes have changed such that it 
draws the state’s attention, and the most remarkable case would be the national crackdown of 
Falun Gong.  
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On April 23, 2016, the General Secretary Xi Jinping for the first time elaborated the CPC’s 
religious policy of his administration at the annual national religious work conference.92 He 
reiterated the premise of CPC leadership in handling state-religion relations and that religious 
development should insist on the direction of sinicization (zhongguohua), i.e. the interpretation 
of religious teachings should take into account the traditional Chinese culture and socialist 
values.93 Sinicization as a religious policy rather than religious assimilation fell in line with 
historical state intervention in the interpretation and organization of religion. The point of 
departure was to uphold the political rule. 
 
Conclusion 
This chapter explores the role of religion in political legitimation in China from a macro-
historical perspective. It aims to provide the reader a general view of Chinese religiosities and 
how they have factored in the political elites’ self-perception as well as their ruling strategies. 
The intimate relationship between religion and the normative political order in the cosmological 
empire has made the religious question core in the Republican secular formation and the 
Communist social engineering. This investigation reveals three recurrent themes that have 
applied to all three political governments despite their metaphysical differences: First, the ability 
of the Chinese state to define religious orthodoxy is integral to its political authority. The 
Chinese state is best understood as a regulatory state when it comes to religious governance. 
Second, state toleration of religion is not only dictated by ideological concerns, but political 
                                                
92 The annual religious work meeting is generally run by SARA director. Last time that a Secretary General (Jiang 
Zemin) attended the conference was in 2001. 
93 “Xi Jinping: quanmian tigao xinxingshi xia zongjiao gongzuo suiping” (Xi Jinping: all-round uplifting religious 
work under new circumstances). Xinhua News April 23, 2016. <http://news.xinhuanet.com/politics/2016-
04/23/c_1118716540.htm>. Accessed June 15, 2016. 
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survival and social stability, which explains imperial cooptation of Buddhism and Taoism, 
Republican reinstallation of state sacrifice to Confucius, and Communist creation of the United 
Front. Third, state toleration of religion has been situated in a multi-layered, multi-dimensional 
web of material and ideational interests, making it selective and differential across religious 
groups and localities, as demonstrated by the study of religious categorization and re-
categorization initiated both by the state and religious groups. These three themes will continue 




3 State Regulation of Religion and the Paradoxes of Religious 
Control 
 
The previous chapter shows that the Communist Party’s religious policy has been situated in the 
strategic thinking of the united front since its enactment during the long march. This chapter will 
focus on its institutional dimension and discuss the duties of the major party-state organs in 
charge of religion. It will detail the specific techniques of religious governance. This chapter has 
two goals. First, it investigates the institutional background for the following chapters which will 
explore how local state agents and religious leaders pursue their interests and goals under the 
Communist state’s institutional deployment. Second, this chapter will explore the paradox of 
religious control and argues that the state’s predominant emphasis on administrative control after 
1989 has created opposite effects unintended by its architect. 
 
The Institutional Triangle: the Party-State and the Patriotic Organization 
The institutional components of the Communist party-state’s religious governance comprises 
three functionally different institutions: the Party’s United Front Work Department, the State’s 
Bureau of Religious Affairs, and the patriotic religious associations. The United Front Work 
Department is in charge of researching on the religious question, assisting the party committee 
with religious policy making, communicating with religious leaders, and coordinating between 
the state organs and the patriotic religious associations. The Bureau of Religious Affairs’ main 
duty is to implement religious policies and administer religious affairs. The patriotic religious 
associations, being the bridge between the state and the religious community they represent, help 
mobilize their separate communities to support the official policies. This institutional triangle is 
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deployed at each administrative level and in areas where there is a substantial amount of 
religious activities. 
Religious work was highly centralized in the first few years after the establishment of the 
People’s Republic because it was a function of the nascent regime’s foreign relationship and 
minority governance. The first government agency of religious work, the Research Group of 
Religious Question, was set up in 1950 under the Committee of Culture and Education in the 
temporary Government Administrative Council. The agency was formalized as the Division of 
Religious Work in 1951 and its main duties were to study the questions regarding Catholicism, 
Protestantism, and Chinese Buddhism and provided policy recommendations to the central 
leadership. The jurisdiction of Islam and Tibetan Buddhism at this time belonged yet to the 
Committee of Ethnic Affairs. Despite the major provincial governments were instructed to 
establish their own divisions of religious work in 1951, any decisions related to the general 
policy direction, such as the handling of foreign missionaries, must still report directly to the 
central government. Welch (1972) observes that the first local divisions acted like independent 
agents and did not answer to the local leadership because the religious question was of 
paramount importance that the central leadership assumed the matter to themselves. When the 
State Council was created in 1954, the Division of Religious Work was reorganized as the 
Bureau of Religious Affairs (BRA) in charge of matters regarding Catholicism, Protestantism, 
Buddhism, and Taoism. Islam was added to the Bureau’s tasks only in 1957.   
Since the mid-1950s, following the principle of territorial jurisdiction, local party 
committees began to assume leadership in local religious affairs. Meanwhile, a parallel 
institutional structure was devised along the hierarchy of the party-state apparatus, in which party 
secretaries also led the parallel government organs at each level. In 1961, the United Front Work 
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Department introduced a specialized religious division as the institutional parallel of the BRA. In 
the dual hierarchy, the head of the BRA at each level of the government has been appointed from 
the local United Front Work Department. This personnel overlap between the Party and the State 
is to ensure the Party’s control over policy implementation.94  
The third component of the Communist Party’s religious governance is the patriotic 
religious associations. Religious association is not the Communist Party’s creation but a legacy 
from the Republican era. Their founding reflected the Republican state’s imperative to control 
religion as well as the desires of the religious communities to defend their establishments. Faced 
with an uncertain political environment, many religious communities actively sought state 
recognition, hence protection (see Chapter 2). There had been since 1912 multiple attempts with 
various success within Buddhism, Taoism, and Chinese Islam to reinvent themselves into 
hierarchical, Church-like religions, a process that Goossaert (2008) calls “church engineering.” 
Welch’s (1972) study of the Chinese Buddhist Association shows that the Buddhist community 
again resorted to the same strategy as early as 1949. The community had pleaded for a national 
association but was rejected because the nascent Communist regime had not yet decided how to 
reorganize religious communities. 
As the state’s religious policy was taking shape and religion had proven useful to the 
regime’s diplomatic endeavor and territorial control, between 1953 and 1957, five national 
religious associations were established: the Buddhist Association of China (1953), the Islamic 
Association of China (1953), the National Committee of Three-Self Patriotic Movement of the 
Protestant Churches in China (1954), the Chinese Taoist Association (1957), and the Chinese 
                                                
94 The interlocking power structure operates through the nomenklatura system. The nomenklatura is a list of all 
political and administrative posts managed by the Party’s organization department, which collects information and 
evaluates individual cadres for appointment, promotion, transfer, and removal (Manion 1985). The leadership of the 
United Front Work Department heads the human resources and social security bureau and the civil service 
administration in the government. 
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Patriotic Catholic Association (1957). Accordingly, five religions were officially recognized. All 
five religions are designated world religions. In principle, the state maintains equal distance from 
them. Yet, its complex historical relations with each religion cannot be flattened into a grand 
legal category. For instance, Christianity has been perceived as connected to the Western 
imperialism, the removal of which is an integral part of the Communist Revolution. It is 
therefore imperative for each religion to be resolutely national and free from foreign intervention 
and Christianity in China has been dominated by the “Three Self” patriotic movement, in which 
the church conforms to the nationalistic principle of proselytization. 
In accordance with the principle of territorial jurisdiction, local governments have also 
followed the same model and fostered their separate religious associations. Each association 
answers to the local party committee. The party-state has since provided the financial and 
political supports for the leaders of religious associations. As part of the united front tradition, 
they have also been selected members of the Political Consultative Conferences at each level. 
The entire institution of religious governance was abolished during the Cultural Revolution. 
Its reestablishment began when the United Front Work Department was restored in 1977, 
followed by the BRA in 1979. The restoration of the local religious governance in general 
followed the same pattern: the local Party committee resumed its United Front Work 
Department; under the tutelage of the Department, the BRA began operation again (Duan 
1999).95 
The immediate mission of the newly restored religious work was to rebuild the entire 
religious establishment in China, including exonerating persecuted clerics, returning religious 
properties, and restoring religious sites. Thanks to the challenges arising from religion’s dramatic 
                                                
95 Qiming Duan, “Zhongguo zhengfu zongjiao gongzuo jigou de lishi yange” (The Historical Evolution of the 
Institution of Religious Work in the Chinese Government). Zhongguo zongjiao (China Religion) 3 (1999): 41-43. 
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revival, the BRA has continued to expand contrasting to the general trend of organizational 
contraction and streamlining in the State Council. In 1998, the BRA at the State Council was 
renamed the State Administration of Religious Affairs (SARA), which raised the Bureau’s 
ranking in the bureaucratic hierarchy from the bureau level to vice-ministerial level—same level 
as the national cultural heritage authorities and tourism authorities,96 allowing SARA a better 
bargaining position with the two authorities which also influence the management of religious 
sites. The division of religious affairs follows the official categorization of religions. First 
Division supervises Buddhism and Taoism; Second Division Catholicism and Protestantism; 
Third Division Islam; and Fourth Division, added in 2004, oversees cults and religions outside 
the five state-sanctioned religions.  
Aside from the reinstallation of the dual hierarchy, patriotic religious associations were also 
revived as the third pillar of the institutional triangle. Patriotic religious associations have the 
authority to approve the appointment and removal of religious leadership. They also approve the 
mobility of monks and nuns who hope to visit other temples, obtain ordination, attend religious 
academy, and travel abroad. As pointed out before, the head of the BRA comes from the 
Department of the United Front Work. The BRA and the United Front Work Department 
supervise the presidential election of the patriotic religious association to ensure that the 
assembly elects the Party’s candidate who will then select the deputies and secretary general to 
be approved by the government. Since 2010, the secretary generals of the Buddhist Association 
                                                
96 The level of a given state organ determines the leadership’s political power and benefits. The ranking order is in 
accordance with the administrative level: state level (guojia ji); provincial-ministerial level (shengbu ji); prefecture-
bureau level (tingju ji); county-division level (xianchu ji); township-section level (xiangke ji). The Party leadership 
ensure control by assigning higher ranking to important posts. For example, the National Development and Reform 
Commission has six ministerial-level vice ministers; the Ministry of Public Security has two ministerial-level vice 
ministers. In general, the heads of various bureaus are ranked lower than the party-secretary at the same 
administrative level, and they are ranked the same as the party-secretary at the next lower level. Yet, this is not the 
case for the public security chief who is ranked lower than the party-secretary but higher than his/her colleagues at 
the same level as well as the party-secretary at the next lower level.  
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of China and the Chinese Taoist Association have come from SARA, signaling the state’s 
increasing control over the personnel and daily operation of the associations. At the local level, 
party secretaries wield substantive power over the patriotic religious associations because they 
control the party machine. 
The overlapping personnel and level of control means that a hostile relationship with the 
political leadership can create endless troubles for the religious groups. At the local level, 
passive-aggressive behavior from the government could mean the end of mass ritual assembly, 
religious exchange, construction, land acquisition, fire control, and so on. Despite the Party 
restored the institutional triangle after 1979, the cooperation between the political and religious 
leaders under the historic united front has lost the dynamics of 1949.  
 
Document 6: the 1989 Turn of Religious Governance 
Document 19 of 1982 marked the restoration of the policy of religious toleration that was 
abandoned since the mid-1950s. It reversed the Party’s nearly three decades of anti-religious 
policy and allowed religion to grow under government supervision (see Chapter 2). As a result of 
the policy liberalization, the 1980s saw a strong rebound of religious activities.  
No. 19 was a general document that provided guiding principles for the Party’s religious 
work. It stipulated that the government should collaborate with the religious community to 
normalize religious activities by means of legislation. A religious law was in the interests of the 
religious community which had suffered uncertain religious toleration due to the lack of the rule 
of law. Hence, religious leader, Zhao Puchu, had the Buddhist Association of China drafted a 
religious law for which he enlisted the endorsement of K. H. Ting, the Chairperson of the Three-
Self Patriotic Movement. They submitted the draft law to the National People’s Congress in 
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1989. The legislative work was soon set aside as a result of the immediate domestic and 
international political events. The CPC leadership saw nation-wide mass Muslim protests against 
a book titled Sexual Custom which the protestors claimed to have denigrated Islam;97 the 
Tiananmen demonstration that escalated to a military crackdown and the removal of moderates 
from the power center; and the fall of Communist rule in Poland and Romania which was 
believed to have been triggered by religious force.98 The fear of religious subversion prompted 
the Party leadership to tighten religious policy in Document 6, 99  setting back the more 
permissive approach in the 1980s.  
Specifically, Document 6 formally added prior government approval in order for four types 
of religious activities to proceed: county-level government authorization for the establishment of 
any new religious venue;100 provincial permission for the acceptance of large foreign donations; 
provincial permission for any foreign visitation, including inviting and being invited by foreign 
religious organizations or personnel; and State Council ratification for any major religious 
activities concerning foreign affairs. In order to neutralize religious threat as perceived by the 
Party leadership, Document 6 became the first central document that stated explicitly the 
government’s power to regulate religious affairs (guanli zongjiao shiwu), despite the CPC had in 
                                                
97 Mass protests were reported to have taken place, beginning on May 12, in Beijing, Lanzhou, Xining, Urumqi, 
Shanghai, Wuhan, Inner Mongolia, and Yunan, and in many cases drawn tens of thousand of Muslims. Many 
protests were even organized by the state-sponsored China Islamic Association. Beijing was quick to meet the 
protesters’ demands by banning the book, confiscating all copies, closing the publishing house, firing the editors, 
and having the authors to make a public apology. It should be noted that Iran’s president Ali Khameini who was 
visiting China at the time expressed his support on May 11 to the Chinese Muslims’ demands. See Gladney (1996), 
1-5. 
98 “Xu yucheng: zongjiao jie shifen qipan zongjiao fazhihua” (Yucheng Xu: The Religious Circle Much Look 
Forward to the Rule of Law in Religion). Phoenix New Media Limited. December 12, 2015. 
<http://fo.ifeng.com/a/20151212/41522189_0.shtml>. Accessed January 17, 2016. 
99 “Guanyu jinyibu zuohao zongjiao gongzuo ruogan wenti de tongzhi” (Notification regarding Some Questions of 
Further Implementing Religious Work), issued by State Council and the CPC Central Committee on February 5, 
1991. Chinalawinfo Co., Ltd and Peking University Center for Legal Information. <http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.2.65793>. 
Accessed January 17, 2016. 
100 The rapid growth of temples driven by the local leadership’s search for economic development led the central 
leadership to demand provincial permission for the erection of new temples in 1996.  
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the past avoided such expression because it suggested state-run religions which violated the 
principle of separation of church and state. Moreover, Document 6 extended administrative 
oversight by assigning the task of religious legislation to the BRA at the State Council instead of 
the National People’s Congress—a channel preferred by the religious leadership who had been 
striving to replace administrative dictates with rule of law. The document even allowed 
provincial and municipal authorities to draw up their own religious regulations, which in the 
absence of a religious law, had granted local state the discretion in religious affairs. 
The CPC leadership’s fear of unruly religious force after 1989 has greatly expanded 
government purview over religious affairs. The Party’s previous self-restraint gave way to 
regulatory assertiveness after political moderates were purged from the power center. The State 
Council in 1994 issued an administrative order placing religious venues under government 
supervision.101 The interventionist approach was further strengthened after the 1999 nation-wide 
crackdown of Falun Gong (see Chapter 2). The decree was superseded in 2004 by the 
comprehensive “Regulation on Religious Affairs,” 102  which covered the administration of 
religious organizations, schools, venues, personnel, leadership, publication, and property. By 
expanding government oversight, the Regulation imposed more administrative barriers to 
lawfully conduct religious activities and increased the operational cost of religious organizations. 
It was another blow to the freedom of religious expression.  
Political leadership, sometimes in collaboration with the dominant religion, have been 
known to use government laws and regulations to restrict or promote certain religious groups or 
                                                
101 “Zongjiao huodong changsuo guanli tiaoli” (Regulation on the Administration of Religious Venues), issued by 
the State Council on January 31, 1994. Chinalawinfo Co., Ltd and Peking University Center for Legal Information. 
<http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.2.8908>. Accessed January 17, 2016. 
102 “Zongjiao shiwu tiaoli” (Regulations on Religious Affairs), issued by the State Council on November 30, 2004. 
Chinalawinfo Co., Ltd and Peking University Center for Legal Information. <http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.2.56332>. 
Accessed January 17, 2016. For the English version, see SARA website. 
<http://www.sara.gov.cn/zcfg/xzfg/507.htm>. Accessed February 15, 2016. 
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religious activities to advance their interests and beliefs (Stark and Finke 2000; Kuru 2007; Gill 
2008; Sarkissian 2009; Yang 2011). They could give religious organizations tax exemption 
status and subsidize established churches with tax revenues, but they could also remove 
important clerical incomes by abolishing tithes and secularizing church functions, such as 
marriage, registry, and cemeteries. They could abstain from interfering with episcopal 
appointment or install bishops loyal to the civil government, as in the aftermath of the French 
Revolution. They could actively deny civil liberties to the clergy and block churches from 
acquiring legal personhood and property ownership, such as the case of Mexico under the PRI. 
They could refuse to register certain religious groups or even use force to crack down on 
perceived cult organizations, such as the treatment of Jehovah’s Witness in most countries where 
Christianity is the majority faith. They could ban outdoor religious celebrations and confine 
religious activities in sanctioned sites, like Russia under Communism. State regulation of 
religion occurs across history and societies. China is no exception.  
 
Religious Regulation and Its Paradoxes  
State regulation of religion has a long history in China. Many of the contemporary Chinese 
state’s measures to limit the scope of religious activities have historical precedents which at the 
time served to defend the Confucianist orthodoxy by coopting and regulating other religious 
traditions, such as Buddhism and Taoism (see Chapter 2). The striking similarities of the control 
techniques are not surprising in light of the fact the officials who drafted the current regulations 
have studied closely their imperial predecessors, including the court appointment of religious 
leadership, the imperial agency in charge of religious governance, the hierarchy of sangha 
officials, temple licensing, clergy registration, the intervention of abbot selection, and the 
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continuity of religious policy across dynasties.103 This section will discuss in detail the major 
regulations that the party-state utilizes to control religion and their consequences. 
Filtering Out Undesirable Religious Organizations  
Religious organization was first listed as a subcategory of social organization when the 
Communist government began to register social organizations in the early 1950s. Any social 
group must obtain government approval before it could operate legally.104 However, member 
parties of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC) were exempted from 
registration due to the institution’s political legitimacy rooted in the Democratic United Front. 
Hence, the patriotic religious associations of the five state-recognized religions are automatic 
members of CPPCC and by nature lawful organizations. Other religious organizations, 
nonetheless, without the political status of patriotic religious association, find themselves faced 
with a high registration threshold.  
Like any other social organizations, a religious organization is subject to the hurdles of dual 
departmental jurisdiction and the monopoly granted to the state-sanctioned associations.105 First, 
dual departmental jurisdiction demands a social organization to obtain sponsorship from the 
related state organ, which in the case of religious organizations is the local BRA, before it can 
register with the Civil Affairs Bureau (CAB). The BRA determines the organization’s religious 
qualifications whereas the CAB examines its political conformity. A religious organization must 
submit materials that prove its origin in the existing religious traditions, including a list of 
                                                
103 I learned this from a public talk given by a former official who participated in the drafting committee of 
Regulations on Religious Affairs.   
104 “Shehui tuanti denji zhanxing banfa” (Temporary Measure on the Registration of Social Organizations), issued 
by the Government Administrative Council of the Central People’s Government on September 29, 1950. Fujian 
zhengbao (Fujian Government Bulletin) 10 (1950): 67-68. 
105 Xin, Fuzheng. “Freedom of Association and Religious Freedom: On the Question of Administration and 
Registration of Religious Organizations in China.” Pu Shi Institute for Social Science. Pu Shi Institute for Social 
Science. June 30, 2008. <http://www.pacilution.com/ShowArticle.asp?ArticleID=1461>. Accessed February 11, 
2016. 
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scriptures, doctrines, statutes, and the organizational history.106 By imposing the criterion, the 
state has taken on the role of deciding religious doctrines. Since religious organizations have to 
provide genealogical evidence, the state has also as a matter of fact denied legal status to all 
newly emerging religions. Second, the state forbids the establishment of multiple organizations 
of the same type, making all registered organizations monopolistic in nature. This has made 
illegal all organizations that identify themselves as belonging to the five state-recognized 
religions but operate outside the official religious associations. The most notable example is the 
evangelical house church movement.  
The regime’s suspicion towards civic associations in general is well captured by the central 
leadership’s order shortly after the decision to stamp out Falun Gong in 1999. 
All civic organizations (minjian zuzhi) must register with the Civil Affairs Department; any other departments 
have no authorities to register or issue [registration] licenses. Whichever department violates the rule, the 
person in charge will be held accountable…[You must] continue to hold firmly and attend the details of the 
work to clear up and rectify civic organizations as well as all their branches and representative agencies. All 
civic organizations are prohibited from setting up regional branches. All local Civil Affairs Bureaus must 
strictly control those civic organizations whose services are too broad and whose nature cannot be easily 
categorized; forbid the establishment of the qigong kind, specific group-based (veterans, laid-off unemployed 
workers, migrant workers, etc.) kind, religious kind, and any other kinds of civic organizations that are not 
beneficial to national unity and that violate the laws and regulations of the state. By means of registration, [we 
shall] effectively regulate the structure and the overall amount of civic organizations; ensure the coordinated 
development between the civic organizations and the local economies and societies; maintain social and 
political stability.107 
 
The order explicitly banned qigong and religious organizations along with associations by 
veterans, laid-off workers, and migrant workers, which the Party saw as a potential threat to 
social and political stability. Registration is therefore mainly a measure to control the number 
and makeup of social organizations. 
                                                
106 “Zongjiao shehui tuanti dengji guanli shishi banfa” (Implementing Measures on the Registration of Religious 
Social Organizations), issued by the Bureau of Religious Affairs at the State Council and the Ministry of Civil 
Affairs on May 6, 1991. Chinalawinfo Co., Ltd and Peking University Center for Legal Information. 
<http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.4.25348>. Accessed January 17, 2016. 
107  “Guanyu jinyibu jiaqiang minjian zuzhi guanli gongzuo de tongzhi” (Notification regarding Further 
Strengthening the Regulatory Work of Civic Organizations), issued by the Office of the Central Committee of the 
CPC and the Office of the State Council on November 1, 1999. Chinalawinfo Co., Ltd and Peking University Center 
for Legal Information. <http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.5.175657>. Accessed January 17, 2016. 
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Spatial Segregation and Registration of Religious Venues 
Spatial segregation of religious activities has been the major technique that the atheist state 
adopted to coexist with religion. It is meant to wall in religious activities and contain religious 
influences. Only inside the walls can religious activities go on without much hindrance. Outside 
the walls, the atheist state patrols and strikes down unsanctioned activities. The walls hence 
symbolize the material boundary between the religious and the secular. Zhou Enlai, the first 
Chinese premier, explained the logic to the Christian religious leaders in 1950 that the Party 
would not start an anti-religious movement, but it did not intend to overlook the differences 
between the idealism of religion and the materialism of Communism, either. 
Idealism and materialism are different—[there is] no need to hide [it]. All we ask is that religious groups break 
away from imperialist control, purge themselves of imperialist influence. We won’t initiate an anti-religious 
campaign. The restraint we can exercise is not to propagate Marxism-Leninism in the church; our friends in the 
religious community should also exercise such restraint not to preach on the street. This can be considered an 
agreement, a kind of consensus between the government and the religious community.108 
 
In the early 1980s, the absence of organized religion and religious sites were a stark contrast 
to the rapid growth of religious activities. Yet, the Party made it clear that the restoration of 
religious venues should take place under state supervision. The Communist Party demarcated a 
space where one’s right to practice was said to be protected. However, it has also limited the 
access only to those it considers to be normal religions. 
In the process of restoring places of worship, we must not use the financial resources of either country or 
collective, outside of government appropriations. And we must particularly guard against the indiscriminate 
building and repairing of temples in rural villages. We should also direct the voluntary contributions of the 
mass of religious believers for construction work, so as to build as little as possible. Much less should we go in 
for large-scale construction lest we consume large sums of money, materials, and manpower and thus obstruct 
the building up of material and Socialist civilization…All normal religious activities held in places so 
designated, as well as those which, according to religious custom, take place in believers’ homes—Buddha 
worship, scripture chanting, incense burning, prayer, Bible study, preaching, Mass, baptism, initiation as a 
monk or nun, fasting, celebration of religious festivals, extreme unction, funerals, etc.—are all to be conducted 
                                                
108 The talks were between May 2 and May 20, 1950. See “Guanyu jidujiao wenti de sici tanhua” (Four Talks 
regarding the Question of Christianity) in Jianguo yilai zhongyao wenxian Vol. 1 (Collections of Important 
Documents Since the Founding of the Nation, Vol. 1). People’s Daily Online Archives. 
<http://cpc.people.com.cn/GB/64184/64186/66655/4492619.html>. Accessed February 12, 2016. 
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by religious organizations and religious believers themselves, under protection of law and without interference 
from any quarter.109 
 
The introduction of the registration system formalized the differential treatment. As 
mentioned in the previous section, Document 6 stipulated that the erection of a new religious 
venue required the permission of the local county authorities. This policy was tightened in 1996 
for Buddhism and Taoism because of the economically driven, local-state led mass construction 
of temples.110 To halt the rapid growth of temples, the central leadership overturned their own 
pervious order by placing the power to license new temples to the provincial government. 
Considering that the existing Buddhist and Taoist temples have basically satisfied the mass believers’ needs 
for carrying out normal religious activities, hereafter under normal circumstances no new temples shall be 
erected. If circumstances arise that new temples should be erected as a result of sensible arrangement of 
religious venues, [you] should handle them strictly. Let the county-level People’s Government investigate [the 
cases] and report to the provincial-level People’s Government for approval.111 
The rule originally targeting Buddhism and Taoism was formalized in the 2004 “Regulation on 
Religious Affairs” and became applicable to all religions.  
As specified by the Regulation, for a new religious site to be officially registered, it must 
have stable lawful income and be a regular place of worship to a congregation led by qualified 
clerics. Most importantly, the application must be filed by an officially recognized religious 
group, that is, a patriotic religious association. Depending on the extent to which an application 
fulfilled the requirements, the responsible BRA can issue a registration license, grant a 
temporary registration status for one to two years, postpone or deny registration. Registration 
will be denied to members of previously banned secret societies, foreign controlled 
                                                
109 “Guanyu woguo shehuizhuyi shiqi zongjiao wenti de jiben guandian he jiben zhengce” (The Basic Viewpoint and 
Policy on the Religious Question during Our Country’s Socialist Period), issued by the CPC Central Committee on 
March 31, 1982. <http://www.sara.gov.cn/zcfg/zc/497.htm>. Accessed February 12, 2016. The translation is from 
Donald E. MacInnis (1989), Religion in China Today: Policy and Practice, pp. 8-26, New York: Orbis Books. 
110 See Chapter 4 and 5 for the institutional explanation for the mass construction of temples. 
111  “Guanyu zhizhi luanjian miaoyu he lutian foxiang de yijian” (Opinion regarding Curbing the Reckless 
Construction of Temples and Outdoor Buddha Statues), drafted by Ministry of United Front Work and Religious 
Affairs Bureau, issued by the General Office of the CPC and the General Office of the State Council on December 
13, 1996. Beidafabao. Peking University Center for Legal Information and Beijing ChinaLawInfo Co. Ltd. Web. 
<http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.2.46266>. Accessed February 12, 2016. 
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organizations, and those organizations whose clerics are not formally ordained. The BRA can 
also refuse to register temples constructed for the pure purpose of the tourist money or those 
which it considers to host superstitious activities.112 
Figure 1 shows the effect of state regulation on religious registration between 1991 and 
2004. It should be noted that registered sites comprise only a small portion of the whole 
spectrum of religious sites ranging from the altars at private homes, village temples, to 
pilgrimage and regional religious centers. The surge appeared in all five religions when the 
registration threshold was low (set at the county level). Nonetheless, the majority of temples 
were not registered with the government. In 1996, the central government reported that for every 
one registered temple, there were eight unsanctioned ones.113 After the central state tightened the 
registration rule in 1996, the number of new registration has since decreased steadily. There is no 
systematic data on the exact number of religious venues, but local level research and reports 
suggest that the decline is most likely the function of high registration threshold rather than 
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113  “Guanyu zhizhi luanjian miaoyu he lutian foxiang de yijian” (Opinion regarding Curbing the Reckless 
Construction of Temples and Outdoor Buddha Statues), drafted by Ministry of United Front Work and Religious 
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Figure 1 Annual Growth of Registered Religious Sites, 1991-2004 
 
Source: Spatial Explorer of Religion.114 
 
First, the majority of religious sites simply cannot hope to pass the registration criteria due 
to the nature of their religious observances. Popular religions had for the most part of modern 
Chinese history been considered superstitions, rendering popular religious temples target of 
suppression instead of registration. Even some temples have managed to survive decades of 
secular attacks, they mostly lack any official property record as a result of their illegality and the 
traditionally unspecified ownership structure of communal properties (see Chapter 4). Aside 
from the lack of official records, many of the popular religious temples do not have a single, 
unified management as premised by the state registry. The management of a popular religious 
temple can vary from an elected committee, the community elders, the lineage head, a family, to 
no management at all (Yu 2012). These temples in general lack professional clerics, not to 
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mention clerics certified by the patriotic religious associations. High cost of registration 
challenges all small religious groups, including those identify themselves as belonging to the 
state-sanctioned religions. For example, in 2014 Fujian Province was reported to have more than 
20,000 unregistered Taoist sites—more than 15 times the 1,263 registered sites; Xiamen had 16 
registered Taoist temples when the unregistered sites exceeded 2,200.115 
Second, low registration rate in some cases may even indicate strengthening religious 
commitment. The “underground” Catholic Church has refused to join the state-sponsored 
patriotic church and continued to pledge its loyalty to the Holy See. When the goal of stamping 
out its activities is unlikely, local governments resort to sporadic and selective crackdown on the 
religious leaders to avoid the temporary mass migration to other parishes that may arise due to 
the demand for religious services (interviews). Another example is the evangelical house church 
movement—a Christian movement operating outside the state-controlled Three-Self Church. The 
Communist state’s attitude towards house churches has been ambiguous. Document 19 states 
that “[a]s for Protestants gathering in homes for worship services, in principle this should not be 
allowed, yet this prohibition should not be too rigidly enforced,”116 leaving the treatment of 
house churches at the discretion of the localities. Yet, the “house churches” have grown both in 
numbers and sizes. Many have developed into established church organizations with thousands 
of members whose assemblies can no longer be overlooked by the authorities. The most 
prominent case is Beijing Shouwang Church, but it is only one example in the state’s attempt to 
“lead protestants worshipping at the unregistered churches to official ones.”117 
                                                
115 “Zhongguo daojiao de diyuxing chayi” (Regional Variations of Chinese Taoism). Meijiang Government Website. 
October 6, 2014. <http://www.meijiang.gov.cn/sonweb/slj/content.php?IndexID=175927>. Accessed February 12, 
2016. 
116 See Document 19. 
117 Fenggang Yang. “Cong poti dao jieti: shouwang jiaohui shijian yu zhongguo zhengjiao guanxi chuyi” (From 
Finding the Puzzle to Solving the Puzzle: A Discussion on the Shouwang Church Incident and State-Religion 
Relations in China,” Christian Times Forum, May 5, 2011. 
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Shouwang is one of the largest house churches in Beijing. The house church has tried 
previously to register with the authorities as a social organization but was denied because it did 
not have government-certified religious personnel. In addition to rejecting the registration, the 
local authorities continued to hamper the house church’s attempt to rent or purchase a venue. The 
conflict between the government and Shouwang became open to the public when the 
congregation decided to hold outdoor services in 2009 and again 2011 because the authorities 
prevented the congregation from accessing the floor it had already purchased. Shouwang has 
since been holding weekly outdoor services during which its members are regularly taken into 
police custody. Regardless, the house church has insisted not to join the Three-Self Church due 
to the belief that such affiliation would force the congregation to prioritize the concerns of the 
secular authority and deviate from its evangelical tradition.118  
In order to curb what the central authorities viewed as an unorthodox temple growth, the 
state unilaterally announced that the quantity of religious venues had reached a sufficient level to 
meet society’s religious demands when the number of new religious sites were still on the rise. 
The high threshold of registration comes not only from the prolonged and layered procedure but 
the doctrinal requirement, which puts religious minorities at a disadvantage. Newly emerging 
religious movements and those groups refusing to affiliate with the patriotic religious 
organizations are denied legality. Yet, Chinese religiosities have proven stubbornly resistant to 
the state’s prescribed normalcy. As a result, a great majority of religious observances have fallen 
outside the officially sanctioned religious sites and encroaching the state-designated secular 
space. Legalizing these activities would require the state to recognize a level of religious 
                                                                                                                                                       
<http://christiantimes.org.hk/Common/Reader/News/ShowNews.jsp?Nid=66226&Pid=6&Version=0&Cid=150&Ch
arset=big5_hkscs>. Accessed December 21, 2014. 
118 Yi Sun. “Why Won’t We Join the Three-Self Patriotic Association?” Christian Beijing Shouwang Church. 
Beijing Shouwang Church, n.d. <https://t2.shwchurch.org/2012/09/26/我们为何不加入三自爱国会？/>. Accessed 
December 21, 2014. 
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plurality that equals to giving up its power of orthodox naming, a power that has historically 
been central to political legitimation in China (see Chapter 2). The failure of spatially 
segregating religious activities is but one example of the loss of control resulting from the 
Chinese state’s bundling of religious categorization and political legitimation. The stiffened 
registration policy has thus driven more religious groups and sites to the already large and still 
growing unsanctioned mass that fall outside government supervision. The state has ironically 
created a vast unchartered terrain through its desire to control the makeup of religious landscape. 
Certification of the Clergy 
Ordination is the process or ceremony through which the clergy admits and trains new 
members. The ceremonies were considered meritorious and had traditionally been attended not 
only by novices but lay people alike. However, there were very few new recruits to ordain 
between 1949 and 1979. The Communists discouraged any new addition to the priesthood 
because it increased the influence of what they viewed as the feudal and exploitative class. By 
the late 1950s, the small temples which used to provide initial tonsuring and basic training to 
Buddhist novices were mostly confiscated (Welch 1972). Only four Christian seminaries were 
allowed to exist in the entire country. The 140 or so churches in Shanghai were reorganized into 
eight churches and in Beijing 66 churches were merged into four.119 The decimation of religious 
institutes had also made it difficult to host and train novices. Needless to say, the number of 
religious followers dropped dramatically, so did the novices. The Party’s suspicion of religion 
remains in the reform era. The state has taken the precaution of sanctioning ordination 
ceremonies. The demands for certification have also come from within the religious communities 
                                                
119 Ibid. 
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in which the religious elite seek to defend the interests of the establishment—a point that will be 
made clear in the following paragraphs. 
In the case of state-recognized Christianity, the conferral of holy orders is premised on a 
formal education from an officially sanctioned seminary. The screening of candidacy, however, 
begins much early on. To be able to take part in the entrance examination, one must secure the 
recommendation of the local church, which pre-disqualifies anyone outside the patriotic systems. 
Regardless, the state’s endeavor to create an official or orthodox mechanism has not deterred the 
growth of the unofficial churches, nor has it fended off the encroachment of their influences.  
As already discussed in the previous sections, the house church movement has thrived by 
virtue of being outside the state system. Similarly, the centrality of sacraments in Catholic 
observances has placed high demands for the services provided by the licitly ordained priests. 
This moral code has prompted the prospective candidates to ensure that their ordination is 
performed by the bishops who have also been approved by the Vatican and have now constituted 
over two thirds of the bishops in China. Hence, the overlapping boundaries of the people, ideas 
and activities between the “underground” and open churches have gradually neutralized state 
authorities over religious matters (Madsen 2003). 
Islamic religious leaders—ahong in Chinese—have traditionally been those who have 
graduated from the madrasa (Islamic theological school) or learned individuals whose textual 
knowledge is recognized by the community. Prior to the Communist Revolution, religious 
education began at an early age when children went to Quranic school to receive primary 
education and learned to recite basic sacred texts by rote, and a few of them would continue their 
religious education at the madrasa to train as ahongs. This conventional path of religious 
leadership training was obstructed when the Communists banned religious education among 
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children under 18 shortly after it took over. Like other religions, Islam encountered a shortage of 
qualified religious services providers in the early 1980s, but its situation was perhaps more acute 
considering the sudden increased demand that arose when the entire population resumed 
religious practices. For example, between 1979 and 1980, Ningxia Province reopened nearly 
1,000 mosques. Only a few of them were able to find qualified, but mostly elderly ahongs; some 
had to rely on former madrasa students who had not studied the texts for ten years; many had no 
choice but to invite people who had not received any formal religious education and had 
previously not had any opportunity to learn either.120  
The demand for ahongs remains, and yet the state has continued to block primary Quranic 
schools and refused to authorize more secondary Quranic schools and madrasas. As of 2013, 
Xinjiang had only one officially-sanctioned madrasa and five secondary Quranic schools.121 It is 
not surprising that “underground” Quranic schools proliferated despite government prohibition. 
The government has since 1990 cracked down on hundreds of such schools annually but has thus 
far not been able to curb their continuous growth. The age of the student body is getting younger; 
the number of female pupils is on the rise; and more and more teenage students are migrating en 
masse to other provinces for Quranic school education as the state is intensifying its clampdown 
in Xinjiang.122 The regime’s tightening regulation on religious education has only driven the 
activities underground and with increasing population mobility, they are also jumping the fence 
of territorial jurisdiction.  
                                                
120 “Banhao jiaomen de zhongyao cuoshi: ji ningxia ahong kaohe” (Important Measures to Manage Islam Well: 
Taking Notes from Evaluating Ahongs in Ningxia). China Muslim 1 (1987): 17-19. 
121 Yongfeng Li. “Minjian jingwen xuexiao: zuoyou xinjiang weilai de anliu” (Non-governmental Quranic Schools: 
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122 Xiaoxia Li. “Xinjiang dixia jiangjing de qianshi jinsheng” (The Evolution of the Underground Quranic 
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Buddhism was presented with the problem of excessive licensing during the first decade of 
its revival. The ordination of Buddhist monks and nuns is a one-month intensive training of 
novices who have been tonsured and by then should have taken one to three years of monastic 
residency. Until 1994, ordinations were locally held and overseen by separate provincial 
Buddhist Associations. In reality, few of them had the organizational capacity and manpower to 
monitor such events. They were especially powerless when local interests were involved. Many 
monasteries, despite their limited facilities and expertise, accepted more novices than they could 
properly train and issued ordination certificates indiscriminately because the tuitions from the 
novices constituted a lucrative source of monastic incomes. The result was a sangha of 
deteriorating virtue and capabilities.  
Since 1994, the Buddhist Association of China requested that all ordinations must also 
obtain its approval. It not only initiated the first ordinations that issued the certificates with the 
seal of the Association but organized a demonstration to be followed thereafter. With the backing 
from the state, the Association has since centralized the printing and issuance of the certificate, 
limited to ten ordinations annually, and controlled the number of novices below 350 in a single 
ordination.123 The Association also introduced a registry system of tonsured monks and nuns in 
2000 and limited the right to admit new disciples to officially registered monasteries with over 
five monks or nuns. The regulation is designed to curb the widespread, unwarranted acceptance 
of novices, which is said to be one of the main causes of deteriorating sangha quality. However, 
by denying disciples to smaller temples, the new registry system serves to privilege established 
                                                
123 “Zhongguo fojiao xiehui 1994 nian chuanjie shidian zai jiangxi yongxiuxian yunjushan zhenrusi juxing” (The 
Buddhist Association of China in 1994 Held the First Trial Ordination at Zhengru Monastery, Mt. Yunju, Yongxiu 
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monasteries.124 Novices who seek ordination now have to present the ordination certificate of 
their tonsure master, in addition to permissions from their monasteries, the local Buddhist 
Association and the BRA. 
Despite being hailed as a native religion, Taoism had not been able to gain any preferential 
treatment from the Communist government. On the contrary, having originated from the 
communal religious traditions, Taoism has been intimately linked with local temple cults and 
therefore a natural suspect of superstitious activities. While Chinese Buddhism had managed to 
squeeze in several ordinations under the umbrella of faith diplomacy in 1956 and 1957,125 the 
Taoist community was not allowed any ordination for four decades under Communist rule. Even 
in the reform era, only three ordinations were held in 1989, 1995 and 2002 for the Quanzhen 
(Total Perfection) school; three ordinations in 1995, 2006 and 2011 for the Zhengyi (Orthodox 
Unity) school.126 The Quanzhen ordination was limited to 20 days from the traditionally 100 
days to three years. The Zhengyi transmission of registers127 took three to five days. Ordinations 
are performed locally with the approval of the Chinese Taoist Association which maintains the 
monopoly over the printing and issuing of all Taoist certificates. 
The restoration of Taoist ordination symbolizes the religion’s improved status in China. In 
spite of the domestic restrictions, the ordination of overseas Zhengyi Taoists has been performed 
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great religious enthusiasms in the Theravada countries. Welch (1972) found a resurgence of ordinations in 1956 in 
China, which was made possible because of Buddhism’s facilitating role in “people’s diplomacy” as well as the 
temporary political relaxation of Hundred Flowers Movement. 
126 Taoism is broadly divided into two schools: the Quanzhen Taoists focus on inner alchemy, live a monastic 
lifestyle and observe a vegetarian diet; the Zhengyi Taoists practice talisman, live a non-monastic lifestyle, can 
marry and serve as communal ritual services providers. Yuan, Zhihong, “Chuanjie yu Shoulu (Transmission of 
Precepts and Transferal of Registers).” QStheory.cn, Quishi, September 16, 2010. 
<http://www.qstheory.cn/wz/gdian/201009/t20100916_49429.htm>. Accessed February 2, 2016. 
127 The transmission of registers is the Zhengyi ordination ceremony which grants the novice a register of a heavenly 
army to protect and be commanded by the register holder. 
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annually sine 1991 in Mt. Longhu, the birthplace of the Zhengyi school, to help advance “the 
unification of the fatherland and world peace.”128 This contradiction illustrates yet another 
paradox of China’s religious governance. On the one hand, the large amount of scattered Zhengyi 
Taoists has been presented as a problem, a source of abnormal religious activities associated with 
“feudal superstitions, reactionary sects and secret societies (fandong huidaomen), and sorceries 
and witches.”129  On the other hand, the Taoist school has become an asset to the Party’s united 
front work by virtue of the fact that a majority of Taiwanese people observe some form of 
Zhengyi Taoism. The Communist state thus found itself having to rely on the symbolic power of 
religious lineage to strengthen its political claim of a Chinese national homeland. 
The question of regulating Zhengyi Taoists came initially from the Taoist community’s wish 
to figure out the differences between Taoist activities and superstitions as defined by the state. 
When the Taoist community posed the question in 1982, the BRA director responded that from 
the state’s perspective, normal religious activities were those conducted inside temples and did 
not affect the social order. Since some of Zhengyi Taoist activities did not comply with the 
principle, he suggested that the Taoist community studied their practices and drew up concrete 
criteria to distinguish between normal religious activities and superstitions.130 The religious elite 
in the Taoist Association have felt the need to defend the purity and reputation of Taoism as they 
have found it difficult to distinguish the practices of their Zhengyi colleagues from superstition, 
                                                
128 “Longhushan sihan tianshifu wei taiwan he haiwai daotu juxing longzhong shoulu chuandu” (The Sihan Celestial 
Master’s Mansion at Mt. Longhu Held Ceremonious Conferral of Registers and Ordination for Taiwanese and 
Overseas Taoist Disciples). China Taoism 1992 (1): 3 
129 “Guowuyuan zongjiao shiwuju chinai fujuzhang zai zhongguo daoxie wujie daibiao huiyi shang de jianghua” 
(The Speech of Chi Nai, Deputy Director of the Bureau of Religious Affairs at the State Council, at the Fifth 
Congress of the Chinese Taoist Association). China Taoism 1992 (3): 6. 
130 “Qiao liansheng juzhang zai zhongguo daojiao xiehui sanjie erci lishi huiyi shang de jianghua” (Director 
Liansheng Qiao’s Speech at the Second Meeting of the Third Standing Committee of the Chinese Taoist 
Association). China Taoism 2 (1982): 1-9. 
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Buddhism, and popular religions.131 The Chinese Taoist Association began to survey the state of 
Zhengyi Taoists in 1986 and in 1992 drafted a trial measure to license Zhengyi Taoists and ask 
them to conduct religious activities in government-sanctioned Taoist sites, including Quanzhen 
temples.132 In 1994, the Association formalized the transmission of registers. The Zhengyi 
Taoists were to abandon the practices of passing on their registers privately to their children or 
disciples and observe the procedures set up by the Chinese Taoist Association.133  
Documenting the Clergy 
The power to certify and disqualify religious personnel is said to reside with the patriotic 
religious associations, but the state has since 2004 stipulated that the certification and 
appointment of all religious personnel must report to the BRA for them to take effect and the 
BRA can also propose to revoke one’s religious certification.134 Accordingly, the patriotic 
religious associations published separate regulatory methods between 2006 and 2009 under the 
supervision of SARA.135 It is interesting to note that all methods contain a clause supporting the 
                                                
131 “Zhongguo daoxie zai hang zhaokai sanju zhengyi daoshi guanli zuotanhui” (The Chinese Taoist Association 
Convened a Conference in Hangzhou on the Regulation of Scattered Zhengyi Taoists). China Taoism 4 (1990): 3. 
132 “Guanyu daojiao sanju zhengyipai daoshi guanli shixing banfa” (Trial Measure on the Regulation of Scattered 
Zhengyi Taoists), issued by the Chinese Taoist Association on March 6, 1992. China Taoism 4 (1992): 7. 
133 “Guanyu zhengyipai daoshi shoulu de guiding” (Regulations regarding the Conferral of Registers of the Zhengyi 
Taoists), issued by the Chinese Taoist Association on October 11, 1994. China Taoism 4 (1994): 14. 
134 Ibid. Article 27 of Regulations on Religious Affairs: Religious personnel who are determined qualified as such 
by a religious body and reported for the record to the religious affairs department of the people’s government at or 
above the county level may engage in professional religious activities. Article 45: Where religious personnel violate 
laws, regulations or rules in professional religious activities, the religious affairs department shall, in addition to 
having legal liabilities investigated according to law, make a proposal to the religious body concerned to disqualify 
them as religious personnel. For the regulatory measures, see “Zongjiao jiaozhi renyuan beian banfa” (Measures on 
Reporting Religious Personnel for the Record), issued by the State Administration for Religious Affairs on 
December 29, 2006. Chinalawinfo Co., Ltd and Peking University Center for Legal Information. 
<http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.4.93868>. Accessed February 20, 2016. 
135 “Zhongguo jidujiao jiaozhi renyuan rending banfa” (Measures on Certifying Religious Personnel for Chinese 
Protestantism) on September 10, 2006; “Yisilanjiao jiaozhi renyuan zige rending banfa” (Measures on Certifying 
the Qualifications of Religious Personnel for Islam) on May 12, 2006; “Daojiao jiaozhi renyuan rending banfa” 
(Measures on Certifying Religious Personnel for Taoism) on September 20, 2007; “Hanchuan fojiao jiaozhi renyuan 
zige rending banfa” (Measures on Certifying the Qualifications of Religious Personnel for Chinese Buddhism), 
“Nanchuan fojiao jiaozhi renyuan zige rending banfa” (Measures on Certifying the Qualifications of Religious 
Personnel for Theravada Buddhism), and “Zangchuan fojiao jiaozhi renyuan zige rending banfa” (Measures on 
Certifying the Qualifications of Religious Personnel for Tibetan Buddhism) on May 8, 2009; “Zhongguo tianzhujiao 
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leadership of the Chinese Communist Party except the one drafted by the Buddhist Association 
of China (BAC). The BAC was entrusted with drafting the methods on the certification of the 
religious personnel for Chinese Buddhism, Theravada Buddhism, and Tibetan Buddhism, but it 
took on the task on Chinese Buddhism and commissioned the work on Tibetan Buddhism and 
Theravada Buddhism to its Tibetan branch and the Yunnan Provincial Buddhist Association. The 
drafting processes regarding Chinese Buddhism took three years during which SARA and the 
BAC negotiated three revisions (March 2007, March 2008 and June 2008). SARA later urged the 
BAC to approve and publish the final version in September 2008 and again in April 2009.136 A 
month later, the 213 board members of the BAC, in the presence of the director of SARA and the 
officials from the United Front Work Department, passed the methods “in principle.”137 The 
details of the revision are not made public, but the lengthy process, compared to those of Islam 
(2006), Protestantism (2006), and Taoism (2007), seems to suggest substantive disagreement 
between SARA and the BAC about the new policy. This might have prompted SARA to take full 
charge of the selection of the eighth BAC leadership in 2010 and appoint for the first time a 
SARA official to serve as its secretary general.138 
According to the “report for the record” (beian) regulation, religious associations report to 
the local BRA. When it comes to documenting politically sensitive Catholic bishops and 
influential “living buddhas” (huofo) in Tibetan Buddhism, the central state has taken the 
                                                                                                                                                       
jiaozhi renyuan rending banfa” (Measures on Certifying Religious Personnel for Chinese Catholicism) on 
November 26, 2009. <http://www.sara.gov.cn/zcfg/qgxzjttxgjgzd/index.htm>. Accessed February 15, 2016. 
136 “Guanyu ‘hanchuan fojiao jiaozhi renyuan zige rending banfa’ deng sige wenjian caoan qicao he xuigai 
qingkuang de shuoming” (Explanations regarding the Drafting and Revising Circumstances of the Four Draft 
documents, e.g. “Measures on Certifying the Qualifications of Religious Personnel for Chinese Buddhism”) Fayin 
(the Voice of Dharma) 5 (2009): 8-9. 
137 “Guanyu ‘hanchuan fojiao jiaozhi renyuan zige rending banfa’ deng sige wenjian de jueyi” (Resolution 
regarding the Four Documents, e.g. “Measures on Certifying the Qualifications of Religious Personnel for Chinese 
Buddhism”). Fayin (the Voice of Dharma) 5 (2009): 14. 
138 Zhao Puchu (Secretary General between 1953-1980 and President of the BAC between 1980 and 2002) was able 
to have full control over the personnel matters because of his religious authorities and cordial relationship with the 
central leadership.  
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precaution to assume full control. Religious associations must report to SARA for bishop 
appointment. The reincarnation139 of influential huofo will need permission from SARA, and in 
special cases of grave importance—the successor of the fourteenth Dalai Lama immediately 
comes to mind—the State Council. This precaution seems to pay off in 2012 when Ma Daqin, a 
Catholic bishop (approved by both the Chinese government and the Vatican),140 announced at his 
ordination ceremony to an applauding congregation and embarrassed government officials his 
resignation from all posts in the Chinese Catholic Patriotic Association (CCPA). Ma has since 
been prohibited from exercising episcopal ministry and missing from public view. Five months 
after the incident, the CCPA and the Bishops Conference of Catholic Church in China (BCCCC) 
revoked his bishop appointment, dismissed him from all CCPA posts, and suspended his 
priesthood for two years on the grounds that he had violated the state’s “Regulations on 
Religious Affairs” and the BCCCC rules on episcopal ordination.141 This incident has illustrated 
the reporting system’s function as the safety net of last resort. 
The most drastic measure to incentivize documentation is perhaps the state’s distribution of 
living allowance to all registered ahongs. The Communist state’s major financial support to 
religious personnel is to issue allowance to leadership of the patriotic religious associations and 
                                                
139 Reincarnation extends the life course and spiritual lineage of a lama whose powers are believed to be revealed at 
the time of death and being reborn. The search of an incarnate lama follows the signs that suggest his reappearance, 
such as an indicative dream, the child candidate’s ability to identify objects of the deceased lama or people from his 
previous life, the candidate’s ability to recite religious texts and affinity to religious practices. The process generally 
involves the late lama’s devotees who provide the signs and the incarnation is to be verified by certain religious 
rituals and confirmed by the religious authorities concerned. The incarnate lama is believed to have the memory and 
ability of his pervious lives. See Zivkovic (2014): 23-24. 
140 However, the Vatican appointed Ma as the Auxiliary Bishop of Shanghai, whereas the CCPA and BCCCC 
approved him as the Coadjutor Bishop of Shanghai.   
141 “New Shanghai Bishop to Leave CPA Posts,” July 7, 2012, <http://www.ucanews.com/news/new-shanghai-
bishops-to-leave-cpa-posts/54850>; “New Rule Take On Added Meaning in Wake of Shanghai Ordination,” August 
2, 2012, <http://www.ucanews.com/news/new-rules-take-on-added-meaning-in-wake-of-resignation-of-shanghai-
bishop/57464>; “Bishop Ma’s Appointment Revoked,” December 10, 2012, 
<http://www.ucanews.com/news/bishop-mas-appointment-revoked/66804>; “Beijing Confirms Ma Revocation,” 
December 12, 2012, <http://www.ucanews.com/news/beijing-confirms-ma-revocation/66828>. Ucanews.com. 
Accessed January 27, 2015. “Auxiliary Bishop Ma Daqin Quitting CCPA,” YouTube, July 9, 2012. 
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=diuPtOsTiw4>. Accessed January 29, 2015. 
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members of the People’s Congress and CPPCC, religious leaders included. Even during the 
collectivized period, the state avoided directly funding religious groups because of the separation 
principle (see Chapter 4). Nonetheless, the failure to control the religious establishment in 
Xinjiang has prompted the regional authorities to extend the monetary subsidies to include 
ahongs without political appointments, whom in 2005 comprised 80 percent of the registered 
religious personnel.142 The policy is part of the attempt to cultivate a class of “patriotic religious 
personnel” who would become the “non-Party grass-roots cadres shouldering specific historic 
missions” (jianfu teshu lishi shiming de feidang jiceng ganbu) and assist the state to fight 
separatism and religious fundamentalism.143 The practice has been adopted by other local 
governments, such as Gansu (2009) and Ningxia (2014) where Islam is the dominant religion, as 
well as the capital Beijing (2006). In 2015, Xinjinag issued a monthly allowance of 335 yuan to 
the patriotic religious personnel—approximately one third of the local minimum wage144 but 
more than what the government has been distributing to the now frustrated retired party members, 
cadres, and veterans in the rural areas.145  
The local state provided economic incentive to coopt Islamic leaders, a majority of whom 
were part-time religious service providers and previously had little incentive to register with the 
government. It is not clear how many have surfaced as a result of the subsidy. The situation 
                                                
142 “Xinjiang zongjiao jiaozhi renyuan shenghuo butie zhidu jiqi yingxiang” (The Regulation to Subsidize Religious 
Personnel’s Living Allowance in Xinjiang and Its Consequences). Xibu xuekan (Journal of Western Region) 2 
(2014): 42-27. 
143 “Wang lequan qiangdiao jianli changxiao jizhi jiada peixun lidu” (Wang lequan Emphasized the Establishment 
of a Long-term Mechanism to Increase the Cultivation Effort). Tianshan News. December 26, 2005. 
<http://www.ts.cn/GB/channel3/53/200512/26/212126.html>. Accessed February 16, 2016. Wang Lequan was 
Communist Party Secretary of the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region from 1994-2010. 
144 See “Xinjiang weiwuer zizhiqu tiaozheng zuidi zuixin gongzi biaozhun” (Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region 
Adjusted the Latest Minimum Wage Standard). National Development and Reform Committee. August 28, 2015. 
<http://www.sdpc.gov.cn/fzgggz/jyysr/zhdt/201508/t20150828_749239.html>. Accessed February 18, 2016. 
“Bingtuan aiguo zongjiao renshi shenghuo butiefei biaozhun tigao” (Increased Standard for the Living Allowance of 
the Patriotic Religious Personnel in the Corps). The United Front Work Department at the Xinjiang Production and 
Construction Corps. November 17, 2015. <http://bttzb.xjbt.gov.cn/c/2015-11-17/1819303.shtml>. Accessed 
February 18, 2016. 
145 Ibid. 
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remains that the state continues to train patriotic ahongs, whereas the growth of “underground” 
Quaranic schools shows no sign of slowing down, as shown previously. As the tension between 
the state and society in Xinjiang deepens, state subsidies of “patriotic ahongs” are more likely to 
decrease their attractiveness vis-à-vis that of “underground ahongs” whose teachings are not 
subject to ideological correctness. Patriotic ahongs then lack the religious authority to perform 
the task that the state assigns to them. The policy to economically coopt religious leaders in this 
case is most likely to distance registered ahongs from their congregations. 
In 2010, SARA launched a three-year campaign to document religious personnel, which was 
anticipated by its director to rectify among clerics the problems of decreasing religiosity, lax 
discipline, negligence of practices, and seeking for fame and riches.146 SARA argued that the 
documentation would benefit the religious community because it would enable the construction 
of a clergy that was “politically reliable, theologically learned, and morally convincing,” entitle 
the clerics to enjoy various favorable treatments from the state, and prevent the criminal 
activities of fake clerics.147 
Between 2009 and 2011, ten provinces and municipalities had reported to have achieved a 
reporting rate of over 99 percent; eleven provinces and municipalities to have finished more than 
85 percent of the task, which made SARA’s 70 percent target look awfully modest.148 One is 
therefore reminded of the production booms of the Great Leap Forward when presented with the 
statistics of the campaign’s tremendous success. Despite the state’s narrative of protection and 
rule by law, certification and registration of clergy follow the logic of control and exclusion. The 
BRAs in their daily operations are made to second guess every report that the religious 
                                                
146 “Jiaqiang dui zongjiao jiaozhi renyuan de peiyang he jiaoyu” (Enhance the Training and Education for Religious 
Personnel). China Religion 9 (2010): 7. 
147 “Yifa guifan, zhengben qingyuan” (Regulate by Laws, Reform from the Bottom). China Religion 2010 (5): 7-9. 
148 Ibid. 
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associations file. Building on the existing institutional triangle, the reporting for the record 
system continues to deny the unruly or undesired religious personnel. Rather than making them 
legible hence governable, the new policy is reinforcing the already dysfunctional religious 
governance as shown time and again in this chapter. 
Auditing and Rechanneling Religious Incomes 
The Communist state’s attention to religious incomes is nothing new. Its initial concern was 
foreign influence on the Chinese church. In 1950 shortly after its founding, the nascent regime 
demanded all foreign funded religious organizations and their affiliates to register with the 
government.149 As self-support (together with self-government and self-propagation) became one 
of the guiding principles of all religious organizations in China, the burden to ensure the 
subsistence of religious organizations fell on the state during the collectivized period.150 After the 
enactment of the policy of religious restoration, the government provided financial support for 
religious reconstruction, but it soon demanded all religious sites to attain financial independence. 
Overseas pilgrims and religious organizations quickly filled in the vacuum by brining large sums 
of donations. On the one hand, the state welcomed such generosities; on the other hand, it feared 
that destabilizing foreign influences would find their way into society through religious 
donations. Hence, the state placed donations over one million yuan under government oversight 
to ensure that no political strings were attached.151 
                                                
149 “Jieshou waiguo jintie ji waizi jingying zhi wenhua jiaoyu jiuji jiguan ji zonjiao tuanti dengji tiaoli” (Measures 
on the Registration of Cultural, Educational, and Charity Institutes and Religious Organizations Having Received 
Foreign Allowances and Operated by Foreign Capitals), issued by the Government Administration Council of the 
Central People’s Government, December 29, 1950. Fujian zhengbao (Fujian Government Bulletin) 20 (1950): 11. 
150 See Chapter 4 on how the government support religious groups through renting religious premises for 
government use before the Cultural Revolution. 
151 “Guanyu jieshou jingwai zonjiao zuzhi he geren juanzeng pizhun quanxian wenti de tongzhi” (Notification 
regarding the Question of Authority over Approving the Acceptance of Donations from Overseas Organizations and 
Individuals), issued by the Bureau of Religious Affairs at the State Council on July 30, 1993. Chinalawinfo Co., Ltd 
and Peking University Center for Legal Information. <http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.4.143929>. Accessed February 20, 
2016. 
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Meanwhile, the increasing prosperity of domestic religious populace has further accelerated 
the growth of religious wealth, especially in Buddhism and Taoism. However, this new money 
has fallen outside of state oversight because most Buddhist and Taoist sites lack complete legal 
personhood due to the unique property status assigned to them by the state (see Chapter 4). 
Historic temples and monasteries are social properties and the current civil code specifies 
property ownership as the prerequisite of legal personhood status. As a result, temples have to 
entrust specific individuals or organizations to handle property relations on their behalf, which 
has led to regular disputes over temple assets. The disputes come from registering temple 
properties under private individuals (such as the abbot and the accountant who might be tricked, 
run away, or die). They also come from temples having to ask religious associations or the BRA 
to help get a loan, handle transactions, etc., and the liability is hard to determine if anything goes 
wrong during the processes. It is not surprising that estimated that 70 percent of the petitions 
filed by religious communities to the Bureaus of Letters and Visits have to do with financial 
management.152   
Many religious venues have flawed financial systems and their financial management are chaotic, which have 
led to property waste and loss and damaged the lawful rights of the religious venues and their followers. Some 
religious venues have their funds embezzled and held by individuals, which has been the main source of 
harmful social conduct and damaged religion’s social image. Some religious venues have chaotic capital flows, 
which has violated the objective of religious property use as stipulated by Regulations on Religious Affairs. 
Some departments, units, and individuals misappropriate the lawful properties of religious venues, which has 
caused discontent of the religious communities.153 
 
As far as the state is concerned, regular property disputes of religious venues have interfered 
with their social welfare functions. Only by placing religious venues under state supervision can 
                                                
152 “Guifan caiwu guanli, chuangjian hexie siguan jiaotang” (Regulating Financial Management, Establishing 
Harmonious Temples, Mosques, and Churches). China Religion 5 (2010): 39. 
153 “Guojiao zongjiao shiwuju banbu ‘zongjiao huodong changsuo caiwu jiandu guanli banfa (shixing)’” (The State 
Administration for Religious Affairs Announcing “Measures on the Regulation and Supervision of the Financial 
Affairs of Religious Venues (Trail Implementation)”). China Religion 2010 (1): 10. 
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they “maintain their non-profit characteristics so as to better serve religious followers and 
society.”154   
Since 2010, SARA demands that all religious venues to adopt an accounting system that 
differentiates budget, income, expense and property managements. A religious venue can either 
employ a full-time staff or commission the bookkeeping to an external agency, but the 
bookkeeper should be a certified accountant. Moreover, the accountant, the cashier and the 
financial manager should not be within third degree relatives with each other. All religious 
venues should, among others, report their annual budgets to the responsible authorities; detail 
their incomes and expenses; open collective bank accounts for public funds; create an inventory 
of all fixed assets, defined as items worth over 500 yuan, and verify it annually; and register their 
land use certificate and housing certificate. In 2011, the People’s Bank of China issued a 
notification that allows state-sanctioned religious venues to apply for bank accounts,155 despite 
their status as legal nonentities, which would hope to change the practice of saving public money 
in private individual bank accounts. By the end of 2011, SARA reported that 100 percent of the 
religious venues in Tianjin had set up the accounting system; 93 percent in Jiangsu; 60 percent in 
Hunan, Sichuan, Chongqing, Shanxi, and Gansu; 50 percent in Beijing; 30 percent in Hubei, 
Xinjiang, Liaoning and Shanghai.156  
                                                
154 “Guojiao zongjiao shiwuju zhengfasi fuzeren jiu ‘zongjiao huodong changsuo caiwu jiandu guanli banfa 
(shixing)’ jeshou benkan zhuanfang” (The Person in Charge of the Policy and Regulation Division at the State 
Administration for Religious Affairs Conducting an Exclusive Interview with Our Journal regarding “Measures on 
the Regulation and Supervision of the Financial Affairs of Religious Venues (Trial Implementation)”) China 
Religion 3 (2010): 19. 
155 “Guanyu zongjiao huodong changsuo he zongjiao yuanxiao kaili danwei yinhang jiesuan zhanghu youguan 
shixiang de tongzhi” (Notification regarding Matters relating to Opening Collective Clearing Bank Accounts for 
Religious Venues and Religious Academies), issued by the People’s Bank of China and the State Administration for 
Religious Affairs on May 11, 2011. Chinalawinfo Co., Ltd and Peking University Center for Legal Information. 
<http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.4.151910>. Accessed February 20, 2016. 
156 “Woguo zongjiao huodong changsuo caiwu jianguan gongzuo jinzhan shunli” (The Supervision and Regulation 
of the Financial Affairs of Religious Venues in Our Country are Going Smoothly). Huanqiu bolan (Global Browse) 
102 (2012): 19-20. 
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To what extent the statistics reflect the real situation is unknown, but the great variation 
among the municipalities (30 to 100 percent) seems to suggest a gross misrepresentation. To 
introduce standardized bookkeeping to 139,000 registered religious venues is itself a daunting 
task.157 Setting aside the possibility that many congregations would prefer not to reveal their 
internal affairs, the majority smaller religious venues simply do not have the financial means to 
hire professional accountants. It is also unrealistic to ask religious venues to submit annual 
budgets when they operate on unstable income sources, like donations.  
Most importantly, the existing land administration system has made it nearly impossible to 
obtain the housing and land use certificates for religious venues in the rural area, not to mention 
register them. Rural lands are prohibited from non-agricultural construction unless being first 
requisitioned as “state-owned land.158 It is estimated that less than 20 percent of rural religious 
venues have acquired the two property certificates, and it is not surprising that rural religious 
venues have been established on diverse property sources, such as housing properties contributed 
by individuals, agricultural lands purchased from village committees or individual villagers, or 
refurbished former factories and classrooms.159 It suffices to say that the real difficulty of 
financial supervision and administration of religious venues is not the sheer scale of the task, but 
its ambitious goal to transform the practices and organizations of a wide spectrum of religious 
                                                
157 “Zhongguo zongjiao gaikuang” (A Summary of China’s Religions). The State Administration of Religious 
Affairs. Web. <http://www.sara.gov.cn/zwgk/17839.htm>. Accessed February 16, 2016. 
158 “No right to the use of land owned by peasant collectives may be assigned, transferred or leased for non-
agricultural construction” (Article 63). Only “state-owned land” can be used for construction purposes (Article 43); 
and only the state can lawfully expropriate or requisition land and turn it into “state-owned land.” Moreover, the 
state is entitled to “apply a system of compensated use of state-owned land” (Article 2) to those who would like to 
use it. This has provided the legal basis for the infamous and prevalent land siege in rural China. See “Land 
Administration Law of the People’s Republic of China,” adopted by the National People’s Congress on June 25, 
1986, amended on December 29, 1988, August 29, 1998, and August 28, 2004. Database of Laws and Regulations 
of the National People’s Congress. <http://www.npc.gov.cn/englishnpc/Law/2007-12/12/content_1383939.htm>. 
Accessed February 15, 2016. 
159 “Guanyu jinyibu jiaqiang nongcun zongjiao huodong changsuo caiwu jianguan de sikao” (Thoughts on Further 
Improving the Supervision and Administration of the Financial Affairs of Rural Religious Sites). China Religion 9 
(2012): 53-55. 
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organizations, turning them into economic entities that are legible to the state, especially when 
the real obstacle is the state itself. 
 
Conclusion 
This chapter discusses the Communist regime’s institution of religious governance, 
institutionalized state regulations of religion, their policy goals and effects. It intentionally leaves 
out the arbitrary and oftentimes predatory behavior of local state agents—a subject that will 
receive lengthy coverage in the next chapter. The two subjects are closely connected nonetheless. 
Following the paradox of “overregulation produces under-regulation,” stringent standard creates 
incentive on the side of the administrators as well as the regulated entities to ignore or adapt to 
the policy (Sunstein 1990). Since 1989, the party-state has gradually tightened its religious 
policy via a series of regulatory measures from the registration of religious venues to the 
comprehensive intervention in nearly every aspect of religious affairs, including the 
authentication of religious personnel and the management of religious property. The study shows 
that the stiffening regulation has not been able to achieve the goal by curbing the growth of 
unruly religious activities. A monk from a state-sanctioned venue made a candid assessment of 
what he considered to be the consequence of strict regulation: 
The political authorities blame us for the advancement of heretical cults, accusing us of not doing our duty [to 
propagate orthodox beliefs]. But they’ve imposed layers upon layers of restrictions on our missionary efforts. 
Instead of suppressing the heretical cults, they’ve actually been beating down on us. 
 
The observation hits the nail on the head. The government’s fear of unruly religious forces has 
led to tightening religious control. Yet, the difficulty of implementing such control has often 
made the stationary religious establishments easy preys. In addition, tightening control increases 
the bargaining power of the local state agents vis-à-vis the religious groups. 
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State regulations raise the legal threshold for normal religious activities and forcefully 
illegalize the great majority of religious activities—just imagine that the current system operates 
with an expectation to squeeze the religious activities of a country with 1.4 billion population in 
the 139,000 sanctioned religious sites. These regulations have also granted the administrators 
great leeway to exploit religious organizations, many of which are actually in the patriotic 
system. Increased state regulation might have hurt the already coopted religious groups by 
subjecting them to ideological control, endless administrative hurdles and extortions, while 
keeping other religious groups outside state oversight by refusing to recognize their legitimacy. 
Instead of returning to a more tolerant religious policy in the 1980s, the political leadership have 
resorted to more regulations. The system of religious governance has taken the regulatory turn 
since 1989 and strengthened the institutional position of the bureaucracy vis-à-vis the religious 
community. Its reversal—accepting religious plurality—has grown inseparable with the 
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4 The Deliberate Ambiguity of Temple Ownership  
 
The…trend of reckless and excessive construction of temples and outdoor Buddha statues 
(including other images of deities) in many places,…The majority of these temples and 
Buddha statues are tourist facilities built by the overseas enterprises or individuals, some 
even by the local government agencies using all sorts of excuses in order to make profits. 
Many of the architectures are indescribable, neither Buddhist nor Taoist, and are of 
inferior cultural tastes. In order to attract tourists to rake in money, some localities have 
pompously host the kaiguang160 ceremonies and so-called religious activities. They even 
hire fake monks and masters to openly indulge in superstitious activities, such as drawing 
lots and divining. These wrongdoings…have severely violated related regulations and 
policies of the state, disturbed normal religious activities, profaned believers’ religious 
sentiments, and besmirched the reputation and image of religion in our country. They 
have created a negative impact on society and strong discontent among the Buddhist and 
Taoist communities. They have also led to an extravagant loss of labor, physical, and 
financial resources, which is detrimental not only to the management of religious affairs 
by law, but the construction of socialist spiritual civilization.161  
 
The General Office of the CPC and the General Office of the State Council 
 
Since the mid-1990s, the central state has repeatedly denounced the “reckless construction 
(luanjian)” of temples and outdoor religious statues along with illicit religious activities as a 
means to increase tourists and attract investments, a phenomenon commonly known in China as 
“building the religious stage to sing the economic opera” (zongjiao datai jingji changxi).162 The 
                                                
160 A ritual that is believed to grant supernatural faulty to the statue. See the section on ritual services for a detailed 
discussion. 
161  “Guanyu zhizhi luanjian miaoyu he lutian foxiang de yijian” (Opinion regarding Curbing the Reckless 
Construction of Temples and Outdoor Buddha Statues), drafted by Ministry of United Front Work and Religious 
Affairs Bureau, issued by the General Office of the CPC and the General Office of the State Council, December 13, 
1996. Beidafabao. Peking University Center for Legal Information and Beijing ChinaLawInfo Co. Ltd. Web. 
<http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.5.46266>. Accessed August 6, 2016. 
162 See “Guanyu zhizhi lanjian lutian foxiang de tongzhi” (Notification regarding Curbing the Reckless Construction 
of Outdoor Buddha Statues), issued by Religious Affairs Bureau, Ministry of Construction, and National Tourism 
Administration, September 13, 1994. Beidafabao. Peking University Center for Legal Information and Beijing 
ChinaLawInfo Co. Ltd. Web. <http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.4.18232>. “Guanyu zhizhi luanjian fodaojiao siguan de tongzhi” 
(Notification regarding Curbing the Reckless Construction of Buddhist and Taoist Temples), issued by Religious 
Affairs Bureau, October 20, 1994. <http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.4.18235>. “Guanyu zhizhi luanjian miaoyu he lutian 
foxiang de yijian” (Opinion regarding Curbing the Reckless Construction of Temples and Outdoor Buddha Statues), 
drafted by Ministry of United Front Work and Religious Affairs Bureau, issued by the General Office of the CPC 
and the General Office of the State Council, December 13, 1996. <http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.5.46266>. 
 “Guanyu chuli sheji fojiao simiao, daojiao gongguan guanli youguan wenti de yijian” (Opinion regarding Handling 
Questions related to the Management of Buddhist and Taoist Temples), issued by State Administration of Religious 
Affairs, Ministry of United Front Work, National Development and Reform Commission, Ministry of Public 
Security, Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development, Ministry of Culture, State Administration for Industry 
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official investigation revealed that for every one authorized temple, there were eight 
unsanctioned temples.163 The central state classified the mass construction as “a abnormal 
phenomenon” that would generate negative social effects and interfere with the state’s religious 
governance. 
This chapter is the first of the two chapters devoting to the causes behind the commercial 
exploitation of temples and why the central state has thus far failed to stop the phenomenon. This 
research argues that the central government’s failure to enforce religious use of temples is 
embedded in the state’s framework of religious governance and economic development. Chapter 
4 analyzes social ownership of temple and the origin of the current differential religious property 
regime in the particular historical moment of modern nation-state formation that has set apart the 
indigenous religions from Christianity and minority religions. The analysis shows that social 
ownership has provided the local state agents with institutional levers to harvest temple 
economy. Chapter 5 shows that the cadre evaluation system and the unbalanced fiscal structure 
together have incentivized the local state agents to abuse such institutional levers so as to transfer 
temple incomes into local coffers, a phenomenon that I heuristically call “enclosure.” 
I use enclosure as a heuristic for two reasons: First, as a policy and process in the European 
context, enclosure is typified by the physical separation of and fencing in common land. Second, 
it marked the dissolution of communal property rights.164 As will be shown later, the Chinese 
state agents seek to control temple access so as to abstract revenues from these sites. The 
ambiguity of temple ownership and the revenue-driven state agents have led to the mass 
construction and enclosure of temples in reform China. The commercial exploitation has violated 
                                                                                                                                                       
and Commerce, National Tourism Administration, Securities Regulatory Commission, and State Administration of 
Cultural Heritage, October 8, 2012. <http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.4.186780>. Accessed August 6, 2016. 
163 Ibid. 
164 Enclosure deprived peasants the rights to the common land, privatizing the common, creating a proletariat, 
setting forth a capitalist social order that gave rise to a capitalist economy. See Polanyi (1944/2001). 
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temple’s long-established communal ownership or “social ownership” as designated in the 
official documents. The increasing number of temples does not necessary symbolize increasing 
Buddhist and Taoist religiosity, nor does it bring about a more harmonious state-religious 
relationship. On the contrary, it has become the constant source of tension between the state and 
the religious communities.  
 
The Secular Formation of Religious Property 
Property determines exclusive rights to resources vis-à-vis other individuals or groups. 
According to the ownership structure, a property can be defined as open access, commons, 
institutional property, and private property (Earle 2000: 41). These rights are not only conveyed 
through legislation and the system of law, but can also directly result from cultural practices, 
economic necessity, and political expediency. They are the materialization of social institutions, 
and the embodiment of meanings, values, and identities. Considering the multiplicity of property, 
property rights are best understood as a “bundle of rights” that variously shape individual and 
collective incentives and actions (Schlager and Ostrom 1992).165 The evolution of property 
regimes features the contestation of different social and political constituencies. In particular, 
dramatic changes in property relationships often occur simultaneously with political changes in 
light of the fact that the creation and maintenance of property institutions are intimately linked 
with the development of the state (Earle 2000; Carruthers and Ariovich 2004). The Republican 
Revolution in 1911 presented such critical juncture in the development of Chinese religious 
                                                
165 Schlager and Ostrom (1992: 250-51) identify five property rights regarding common-pool resources, including 
the rights of access, withdrawal, management, exclusion, and alienation. They define access as the right to enter a 
defined physical property; withdrawal as the right to harvest and obtain the products of a resource; management as 
the right to transform the resource by making physical improvements; exclusion as the right to determine who could 
use the resource and the specifics of their access right; alienation as the right to sell or lease one or more of the first 
four rights.” 
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property. After the end of dynastic reign, both state and social actors struggled to apply a new set 
of categories adopted from the West to a preexisting situation that had been governed by a 
different set of concepts. Between 1913 and 1936, the Republican state166 issued three dozen 
often contradictory religious regulations, two thirds of which dealt specifically with Chinese 
Buddhism, Taoism and popular religions. 167  There were two reasons for the Republican 
government’s seemingly excessive attention to indigenous religious traditions. First, the Chinese 
state has had a long history of intervention in non-orthodox religious practices (see Chapter 2). 
Second, diplomatic and territorial concerns prevented the Chinese government from intervening 
in “foreign” religions, such as Christianity, Islam, and Tibetan Buddhism. I will show in the 
following sections that contradictory regulations were the result of the contesting reformulation 
of state relations with religions and the consequent institutional arrangement has created binding 
consequences unintended by the state and religious actors that created them. 
Individualist Challenge to the Customary Property Practices 
To understand the tension between two systems of property concepts, a brief introduction to 
the customary property practices in China is necessary. The social organizations and ethico-
religious norms of Chinese society had served to counteract against the identification of property 
with the individual typified in a capitalist society. The practices included joint family property 
and the custom of conditional land sale and reclamation,168 and the concept of prior option169 
                                                
166 The government in Beijing was considered the legitimate representative of China until 1928 when the Northern 
Expedition led by the Kuomintang government in Nanjing defeated and united the various warring factions across 
the country. 
167 See Jiwu Li. “Lun minguo fojiaojie yu zhongguo zongjiao lifa” (A Discussion on the Buddhist Circle in the 
Republican Period and Religious Legislation in China). Shaanxi shifan daxue xuebao (Journal of Shaanxi Normal 
University, Philosophy and Social Sciences Edition) 43.3 (2014): 85-92. 
168 The practice is called dian, which is a conditional trade of land that allows the seller the right to purchase the 
same property from the buyer after a given period of time. 
169 In a given land transaction, a prior option must be made available to certain people, including the immediate male 
relatives from the owner’s male line, those whose lands are adjacent to the said property, and those who are 
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(Schurmann 1956). Aside from the multiple social relations involving in property transfers, the 
conceptual division between topsoil (tianmian) and subsoil (tiandi) and the resulting two-tiered 
ownership170 of land further complicated property relations because both the subsoil landowner 
and the topsoil owner could sell, pledge, lease out, or pass on the rights to their descendants 
(Huang 2001). In sum, the traditional property practices in China had been inimical to absolute 
alienability. The introduction of the exclusive individual property rights inevitably led to clashes 
with a multiplicity of social and economic relations that the majority of property transfers in 
China had to confront. 
Although private temples erected by single donors did exist, the majority temples, including 
lineage halls, native-place lodges, Buddhist, Taoist, and popular religious temples, were 
communally owned.171 The threat of alienation came from within the community when the 
Republican government proclaimed the protection of private property. By placing emphasis on 
individual property, the Republican state introduced new claimants to temple property, mainly 
the abbot and the donors. They deployed the help of the state to claim the properties that were 
previously under the customary practices and beyond their reach. The clashes between the 
customary practices and the new individual property rights had forced the secular state to define 
the nature and ownership structure of religious property through legal codes. 
For example, the Provisional Measure for the Regulation of Monasteries in 1913 placed the 
care of temple property in the abbot but prohibited him and the donors from alienating it. The 
Supreme Court (Dali Yuan) further distinguished public temple (gongmiao) and private temple 
                                                                                                                                                       
currently tenure holders of the property. These people have to renounce their option to buy the land before the 
transaction can go on. They can demand compensation if the owner fails to consult them before selling the land. 
170  Topsoil landownership derives from the recognition of the tenant’s investment in improving the soil. 
Customarily, the topsoil landowner’s right to the land has no time limit as long as he continues to pay rent to the 
subsoil landowner. The subsoil landowner is not permitted to raise rent arbitrarily and is expected to lower the rent 
in times of natural disasters and poor harvests. 
171 Note that access to most lineage halls and native-place lodges was exclusive to only members and not open to the 
general public. 
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(simiao). The Court defined a public temple to be a temple erected by the donations from the 
local general public, which made it the common property of the locality (difang zhi 
gongyou’chan) and therefore could be treated as an incorporated foundation (caituan faren) (Lin 
and Tsai 2013: 183). Under “local” public ownership, donors could determine and supervise the 
use of their donations but as individuals had no claim on temple property. The Regulations for 
the Supervision of Monasteries and Temples in 1929 promulgated that temple property belonged 
to the monastery as an institution rather than the abbot as an individual. Moreover, the alienation 
of monastic property should also acquire the approval from the local religious association, which 
granted the associations semi-official capacities in the Republican regime’s religious 
governance. Confronted with the individualist challenge to temple property, both the legislative 
and the judicial branches decided on temple’s social ownership and prevented its alienation by 
demanding the prerequisite approval of the entire donor community. Nonetheless, the rulings 
also confirmed the authority of the local state to approve any change in temple properties, despite 
it was the modernizing state and its local agents that were responsible for the mass loss of temple 
property during the Republican period. 
The Alienation Threat from the Modernizing State and its Limits 
The mass confiscation of temple properties began when the late Qing reformers turned to 
temples for the infrastructures and finances needed to build a modern school system. The 
“funding schools with temple properties” (miaochan xingxue) movement targeted temples 
outside state registers and expropriated their premises and farm rents. The campaign had 
continued throughout the early Republican period. The confiscation of non-official temples was 
justifiable under the imperial law since these temples had failed to acquire the official permits in 
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the first place. However, the Republican government had to abide by the principle of political 
secularism which was the founding principle of its political power.  
Under Republican secularism, the state should not establish an official religion and 
promulgated the protection of religious freedom and the equality among all religions. The 
traditional Chinese religious establishments now could deploy the discourse of religious rights in 
the Provisional Constitution. For example, Buddhist leaders from all 22 provinces in a collective 
appeal to the parliament demanded that the government cancel the 1915 “Regulations on the 
Management of Temples” because the Regulations gave local governments the power to dismiss 
abbots violating monastic rules, which had violated the secularist principle. The collective appeal 
also called for the state to provide Buddhists and monastic property with the same protections 
given to Catholicism and Protestantism. Christianity had since mid-19th century been under the 
protection of the Western powers. The Christian church had through various treaties acquired the 
rights to proselytize, purchase property, establish branches, and de facto juristic personhood in 
China.  
Protests from the religious communities eventually led the central state to issue a decree 
providing the abbot with the right to bring civil lawsuits against local state agents in cases of 
confiscation in the name of education. This gave temples a legal tool against the widespread 
local initiatives of “funding temple with religious property.” Furthermore, the state clarified the 
distinction between common property (gongchan) and government property (guanchan) and 
promulgated that temples were common properties. Any infringement of their internal 
management from outside (including the government) was prohibited by the law. After two 
decades of legal and judicial battles in property protection, the end of temple seizure came 
eventually from the executive branch. The argument to confiscate all temple properties from the 
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top policy circle came to a halt by the end of 1931 when the deputies representing monastic 
interests in the National Assembly convinced Chiang Kai-shek, the military strongman and then 
president, to issue an executive order notifying all government organs, including the military, 
that any encroachment on temple property was punishable by law (Welch 1968). 
Local Dynamics in the Changing Political and Religious Orders 
As the literature of political violence has shown (Kalyvas 2003; Straus 2006; Humphrey and 
Weinstein 2008), the incidence or non-occurrence of violence is more often the result of local 
actors who take advantage of the macro-narratives to fulfill their personal or collective 
grievances and aspirations. The contestation over temple properties at the local level presented 
dynamics far more complicated than what could possibly be captured in the legal codes. In 
addition to the resource-hungry local state agents, commercial interests around the temples, 
cultural conservationists, greedy clerics and devoted clerics, sympathetic gentry, and pious 
practitioners all to a certain degree participated in the “temples to schools” movement. 
Nedostup (2009) notes that monks in general were able to resort to a variety of resources in 
negotiating de facto temple property rights, including litigation, lobbying, petition, organizing 
protests, and even the use of violence. Interestingly, she also finds that the absence of support 
from the Buddhist associations was common in property disputes partly due to the discordance 
within the religious community. Moreover, the patronage from central officials did not guarantee 
property security. At least three pictures arose from her study of Jiangsu Province between 1927 
and 1937.  
First, Southern Jiangsu temples had managed to ally with local commercial interests and 
gentry and to mobilize followers. With a wide spectrum of social support, they were able to resist 
confiscation by finding niche in the debate between cultural conservation and secular modernity. 
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Second, Northern Jiangsu temples were mostly turned into schools. Yet, an in-depth research of 
the local dynamics revealed that the property transfers were in many cases less of a secular state 
initiative than a configuration of local interests responding to the macro-political opportunities, 
as shown in the cupidity from within the religious community, lineage disputes, and communal 
disagreements over the management of temple properties. Finally, an equally common scene was 
that many men and women continued their religious observances in the site of demolition. “No 
protests, no beatings, no lawsuits, no associations, no reform: simply going back to the old place 
and returning the deity to his rightful spot” (2009: 149). 
In late imperial China, temples could lose properties to state hostility or poor management. 
Their survival strategies often involved some form of state patronage, such as acquiring a name 
bestowed by the throne and registering deeds with the local official. Some smaller temples even 
entrusted their estates to temples patronized by the Imperial Household (Naquin 2000). The 
Republican revolution forcefully severed the cosmological tie between the state and religion. The 
political and religious actors now had to erect and negotiate the boundary between the religious 
and the political in the new secular framework. The dialectical and uncertain relationship 
between the emerging religious field and the political sphere was manifested in the new legal 
formulations with regard to religion.  
The encroachment over temple property by the modernizing state and its local agents had 
triggered cross sectarian and religious mobilizations against confiscation. The religious 
communities were quick to respond to the new political opportunities by establishing themselves 
as true religions worthy of state protection (see Chapter 2). Temple leaders were forced to 
formalize their property claims in the law and to adopt the discourse of religious freedom and 
equality. They lobbied and appealed to the parliament and the presidential office for legal 
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protection while protesting against or refusing to comply with the laws and regulations deemed 
to violate their interests. It was through these processes of contestation that temple property 
acquired de jure protection in the Republican regime. The development of the de jure religious 
property rights was hence integral to the secular formation of the state. Yet until the central state 
was able to force local compliance, the uncertain and weak legal institutions had created a 
variety of de facto religious-property regimes at the local level. 
The struggle for temple property protection has led the state to recognize temple as neither 
private nor governmental and therefore inalienable by nature. This model of temple ownership 
was carried over to the Communist period when the Party entered a collaborative relationship 
with the religious community. 
 
The PRC Period: the Political Expediency of Religious Property 
The Chinese Communist Party had in its struggle for political power enlisted the support of other 
social forces, which was best manifested in the formation of the Democratic United Front and the 
Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference (see Chapter 3). In the early PRC, the 
nascent state required a property institution acceptable to both the capitalists and peasantry. On 
the one hand, the regime not only allowed private ownership of the means of livelihood,172 but 
also the means of production in the early years of its establishment. The Common Program, the 
interim Constitution of the PRC between 1949 and 1954, recognized the essential role of private 
capitalists in the economic development. It stipulated that the government should “encourage the 
active operation of all private economic enterprises beneficial to the national welfare and to the 
                                                
172 The means of livelihood refers to properties that meet individual daily consumptions, including housing and labor 
incomes. See Conner (1988).  
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people’s livelihood and shall assist in their development.”173 On the other hand, the regime 
formalized the results of agrarian struggles. Lee (1948) suggests that the 1947 Basic Program of 
the Chinese Agrarian Law more likely served to formalize the land distribution of spontaneous 
peasant movements already undergoing before 1949 rather than to initiate them. In fact, the 
Communists oftentimes acted as arbitrators in the “settle-accounts” (qingsuan) meetings to make 
sure that peasant retaliations would not go out of control.174 It was under the political atmosphere 
of coalition building that religious property obtained state recognition. The result reflected the 
political and economic pragmatism of the Communist Party to legitimize and consolidate its grip 
on power. 
Religious Property as A Symbol of Secular Toleration 
The recognition of religious property was a political decision of the self-designated secular 
state amid the missionary exodus from China.175 The regime had decided that it in principle 
would not step forth to take over foreign church properties but would instead leave them with the 
Chinese churches to avoid “creating negative effects out of our confiscating church properties 
and of a ‘government-run church.’” 176 The separation principle also applied to other religions. 
When the regime agreed to reestablished a national Buddhist association in 1952, it promulgated 
                                                
173 The Common Program of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference, 1949, Article 30. The 
Important Documents of the First Plenary Session of the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference 
(Peking: Foreign Languages press, 1949), 1-20. Web. <http://legacy.fordham.edu/halsall/mod/1949-ccp-
program.html>. Accessed December 23, 2015. 
174 He also notes that these agrarian reforms took a variety of forms. In Northern Jiangsu, the movement led to 
extreme violence; in Northern Shaanxi and Northern Manchuria, landlords received government bonds for their 
confiscated lands; in Shandong and Hebei, the government provided low interests loans to peasants who purchased 
the landlords’ land; in the two Border Regions (Shaan-Gan-Ning and Jin-Cha-Ji) under the Communist rule, 
landlords oftentimes “voluntarily” contributed their lands so they would be allowed to keep a larger portion of their 
lands than the alternative scenario of confiscation. 
175 Creighton Lacy (1955) provides a great analysis that situates the mass missionary departure in the remote causes 
of Christian institutions and practices in China and the immediate political change as a result of the Communist 
revolution and the Korean War.  
176 “Guanyu luoshi zongjiao tuanti fangchan chengce wenti deng de baogao de tongzhi” (Notification on the report 
regarding issues about implementing the policy of [returning] housing properties to religious groups), issued by the 
State Council on July 16, 1980. Chinalawinfo Co., Ltd and Peking University Center for Legal Information. 
<http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.2.764 >. Accessed June 15, 2016. 
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that temples were socially owned (shehui gongyou) (see below). Such political reconciliation 
was short-lived nonetheless.  
The state soon began to take over the private enterprises through public and private co-
management (gongsi heying). The collectivization movement in the rural areas transferred land 
ownership from the individual to the farmers’ collective.177 Collective ownership (jiti suoyou) 
has henceforth become the primary ownership of the rural land. The state and the farmer’s 
collectives separately hold the urban and rural lands in China, including the lands of religious 
establishments. Religious property in the context of state and collective land ownerships has 
meant the housings and buildings of religious sites.178  
After the “socialist transformation” of the mid-1950s, the majority of churches and temples 
were managed by the Housing Administrative Bureaus which rented these buildings from the 
religious organizations and assigned them as public housing. By paying rents to the religious 
organizations, the Communist state managed to solve the dilemma of having to support the 
clergy while maintaining the principle of separation of church and state.  
Despite state recognition of certain religious property rights, the new economics and 
political environment had made it difficult for religion as an institution to survive. Most clerics 
returned to the laity. Without the conventional means of livelihood, the remaining clerics now 
had to live off their labor by engaging in unfamiliar farming or industrial production, which often 
brought them to the brink of starvation. In the onset of the Cultural Revolution, the Housing 
Administrative Bureaus stopped paying rents to the religious organizations altogether. The 
                                                
177 The farmers’ collective was organized into three levels of production units: the commune, the production brigade 
and the production team. These units were roughly replaced by and reorganized into township, administrative village 
and natural village after 1984. The transfer of land ownership to the farmers’ collective and the introduction of 
collective accounting led to a drop of grain production. The resulting nation-wide famine forced the central 
leadership changed the basic accounting unit from the brigade to the smaller production team. See Ho (2000). 
178 Under the Agrarian Reform Law of 1950, mosques could retain possession of their lands with the approval of the 
local Islamic community. 
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atheist fundamentalism of the Cultural Revolution eventually destroyed most religious 
establishments and the surviving religious sites were taken over by various government organs 
(see Chapter 2).  
Religious Property as A Matter of National Security  
Under the complete negation of the Cultural Revolution, the Communist Party restored the 
previous policy that recognized the continuous existence of religions.179 The United Front Work 
Department, together with the persecuted populations and outlawed institutions, was officially 
rehabilitated in 1979. Autonomous religious activities began to reemerge despite the damage that 
had been done to the clergy and religious sites, and this reemergence generated worries of 
“foreign infiltrations” and unruly religious forces, as shown in a 1980 report180 by the Religious 
Affairs Bureau, Ministry of Public Security, and Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The report 
identified financial and material support to be the main levers of foreign church organizations. It 
warned the central party leadership that the grievances and traumas resulting from the Cultural 
Revolution had provided a fertile ground for foreign religious infiltration within the religious 
community and society in general.181 The report suggested that the state sped up rehabilitating 
the persecuted, strengthened the united front work and reached out to the religious communities, 
transferred church property to the religious associations, and repaid them the rents of the entire 
period of the Cultural Revolution and its aftermath. Returning the remaining sites to the religious 
                                                
179 Guo Ju, “Quanmian guanche zongjiao xinyang ziyou zhengce (Fully implement the policy of freedom of religious 
beliefs).” People’s Daily October 17, 1979: 3. Print. 
180 “Guanyu dizhi waiguo jiaohui duiwo jinxing zongjiao shentou wenti de qingshi baogao” (Report to Request 
Instructions regarding the Question of Resisting Foreign Churches’ Religious Infiltration into Our [Country]), issued 
by the Central Committee of CPC and the State Council, March 4, 1980. 
<http://blog.boxun.com/hero/201208/xsj19/3_1.shtml>. Accessed April 2, 2015. 
181 It is interesting to note that religious revival is widely perceived as constituting challenge to the regime, but the 
official narrative indicates that native religious revival is perceived as positive for regime security and actively 
promoted by the party-state. 
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communities now became a matter of national security. In late 1980, the state ordered the return 
of all religious properties occupied by state organs.  
From a practical perspective, the real estates of foreign churches have long ago fulfilled the conditions of 
transfer and should be specified as belonging to the Chinese churches. Temples and the affiliating structures of 
Buddhism and Taoism belong to society (the sangha and Taoist clergy have the rights to use and lease). The 
small nunneries that feature hereditary temples belong to private individuals. Mosques and the affiliating 
structures are collectively owned by the mass believers… 
…To implement the policy of freedom of religious belief, carry out the policy of the united front towards 
religious personnel, insist on the principle of an independent, autonomous, self-governing Catholic Church and 
the guideline of self-government, self-support, and self-propagation of Christianity, and to facilitate the 
resistance against the infiltration of foreign religious forces, [you] should adopt the following measures to 
solve the property problems of religious organizations: First, return the ownership of all properties of religious 
organizations…182 
 
The document listed the political significance of religious properties and concluded with a state 
order as suggested by the aforementioned report to return the ownership of all religious 
properties to religious organizations, repay the rents owed to them by the Housing 
Administrative Bureaus, return their savings seized by the Departments of Finance, and return 
the sites occupied during the Cultural Revolution. It was also the first official document to 
summarize the ownerships of religious properties: church buildings belong to the Christian 
organizations, temples and monasteries belong to society (shehui gongyou), and mosques belong 
to the local Islamic community. 
The Political Origin of Shehui Gongyou 
Shehui (society) in its modern use is well understood as an organism comprised of 
autonomous individuals. However, this abstract concept of society did not exist in the Chinese 
language prior to the 20th century. Shehui in Classical Chinese referred to the assembly of local 
people for festivities. It described the temporal congregation of a group of people who had 
concrete social relations. The modern use of the term first appeared when Japanese translators 
                                                
182 “Guanyu luoshi zongjiao tuanti fangchan chengce wenti deng de baogao de tongzhi” (Notification on the report 
regarding issues about implementing the policy of [returning] housing properties to religious groups), issued by the 
State Council on July 16, 1980. Chinalawinfo Co., Ltd and Peking University Center for Legal Information. 
<http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.2.764 >. Accessed June 15, 2016. 
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borrowed the Chinese characters in the late 19th century as a neologism, shakai,183 to translate 
the English word “society.” In the early 20th century shehui was reintroduced into modern 
Chinese but with a new meaning. Like most loanwords, shehui was a concept that predated its 
social realization. When the Republican Supreme Court classified temples erected with general 
donations as “difang gongyou” (publicly owned by the local), shehui had just reentered the 
Chinese lexicon.  
In 1952, the Buddhist communities finally obtained the new government’s approval to 
reestablish a national association. The state and the Buddhist communities took advantage of the 
assembly in Beijing to discuss a series of problems that involved the role of Buddhism in the 
majority Han areas, such as the livelihood of the clergy, temple ownership, the maintenance of 
Buddhist artifacts, and the monastic rules and discipline. Not surprisingly, the Buddhist 
representatives put forward the terms they managed to achieve during the Republican period. 
With respect to temple ownership, they proposed that temples that had been constructed with 
community funds were publicly owned by society (shehui gongyou) and that the clergy 
collectively exercised the right to use the premises but that neither the individual clerics nor the 
Buddhist associations had the right to alienate temple properties; while temples erected with 
private investments belonged to the private individuals who had built them (Li 2005). By this 
time the term shehui had replaced the previous term difang as the expression for common 
property. The proposals of the Buddhist representatives were submitted and recommended to the 
central leadership for approval by the Department of Propaganda and the Department of United 
Front Work. They suggested that government adoption of these provisions would ease the 
misgivings of the Buddhist community about Communist rule, a recommendation that the central 
party leadership accepted. Interestingly, the party’s decision to return religious properties after 
                                                
183 For the difficulties of translating “society” into Japanese in the second half of the 19th century, see Akira (2011). 
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the Cultural Revolution was also dictated by the political necessity to appease the disgruntled 
religious communities. 
Shehui gongyou was a concession that the Communist Party made to the Buddhist 
communities. By identifying temples as socially owned the Communist regime expressed its 
recognition of the traditional property practices. However, such recognition did not protect the 
temples as effectively after 1949 as it had done during the Republican period. “Social 
ownership” became defenseless in the face of an increasingly totalitarian state which held the 
religious institutions as an anachronism that should be erased from the Communist body politic. 
Decades of mass political movements reconfigured property relationships and eventually 
destroyed the religious establishments. Shehui gongyou left temples with no unitary property 
claimants after the decimation of the sangha and Taoist clergy. It is a property category not 
included in the Chinese Constitution, which formalized state ownership, private ownership and 
collective ownership. The ambiguity of social ownership have led to multiple interpretations and 
the difficulties of implementation. 
Shehui Gongyou and the Mismatches in the Changing Property Relationship 
The challenges arising from policy change in reform China were well captured by the 
exchange between the Shanghai Higher People’s Court and the Supreme People’s Court in 1980 
and 1981. By the time all temples had ceased religious activities in Shanghai. In the urban areas, 
temple premises became the residence of defrocked clerics and their families; in the rural areas, 
temple premises had been distributed to individual monks and nuns who had obtained ownership 
certificates during the Land Reform. The policy to restore religious establishments had created 
multiple property disputes. First, the residing monks and nuns requested to inherit the housing of 
the former monks and nuns who no longer lived in the premises because of death, marriage, or 
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disappearance. Second, the children of former monks and nuns requested to inherit the temple 
premises that had been assigned to their parents. Finally, economic development and the 
consequent resettlement of temple residents had led to conflicts with the residing former clerics 
and their families.184  
These property disputes challenged two fundamental state policies. State division and 
distribution of temple premises gave these individuals legitimate claims over these properties. 
However, the recognition of these claims would obviously constitute a violation of the policy to 
restore religious institutions. The state now was faced with a conundrum: on the one hand, to 
maintain the achievement of the Land Reform so central to the Communist Party’s political 
ascendency; on the other hand, to reestablish regime security by restoring religious institutions in 
the aftermath of the Cultural Revolution. To achieve both ends, the Shanghai authorities laid out 
several principles which were endorsed and promulgated by the central authorities to be the 
ground rules of handling Buddhist and Taoist properties.185  
With regard to the ownership problem, the Court ruled that in the urban areas, since temples 
were erected from mass donations, they were public properties and their ownership should be 
transferred to the Buddhist or Taoist Associations regardless of the site’s current status. In so 
doing, the Court adopted the model of church properties and assigned temple ownership to the 
local religious association. In the rural areas, temple ownership should be contingent on the state 
                                                
184 “Guanyu simiao daoguan fangwu chanquan guishu wenti de fuhan” (Letter of Reply regarding the Ownership 
Questions of Monastic and Temple Properties) Letter by Shanghai Higher People’s Court on November 11, 1980 
and letter of reply by the Supreme People’s Court on January 27, 1981. Beidafabao. Peking University Center for 
Legal Information and Beijing ChinaLawInfo Co. Ltd. Web. <http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.4.887>. Accessed August 6, 
2016. 
185 “Guaowuyuan zongjiao shiwuju fu youguan zongjiao tuanti fangwu chanquan wenti” (State Council Religious 
Affairs Bureau Reply to the Question regarding the Housing Properties of Religious Organizations). August 4, 1984. 
Beidafabao. Peking University Center for Legal Information and Beijing ChinaLawInfo Co. Ltd. Web. 
<http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.4.2073>. Accessed August 6, 2016. 
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of the temple at the time of the Land Reform.186 A temple would be regarded as common 
property (gongchan) if it still performed religious functions by the time of the Land Reform. Its 
clerics, despite having obtained ownership documents of the temple, would be considered acting 
as procurators and had no property claim over the temple. However, a temple that had ceased 
religious activities and whose clerics had returned to laity before the Land Reform was not 
considered as religious property. The ownership of the temple premises should remain with the 
registered owners and their legal heirs were entitled inheritance.  
The Court further clarified the rights and obligations regarding common-property temples 
and their residents. The defrocked monks and nuns and their families could maintain their 
residence in the temple premises. The co-residing families could even remain in the premises 
after the death of the former monks and nuns. These residents should too be entitled to 
compensations in cases of state requisition. Moreover, any demolition of the temples and the 
affiliating structures should be ratified by the local Bureau of Religious Affairs and should 
consult with the concerning religious association. In terms of building dilapidation and its repair, 
the residents should apply to the Bureau of Religious Affairs and request compensations from the 
religious association.  
In the absence of relevant legislation, the Court upheld the customary temple property 
practice and ruled in favor of religious reestablishment: the ownership of all urban temples 
should be transferred to the religious associations; rural temples were to be restored if they only 
ceased religious activities as a result of the Land Reform. In so doing, the Court rejected the 
ownership claim of those individuals who had acquired the property through the state’s 
redistributive policy. Nonetheless, the Court sought to accommodate their demands by 
                                                
186 Note that temples that were already condemned as superstitious before the Land Reform and failed to obtain the 
official status of religious property were still without recourse against their loss even if they had physically survived 
the frenzy of the Cultural Revolution. 
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recognizing their rights to use the temple premises. It ruled that the existing residents could not 
be removed from the premises unless having been duly compensated. The religious associations 
that were to take over the ownership of these temples also had to accept liability. The ruling 
therefore helped to reaffirm the social ownership of temple property in the face of individualist 
property challenges. 
The kind of judicial activism was absent in 1994. In the reply of the Supreme People’s 
Court to the Bureau of Religious Affairs regarding the inheritance of the properties registered to 
individual monks,187 
In regard to the problem of the inheritance of individual monks, the existing law of our country does not 
provide for exceptions. Therefore, as monks too are citizens, their relatives’ right to their inheritance after they 
die still cannot be denied. The question as to the way in which the assets of individual monks are inherited is a 
new problem [we] encountered after the publication and implementation of the Inheritance Law and the 
General Principles of Civil Law; it is also a problem yet to be solved by legislation. Hence, it is not suitable for 
us, the Court, to produce a judicial interpretation. [We] recommend that you inform the legislative organ and 
solve the problem through legislation. 
 
This time the Court refrained from ruling on the conflicts between individual properties and 
customary practices due to the existence of formal private property rights protection introduced 
in 1986. The ambiguity of temple property was left unresolved in the Regulations on Religious 
Affairs in 2005,188 which simply devised measures to prevent non-religious use of religious 
property by registering religious venues and limiting their liquidation as opposed to specify the 
ownership structure. Furthermore, unlike the General Principles of the Civil Law of 1986,189 the 
2007 Property Law removed “religious organizations” from the social organizations under legal 
                                                
187 “Zuigao renmin fayuan dui guowuyuan zongjiao shiwuju yisi guanyu sengren yichan chuli yijian de fuhan” 
(Letter of Reply to the First Division of the State Bureau of Religious Affairs regarding the Opinion about Handling 
the Inheritance of Monks). Beidafabao. Peking University Center for Legal Information and Beijing ChinaLawInfo 
Co. Ltd. Web. <http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.3.15435>. Accessed August 6, 2016. 
188 “Zongjiao shiwu tiaoli” (Regulations on Religious Affairs), issued by the State Council on November 30, 2004. 
Chinalawinfo Co., Ltd and Peking University Center for Legal Information. Web. <http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.2.56332>. 
For the English version, see SARA website. < http://www.sara.gov.cn/zcfg/xzfg/507.htm>. Accessed February 15, 
2016. 
189 Article 77: the lawful properties of social organizations, including religious organizations, shall be protected by 
law. Beidafabao. Peking University Center for Legal Information and Beijing ChinaLawInfo Co. Ltd. Web. 
<http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.1.2780>. Accessed August 6, 2016. 
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protection,190 despite the advising legal scholar’s repeated propagations to clarify the ownership 
structure of temple property during the drafting processes.191 Instead of taking on the legal 
ambiguity, the latest property legislation avoided the problem of religious property all together. 
Without a clear claimant of temple property, shehui gongyou has invited multiple claimants, 
leading to a property regime that is bound to be contentious, unstable and illegitimate.  
 
Finders, Keepers—Bureaucratic Jockeying over Temple Property 
The cultural heritage authorities have been the biggest obstacle [to our reclaiming all the 
temples in the pilgrimage site]. They have great interests in the temples. They collect admission 
and donations…Of course we want to have all the temples back, but this eventually will have to 
depend on the policy change by the central leadership like the one in 1983…an advantage of 
centralized authority.   
Master X 
The de jure ambiguity of temple ownership has been the source of contention between different 
bureaucratic departments, between the central state and local governments, and between the state 
and the religious community. In some cases, the departments occupying the religious sites and 
their local agents were unwilling to transfer ownership to the religious community. In other 
cases, the local party leadership blocked the attempt of its own United Front Work Department to 
implement the policy. These state agents sabotaged the policy by delaying its implementation 
and ultimately violating the party guidelines. This section discusses in detail how the conflicts 
unfolded in the aftermath of the central leadership’s decision to return temple property to the 
religious community.  
                                                
190 Article 69: the lawful properties of social organizations shall be protected by law. Beidafabao. Peking University 
Center for Legal Information and Beijing ChinaLawInfo Co. Ltd. Web. <http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.1.89386>. Accessed 
August 15, 2016. 
191 Huixing Liang. “Dui wuquanfa caoan (zhengqiu yijian gao) de butong yijian ji jianyi” Dissenting Opinions and 
Suggestions for the Draft Property Law (Opinion Soliciting Draft)). Henansheng zhengfa guanli ganbu xueyuan 
xuebao (Academic Journal of the Cadre School for the Management of Politics and Law in Henan Province) 1 
(1996): 1-9. 
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The Case of Daming Temple, A Miniature 
Daming Temple in the City of Yangzhou192 is most renowned for one of its abbots, Monk 
Jianzhen (688-763) who is credited for his introduction to and establishment of Buddhist 
precepts193 in Japan. As a symbol of Sino-Japanese friendship, it became one of the first 
reopening sites designated by the central state. The dispute over its management exemplified the 
three sets of conflicts, i.e. bureaucratic jockeying, center-local discord, and state-religious 
tension, which makes Daming Temple a miniature of temple re-openings in the 1980s.  
Daming Temple was then under the jurisdiction of the City Landscaping Department which 
turned it into a park during the Cultural Revolution. Its restoration as a religious site began in 
1980 under the initiative of Deng Xiaoping194 who facilitated the “home coming” of the Jianzhen 
statue, a 1,200 year-old dry-lacquer statue modeling the monk shortly after his death.195 
However, the benefits of what Deng Xiaoping called this “grand occasion” were short-lived.  
Right after Jianzhen’s statue left, the Yangzhou party secretary, Fu Zonghua, ordered the 
Landscaping Department to close the main shrine and ban all religious activities at the site. The 
temple started selling non-vegetarian food in the restaurant. The government-led management 
even disregarded strict gender norms of monastery by assigning female workers to guard and by 
                                                
192 Yangzhou used to have 205 Buddhist temples in 1949, but by 1966 only five monasteries and one nunnery still 
existed, including Daming Temple. See “Guanyu yangzhou damingsi wenti de diaocha baogao (The Investigation 
Report regarding the Problems in Yangzhou Daming Temple),” drafted by the Bureau of Religious Affairs of the 
State Council and the Bureau of Ethnic and Religious Affairs of Jiangsu Province, issued by the General Office of 
the CPC and the General Office of the State Council. December 26, 1980. Boxun News Network. 
<http://test.boxun.com/hero/201208/xsj19/1_1.shtml>. Accessed December 25, 2015. 
193 A novice is admitted to the order as a member of the sangha only when his or her ordination is performed in the 
presence of three senior monks and a minimum of seven witnessing monks who have been properly ordained. No 
such ordination was ever performed before Jianzhen and his disciples’ arrival, meaning monks in Japan were not 
official members of the sangha. Jianzhen attempted six voyages to Japan over the course of a decade and the first 
five failed attempts were said to have eventually cost his eyesight. Among those taking part in the first ordination 
ceremony performed by Jianzhen were the emperor and empress of Japan.   
194 “Yijian juyou shenyuan yiyi de shengshi” (A Grand Occasion of Far-Reaching Significance), April 19, 1980, in 
Xinshiqi zongjiao gongzuo wenxian xuanbian (Collections of Documents of Religious Work in the New Era). 
People’s Daily Online Archives. <http://cpc.people.com.cn/GB/64184/64186/66704/4495679.html>. Accessed 
December 25, 2015. 
195 The statue has been stored in Tōshōdai-ji in Nara, Japan. 
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allowing them to rest in the main shrine. Moreover, the management intercepted the donations 
and gifts given to the temple and the monks who were powerless because they were officially 
employees of the City Landscaping Department. The abbot’s formal title was a temp worker of 
the Department, despite being the president of the local Buddhist Association and a member of 
the Provincial People’s Political Consultative Conference.  
The monks were allowed to wear monk ropes only in the presence of foreign guests, but 
they must put the Mao suits back on once the guests left. The constant changing back and forth 
put the monks in a fluster, who complained, “they played us like monkeys.”196 Fu set aside his 
own United Front Work Department’s special report to request provincial examination and 
approval to restore and reopen Daming Temple as a religious venue. Moreover, it was reported 
that little of provincial subsidies meant for temple renovation before the Jianzhen exhibition had 
indeed gone to the temple. Complaints from the religious community swarmed in but were 
dismissed by Fu, who was reported as saying, 
What does carrying out religious policy mean? My understanding is, first, not to demolish temples; second, not 
to destroy Buddha images; third, not to seize and publicly denounce monks…Our principle is to only allow 
officials to renovate temples and not to allow the common people to burn incense…Temples are open for their 
status as cultural artifacts, i.e. architectures and sculptures, not as sites for religious activities…These are my 
exact words. Feel free to take them to the Central United Front Work Department! 
 
His defiance continued after Zhao Puchu, then president of the Buddhist Association of China 
and member of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC), spoke up 
against the situation at a CPPCC’s annual conference: “Let Zhao Puchu come so I can debate 
with him about what real Communists actually do!”197  
Daming Temple’s predicament eventually reached the central leadership from various 
channels and people: Daming monks and lay Buddhists reported their grievance to the provincial 
Bureau of Religious Affairs; the Shanghai Bureau of Religious Affairs and the Nanjing Union 
                                                
196 See footnote 192. 
197 Ibid. 
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Theological Seminary both informed the central Bureau of Religious Affairs about Homer Jack’s 
(then secretary general of the World Conference of Religions for Peace) criticism about the state 
of the temple management; CPPCC’s investigation team too sent its report. As a result, the 
central leadership ordered an investigation led by the central and provincial religious authorities. 
The investigation report and Fu’s self-criticism were later redistributed to all government organs 
by the General Office of CPC and the State Council which commented, 
Buddhism not only commands great influence internationally (particularly in Southeast Asia) but still has 
considerable impact domestically…it is necessary to retain a portion of temples to fulfill the needs of 
Buddhists and for diplomatic work…the administrative management of preserved temples should be left with 
the Bureau of Religious Affairs. This is an important policy issue…to be beneficial to stability, unity, and the 
construction of Four Modernizations; beneficial to the international anti-hegemonic united front and to 
Taiwan’s return to the ancestral land.198 
 
Among other things, the report recommended (1) to rectify the attitude of the local party 
leadership; (2) that the Landscaping Department withdrew from the temple management; (3) that 
the local government reopened and returned other religious sites to religious communities; (4) to 
carry out an additional investigation into the city’s use of provincial subsidies for Daming 
Temple.  
On the one side of the Daming Temple dispute were the central leadership, the Department 
of United Front Work and the Bureau of Religious Affairs, and the religious community 
(domestic and international) which stood for the religious use of temple out of their separate 
interests and concerns. The central leadership worried about broader issues of social stability and 
international image; the recently restored United Front Work system sought to reclaim its 
jurisdiction; and the religious community wanted to revive the religion and the freedom to 
practice. On the other side of the dispute lay the local party leadership and the occupying 
Landscaping Department whose custody of the temple was becoming increasingly lucrative 
because of state subsidies and the growing foreign pilgrims who brought in large sums of 
                                                
198 Ibid. 
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donations. Giving up the temple meant losing the entire spoils. Ideological hangover had also 
prevented the transfer of Daming Temple which was but one such example of bureaucratic 
resistance. Amid the gravity and controversies of the religious question, it is no wonder that the 
Secretariat, under the direct supervision of Hu Yaobang, drafted the groundbreaking Document 
No. 19, instead of entrusting or deploying the assistance of the Bureau of Religious Affairs and 
the United Front Work Department.199 
Bureaucratic Resistance against the Policy of Reestablishment 
Among the occupying agencies, the cultural heritage authorities, being the biggest holder of 
temple properties, have stood on the forefront of bureaucratic resistance because they have the 
most to lose from religious reestablishment. Therefore, despite the Buddhist relics comprised a 
substantial portion of the entire cultural relics, the Buddhist community was never informed nor 
consulted in the drafting of the Law on Protection of Cultural Relics of 1982. 
If it is necessary to use a memorial building or an ancient architectural structure owned by the state at a place 
designated as a site to be protected for its historical and cultural value for purposes other than the 
establishment of a museum, a cultural relics preservation institute or a tourist site, the local department for 
cultural administration shall submit a report for approval to the people’s government which originally 
announced the designation of such a site.200 
 
The Law granted the cultural heritage authorities the power to approve non-cultural or non-
tourist use of state-owned cultural relics, which naturally would not include “socially owned” 
temples. However, “socially owned” became interpreted as “owned by the state” in the 1983 
state decision to reopen and return 163 temples of national significance (142 Buddhist, 21 
Taoist).  
Temples on the list, including affiliated tombs, towers, steles, gardens, and forestry (in principle apply the 
border marked prior to the “Cultural Revolution”), should be under the supervision of the local Bureau of 
                                                
199 “Qinlizhe tan 19hao wenjian” (Witnesses Discussing Document No. 19). The chief drafter was then party 
secretary, Hu Yaobang’s secretary, Zheng Bijian (who is also credited with the renowned narrative of China’s 
peaceful rise to great power status). Zhongguo minzu bao (China Ethnic News). March 27, 2012: 6-7. Print. 
200  “Law of People’s Republic of China on the Protection of Cultural Relics.” China Toady.com, n.d. 
<http://www.chinatoday.com/law/china-laws/cultural-relics-protection.htm>. Accessed December 28, 2015. 
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Religious Affairs, managed and used by the Buddhist and Taoist Associations and the clerics. Their 
ownerships are publicly owned by society (namely owned by the State).201  
 
According to Zhao Puchu,202 the State Administration of Cultural Heritage, in an attempt to hold 
on to temple custody, forced “owned by the State” into the document when the government was 
rushing out the document. The 1982 Law had since provided the legal basis preventing the 
religious use of temple property until the article’s removal from the 2002 revision. 
The 1983 decision came with an order to return the temples managed by non-religious 
authorities to the religious communities by the end of 1984. However, less than two thirds of the 
94 such temples were reported to have met the deadline. On the one hand, the occupying 
agencies either lacked or were unwilling to provide the required resources to relocate residents 
and workers who had settled in the sites during the Cultural Revolution and who were neither 
keen to move nor willing to accept priestly management. These agencies argued that monks and 
nuns were incapable of managing the sites. On the other hand, as the Anti-Spiritual Pollution 
Campaign was underway, the “left-leaning” officials were quick to condemn religious practices 
to be “spiritual pollution” and obstructed the progresses of religious reestablishment and the 
course of religious activities. The central leadership quickly ended the campaign and reiterated 
that the Party’s reestablishment of religion was based on Marxism-Leninism and Mao Zedong 
Thought and that the policy was in line with the fundamental interests of all peoples in China 
because it sought to unite them to construct a “socialist, modern powerful nation”203  
                                                
201 The list was compiled based on individual site’s significance in the development of Chinese Buddhism and 
Taoism; and its historic connection to overseas religious communities. “Guanyu queding hanzu diqu fodaojiao 
quanguo zhongdian siguan de baogao de tongzhi” (The Notification regarding the Report Confirming the Buddhist 
and Taoist Temples of National Significance in the Ethnic Han Area), issued by State Council, April 9, 1983. 
Beidafabao. Peking University Center for Legal Information and Beijing ChinaLawInfo Co. Ltd. 
<http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.2.1604>. Accessed June 15, 2016. 
202 “Zhengben qingyuan: Zhao puchu tan siguan de shuxing, zhinen he guishu” (Reform from the Bottom: Zhao 
Puchu on the Attribute, Function and Ownership of Temples). Mzb.com.cn. China Ethnic News. April 15, 2013. 
Web. <http://www.mzb.com.cn/html/Home/report/392051-2.htm>. Accessed December 28, 2015. 
203 “Guanyu zai qingchu jingshen wuran zhong zhengque duidai zongjiao wenti de zhishi” (The Instruction regarding 
the Question of Correctly Handling Religion in Anti-Spiritual Pollution),” issued by the CPC Central Committee on 
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Regardless, the resistance against religious reestablishment was passed on from the central 
agencies to local branches through their separate vertical commands (tiaotiao) systems.204 Local 
branches were told by their superiors to hold off the transfer or feign compliance. Some 
occupying agencies had only returned the main shrine but kept the affiliated tombs, steles, 
bridges, towers, forestry, and garden; some had refused to hand in religious antiques that 
originally belonged to the temple; some still occupied parts of the premises used as office 
building, warehouse, or dormitory; and some continued to control temple admission.205 The 
majority of temples were as a matter of fact still under the jurisdiction of the occupying 
departments, especially cultural heritage which had developed a vested interest in the sites. 
In his defense of priestly management, Zhao Puchu sent the central leadership a 
straightforward statement, detailing the drawbacks of state management. 
When monks look after the Buddhist relics, like common people, they recognize their values as cultural relics, 
but more importantly, they connect the Buddhist relics with their own beliefs, from which they develop a 
strong sacred, incorruptible religious sentiment. Isn’t it good to let someone with such sentiment protect the 
cultural relics? Moreover, [the benefits of] letting monks manage temples and cultural relics include: first, no 
need for government staff…; second, no need to erect office buildings; third, no need for a party secretary or a 
director; fourth, no need for constructing dormitories for the staff and workers and their families. Temple 
incomes, except the expenses of the monks’ livelihood and daily necessities, can all be used in temple 
renovations, which is in line with the principle of self-supporting temples and will serve to elicit greater 
purpose from the maintenance funds distributed by the state… 
 
Zhao argued that the list should be viewed as only the beginning of religious reestablishment and 
that religious toleration should be extended to other temples. He further pointed out that 
                                                                                                                                                       
December 31, 1983, in Xinshiqi zongjiao gongzuo wenxian xuanbian (Collections of Documents of Religious Work 
in the New Era). People’s Daily Online Archives. 
<http://cpc.people.com.cn/GB/64184/64186/66704/4495665.html>. Accessed December 27, 2015. 
204 Tiao (branch) and kuai (lump) are the metaphorical expressions of China’s government structure. Tiaotiao refers 
to the vertical line of command following the functional division of departments in the central government. Kuaikuai 
describes the command relationship in a local government based on the principle of territorial jurisdiction. Tiaotiao 
and kuaikua comprise dual leadership in China’s bureaucratic politics. Take religious governance for example, a 
local Bureau of Religious Affairs receives policy instructions from the bureau at the next higher level, but its 
operation is also under the authority of the local party committee headed by the party secretary. 
205  “Guanyu wenwu, lüyou he zongjiao huodong changsuo guanli zhize wenti de diaocha jianbao” (The 
Investigation Briefing regarding the Question of Administrative Responsibilities over the Cultural, Tourist, and 
Religious Activities Venues), President Zhao Puchu’s Opinions on Religious Work, and the Comments of the 
Comrades in the Central Leadership, distributed by the Central United Front Work Department, April 10, 1985. 
Boxun News Network. <http://blog.boxun.com/hero/201208/xsj19/2_1.shtml>. Accessed December 26, 2015. 
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Buddhism had suffered tremendous loss over the course of three decades and that monks were 
actually not “demanding too much.”  
Regarding the list of 142 Buddhist temples in Document No. 60, which was announced by the State Council, a 
few questions should be clarified here. First, with the further implementation of the Party’s religious policy 
and the practical requirements of (domestic and international) work, [we] are not ruling out adding some 
additional important temples [to the official list] as religious venues…Fourth, the temples currently resided in 
by practicing monks and nuns, despite not being on the national and provincial lists of important temples, 
should still be under the leadership of the Bureaus of Religious Affairs and managed by the sangha. Not being 
included on the list does not mean that these temples can’t lawfully exist and can be subjected to arbitrary 
occupation or demolition. Fifth, once a temple is designated as a religious venue, the previously affiliated 
forestry and land should too be placed under the management of the sangha. In the early years of the 
Liberation, the Buddhist temples amounted to hundreds of thousands in the country. The Province of Jiangsu 
alone had 10,000 [temples]. The list that has been put forward was not even one thousandth of this. The current 
problem really is not one that monks are demanding too much.206 
 
In March 1985, the conflicts over temple property eventually prompted Hu Yaobang, then 
General Party Secretary, to instruct Xi Zhongxun207 to oversee the return policy. Xi laid out the 
material interests and the ideological hangover behind the implementation failure, in which he 
saw a fundamental challenge to party discipline and organization. 
First, the “left” thinking is still binding many of our comrades’ minds. They have failed to recognize the long-
term nature, complexity, popular relevance, and international influence of the religious question. They have 
been accustomed to the method of simple administrative order and have been unwilling and unable to use the 
method of education and guidance in their treatment and handling of the religious question. They have failed to 
recognize the importance and urgency of implementing the Party’s religious policy and of adequately carrying 
out the Party’s work on religion. On the contrary, they have misidentified the Party’s religious policy with 
“propagating the philosophy of idealism” and “fostering religious development.”208 They have been unable to 
conscientiously observe the Party’s policy with regard to religion, religious organizations, religious leaders, 
and the mass believers; they have instead, without any further analysis, accused them (religious organizations 
and people) of “superstition” and “backwardness.” Some [comrades] have even confused religion and religious 
activities with “spiritual pollution.” 
Second, many comrades lack a comprehensive perspective on the stakes of implementing the religious policy. 
They often consciously or unconsciously consider and handle matters from the perspective of the gains and 
losses of their own departments or units, rather than first placing the Party’s policy or the Party’s interests 
above all else. Even in matters concerning the needs of the Party’s cause which the Party and the government 
have expressly stipulated in writing to be implemented, they do not act with rigor and even go so far as to stall 
the implementation. This is in fact a behavioral lack of organization and discipline, a display of impure party 
spirit.209 
 
                                                
206 Ibid. 
207 Xi Zhongxun was Member of the Politburo and the Secretariat at the time. He is the father of Xi Jinping, the 
General Party Secretary of the CPC since 2012. 
208 That is, an ideological deviation from Marxism. 
209 “Yiding’yao zhuajing luoshi dang de zongjiao zhengce” (Must Firmly Grasp and Implement the Party’s Religious 
Policy), April 3, 1985,  in Xinshiqi zongjiao gongzuo wenxian xuanbian (Collections of Documents of Religious 
Work in the New Era). People’s Daily Online Archives. 
<http://cpc.people.com.cn/GB/64184/64186/66704/4495660.html>. Accessed December 27, 2015.  
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Xi also warned the various central state organs against passing down their conflicts to local 
branches. He further instructed local party leadership to take the initiative to implement the 
policy. 
Nowadays, many problems are connected to the higher level authorities in charge. It’s hard to proceed if they 
don’t declare their position, making these problems difficult to solve. The subordinate organs of these tiaotiao 
are under the dual leadership of the higher level authorities and the local party-state organ. Except for 
individual, specific situations, dual leadership should give priority to local leadership. This has always been 
our practice. According to the center’s decision on economic reform, now that all administration should be 
streamlined and power decentralized, [religious property policy] should too be carried out this way.210 
  
After the forceful intervention of the central leadership, the transfer of the 163 temples was 
basically complete by the end of 1985. Yet, the process had also revealed the would-be immense 
political and economic cost if an exhaustive restoration policy was to be implemented. Political 
pragmatism again led the center to determine that the return of temple property can not 
“mechanically copy the policy handling Catholic and Protestant church properties” and that 
“seeking to return all [temples] occupied after Liberation is divorced from reality and impossible 
to achieve.”211 The center therefore resigned from its previous commitment to return all occupied 
religious properties and gave in to the vested interests. 
Those [temple premises] which have long been managed and used by state organs, armed forces, state-owned 
enterprises and public-sector organizations prior to the Cultural Revolution; those buildings which have 
collapsed or have been demolished and whose land have been ratified for public use by the government are no 
longer within the scope of the Buddhist and Taoist property policy implementation. For individual, special 
instances, the local party-state leading organ can act after full consideration of the actual situation.212 
 
Furthermore, the clergy in the historic sites that have been designated as religious venue were 
told to accept the inspection and guidance of the relevant authorities, such as cultural heritage 
and landscaping. The state therefore confirmed both priestly management and multiple 
jurisdiction in historic religious sites. The result was oftentimes the absence of priestly 
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211 “Guanyu luoshi dang de zongjiao zhengce ji youguan wenti de diaocha baogao (The Investigation Report 
regarding Implementing the Party’s Religious Policy and the Related Questions),” issued by the General Office of 
the Central Committee of CPC and State Council, December 29, 1985, in Xinshiqi zongjiao gongzuo wenxian 
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management due to the fact that the entire Buddhist and Taoist establishments were still in their 
early recovery so did their intercessor in the state apparatus.  
The cultural heritage authorities, for example, stipulated that no religious activities shall be 
allowed in historic Buddhist and Taoist sites unless otherwise approved by the State Council and 
that the clerics residing in national cultural heritage sites must accept the leadership of the 
authorities to “ensure the safety of the cultural relics.”213 That the religious community needed 
the approval from those whom it regarded as having illicitly occupied its properties was openly 
criticized by Zhao Puchu as “having gone too far in bullying (qiren taishen)” the Buddhist 
community.214 Amid the protest from the Buddhist leadership, the central leadership organized 
an internal meeting among the concerned parties to straighten out the role of the cultural 
heritage, tourist, and landscaping authorities in temple management. Zhao made a forthright 
criticism about the irony of cultural relics protection. 
The staff of some local cultural heritage departments have been plundering temples by trickery and by force. 
They have committed outrages and tyrannized the Buddhist monks and Taoist priests to the extent beyond 
toleration. The talk of places like Mt. Baiyun being the bases for cultural-relic protection and scientific 
education is purely deceptive. Their real purposes are to wangle money and get rich. They prohibit Buddhist 
and Taoist followers to practice normal religious activities, while they themselves prostrate before the god of 
wealth, engaging in the capitalist commodity fetishism.  
 
Zhao’s description in the 1989 meeting remains widespread. My interview with Master X 
quoted at the beginning of this section was conducted in 2013 and I have heard similar stories 
time and again during my field research. Bureaucratic interests, the political weakness of 
religious organization, and the ambiguous legal status of temple property have helped perpetuate 
commercial exploitation of Buddhist and Taoist sites. 
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The central leadership’s direct intervention fell short of the 163 temples. The Buddhist and 
Taoist communities have since never been able to compile another national list that they had 
previously hoped. Instead, the central state left further reopening of historical temples to the local 
governments, estimated 8,000 on the eve of the Cultural Revolution.215  
In the departmental jockeying over the management of temple properties, the central 
leadership has sided with the religious community by insisting on the principle of priestly 
management, however, without denying co-jurisdiction of other state agencies, such as cultural 
heritage, forestry, tourism and landscaping. As a result, temples without strong political backing 
often fall prey to the commercial exploitations of the state agencies. Even a high-profile case 
such as Daming Temple studied earlier in the section achieved complete priestly management 
only in 1998.216 A SARA official told me with candor that the Administration had been trying to 
but would most likely never be able to reclaim the jurisdiction over these temples. 217 
Furthermore, in tune with the reform policy of decentralization, the center ruled in favor of local 
leadership, which gave the local party branch an upper hand in the management of religious 
sites. This latter decision has tied the fate of religious reestablishment to local state development.  
 
Conclusion  
The chapter begins with the discussion of how the imported legal concept of exclusive individual 
property rights contradicted with the communal ownership of temple property. Individuals 
                                                
215 “Guanyu luoshi dang de zongjiao zhengce ji youguan wenti de diaocha baogao (The Investigation Report 
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empowered by the new law sought to challenge the customary property practices, which forced 
the state to define and to a certain degree defend religious properties. The secular formation of 
the state not only changed the internal property relations of the religious community but its 
external relations, particularly with the state. The modernizing imperatives of the state prompted 
the mass confiscation of temple properties, but they also deployed protections. Now legitimated 
by a new Constitutional order, the state found itself having to abide by the secular principle that 
limited its power over an increasing disquiet religious community. The de jure recognition of 
temple property as distinct from private property and state property was the product of the 
changing internal and external property relations of the religious community. It stood to resist the 
alienation threat from within as well as from the state. The inalienability of temple property was 
accepted by the nascent Communist regime amid the political atmosphere of the united front. 
Yet, the sociopolitical fabric upholding temple’s “social ownership” has largely disappeared after 
three decades of Communist rule. Social ownership has left temple with no unitary claimant and 
renders temple property vulnerable to the vested interests created during the Cultural Revolution 
and reinforced by economic reform. 
The chapter also shows the gap between the Communist regime and the religious leadership 
when it comes to religious revival and property claims. The religious leadership have in mind the 
state of religious establishments prior to the Communist Revolution, as suggested by the 
hundreds of thousands of temples which Zhao Puchu pointed out in his letter to the central 
leadership. Yet, the political leadership are only willing to return the 8,000 temples as recorded 
prior to the Cultural Revolution. Even then, the state cannot implement its own policy due to the 
conflicting bureaucratic interests within the state. To date, Buddhist and Taoist communities 
have not been able to reclaim all the sites that were promised to them in 1980. 
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5 Temple Economy and Modalities of Enclosure 
 
If there’s already a scenic park, the local government will build a temple inside the park; if 
there’s already a temple, it will build a scenic park around the temple; and if there’s nothing, the 
local government will build a temple and then a scenic park around it. 
Venerable Z218 
 
On December 9, 2009, Dengfeng County (Henan Province) and the largest state-owned travel 
group China Travel Service (Hong Kong)219 reached an agreement to form a joint-venture in 
which HKCTS would supply 51 million yuan and the Dengfeng government would invest with 
the management rights of the Songshan Scenic Park (including the Shaolin Scenic Area) valued 
at 49 million yuan for 40 years. Both parties aimed for the joint venture to become a public 
traded company in 2011—an arrangement of which Shaolin Temple claimed to have no 
knowledge.220 The deal sent shock waves to the Buddhist community and the general public. At 
the center of the dispute was if religious property (in this case, the admission income) can be 
divided and traded and if so, who has the authority. Besides, the admission income of the Shaolin 
Scenic Area was estimated 1.5 billion yuan annually.221 49 million yuan was too cheap a price 
for the bundled assets of Songshan Scenic Park. 
Amid the controversy, the temple leadership never explicitly criticized the local 
government, but observers noticed the silent protest in the abbot’s absence at the opening 
ceremony of the new joint-venture on December 27. Shaolin Temple’s legal consultant 
announced that religious income belonged to the temple and its asset manager emphasized that 
                                                
218 Interview with religious leader, Hangzhou, June 2013. 
219 The China National Travel Service (Hong Kong) Group Corporation is a state-owned enterprise under the direct 
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largest travel group in China. 
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Shaolin Temple’s assets, tangible or intangible, belong to the nation as a whole.222 Meanwhile, 
the temple published a prayer entitled “Safeguarding the Intactness of Shaolin Temple’s 
Inheritance: Resisting the Dismemberment and Partition of Shaolin Heritage” which the monks 
chanted in their ritual assemblies. It stated, 
[We] look up in hope to the golden arms of buddhas and bodhisattvas for protecting the intactness of Shaolin 
Temple’s millennium estate, for saving Shaolin heritage from the suffering of dismemberment and partition, 
for preventing a precedent for the nationwide partition of temple properties, for ending the crisis that would 
destroy the ancestral institution and the Buddha’s spiritual lineage. Today [we] repent deeply in front of the 
Buddha on behalf of those who disregarded national laws and policy, repent for your destroying, tarnishing the 
Three Jewels and injuring the Buddha…defying Heaven’s will by offering the ancient monastery for sale.223 
 
Despite the temple leadership have expressed the wish to cancel the entrance fee, Shaolin 
Temple and the local government have long shared the admission income of the Shaolin Scenic 
Park—Shaolin Temple shares 30 percent and the Dengfeng government 70 percent of the 
admission income. In the arrangement with the HKCTS, the Dengfeng authorities alienated the 
admission income to the new joint-venture. Given admission is the major income source of the 
temple, once the joint venture becomes shares of stock and its ownership dispersed among the 
share holders, the question arises—who owns the temple? It is no wonder that the temple 
leadership saw the joint venture as a threat to the temple estate and if succeeded, could become 
the precedent to be followed by other local states and endanger the entire Buddhist 
establishment. There was no doubt for the religious community and the general public that the 
Denfeng leadership had crossed the red line.  
On December 31, after two weeks in the media spotlight, the three parties held a joint press 
conference in the provincial capital, Zhengzhou city government. The Dengfeng mayor 
                                                
222 “Dengfeng jiu shaolin shangshi kai xinwen fabuhui gefang daibiao jin huida sange wenti” (Dengfeng Held Press 
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guaranteed that Shaolin Temple would not be traded publicly, that the joint venture would not 
raise the admission fee, and that Shaolin Temple’s share of income would remain the same, and 
the public nature of the scenic resource and normal religious activities would be protected. The 
abbot announced to the press that the temple welcomed the investment of HKCTS and the 
property rights of Shaolin Temple had been protected in the cooperation between Dengfeng and 
HKCTS. He further emphasized that Shaolin Temple is a religious venue whose core function is 
to channel religious activities and satisfy the mass believers’ needs for religious life and that 
Shaolin Temple, as the ancestral home of Zen Buddhism and the birth place of Shaolin martial 
arts and medical culture, would not participate in the shareholding and operations of the travel 
agency. In short, Shaolin Temple will not be traded publicly.224 
In 2012, ten central state organs issued a joint statement to condemn the widespread 
“building the religious stage to sing the economic opera” (see below and ealrier chapters for 
detailed discussion). Interestingly, this is not the first time the central authorities warned against 
commercial exploitation of temples. In 1996, the Office of the Central Party Committee and the 
Office of the State Council had issued a notification to curb the reckless construction of temples 
by the local state agents. One would find little change between the two documents despite they 
were issued 16 years apart. The Shaolin “public offering” incident is but one example of local 
exploitation of temples in China.  
Chapter 5 is the second of the two chapters devoting to the causes behind the commercial 
exploitation of Buddhist and Taoist temples. Chapter 4 explores the evolution of an ambiguous 
property institution that debilitates the ability of historic temple leadership to defend their 
properties. This chapter will focus on the incentives and strategies of the local state agents who 
take advantage of the institutional ambiguity. To help readers understand the economic value of 
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temple to the local government, the chapter will begin with a discussion of temple economy, 
including a temple’s direct income and the spillover effect of a popular temple.  
 
Direct Temple Income Sources 
Contemporary visitors to many temples in China have to pay for admission. As they stop to gaze 
at and pay respect to the statues of the deities, they would find a merit box a step away. They 
could easily locate a stand for the sale of religious offerings, such as incense and flowers, to the 
deities. They would be asked to light a candle or incense to bring their family health and good 
fortune. They could join the queue to strike the great brass bell for good luck upon paying a fee. 
They could also pay to draw a divination stick and have a cleric interpret the message for them. 
They would further be encouraged to donate for the construction of the temple, staples for 
religious ceremonies, and the printing of religious texts, for which their names or those of their 
families would be listed on the bulletin board at the site, engraved in the architecture, or printed 
on the page of a booklet. They would be able to purchase some refreshments or a vegetarian 
meal at the shops and restaurants at the site. They could also buy religious ornaments, charms, 
scriptures, deity images at the “dissemination department” (liutongchu) at the exit. One’s visit to 
a sizable Buddhist or Taoist temple in China is generally a variant of the above description. 
Temples are economic resources because of their ability to generate incomes. Temple 
incomes can come from a variety of channels: admissions, donations, state subsidies, ritual 
services and other economic operations, such as restaurants, sales of religious symbols and local 
specialties. The local government gains tax revenues and rents from economic activities around 
the temple (such as vending and real estate projects) as well as the investment in the surrounding 
infrastructure. This section will discuss these income sources. 
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Admission 
Admission is a feature that has distinguished temples in China from those in other societies. 
The practice began in their post-Cultural Revolution reconstruction. The temples still standing 
entered the reform era without qualified clergy, ritual specialists and lay followers, except for the 
physical structures and the historic reputations of the sites. The state provided the initial funding 
for the renovation of renowned temples to meet the tourist needs from abroad but promulgated 
the policy of “yisi yangsi, zichou zijian” (self-supporting temples and self-financing 
reconstructions). The immediate pressure for financial independence had left most temples with 
no option but cash in on their “cultural relics” status.225 The state further provided material 
incentives for this financial instrument by exempting admission incomes from taxation.226  
Admission is especially important to temples that have chosen not to rely on or lack other 
means of income (see below). There is no systematic data on temple admission, so I use the 
statistics of cultural relics as an illustration because a great majority of cultural relics were 
religious in nature. In 2011, the gross admission income of the 2,735 administrations of protected 
cultural relics was estimated 2.17 billion yuan, five times the administrations’ other sources of 
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income for the same year.227 These administrations’ reliance on admission had fueled their 
continuous resistance against the state policy to return temple properties. 
Donations 
Merit Box 
     Merit (gongde) is a Buddhist and Taoist reference to virtuous achievement and can be 
accumulated and transferred to other individuals (see Chapter 6 for the discussion of merit 
economy). Only officially sanctioned religious sites are allowed legally to set up merit boxes, but 
it is common for temples without such license to install merit boxes to collect donations. These 
boxes are normally placed right in front of the statues or portraits of the deities. These donations 
fluctuated depending on the number of visitors and generally only make up a very small portion 
of temple revenues. The maintenance and construction of a site requires a stable and continuous 
cash flow. In Buddhism and Taoism’s early recovery, this came mainly from the admission and 
donations from the overseas pilgrims. 
Donations from Overseas Religious Communities  
     The sites reopened in the early 1980s are mostly lineage homes (zuting) of the Buddhist and 
Taoist temples in East and Southeast Asia. A zuting refers to the temple where the founding 
patriarch of a Buddhist or Taoist lineage resided; it is the pilgrimage destination of generations 
of disciples and their followers. Overseas pilgrims started to pour in after the end of the Cultural 
Revolution to reconnect with their origins. They provided timely capital for early reconstructions. 
The traces of international donations are everywhere in these sites, on the engravings of the 
steles, pillars, bells, walls, sculptures and signboards. The increasing contact with overseas 
                                                
227 Ministry of Culture of the People’s Republic of China. Zhongguo wenhua wenwu tongji nianjian 2012 (China 
Statistical Yearbook of Culture and Cultural Relics 2012). Beijing: National Library of China Publishing House 
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religious communities sparked state concerns about “foreign infiltration” as well as negative 
publicity resulting from some temple management’s blunt demands for monetary contributions. 
The central state has thus ordered temples to acquire provincial approval before accepting any 
single donation that exceeds one million yuan and for any donations whose purpose is to erect 
new temples in China; any foreign proposal to establish a religious school will need central state 
approval.228 
Big Merit Holders   
Large donations come from big “merit holders” (gongdezhu). A merit holder is someone 
who protects and sustains (huchi) the monastic institution, especially through financial means. 
An accomplished monk with great repute can attract big merit holders and numerous lay 
followers. In the dynastic period, big merit holders were generally members of the local gentry 
society and the imperial court. They provided financial support, manpower, knowledge, and 
skills in events such as construction, festivals and compiling temple histories. In contemporary 
China, they are mostly business owners. Big merit holders provide various kinds of support. 
Their resources come in handy when temples are hosting large-scale events as well as regular 
activities.  
Religious leaders and big merit holders often have close personal relationships. Big merit 
holders are treated with high respect when they visit the site. They are received by the temple 
management and are able to meet with the abbot personally to seek religious guidance. Similarly, 
the abbot can call upon the big merit holders for financial support especially when there are big 
construction projects.  
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Temple Construction   
     Continuous construction and maintenance of the site is the major source of income. Temples 
use projects to attract donations that often exceed the amounts needed for the specific projects. 
The donors will be credited with their names engraved on the steles for posterity except for the 
rare cases in which they wish to be anonymous. Table 1 shows a list of merit items that donors 
could adopt at one of the temples where I did my field work. The temple continued to use it for 
fund raising after all the projects were complete. 
 
Table 1 Merit Items for the Reconstruction of Temple East (1 yuan=0.16 USD ) 
Merit Items Amount (yuan) Remarks 
Arahant Sculpture 2,000,000 Name on stele for posterity 
Wall Sculpture—Life of Buddha 1,000,000 Name on stele for posterity 
Main Shrine Pillar—Inside 1,000,000 Name on stele for posterity 
Main Shrine Pillar—Outside  500,000 Name on stele for posterity 
Eternal Light—Buddha Statue 200,000 Name on stele for posterity 
Corridor Pillar—Front 100,000 Name on stele for posterity 
Corridor Pillar—Back 50,000 Name on stele for posterity 
Big Buddha Statue 50,000 Name on stele for posterity 
Small Buddha Statue 10,000 Name on stele for posterity 
The Great Drum 2,000 Name engraving (on the item) 
The Great Bell 1,000 Name engraving 
Small Jade Buddha 1,000 Name engraving 
Wall Paintings—Buddhist Stories 1,000 Name engraving 
Roof Tile 1,000  
Brick 500  
Merit donation at will (suixi 
gongde) 
Any amount  
 
Ritual Services   
Temples also attract donations through providing ritual services, including grand rituals for 
special occasions, regular ritual assemblies and everyday ritual services. An example of a grand 
ritual is kaiguang, literally “opening brightness” or “opening the eyes.” Kaiguang is a 
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complicated series of rites in the opening ceremony of a new deity statue. The ritual is always 
performed by an accomplished master. In Taoism, the ritual is meant to introduce the fine spirits 
of the universe into the statue; whereas in Buddhism, it symbolizes the abiding and eternal 
presence of the Buddha’s teachings. Kaiguang has been associated with spiritual power among 
the populace because it is believed that the ritual transforms the statue from a mere object to a 
vessel of the deity. Even the clerics that regard the ritual as simply symbolic and having little to 
do with their religious teachings have recognized the need to organize it for the mass followers.  
Another example is the ritual assembly in the seventh month of the lunar calendar to deliver 
all beings from suffering. Buddhists and Taoists believe that participation in such rituals will not 
only bring peace to the community but also generate karma merits for themselves to avert 
calamities. They can take advantage of the collective resolve to repent so as to ease the 
sufferings of the self and others from past karmas. Individuals can contribute by personally 
participating in the ritual or adopting “merit items” such as the offerings to the spirits and meals 
for the participants. In return, the name plaques of the donors and their families and ancestors 
will be placed on the altars as the recipients of the ritual’s karma merits. The donors can also 
choose their karma creditors (yuanqin zhaizhu) to be the subjects of such merits. Many temples 
price the name plaques. The prices differ according to the financing strategy and donor base of 
the temple and the scale of the ritual. A name plaque at the center of the altar can cost up to tens 
of thousands of dollars. Generally speaking, temples with a broad donor base are less likely to 





Table 2 Merit Items for the Festival of Water and Land at Temple Wisdom 
 
Functions Merit Items Amount (yuan) 
Sponsorship Head Sponsorship 100,000 
 Deputy Sponsorship 80,000 
 Second Deputy Sponsorship 50,000 
Inner Alter Happiness Sponsorship 30,000 
 Wealth Sponsorship 20,000 
 Longevity Sponsorship 10,000 
 Rejoicing Sponsorship 2,000 
Outer Alter Big Plate 1,000 
 Plate 200 
Lamp Offering  500 
Flower Offering  200 
 
Sales Incomes 
Buddhism and Taoism prohibit the clergy from engaging in monetary transactions so the 
task is often left to the laypeople. The aversion to monetary transactions can be exemplified in 
the everyday language of the community. Shops in temples are often called “dharma instrument 
dissemination department” (fawu liutongchu) and members of the communities replace “buy” 
(mai) with “request” (qing) when they purchase goods from the shops.  
Temples are designated as non-profit organizations and therefore entitled to tax exemptions. 
However, this also means that the commercial activities that temples can legally conduct are very 
limited. The sales of religious symbols, such as charms, beads, religious texts, and deity image, 
is officially recognized as legitimate commercial activities. The pricing of a religious symbol not 
only depends on its material and aesthetic values, but if it has been blessed by a religious master. 
Blessed objects are highly sought after, although these sale is highly criticized in the religious 
communities. Most temples also run vegetarian restaurants and some take advantage of their 
scenic locations by opening up tea houses in the name of local cultural promotion.  
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State Subsidies 
Temples that are also cultural heritage sites receive state subsidies. Until 1995, there was no 
clear rule as to which level of government should shoulder the cost of maintenance. The result 
was negligence and lack of protection. In 1997, the State Council demanded local authorities to 
include cultural heritage protection in their budgets, which was further canonized in the 2002 
Law on Protection of Cultural Relics. The central government in 2013 also established a special 
fund solely for the maintenance and protection of the designated national heritage sites and 
archeological explorations. Although all local authorities at county level and above are required 
by law to finance the protection of cultural relics, the majority funding has come from the central 
and provincial governments. The 2,573 ongoing maintenance projects in 2011 had a total budget 
of 127.36 billion yuan. As of 2011, the Administrations of Protected Cultural Relics at all levels 
had received 6.64 billion yuan through financial transfer, including 3.36 billion yuan from the 
central government and 1.19 billion yuan from the provincial governments.229 
Beyond Temples: Rents and Tax Revenues 
A local government benefits from the temple economy through the tax revenues it generates. A 
historic pilgrimage site draws millions of domestic as well as international pilgrims and tourists 
annually. For example, the renowned Buddhist pilgrimage center Mt. Putuo received 6.64 
million visitors in 2015.230 Regional religious centers are also major local tourist attractions. 
During the 2014 Chinese New Year, the major eight temples in Hangzhou City received 1.07 
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million visitors within one week.231 The accommodations of the visitors, including hotels, 
transportations, restaurants, and souvenirs generate employment, and local tax revenues, such as 
business tax, urban maintenance and construction tax, local educational surtax, stamp duty, 
income tax, house property tax, and land use tax. Furthermore, the local state can collect rents 
from the vendors around the temples by leasing the market place. The local state can also sell or 
rent lands to the real estate developers since the proximity to a temple often increases the real 
estate values in the surrounding areas.  
The Chinese government does not systematically collect records on temple economy.232 
Hence, I use the average tourist expenditure per trip233 to illustrate its spillover effects. The 
average domestic tourist expenditure per trip in 2014 is 839 yuan and the average expenditure of 
international tourists inside China is 443 U.S. dollars.234 Accordingly, a site of annual 3 million 
domestic visitors and 2 million international tourists would generate a total consumption of 
around 7.8 billion yuan. The spillover effects are substantial even if only half of the expenditures 
go to the host communities.  
The tourist industry has been expanding rapidly. Over the course of two decades, domestic 
tourists grew by six-fold and international tourists almost tripled.235 Investment in religious 
tourism almost guarantees positive returns. An economically successful temple brings in non-tax 
incomes as well as tax revenues, enlarges local GDPs and decreases local fiscal burden of 
                                                
231 “Hangzhou bada siyuan chunjie yingke po baiwan, sanzhu mianfei qingxiang tian renqi” (Hangzhou Big Eight 
Temples Hosted More than 1 Million Visitors during the Spring Festival, Three Free Incense Increased Popularity). 
China News, February 7, 2014. <http://www.chinanews.com/sh/2014/02-07/5809894.shtml>. Accessed February 23, 
2016. 
232 Interview with government official, Shanghai, March 2014.  
233 A trip refers to any travel for sight-seeing, vacation, visiting relatives, medical treatment, shopping, attending 
conference, or to engage in economic, cultural, sports and religious activities. The expenditures include 
transportation, sighting, accommodation, food, shopping, and entertainment. See National Data (National Bureau of 
Statistics of China). Annual Data, Tourism, n.d. <http://data.stats.gov.cn/english/easyquery.htm?cn=C01>. Accessed 
November 6, 2015. 
234 Ibid. 
235 Domestic tourists grew from 629 million in 1995 to 3,611 million in 2014; international tourists increased from 
46.39 million to 128.49 million people. Ibid. 
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cultural heritage protection. Temple hence presents a wide range of economic opportunities for 
the host communities and strong incentives for local governments to promote and harvest temple 
economy.  
Yet, the commercial exploitation of temples risks tainting a site’s reputation, decreasing its 
popularity, and hurting its ability to produce future rents, which begs the question as to why so 
many local leaders opt for such a model. The literature on the Chinese local state behavior 
provides two possible and overlapping explanations: the “high-powered” incentives and short 
time horizons of local state leaders in the cadre management system. 
 
The “High-Powered” Cadre Responsibility System and Imbalanced Fiscal Structure  
In the 1990s the CPC adopts a cadre responsibility and evaluation system to control and monitor 
its local agents in the nomenklatura.236 The Party set up specific performance criteria for local 
party and government leaders, such as industrial output, taxes and profits remitted, fiscal income, 
retail sales, population growth rate, grain output, infrastructural investment realized, and 
compulsory education completion rate (Whiting 2004: 105). These criteria are assigned points 
based on their priority and can be divided into soft targets, hard targets, and veto targets. These 
targets are tied to the promotion and annual bonuses of the local leaders. Hard targets are almost 
always economic criteria. A “veto” (yipiao foujue) target is political in nature and the failure to 
meet the target will cancel out all other successful performances of the locale. The state 
designated veto targets are few and the most notable one is the one-child policy, but local leaders 
might arbitrarily establish various veto targets for the lower-level governments in order to 
achieve their own performance targets. This incentive structure of the cadre evaluation system is 
                                                
236 The nomenklatura is a list of all political and administrative posts managed by the Organization Department. 
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“high-powered” as described by Susan Whiting because strong performances generate payoffs 
that account for a large portion of the cadre’s total income. The leading cadres of a locale are 
evaluated by the next level party organ, but the bonus payment is financed by the locale’s own 
collective funds. Moreover, the percentage of cadres evaluated as excellent is limited, pitting 
local leaders against each other. The system ensures state control over local state agents while 
maintaining local initiatives for economic development. Under the “high-powered” incentive 
structure, the local leaders are driven to pursue hard targets oftentimes at the cost of other 
incompatible tasks. This phenomenon is further exacerbated by frequent cadre rotation. 
Edin (2003) points out that cadre rotation has increased in frequency in the 1990s as a 
Party’s strategy of agent control. Interestingly, her research shows that economically successful 
townships often have non-native leaders, which she interprets as the result of the Communist 
Party’s frequent rotation of better-performing cadres for the purpose of cadre control. I would 
like to suggest that the economic success of non-native cadres might also be the result of their 
detachment from the locale they serve, which allows them to concentrate on the short-term, 
measurable hard targets at the cost of long-term, sustainable development. This problem of 
“moral hazard” is well captured by Eaton and Kostka’s (2014) study of local implementation of 
environmental policies in three provinces: Shanxi, Hunan, and Shandong. They draw from 
Olson’s (1993) theory of “roving vs. stationary bandits” and public goods provisions. Short time 
horizons incentivize the rational self-interested roving bandits to plunder and free them from 
accounting for the long term consequences of their decisions. Based on the data of 898 municipal 
Party secretaries appointed between 1993 and 2011, they find that the local leaders in China had 
surprisingly short tenure averaging 3.8 years (2014: 362). Their study suggests that under the 
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time pressure to perform for promotion, local leaders often selected quickly visible and 
measurable projects despite the damages these would do to efficient and sustainable growth.237  
Another major institutional reform has also greatly changed local economic behaviors. The 
Third Plenary of 1993 initiated a comprehensive fiscal, tax and banking reform that would 
overhaul the power dispositions between the central and local state. The reform introduced, 
among others, separate local and central tax collecting systems and value added tax shared by the 
central and local governments (75 percent for the center and 25 percent for the local state). The 
new system was designed to solve the central government’s fiscal crisis and a repeatedly 
overheated economy incentivized by a fiscal contracting system that allowed the local state to 
keep all the revenues (extra-budgetary funds) after submitting a negotiated portion to the center. 
The contracting system provided strong incentives for local state development, and yet under soft 
budget constraints, the growth was established on inefficient and unsustainable investments. The 
extra-budgetary funds also created serious principal-agent problems in which the local state 
agents used public resources to enrich themselves, whereas the center suffered from chronic 
fiscal deficits—on the eve of the reform, the central government’s share of the total state 
revenues was only 22 percent.238  
The new tax-sharing system successfully centralized the fiscal structure and redistributed 
the share of state incomes. The central government’s share has since 1995 increased to an 
average above 50 percent.239 Yet, the reform has failed to rewrite the division of government 
duties between the central state and local governments which were still responsible for the 
                                                
237 The same logic also dictated which project gets selected in one issue domain. Take environmental protection for 
example, reforestation projects are preferable to carbon intensity reductions because planting trees is observable and 
easily measurable. 




majority of government functions and developmental goals but have now lost the fiscal means to 
perform them. In 1993, the year before the fiscal reform, the local state shared 78 percent of the 
total revenues and shouldered 71.7 percent of public spending. In 2012, the local state’s share 
was reduced to 52 percent but its share of public spending increased to 85 percent.240 The 
structural fiscal imbalance has forced many local governments to resort to land sales and debt 
instruments in order to finance government spending and investments. As of June 2013, the local 
governments had amassed 2.95 trillion dollars (36 percent of the 2012 GDP) worth of debt 
obligations. Between 2010 and 2013, the debt grew at an annual rate of 14.41 percent at the 
provincial level, 17.36 percent at the prefectural level, and 26.59 percent at the county level.241  
The concentration of power in the party secretary, the unbalanced fiscal structure and 
soaring local debt, and the pressure to produce short-term economic growth more often than not 
override the protection duties of each department handed down through the tiaotiao command. 
For example, in a letter to the directors of the lower-level administrations of protected cultural 
relics, a provincial cultural bureau chief advised his subordinates not to openly and directly 
confront the law-breaking and profit-seeking local leaders, since this will only result in their 
meaningless sacrifice. 
[Our] economy is growing rapidly, front runners naturally get to reap the greatest benefits…Some local 
governments inevitably resort to ideas and measures in order to bring quick returns…But how [do we] stop 
individual leaders’ law-breaking behaviors in the work of cultural relics? This is a matter of art and skills. First, 
[you] should report [the violation] in written form on behalf of [our] department to the said leaders as well as 
the next higher level department…Keep the documents of both issuing and receiving ends on file…to clarify 
responsibilities. Second…do not talk big principles to the leaders and to the related departments at various 
levels. Talk sense [into them] about where it matters. For example, [tell them that] the protection and good use 
of an old village can develop tourism…and increase village income…Third, let the People’s Congress, CPPCC, 
celebrities, and the mass speak on our behalf. The effectiveness of our small director’s direct opposition to the 
superior’s improper policy is far less than the opposition of the People’s Congress, CPPCC, and celebrities. 
Even the joint petition of opposition by the mass is more effective than our opposition…Anyways, [you] grass-
                                                
240 Ibid. 
241 “2013 Zhonghua renmin gongheguo shenjishu shenji jieguo gonggao” (The 2013 National Auditing Result 
Report), No. 32, <http://www.audit.gov.cn/n1992130/n1992150/n1992379/3432165.html>. Accessed April 8, 2014. 
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roots directors…there is no need to tough it out against individual law-breaking leaders…and sacrifice in 
vein.242  
 
Economic decentralization revived local economy and reestablished the Communist Party’s 
legitimacy to rule, but it weakened the central state’s fiscal capacity and control over its local 
agents. Yet interestingly, such decentralization has to a certain extent allowed the central state to 
detach itself from the exploitative behaviors of its local agents. 
Regime Stability and the Centralized Political Order 
Unlike the local states, the central leadership is subject to a much longer tenure. The post-
Mao leadership lineups have been determined before their tenures begin. The Communist Party 
has since 1979 experienced two peaceful leadership transitions. The past two generations of 
leadership each served two full terms. In the Olsonian metaphor, the central leaders are 
“stationary bandits” that have strong incentives to provide public goods to ensure long-term tax 
returns. Furthermore, the top leaders are not only concerned with the material resources for the 
mere purpose of taxation but the “hearts and minds” of the people. Shue (2004) suggests that the 
Chinese state’s legitimacy lies in its political capacity to maintain social order and stability in 
which economy is allowed to grow rather than economic growth per se. She traces the concept of 
social order to the dynastic, cosmological ideals of “truth, benevolence, and glory,” whose 
modern manifestation will be the state’s “possession of a special knowledge of transcendent 
truth, benevolent care for the common people, and the conscious glorification of the Chinese 
nation (69).” It is this project of legitimation that has driven the modern Chinese state to attack 
counter-hegemonic movements, such as the “reactionary sects and secret societies” (fandong 
huidaomen) and recently Falun Gong (See Chapter 2). It is also the logic of legitimation that 
                                                
242 Qiang He. “He jiceng wenwu guanli suozhang shuodian xinlihua” (Speaking A Few Words from Heart with the 
Directors of the Grass-roots Level Administrations of Protected Cultural Relics). Zhongguo Wenwu Bao (China 
Cultural Relic News), December 12, 2012: 3. Print. 
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prompted the central state to condemn the commercially driven, mass constructions of temples as 
“having no concerns for social effects but economic benefits.”243 The central state’s legitimacy 
concerns which are less economic than social and cultural. We see that the state took on the job 
of defining and defending “normal” religious practices, such as the quantity of religious sites, the 
style of temple architectures, permissible rituals, and the authenticity of the clergy. It expressed 
concerns for the religious sentiment of the people, and the civilizational advancement of the 
Chinese nation.  
Religion benefits the regime by legitimating its authority as suggested by Weber and Marx. 
Bourdieu further elaborates the processes. He argues that the religious field, like other fields, 
contains an economic logic that actors and institutions compete to produce, accumulate, and 
control the legitimate forms of capital. Since capital is transferable from one field to another, the 
stake of the central state’s dominance in the religious field is also that it allows the state to 
perform better in the political and economic fields. However, in a given religious field, the state 
is only one major structuring force structured by other sets of contending relations, including 
between opposing classes, among religious specialists, between specialists and laity, and 
between the dominant religious establishment and the heresiarch (Bourdieu 1991; Rey 2004). 
The central leadership’s goal to maintain social and political order during its tenure requires a 
sustainable and comprehensive project of legitimation of which religious consent is a part.  
A successful temple will expect to prosper the locale and shoulder social welfare functions. 
A pilgrimage center provides cultural capital for regional influences domestically as well as 
internationally. The diplomatic and cultural functions of religion have protected many religious 
                                                
243  “Guanyu zhizhi luanjian miaoyu he lutian foxiang de yijian” (Opinion regarding Curbing the Reckless 
Construction of Temples and Outdoor Buddha Statues), drafted by Ministry of United Front Work and Religious 
Affairs Bureau, issued by the General Office of the CPC and the General Office of the State Council on December 
13, 1996. Beidafabao. Peking University Center for Legal Information and Beijing ChinaLawInfo Co. Ltd. Web. 
<http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.2.46266>. Accessed August 6, 2016. 
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sites from demolition and facilitated their reopening after the Cultural Revolution (see Chapter 
4). The commercial exploitations of temples can jeopardize these prospects by driving away 
learned and devoted clerics and will in the long run decrease the spirituality of the sites along 
with their popularity among tourists and pilgrims who are the main consumers in the temple 
economy. 
In 2012, ten central state organs collectively issued an opinion to rectify the problem of 
temple commodification. The document reiterated the ban on abnormal religious activities, such 
as using local economic development and promoting traditional culture as excuses to erect new 
temples, leasing temples to commercial interests, employing fake monks, illegally setting up 
merit boxes and receiving religious donations, selling highly-priced incense, publicly trading 
temples on the stock market, and so on.244 SARA has since 2014 begun to publicize on its 
website a database of lawfully registered 33,652 Buddhist and 8,269 Taoist venues.245 Moreover, 
SARA began issuing and installing placards to be hung up at these sanctioned sites.246 The logic 
is to provide the general public a tool to differentiate the BRA-supervised temples from temples 
managed by other state authorities or private interests. Through these measure, SARA asserts its 
                                                
244 “Guanyu chuli sheji fojiao simiao, daojiao gongguan guanli wenti youguan de yijian” (Opinions regarding 
Handling the Problems concerning the Management of Buddhist and Taoist Temples), issued by the Department of 
the United Front Work, the State Administration for Religious Affairs, the National Development and Reform 
Commission, Ministry of Public Security, Ministry of Housing and Rural-Urban Development, Ministry of Culture, 
State Administration for Industry and Commerce, Ministry of Tourism, Security Regulatory Commission, and the 
State Administration of Cultural Heritage on October 8, 2012. Beidafabao. Peking University Center for Legal 
Information and Beijing ChinaLawInfo Co. Ltd. Web. <http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.4.186780>. Accessed August 6, 2016. 
245 “Guanyu bufen shengshi yifa dengji de fojiao daojiao huodong changsuo jiben xunxi gonggao” (Announcement 
regarding the Basic Information of Lawfully Registered Buddhist and Taoist Venues in Some Provinces and 
Municipalities). State Administration for Religious Affairs. Web. April 17, 2014. 
<http://www.sara.gov.cn/csjbxx/zjhdcsjbxx_zxdt/79383.htm>. Accessed March 1, 2016. The Website is Zongjiao 
huodong changsuo jiben xunxi (Basic Information of Religious Venues). Web. <http://www.sara.gov.cn/csjbxx/>. 
Accessed March 1, 2016. Despite the webpage adopts a general title of “religious venues,” the information provided 
concerns only Buddhism and Taoism.  
246 “Guojia zongjiaoju ‘duoguanqixia’ bang gongzhong shibie zhengjia simiaogongguan deng zongjiao changsuo” 
(State Administration for Religious Affairs Adopting Multiple Measures to Help the People Identify True Temples 
and Monasteries from False Ones among Religious Venues). Xinhua News. January 14, 2016. 
<http://news.xinhuanet.com/politics/2016-01/14/c_1117779443.htm>. Accessed June 23, 2016. 
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authority over religious affairs. Temples that are not supposed to serve religious factions, 
including cultural relics and scenic spots, can no longer in the eyes of the general public, perform 
religious services and receive religious donations. However, as will be shown later, the problem 
is that legality does not suffice to be an index for religious legitimacy. Illicit religious activities 
have been regularly associated with government controlled or sponsored temples. The principle 
of territorial jurisdiction and the centralization of power in the party secretary often override 
tiaotiao command. Local BRA cadres would most likely to register commercialized temples as 
religious venues if pressured by their party leaders. Besides, illegality does not mean the site is 
less legitimate among religious followers. Most small or newly emerging religious groups have 
trouble registering, including those who seek state recognition, as a result of strict registration 
criteria (see Chapter 3). 
The central state objects religious commodification, but its objection has not provided 
sufficient institutional incentives to override the local leaders’ imperative to deliver short-term 
economic growth, which is why enclosure continues despite the central state’s repeated 
denunciations. In fact, the strengthened principal-agent control after the 1994 fiscal reform has 
intensified the “high-powered” economic incentives that have been driving mass temple 
enclosure. The fiscal reform also enhanced the power of the central state vis-à-vis its local agents 
because of the increasing local dependency on the central fiscal transfer (Oi et al. 2012). The 
cadres pressured to fulfill the developmental tasks often preyed on the local population as 
numerous cases of land seizure suggested. It was under this context that the rush to construct and 
enclose temples arose. As a monk summarized to me, 
A local leader’s promotion or demotion is contingent on economic development. Each term is only five years. 
As long as he can ensure that no big social incident breaks out during his five-year tenure while making 
advancement in economy, he is likely to get promoted. The repercussion of his term will then be the problem 
of the next government… The results of matters like Culture can’t be visible within one or two terms. The 
official’s effort now may end up being the competing official’s trousseau later, which increases his 
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competitor’s gaming chips. This has also resulted in the short-sightedness of local officials. As far as they are 
concerned, the key is to turn a cultural brand into real, visible benefits within their tenure… [This is] the 
reason why local governments in China have attempted constantly to enclose famous mountains (mingshan) 
and great rivers and set up scenic park committees.247 
 
Modalities of Enclosure 
A popular temple brings substantive economic value to the temple management as well as the 
local community. Local governments benefit from the presence of a popular temple through 
taxation, land sales or rentals, and a variety of investment projects. For government-controlled 
temples, the occupying agents can gross all the direct incomes. As to temples of priestly 
management, the government regularly resorts to enclosure. This section details the common 
tactics of government enclosure.  
Enclosure: A Definition 
Temple enclosure is typified by the physical separation of the entire or part of a temple 
along with its affiliated structures and lands from its surroundings. The enclosed area will then 
be developed into a scenic park and the processes in general include the eviction and relocation 
of local residents, building infrastructure, and investment promotion. The purpose is to control 
and price temple access, therefore creating and reaping the part of temple economy that would 
otherwise be outside of government reach. The clergy of an enclosed site lose part of the temple 
revenues and management autonomy because the additional access cost crowds out donations to 
temple and the clergy have little control over the activities in the enclosed space that is outside of 
their jurisdiction. 
The effects of enclosure vary according to the religious significance of the enclosed temple. 
A pilgrimage center is pivotal in the religion’s development and is irreplaceable among the 
pilgrims and secular visitors alike. The enclosure of a pilgrimage center guarantees continuous 
                                                
247 Interview with religious leader, Beijing, July, 2014. 
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economic rents due to the inelasticity of demand. However, regional temples are traditional 
literati destinations, a historic scenic spot, or the lineage homes only to a particular school, a 
significance not always shared by all the lay people and tourists. Hence, the demand for regional 
temples is more likely to fluctuate with price and the quality of its service. These temples will 
suffer the greatest loss if being enclosed.  
Temples Inside Scenic Parks 
Temples are generally located in remote areas with splendid scenery. They have been the 
destinations of gentry travel and inspirations of Chinese literature and art. As the embodiment of 
local cultural history, these sites have been the target of the local state’s development projects in 
an era of commercialized tourism (Nyiri 2006). The remote location makes it easier for the local 
state and developer to embark on enclosure due to the much lower cost of land requisition. 
Similarly, the cost to enclose an urban temple is much higher and the local government is less 
likely to employ the strategy. 
When a local government encloses a large area to be a scenic park, it also dispatches a 
management committee to be in charge of its development and administration. The management 
committee is also entrusted to coordinate the different authorities, such as religion, tourism, 
water resources, forestry, cultural heritage protection because each department is also subject to 
its tiaotiao command. The scenic park management committee was initially meant to prevent 
various agencies from each setting up their own ticket office for the access to their parts of 
jurisdiction. Now it is a standardized institutional arrangement and an extension of the local 
government. 
All major Buddhist and Taoist pilgrimage centers have been enclosed as the national 
cultural heritage sites and receive millions of overseas as well as domestic visitors every year.  
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The admission can be as high as 240 yuan, or 16 percent of the average national monthly per 
capita disposable income.248 Their infrastructure and services aim at providing for mass tourists 
and one can hardly encounter a priest unless the visit is prearranged as a religious exchange. 
These “famous mountains” (mingshan) are generally comprised of a complex of temples that 
belong to different government agencies, with only a few run by the clergy. Nearly all of them 
set up merit boxes to collect donations, despite the fact that such instruments are against the 
official religious policy.249 “The general followers do not know the difference [between the 
various managements]…We would not want to offend the local government or other departments 
by publicizing this. I’m telling you about it only because you are a researcher,” commented the 
host master I met in one of the mingshan at the end of a pilgrimage. 
Enclosure forces the temple to share revenues with the government. Seven of my cases are 
enclosed (Dragon, Cloud, Clarity, Being, Harmony, Light, and Crystal) and four (East, Buddha, 
West, Dragon) out of the nine zero-admission temples have at some point been under the 
pressure of enclosure, the study of which will be the focus of the next chapter. In some enclosed 
cases, the local governments and the temple divided the admission (Crystal). In other cases when 
both sides chose to keep their incomes separate (Dragon, Cloud, Clarity, Beijing, Harmony, and 
Light), the visitors would have to pay for two tickets, one for the scenic park and the other for 
the temple. 
                                                
248 “2013 China’s Disposable Income Per Capita Reaches 18,311 yuan, A Real Increase of 8.1%.” February 24, 2014. 
China News, <http://www.chinanews.com/gn/2014/02-24/5874242.shtml>. Accessed April 15, 2014.  
249 “Guanyu buzuowei zongjiao huodong changsuo de fodaojiao siguan bude shouqu bushi, chushou zongjiao 
yongpin de tongzhi (Notification regarding the Ban on the Collection of Religious Donations and the Sales of 
Religious Instruments in the Buddhist and Taoist Temples that are not Sanctioned Religious Venues),” issued on 
August 14, 1982. “Guanyu buzuowei zongjiao changsuo de siguan jiaotang deng gujianzhu bude congshi zongjiao 
han mixin huodong de tongzhi (Notification regarding the Ban on the Religious and Superstitious Activities in the 
Ancient Temples and Churches that are not Sanctioned Religious Venues),” issued by the Ministry of Culture on 
January 18, 1984. Chinalawinfo Co., Ltd and Peking University Center for Legal Information. Web. 
<http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.4.29674>. Accessed August 6, 2016. 
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I further divide them into three groups based on the level of local economic development 
using the 2012 GDP per capita: low-income ($3,000-6,100), middle-income ($6100-12,200), and 
high-income ($12,200-). The distribution of the GDP per capita among the 17 counties where the 
23 temples are located varies from around half ($3,100) to nearly five times the national average 
($31,000). The table shows that sizable open temple can appear in any level of economic 
development so does enclosing pressure. This suggests that enclosure as a developmental 
strategy may be linked more to the performative imperative of the local officials then the 
economic development of the locale. The status of “temple of national significance” does not 
make a temple more accessible. As a matter fact, of the 13 temples surveyed, five were enclosed 
inside scenic parks and one had previously encountered enclosing pressure (Temple Buddha) 
from the local government. Only Temple Zen has maintained open access since 1983 when the 
list was first announced by the State Council. This might have to do with the fact that these 
temples are almost always cultural relics, and the state encouraged using tourist money to 












Table 3 Admission of Cases in 2012-3 (1 yuan=0.16 USD )250 
Site Admission (yuan) National Significance GDP per capita ($) Temple Park 
East 0    
North 10  ✓ 
12,200- South 15   
Palace 210  
Flower 0    
Life 0    
Zen 0  ✓  
Buddha 0  ✓  West 0  ✓ 
Path 5    
Compassion 10  ✓  
Longevity 10  ✓ 6,100-12,200 
Literati 20  ✓  
Garden 25  ✓  
Wisdom 45  ✓  
Being 5 160 ✓  
Light   30   45 ✓  
Crystal 90   
Purity 0    
Dragon 0 20   
Cloud 0 40  Below 6,100 
Clarity 5 10 ✓  
Harmony 15 240 ✓ 
 
Enclosing a temple in a scenic park often generates tensions between the temple 
management and the local government for both religious and economic reasons. First, enclosure 
makes regular visits by lay followers impossible. This together with the ban on religious 
activities beyond the sanctioned sites cripples the religious functions of the temple and the 
clergy’s leadership role in religious beliefs.251 One master lamented, “All we can do is sit inside 
                                                
250 See Appendices for raw data. 
251 See Chapter 3 for a discussion about the connection between spatial segregation of religious activities and 
religious control. 
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the temple, waiting for the followers.”252 Second, enclosure diverts tourist consumption and 
results in a net loss of temple incomes. Tourists may drop less money in the merit boxes or 
bypass the temple as the admission to the park already takes up a portion of their expenditure. 
Finally, the temple management has little control over the unorthodox religious practices, such as 
divining and drawing lots, in the scenic park that may eventually tarnish the reputation of the 
temple. As indicated earlier by the interviewee, most visitors are not aware of the separate 
jurisdiction between the park authorities and the temple, and the clergy avoid revealing their 
illicit practices for fear of antagonizing these vested interests. 
Temples for Lease 
Local states also lease the temples within their jurisdiction to state-owned or private tourist 
and development agencies. Some of these temples are erected as local tourist attractions and 
others are historical temples that have ceased religious activities. Contractors pay a fixed annual 
fee or a portion of the temple’s net incomes to the local government. The management often 
collaborates with the local travel agents and awards tour guides that bring over customers. The 
route of visit is always a deliberate design to invoke consumptions and donations. Tourists are 
constantly pressured to purchase highly priced religious services to reverse mishaps and secure 
good fortunes, such as fortune telling, burning incents, or purchasing “kaiguang” religious 
symbols. Since the clerics are most likely not ordained, the above services are violations of the 
official policy and the resulting incomes are illegal. These temples operating to maximize one 
time tourist consumptions are commonly blamed for the wide spread religious commodification, 
but such temples are able to thrive with the acquiescence of the local government.  
                                                
252 Interview with religious leader, Hebei, September, 2013. 
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Leasing temples to private persons opens the opportunities for the commercial exploitation 
of religions. Yet, it also provides lay people or priests with access to unclaimed religious sites—a 
scarce resource under China’s strict constraints on new temple construction.253 The abbot of 
Temple South contracted the management rights to oversee its refurbishment under the 
instruction of his late master who believed Temple South to be where his lineage patriarch 
rested. Under his leadership, the temple has refrained from introducing commercialized activities 
and managed to maintain a high level of public accessibility. It is not uncommon for the local 
government to invite reputable monks to manage the temple within its jurisdiction, since they 
bring ritual expertise, great fame along with lay followers and financial means.254 The clergy of 
Temple East adopted the reconstruction project of Temple Dragon. Nonetheless, the project was 
short-lived because of the local government’s failure to complete the planned land acquisition 
adjacent to the temple and the opposition from local competitors.255  
The local state treats temples as production units that bring in revenues. This not only 
enables private contractors not bound by religious norms to bid for the spiritual space, but also 
creates an opportunity for the religious community to circumvent the restrictions of erecting new 
temples by taking over an existing site. On the one hand, the commercial interests seek to 
maximize their profits within the limited term of their contracts by charging high admission fee 
and commercializing religious services. On the other hand, the religious leadership try to expand 
their influence by purchasing the use rights from the occupying agents. Despite priestly 
management of leased temples in general leads to lower admission fee, payment to the 
occupying state agents increases the operation cost of the temple. Temple leasing is inevitably a 
                                                
253 The central authorities in 1996 announced that the erection of a new temple would require provincial-level 
permission. The regulation was a response to the mass construction of temples in the mid-1990s. See Chapter 3 for a 
detailed discussion. 
254 Interview with religious leader, Nanjing, June 2013. 
255 Chapter 6 provides a detailed case study of Temple Dragon. 
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net loss to the religious community as a whole since it prevents a substantial amount of temple 
income from being re-invested in religious establishments. Worse, the commercial exploitation is 
inherently contradictory to Buddhist and Taoist teachings and therefore undercuts their 
normative power that is the foundation of a sustainable temple economy.256  
Priestly Influence 
Independent-minded temple leadership257 are the major obstacle if governments wish to 
control and price temple access. Removal of priestly influence by local state agents has been part 
of the stories of state-led religious commodification.258 The local government can evict the 
uncooperative clergy or cancel the temple’s status as a religious venue by means of the 
regulatory authority that it already has—the local BRA and the religious association together can 
revoke the certificate of religious personnel (see Chapter 3). Yet, oftentimes the local state agents 
simply resort to blunt measures. Two controversies that involved the so-called Qujiang model 
and drew national attention are indicative.  
Qujiang is located in Xi’an, the capital city of Shaanxi Province. It was designated as a 
tourist resort in 1993 and became a prefectural level district in 2003. The Qujiang model is a 
developmental model that combines cultural tourism and urban development. Its outreach has 
extended beyond Xi’an through the business investment of the state-owned tourist and 
developmental conglomerate. In the center of the disputes are two historic temples: Famen 
(Dharma Gate) Temple and Xingjiao Temple. Famen Temple is located in Baoji City, 75 miles 
                                                
256 See Chapter 6 for a discussion of merit economy. 
257 Given choice, religious leadership prefer open and free access temple. See Chapter 6 for a detailed discussion for 
the institutional preference of the clergy and their strategies to achieve the goal. 
258 “Guanyu ‘heshang qiangzhan simiao’ de zuiming, nizhidaoma?” (Do You Know Anything regarding the Alleged 
“Monks Seizing Temples”?). Zhongguo minzu bao (China Ethnic News). Web. May 10, 2013. 
<http://www.mzb.com.cn/html/Home/report/400476-65.htm>. Accessed February 23, 2016. The author was the 
director in charge of policy research under Zhao Puchu at the Buddhist Association of China and legal instructor in 
the Buddhist Academy of China and the Chinese Taoist College. 
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west of Xi’an. It was constructed around the fifth century and is best known recently for the 
discovery of the finger-bone relics of the Buddha in 1987 in the underground secret chambers 
from the excavation of the site where the temple’s thirteen-story pagoda stood until 1981. 
Xingjiao (Flourishing Teaching) Temple is located in Xi’an and is believed to be the burial place 
of the renowned Chinese monk Xuanzang who traveled to India in the seventh century and 
returned with a large sum of Buddhist scriptures and whose endeavor inspired the Chinese 
classical novel Journey to the West. It is also the lineage home of Weishi zong (Consciousness-
Only School).259 
The first controversy happened in 2009 when the development agency walled in the final 
exit gateway of the already enclosed Famen Temple without the temple’s consent, which 
provoked the monks to knock down the newly constructed walls. The temple leadership further 
closed the temple as a protest and refused to attend the coming open ceremony of the scenic 
park. After the city government intervened, the agency agreed to leave the gateway open for 
priestly use in return for the temple leadership’s participation in the grand opening.260 Prior to the 
enclosure, the local government had twice planned to develop the temple into a scenic park first 
in 1995 and again in 2002, but both times failed because the temple refused to be involved and 
share its income, leaving the project without financial means to continue. It was through the 
Qujiang group’s capital investment that the scenic park was eventually completed in 2009, but 
by 2011 the project had accumulated a debt of 2.3 billion yuan.261  
                                                
259 Weishi zong is influenced by the Indian Yogācāra doctrine that all phenomena are mere projections of 
consciousness. The school was based on the materials that Xuanzang brought back from his pilgrimage to and study 
in India. Xuanzang’s disciple, Kuiji (whose remains are also in Xingjiao Temple), systematized the materials by 
compiling exegeses and is conventionally viewed as the first patriarch of the school. See Buswell and Lopez (2014): 
297-298. 
260 The abbot Xuecheng was then Vice President of the Buddhist Association of China and has held the presidency 
of BAC since 2015. 
261  “Doufa famensi” (Scheming over Famen Temple). Southern Weekly May 9, 2013. Web. 
<http://www.infzm.com/content/90209/1>. Accessed February 23, 2016. 
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Famen Temple has adopted a non-cooperative strategy towards the local state’s enclosure 
attempt and the strategy had been successful until 2007 when the government invited outside 
support from Xi’an. Although the political and commercial interests were able to complete the 
enclosure, they have thus far failed to elicit priestly cooperation and establish a sustainable 
business model. The temple leadership still refuse to be involved in any activities of the park. 
The lack of priestly support and the soaring debt have pushed the state-owned development 
agency to adopt aggressive business practices, such as hiring fake monks, providing illegitimate 
religious services, and pressuring donations. The tourist complaints that the city authorities 
receive have been predominantly against the park. The government has proposed to transfer the 
management of the park to the temple due to the negative public relations it has received, but the 
temple refused because it did not have the financial ability to manage the debt. Despite the 
temple leadership’s non-compliance, its (involuntary) association with the park has cost the 
temple three-fourths of its 260 resident monks since 2009.262 As the park imposed an admission 
of 120 yuan—four times the temple’s previous entrance fee, the temple income dropped 
dramatically since the park has exhausted most tourist expenditure. The project turned out to be a 
losing game to all parties involved. 
In the second controversy, Xingjiao Temple (mainly the three pagodas that hold Xuanzang 
and his two disciples’ remains) was marked as one of the historic sites on the Silk Road for 
which the Chinese government was applying for the UNESCO World Heritage status. As part of 
the plan, the majority non-cultural relic premises (especially monks’ living quarter, including the 
dormitories and the dinning hall) constructed since the 1980s were to be demolished. Unlike 
                                                
262 “Zhengfu jiuzheng ‘jiejiao liancai’ simiao jingqu shangyehua jidai mitu zhifan” (Government Correcting “Using 
Religion to Extort Money,” Commercialization of Temple Scenic Park in Urgent Need of Getting Back on the Right 
Path). China Securities Journal. Web. October 29, 2012. <http://news.xinhuanet.com/fortune/2012-
10/29/c_123880780.htm>. Accessed March 1, 2016. 
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Famen Temple, demolition had led the Buddhist community to heighten the confrontation with 
the local state.  
The Xingjiao temple leadership refused to accept the demolition plan or to relocate to the 
bottom of the mountain, arguing that the distance would obstruct their religious practices. When 
it was revealed that the local government was also planning a 215 million yuan scenic park 
project with the infamous Qujiang conglomerate (despite both parties denied such arrangement), 
the monks began to see the plan to relocate them to be the local state’s strategy to remove 
priestly presence. The temple leadership worried that the Xingjiao Temple would end up like 
Famen Temple being subject to commercial exploitation.263 The separation between the sangha 
and the pagoda that buries one of the most prominent Chinese Buddhist monks became a matter 
of defending an important Buddhist symbol and the monastic tradition. 
Xingjiao Temple began to draw national attention when the local authorities unilaterally 
announce in March 2013 to carry out and complete the demolition by the end of May. On the one 
hand, the State Administration of Cultural Heritage and the local government (including the local 
BRA and the local Buddhist Association) argued that the newer temple structure would decrease 
the cultural and historic value of Xingjiao Temple and affect the chance of successful 
application. Besides, the buildings to be demolished were unlicensed in the first place, and the 
government was simply implementing construction regulations. On the other hand, with the 
support of the Buddhist community and public opinion, the temple insisted that the demolition 
would destroy the livelihood of the monks and obstruct normal religious activities, and the 
removal of monks from the site would in reality alienate the use rights of the sangha and change 
                                                
263  “Shenyi beihou de jingjizhang, huzhi yuchu de dier famen xiaozheng” (The Economic Debt behind the 
Application for the World Heritage Status, the Second Coming of a Small Famen Town). China Ethnic News. May 
6, 2013. Web. <http://www.mzb.com.cn/html/Home/report/399953-202000001.htm>. Accessed February 23, 2016.  
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the temple’s nature as a religious venue. The temple leadership hence requested to withdraw 
from the government’s World Heritage application.264  
The strong social opposition prompted SARA to intervene and the Buddhist Association of 
China (BAC) to openly denounce the demolition with a national press conference.265 BAC even 
suggested that given Xingjiao Temple is designated as one of the 163 temples of national 
significance (see Chapter 4), the change would constitute a violation of state policy.266 Amid the 
widespread condemnation and the national attention, the local authorities responded that the 
application would “respect fully the wish of the temple.”267 In June 2014, the Silk Road 
UNESCO World Heritage Sites were approved without changing the original state of the temple 
which continues to change a moderate entrance fee of 10 yuan.268 
Temple leadership are in a weak position to confront state-led enclosure because of the 
administrative authorities granted to the local state and its agents, which include revoking one’s 
religious certification and even the temple’s religious venue status. The institutional weakness is 
also a result of the historic temple’s ownership structure, which allows the state to determine its 
                                                
264 “Xingjiaosi tuiyi qianshemian da, jiang yinxiang zhengge luxian chengbai” (Xingjiao Temple’s Withdrawal from 
the Heritage Application Concerned Many; It Would Determine the Success or Failure of the Route). Beijing Daily 
adopted on China Ethnic News. Web. May 7, 2013. <http://www.mzb.com.cn/html/Home/report/399160-1.htm>. 
Accessed February 28, 2016. 
265 See “Woju xinwen fayanren jiu xi’an xingjiaosi zao ‘chaiqian’ shi zuochu huiying” (Our Administration’s Media 
Spokesperson Responded to the “Demolition” Event of Xi’an Xingjiao Temple). State Administration for Religious 
Affairs. April 11, 2013. Web. <http://www.sara.gov.cn/xwzx/xwjj/19878.htm>. Accessed February 23, 2016. 
“Zhongguo fojiao xiehui jiu nichai xingjiaosi bufen jianzhu da jizhe wen” (The Buddhist Association of China 
Answering Journalists’ Questions on the Attempted Demolition of Some Buildings in Xingjiao Temple). 
Government Website of the People’s Republic of China. April 14, 2013. Web. <http://www.gov.cn/gzdt/2013-
04/14/content_2377483.htm>. Accessed February 23, 2016. 
266 “Zongjiao lanpishu ping qiangchai xingjiaosi shijian: ‘shenyi’ nanyan xiafo liancai” (Religious Blue book 
Commenting on the Incident of the Forceful Demolition of Xingjiao Temple: Heritage Application Unable to Cover 
Up Using Buddhism to Rake in Money). Phoenix News Media Limited. Web. July 7, 2015. 
<http://fo.ifeng.com/a/20150706/41126764_0.shtml>. Accessed February 28, 2016. 
267 “Shelai baohu xingjiaosi” (Who Would Protect Xingjiao Temple). China Ethnic News. Web. April 16, 2013. 
<http://www.mzb.com.cn/html/Home/report/392721-1.htm>. Accessed February 28, 2016. 
268 “‘Sichou zhilu’ chenggong shenyi xingjiaosi cheng shidui xuanzang jingshen de chuancheng” (Xingjiao Temple 
Stated the Successful Heritage Application of “Silk Road” Was the Continuation of Xhuanzhang’s Legacy). China 
News. Web. June 22, 2014. <http://www.chinanews.com/cul/2014/06-22/6307435.shtml>. Accessed February 28, 
2016. 
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use. However, temple leadership can increase the cost or lower the return of enclosure by 
refusing to give up the site and withholding their services, such as ritual specialty and temple 




This research explores the commercial exploitation of Buddhist and Taoist sites in reform China. 
It situates the mass construction and enclosure of temples in the context of authoritarian state 
regulation of religion, that is, the phenomenon is not possible without the active participation of 
state agents. Chapter 4 traces the institutional weakness of the temple. I argue that the lack of a 
clear ownership structure is the legacy of the Republican secular turn in property which is carried 
over by the political expediency of the Communist regime. This chapter explores the incentive 
structure of local state involvement in temple enclosure. I argue that local officials operating 
under the pressure to provide and develop with limited budgets turn to the temples in their 
jurisdictions for income. They enclose these temples, controlling access, so as to share the 
temple incomes and benefit from the commercial activities around the sites. Enclosure is often 
done at the cost of the temples which have little control over the commercial activities of the 
enclosed sites. The commercial exploitation of temples continues despite the opposition from the 
religious communities and the condemnation of the central government. Weak temple property 
protection and the revenue-driven local state agents have led to the mass construction and 




6 Free Up or Lose Out: Negotiating Open Access Temple 
 
 
The temple needed this money at the beginning. Now we have accumulated some assets and no 
longer depend on the entrance fee as the major source of income. We discussed this with the 
local government and just two months ago, we cancelled both entrance fees: 10 yuan for the 
temple and 50 yuan for the scenic park. 
Abbot of Temple West269 
 
The official religious policy in China allows priestly management in religious communities as 
long as they recognize the legitimacy of the Communist Party’s rulership and observe the state’s 
religious policy. In reality, temples face government interventions that are at odds with their 
religious aspirations, even when they display nominal political conformity. As discussed in the 
previous chapter, agents of the state driven to maximize their revenues seek to commodify access 
to temples and religious services. In the face of widespread pressure for temple commodification, 
why have some temples managed to negotiate substantive autonomy while others fail?  
The chapter sets out to investigate the factors creating such variations. This research argues 
that agents of the state and religious leadership respond to different incentive structures and 
sources of legitimacy. The two sets of imperatives give rise to conflicts as well as opportunities 
for cooperation between the two sides.  
 
The Religious Reasoning of Open Temple Access 
The Buddhist and Taoist clergies have a much longer-term outlook on institutional development 
due to the belief beyond this worldly existence and the tradition of spiritual lineage. The 
Buddhist cosmology maintains that the universe is the result of karma, the law of causes and 
                                                
269 Interview with religious leader, Ningbo, July 2012. 
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effects of actions.270 People are bound to the cycle of death and rebirth (samsara) in a universe 
comprised of multiple realms of existence as gods, demigods, humans, animals, ghosts, and hell 
beings. Samsara is considered a domain of suffering. Rebirth in a specific realm depends on 
one’s past karma: good deeds bring good results whereas evil acts lead to bad rebirth. Each realm 
also correlates with particular mental states, for examples, delusion and unawareness with the 
animal kingdom, obsession with the realm of ghosts, hatred and anger with hell, and benevolence 
and compassion with heaven. Rebirth in the human realm is considered privileged because 
human faculty of free will and the combination of pain and pleasure uniquely in human 
experience is conducive to enlightenment (Harvey 2000: 150-156). It is believed that the 
historical Buddha and the buddhas before and after him spend millions of lifetimes to gain the 
power to discover the way out of samsara and the teaching of the Buddha is to offer the path.271 
“If it took the Buddha millions of years, how long would it take for me to attain enlightenment?” 
One lay devotee once told me. Similarly, Taoism has over the course of centuries appropriated 
Buddhist ideas about the afterlife (Zürcher 1980). Taoists also believe that one can attain 
immortality through holistic self-cultivation to find harmony with the cosmic order (Dao).272 The 
transhistorical nature of these beliefs tends to generate an outlook longer than that of the political 
leaders. This outlook has helped sustain and is sustained by the fact that the existing major 
Buddhist and Taoist lineages and pilgrimage centers have survived all political governments in 
the Chinese history and will most likely continue to do so. Regardless of the school, the concept 
of universal sangha allows Buddhist lineages to be traced back to the Buddha. The line of the 
                                                
270 Broadly defined, these cover not only verbal actions and bodily actions, but the mental actions, such as 
intentions, thoughts, and emotions. 
271 The Buddha teaches four noble truths: suffering, the origination of suffering, the cessation of suffering (nirvana), 
and the path to the cessation of suffering. The path to nirvana is eightfold: right views, right intention, right speech, 
right conduct, right livelihood, right effort, right mindfulness, and right concentration. See Buswell and Lopez 
(2014). 
272 The techniques include breathing exercises, meditation and dances designed to align the body to the cosmic life 
force and lead to physical, spiritual, mental, and emotional transformation of the practitioner. 
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Celestial Master of the Taoist Zhengyi School has continued for 64 generations after it was first 
established in the second century.273  
The religious beliefs and the institutional practice of undisrupted spiritual linage influence 
the clergy’s view of the physical temple. Temple leaders in general prefer open and free access. 
Making offerings274 to the Three Jewels (i.e. the Buddha, the Dharma, and the Sangha in 
Buddhism; and the Dao, the scriptures, and the master in Taoism) is an important practice in both 
religions, which creates great merits out of one’s devoutness. Charging admission decreases the 
poor’s opportunity to access the Three Jewels, including the clergy. It imposes involuntary 
offerings, a violation of the free will essential to Buddhist enlightenment or the Taoist core 
principle of wuwei (non-intervention). A temple’s spiritual authority must come from the active 
consent of its followers and temple admission fee represents everything that is not. As far as the 
religious leadership is concerned, open access does not only distinguish a temple from those 
controlled by the government and other commercial interests (see Chapter 4), but it showcases 
the clergy’s leadership role in the spiritual community and their commitment to the vow to lead 
the congregation in harmony (tongli dazhong).275 
Political appointment is unlikely to change the preference for open access temple. The 
inclusion of religious leaders in these organizations is meant for political rather than belief 
control. The political positions do not require the religious leaders to give up on their beliefs. 
Many monks or nuns acquire political appointment by virtue of being leaders in their separate 
communities because promising personalities are automatic subjects of the Party’s united front 
                                                
273 The founding of Zhengyi Taoism is traced ex post to the second century through the lineage of Celestial Masters 
which became clear only after the 9th century. But the continuity of metaphysical view, ritual practices and language 
allow us to speak of contemporary Taoism as the descendent of the religious movement. See Kleeman (2016). 
274 They can be material, verbal, mental, and behavioral. The most revered form is one’s devout observance of the 
Dharma. 
275 The three refuges is the ritual whereby one formally becomes a Buddhist by vowing to take refuge in and seek 
guidance from the Buddha, the Dharma, and the Sangha. Monastic Taoism has come to adopt this practice. The 
three refuges are the Dao, the scriptures, and the master. 
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work (see Chapter 2). They most likely hold positions in the local religious associations, the 
Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC), and the People’s Congress. The 
conflict that may arise from occupying political positions is not metaphysical. Chinese Buddhist 
and Taoist leaders rarely have to avoid political appointments based on their religious tenants. 
On the matter of temple commodification, the central leadership has sided with Buddhist and 
Taoist communities and the tension oftentimes comes from local leadership’s deviation from the 
political order (see Chapter 4). Besides, as will be shown later, the ideology and institutional 
framework of the united front do give Buddhist and Taoist leaders space to voice and act 
according to their institutional preference. In fact, position in the system gives them access to 
political leadership at the higher level and a channel to express religious concerns. In other 
words, the sense of being and knowing of the Buddhist and Taoist leaders does not change 
simply because they become members of CPPCC. My field evidence suggests that membership 
in these organizations does not lead to apostasy. They still prefer more autonomy in temple 
management and a sustainable institutional development.276  
Explaining Divergence 
Why do some temple leaders charge admission fee? First, despite their preference, the 
clerics have to adjust their behavior based on the material and institutional resources available to 
them. In the aftermath of the Cultural Revolution, the reestablishment of temple as a religious 
institution faced two challenges: rebuilding the clergy and reconstructing the physical temple. At 
the time, there were very few practicing monks and nuns left and a new generation of clergy had 
                                                
276 The scenario might not apply to nonindigenous religious traditions or religions that have become intertwined with 
national resistance. What the religious leaders would do regarding the tension between the religious personality and 
political positions fundamentally depends on the leeway of the position. If the political appointment demands the 
violation of religious creeds that makes the position abominable, given choice, the clerics in question would avoid 
such appointment—a stance taken, for example, by many evangelical Christian leaders, Catholic priests, and Tibetan 
Buddhist monks. 
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yet come of age. The clerics in general were not equipped to perform ritual services and the lay 
followers were yet to be established. Most temples were in need of repair and reconstruction, but 
state policy of “yisi yangsi, zichou zijian” (self-supporting temples and self-financing 
reconstructions) in the early 1980s stopped the government’s financial aids. To solve the 
livelihood problem of the clergy and fund temple reconstruction, many temples began to collect 
entrance fee. Early reliance on admission income may reduce the urgency and necessity to 
cultivate lay following, making it difficult for these temples to become completely self-sufficient 
and withdraw from the expedient practice. They continue to collect entrance fees but their 
religious predilection will prevent them from charging high admission fee and commodifying 
religious services. 
Second, some people enter monkhood for reasons other than spiritual pursuit or have altered 
their preference later on. Certified monks have two tracks to align their preference with the local 
officials. The first track is that individuals enter monkhood for economic and political benefits. 
Some commercial temples send their employees to receive ordination277  and even attend 
religious academy.278 The ordination process lasts one month during which novices go through a 
series of intensive trainings in rituals, texts, and monastic discipline; attendance in the religious 
academy takes one to two years. If in rare occasions that profit-driven monks come to accept 
religious cosmology during the course of their learning, their behavioral pattern shall change in 
accordance with their metaphysical understanding and come in line with those expected of the 
religious personality discussed above. The second track is that monks for whatever reasons go 
                                                
277 Ordinations are held annually in several officially sanctioned temples (no more than ten temples per year and 
each temple admits no more than 350 novices). Individual novice who seeks ordination has to present a copy of his 
or her tonsure master’s ordination certificate, in addition to permissions from the monastery and the local and 
provincial religious associations. Overseas novices need additional permission from the provincial Religious Affairs 
Bureau. A tonsure master refers to monks or nuns who have received ordination for more than ten years and are 
therefore qualified to perform tonsure to admit new members to the novitiate. 
278 Interview with religious leader, Beijing, July 2014. 
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astray from what is considered as the righteous path and are coopted by local political and 
economic interests. If monks adopt the outlook of local officials, they no longer represent the 
religious personality as discussed in this section. To such monks, religious identity becomes a 
tool to an end rather than an end in itself. Coopted monks are more likely to obtain political 
appointments and even abbotship since these positions are controlled by the government.279 
Coopted monks, if represented by the local religious organization, can bring great damage to the 
religion by complying with the local commercial interests or worse, acting on behalf of these 
interests and abusing their power to persecute dissenting monks, such as revoking the dissenter’s 
religious certificate.  
In sum, due to the disparities in institutional preference, local cadres and religious leaders 
tend to differ on the usage of religious sites and temple incomes. The self-interested local 
officials employing the help of the coopted monks, strive to produce short-term, measurable 
economic returns from temple commodification. Religious leaders, planted in their spiritual 
lineage, aspire to revive their religions and build a sustainable temple economy through 
constructing and maintaining open access temples. The next section will discuss how temples 
achieve and maintain free and open access to the public. 
 
 Open Temple and Merit Economy 
The maintenance of open temple is costly. The pressure of pricing temple access and religious 
services is constant. Financially, temple needs income to support the livelihood of the clergy as 
well as its daily operation and maintenance. Politically, the local party leadership who controls 
the party apparatus including the governing body of religion is incentivized to enclose the 
                                                
279 It should be noted that not all monks with political appointments are coopted by political and commercial 
interests. 
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temple. To maintain open access, a temple needs to be able to maintain financial solvency and 
resist enclosing pressure. Therefore, the move towards open temple indicates an increasingly 
confident clergy that is capable of alternative incomes and political negotiation. This section will 
discuss how religious leadership achieve financial solvency via creating a merit economy. 
Merit Exchange and Accumulation 
Merit (Gongde) is a Buddhist and Taoist reference to virtuous achievement. A person’s 
stock of merit can bring benefits to this life and the life after, such as immortality, deliverance 
from potential sufferings, and a better rebirth. Merit can be transferred to another living person 
or redirected to the deceased. Merit can be earned and amassed through practicing benevolent 
deeds and following the Dao. Religious leadership generates lay following and donations by 
providing guidance and access to acquire merit.  
In addition to individual deeds, merit can be derived from rituals performed by Buddhist 
monks and Taoist priests. A ritual of merit in general consists of scripture recitation, the rites of 
altar purification, penitence, and offering to the three Jewels. The ritual has been incorporated 
into most Buddhist and Taoist functions and is one of the major religious services that the clergy 
provide to the public (Pregadio 449-51; Davis 315-16). Examples include the annual grandeur 
festivals of the Taoist Zhongyuan and Buddhist Yulanpen (the fifteenth day of the seventh lunar 
month) when both religious traditions perform the rites of universal salvation (pudu) and 
almsgiving to hungry ghosts to deliver them from suffering, rest their spirits, and therefore remit 
the harmful effects they may incur; and regular ritual assemblies (every first and fifteenth day on 
the lunar calendar). Many temples hold additional activities that cater to the interests of the 
community. For example, some temples perform merit rituals during the college and middle 
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school entrance exams for the exam takers’ families to participate.280 Ritual assemblies bring in 
crowds and provide opportunities for the temple to collect donations.  
In addition to ritual assemblies, temples provide a list of merit items that lay people can 
sponsor for themselves and their families. Common merit items include necessities of a ritual 
assembly (e.g. altar construction, offerings, meals for participants), items for daily operations 
(e.g. oil for eternal light, meals for the clergy and volunteers, dharma instruments for the clerics, 
temple brochures) and materials for temple construction and maintenance (e.g. statue, pillar, roof 
tiles, bricks, bell, drum). Most merit items have a price which can range from hundreds of 
thousand yuan to “merit donation at will” (suixi gongde) (see Chapter 4).  
Lay people are also encouraged to volunteer at the temple. Open temple’s daily operations 
rely heavily on lay volunteers, including cooking, gardening, cleaning, receiving guests, sales, 
tour-guiding, driving, and so on. Individual contributions to the temple, regardless of the form 
and amount, are equally meritorious that are bound to have extensive reach (guangjie shanyuan) 
and will therefore create boundless merit (gongde wuliang). The logic of merit economy is not 
one of commercial transaction but merit exchange and accumulation. 
Religious Endowments 
To provide a variety of religious services, the clergy have to above all possess certain 
religious endowments which entail ritual specialty, religious learning, and monastic discipline. A 
ritual assembly involves complicated ritual practices and procedures that can last from a couple 
of hours to a whole week. There are strict guidelines for the division and decoration of the altars, 
the positioning of the clerics, timing and the order of the rites, and only a well-trained clergy are 
capable of stately performances. The monks sing, chant religious texts, play dharma instruments 
                                                
280 Interview with religious leader, Huzhou, June 2012. 
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and bow constantly and orderly during the ritual, which demands a bodily discipline and level of 
concentration that requires years to learn and master. Well performed rituals demonstrate the 
clergy’s conscientiousness which then serves to strengthen the faith of the followers.  
Ritual assemblies also provide opportunities for religious leaders to communicate their 
teachings and messages—a test of their religious learning. Religious learning allows temples to 
inspire lay following through scriptural authority. They can extend their outreach by hosting 
lectures and workshops. Religious learning is especially important for temples whose observance 
has a strong textual emphasis. However, temples that do not provide ritual services will have a 
hard time surviving if they do not already have a loyal lay base.  
Monastic discipline helps sustain ritual specialty and religious learning. The continuous 
sponsorship of lay followers depends on the temple’s ability to maintain a welcoming reputation 
and to sustain the belief that the followers are accumulating good merit and advance religiously. 
Because open temple operates on lay people’s search for religious merit not only in the form of 
monetary donations but also labor contributions, the clerics spend more time cultivating relations 
with lay followers. A sizable open temple therefore suggests an active religious leadership able 
to unite and mobilize.  
The maintenance of open temple requires a leadership equipped with religious endowments, 
capable of inspiring lay following and steering merit economy. Yet, internal financial solvency is 
only half of the challenge that aspiring temple leaders must overcome to establish a sustainable 
religious institution. They have to also defuse the pressure of religious commodification imposed 
by the agents of the state. In the next section, I will discuss the religious leadership’s strategy of 
contention and how it is shaped by the nature of temple property. 
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Voice and Temple Property 
According to economist Albert Hirschman (1970, 1978), when the exit option is unavailable or 
unthinkable in an organization, disgruntled members will attempt to change the unsatisfactory 
status quo through “voice” which includes a variety of individual and collective actions. This is 
especially true for basic social organizations, such as family, church, and the state, which are 
able to command members’ loyalty. In addition, he (crediting Adam Smith) suggests that the 
possible exit of movable property can serve as a restraint on the state.281 Hirschman’s insight 
inspires the work of Ronald Rogowski who based on the logic of capital flight (along with 
capitalists), argues that the ruler can afford to exploit the sectors with specific assets but has to be 
more responsive when it comes to owners of mobile assets for fears of losing future revenues. 
Boix (2003) applies the above insights to democratization theory and argues that income equality 
and capital mobility help lessen elite fears of redistributive threats from below. The focus on 
capital flight (exit) is illuminating in analyzing the struggle over private property between the 
ruler and the ruled, but it is less applicable to the political dynamics in state socialist polity 
wherein the state is the dominant property owner.282 Since temple property is socially owned and 
the Communist regime has imposed restriction on the erection of new temples, the concept of 
voice is more useful. Drawing on the scholars’ insights regarding the relationship between 
political protest and the nature of property, I argue that the immobility of temple assets, 
including the physical temple and the clergy, has made voice the dominant strategy of the 
religious community in the disputed use of temple property. Since voice in the form of open 
                                                
281 Such exit is not always in tune with democratic reform because it might deter the state from redistributing power 
and income from the rich to the subordinate groups. 
282 The model is also silent in causal actions. It is not clear how structural valuables like asset specificity or income 
inequality play themselves out with real actors. 
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defiance in China risks inciting suppression, temple leaders will resort to the Chinese “art of 
voice”—remonstration.  
Remonstration and the Social and Material Immobility of Temple Assets 
Remonstration is rooted in the Chinese protest culture wherein protesters frame their 
grievance as loyal movements to rectify lower authorities’ moral and political deviation from the 
center’s dictates instead of formulating them as challenges to the regime. This contentious 
tradition has been institutionalized in mass line politics and encouraged throughout Communist 
rule (Nathan 1986; O’Brien 1996). Kevin O’Brien and Lianjiang Li (2006) termed this particular 
form of popular contention “rightful resistance.” Rightful resisters do not seek to subvert the 
entire power structure. Instead, they try to find intercessors from within by exploiting divisions 
among the powerful. They employ legal means and create political pressure by operating within 
sanctioned channels of expression and framing their claims according to the official discourse of 
rights and protection. Would-be protesters bring their local grievances to the direct attention of 
the central government at the “Office of Visits and Letters.” Since the central government lacks 
the resources to arbitrate the immense number of protests, it therefore seeks to limit such visits in 
part by pressuring local governments to refrain from violent crackdowns and negotiate with 
protesters (Chen 2012). Protestors may also go through other remonstrative institutions devised 
to ensure local governments’ compliance with the central policy and responsiveness to popular 
demands. These include the People’s Congresses, village elections, petitions (the Office of 
Letters and Visits), and to some degree local courts (Takeuchi 2014). In so doing, they are able 
to avoid severe penalties from a defensive authoritarian state. 
The remonstrative rhetoric of the religious community is well-exemplified in the letter of 
congratulations for the 80th anniversary of the CPC by then highly-respected abbot of the 
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Shanghai City God Temple. In the letter, he pointed out state violation of freedom of religious 
belief but blamed it on local corruption and called for the central state to right the wrongs.283 
The reason why I’m giving my heartfelt wishes to the Communist Party of China is because I agree with the 
CPC’s line of “seeking truth from facts” (shishi quishi). “Seeking truth from facts” is the same as what we 
Taoists often described as “the Way models itself to that which is so on its own” (dao fa ziran).284 … [The 
principle of] “Three Representatives” is the same as “society of great peace” (taiping shehui) which we Taoists 
pursuit. “Three Representatives” will bring equality among all living beings and peace in society along with 
clean and honest politics and long-term peace and stability of [our] country. 
Just as there have been twists and turns in the 2000 years of Taoist history, there have been shortcomings and 
lessons in the 80 years of the CPC rule during which I too have suffered injustice. However, I have always 
believed that the CPC has the capacity and the strength to correct herself. The dark clouds were only 
temporary. The CPC’s line has determined that she will eventually stand together with the greatest majority of 
people so she has always been a vibrant force for the future. 
Just as not all Taoists are sure to have obtained the wisdom of Dao, there are people of weak communist 
personality inside the CPC. There have been numerous discussions about this [weak communist personality] 
among the people. However, I have always believed that the CPC has the capacity and strength to rectify and 
clear up herself. The problems are always local. The CPC’s line has determined that she will not tolerate 
mingling with those who seek private gains so she has always been a force to win people’s support as well as 
state power (tianxia). 
… [I] wish that we Taoists under the guidance of her correct religious policy, [enjoy] freedom of belief and 
prosperity of the Taoist cause. 
 
The abbot draws several comparisons between Taoism and the CPC ideology, such as 
“seeking truth from facts” vs. “dao fa zirani” and “Three Representatives” vs. “taiping shehui.” 
In so doing, he establishes the compatibility between the Communist ideology and Taoist 
teachings. The abbot then voices his loyalty to the Party and support for the mass line which is 
said to be the foundation of its political legitimacy, meanwhile, warning against the Party’s 
ideological deviants, and concluding with his trust in the Party’s ability to remedy wrongs and to 
implement the policy of freedom of religious belief. I argue that this remonstrative discourse is 
typical of temple leadership due to the nature of temple assets. 
First of all, temples are immovable, which renders them vulnerable to hostile governments. 
Historic temples are especially vulnerable because they are also irreplaceable. They are not only 
religious venues but most importantly the embodiment of their separate spiritual lineages and 
                                                
283 Liansheng Chen. “Zhongxin zhuhe zhongguo gongchandang bashi huadan” (Heartfelt Wishes to the Eightieth 
Anniversary of the Communist Party of China). Zhongguo Daojiao (China Taoism) 2001 (4): 7. 
284 Translation of dao fa ziran is adopted from Karl-Heinz Pohl “Chinese Aesthetics and Kant.” <https://www.uni-
trier.de/fileadmin/fb2/SIN/Pohl_Publikation/chinese_aesthetics_and_kant.pdf>. Accessed October 12, 2015. 
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merit accumulated by generations of devout followers. Temple immobility suggests that the 
survival of historic temple’s material and symbolic assets depends on state toleration if not 
protection. A monk described the significance of a collegial relationship on their daily operation: 
We are required to submit any assembly that will exceed 100 people for government examination and 
approval, which has always involved a lot of bargaining. If our relationship with the local government is good, 
all we have to do might just be a phone call one day earlier. If the relationship is sour, which was the case for a 
while, they wouldn’t even let in [our] vegetable baskets (note: food supply)! 
 
It is not surprising that Chinese Buddhist and Taoist establishments have often displayed 
political conformity with the government. 
Second, temple property is communal. Aside from being the nexus of social and spiritual 
life, a temple is above all the material manifestation of a communal network. Temple assets 
come from “ten directions” (shifang) and are commonly regarded as communal property. Temple 
construction and maintenance test a religious community’s capacity to coordinate and pool 
resources. A successful temple often has a diverse and powerful patron base. The communal 
nature of temple property means that temple has the social and economic potential for popular 
mobilization. 
Third, the majority of temples also serve as the residences of clerics, making monastic 
temples not only immovable, communal but also residential. To these residential monks and 
nuns, a temple is more than a space for religious practices: it provides all the social and material 
necessities, including education, shelter, livelihood, sick care, and eldercare. The clergy’s 
dependence on the temple together with state regulation of religion create for them a high exit 
cost. If monks are discontented with the way their temple manages its affairs, they must request a 
transfer to a different temple and gain permission from the temple management, the religious 
associations, and the governments of the sending and receiving ends. The easy escape from the 
unsatisfactory status quo is return to laity and give up the opportunity for concentrated religious 
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practice. Residential monks therefore have a significant stake in the management of the temple, 
making them leading participants in contestation over temple autonomy. 
Temples are immovable, communal property resided in by a group of individuals to whom 
the cost of exit is high. These property features have led to temple leaders’ seemingly acceptance 
of the extant political order. Yet the infringement of temple property is destined to incur 
collective response thanks to its sociality. The Buddhist and Taoist communities have been vocal 
about temple commodification by agents of the state through a variety of remonstrative 
institutions. As a matter of fact, the Shanghai City God Temple was at the center of one of the 
cases to be discussed in the following section (see the Chenghuang trademark litigation). 
Established Religions and Religious Contestation 
Remonstration is embedded in the Communist Party’s religious governance. The Party’s 
united front policy has placed leaders of established religions in the patriotic religious 
associations, People’s Congress and CPPCC. The formation of the united front aims at coopting 
other social forces so as to secure their loyalty, at the same time monitor their activities (see 
Chapter 2). Membership in official institutions has made religious leaders’ expressions of 
discontent mild and circumspect, but their positions have also empowered them to voice their 
concerns. In fact, since the initiation of the policy of religious restoration in the early 1980s, 
Buddhist and Taoist leaders have been nothing but outspoken in regard to the return, reclaim, 
and reconstruction of temple properties (see below and also Chapter 4). Their strategy has 
brought results, albeit partially and slowly. 
Temple disputes are negotiated at the local level because religious regulation follows the 
principle of territorial jurisdiction (shudi guanli yuanze). Regardless, temple leadership often 
deploy the help from higher level authorities. For example, the Chinese Taoist Association had 
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over the years sought to regain control over the East Compound of Baiyun Guan (Abbey of the 
White Clouds), the seat of the Association.285 The East Compound had since 1958 been leased to 
the Beijing rectifier manufacturer which continued operation even after the policy of religious 
restoration. The Taoist community had petitioned to the Bureau of Religious Affairs (BRA) both 
at the municipal and national levels, requesting the authorities concerned to implement the state 
policy favoring the religious use of temple property. The local and national Taoist delegates to 
CPPCC also submitted proposals during annual sessions and voiced their opinions to the 
authorities concerned. After sixteen years of negotiation, the manufacturer, supported by the 
municipal authorities in charge of economic development, eventually agreed to return the site to 
Taoist use in 2000.286 
The religious leadership has also attempted to rectify non-religious use of temple property 
through legislation. The first major proposition is to draft a comprehensive law on religion; the 
second is to revise current legal regulations and allow temples to acquire legal personhood. First, 
advocates of a special religious law believe that it will provide better protection and allow the 
policy of religious toleration to continue regardless of the change of leadership. Freedom of 
religious belief is indeed written in the Chinese Constitution, but advocates of the religious law 
argue that it has failed to transfer into a protection devise because China is yet to be a democracy. 
A special law on religion can clarify how religious freedom should be protected to agents of the 
state. In other words, in the authoritarian context, a religious law will serve to protect, rather than 
restrict religion.287  
                                                
285 The Baiyun guan was founded in the mid-eighth century. It is one of the three lineage homes of the Taoist 
Quanzhen school. For a brief history of Baiyun guan, see Goossaert, Vincent. “Baiyun Guan.” in Pregadio (2008), 
207-210. 
286 “Beijing Baiyunguan yu Beijing zhengliuqi’chang qianding luoshi Baiyun guan dongyuan fangdichan zhengce 
xieyi” (Beijing Baiyun Guan and Beijing Rectifier Manufacturer Sign the Agreement on the Implementation of the 
Real Estate Policy of the East Compound of Baiyun Guan). Zhongguo daojiao (China Taoism) 2000 (3): 4. 
287 Interview with religious leader, Beijing, July 2014. 
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The first such attempt was initiated during the annual plenary sessions of the National 
People’s Congress (NPC) and CPPCC in 1989 by Zhao Puchu (then President of the Buddhist 
Association of China) who enlisted the endorsement of K. H. Ting (the Chairperson of the 
Three-Self Patriotic Movement and the China Christian Council).288 They submitted a draft law 
to Xi Zhongxun289 (then Vice Chairperson of the NPC). Unfortunately, the legislative work was 
set aside because of the immediate domestic and international political events,290 including a 
series of Muslim protests,291 the Tiananmen demonstration, and the fall of Communist rule in 
Eastern Europe, and because moderates such as Xi Zhongxun were discarded from the power 
center. The Party has since tightened religious policy by expanding administrative oversight to 
nearly all dimensions of religious activities, such as religious venues, organization, education, 
publication, property, and leadership appointment. The regulatory expansion has opened up a 
wide range of opportunities for local abuse. As the drafting of a religious law became a lost 
cause in the 1990s,292 the Buddhist leadership began to turn their attention to the problem of 
temple’s legal personhood. 
                                                
288 Both religious leaders were also Vice Chairperson of CPPCC. 
289 Xi Zhongxun was entrusted with the Party’s religious work at the time (see Chapter 4). He is the father of Xi 
Jinping, General Secretary of the CPC since 2012. 
290 “Xu yucheng: zongjiao jie shifen qipan zongjiao fazhihua” (Yucheng Xu: The Religious Circle Much Look 
Forward to the Rule of Law in Religion). Phoenix New Media Limited. December 12, 2015. 
<http://fo.ifeng.com/a/20151212/41522189_0.shtml>, accessed January 17, 2016. 
291 The direct cause of the protests was a book titled Sexual Custom which the protesters claimed to have denigrated 
Islam. Mass protests were reported to have taken place, beginning on May 12, in Beijing, Lanzhou, Xining, Urumqi, 
Shanghai, Wuhan, Inner Mongolia, and Yunan, and in many cases drawn tens of thousand of Muslims. Many 
protests were even organized by the state-sponsored China Islamic Association. Beijing was quick to meet the 
protesters’ demands by banning the book, confiscating all copies, closing the publishing house, firing the editors, 
and having the authors to make a public apology. It should be noted that Iran’s president Ali Khameini who was 
visiting China at the time expressed his support on May 11 to the Chinese Muslims’ demands. See Dru C. Gladney. 
Muslim Chinese: Ethnic Nationalism in the People's Republic (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1996), pp. 1-
5. 
292 The effort to draft a special religious law continues. The most well-known work is led by Liu Peng and his non-
profit Pushi Social Sciences Institute. The most recent advocate from the religious leadership was Shi Shenghui, 
vice president of the Buddhist Association of China, who proposed the drafting of a special law on religion during 
the annual plenary sessions of the NPC in 2015. 
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The General Principles of the Civil Law designates four types of legal person: enterprise, 
official organ, institution, and social organization,293 to which category religious venues belong 
is not clarified. Hence, almost all religious venues in China lack legal personhood, meaning that 
they do not have the capacity to enjoy legal rights or to bear civil liabilities. Temple as an entity 
cannot enter into contracts with other parties; it does not have property rights nor creditor’s 
rights; it cannot sue or be sued in court. The problem of temple’s lack of legal personhood is not 
only economic, legal, but political. Temples have to depend on the religious association to 
represent them in court and the BRA to negotiate on their behalf with other government organs 
when conflicts arise. The institutional and therefore political weakness of temples has been 
attributed to their widespread commercial exploitation, which has prompted Buddhist leadership 
to demand the addition of “religious person” (zongjiao faren) as the fifth category into the extant 
law,294 an issue that the State Administration for Religious Affairs (SARA) has included in its 
agenda.295 
Moreover, amid prevalent commodification of temple access, Buddhist and Taoist delegates 
to the NPC and CPPCC pressed the National Development and Reform Commission to issue a 
notification that exempts the clergy and religious converts from paying entrance fee.296 Although 
                                                
293 “Zhonghua renmin gongheguo minfa tongze (2009 xiuzheng)” (General Principles of the Civil Law of the 
People’s Republic of China, 2009 Amendment). Chinalawinfo Co., Ltd and Peking University Center for Legal 
Information. Web. <http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.1.167199>. Accessed August 6, 2016. 
294 For example, Shi Yongxin, the abbot of the Shaolin Monastery, proposed to revise the articles regarding legal 
personhood in General Principle of the Civil Law and the Regulations on Religious Affairs at the annual plenary 
sessions of the NPC in 2007 and 2015; Shi Chuanyin, the president of the Buddhist Association of China, proposed 
to solve temple’s lack of legal personhood during the 2013 and 2014 national meetings of the Chinese People’s 
Political Consultative Conference. 
295 “Shenru diaoyan tuijin zongjiao huodong changsuo faren zige wenti de jiejue” (In-depth Investigation, Pushing 
on the Solution to the Problem of the Legal Qualifications of Religious Venues). SARA Research Center. Zhongguo 
zongjiao (China Religion) 4 (2013): 66-68. 
296 “Guanyu yu zongjiao huodong changsuo youguan de youlan canguandian dui zongjiao renshi shixing menpiao 
youhui wenti de tongzhi” (Notification regarding the Question of Implementing Preferential Admission Policy 
towards Religious Personages at Tourist and Visiting Spots Connected to Venues for Religious Activities), issued by 
the National Development and Reform Commission. December 21, 2005. Chinalawinfo Co., Ltd and Peking 
University Center for Legal Information. Web. <http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.4.75062>. Accessed August 6, 2016. 
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religious leadership have not been able to stop mass temple enclosure, they at least managed to 
reduce the financial burden imposed on the community, albeit narrowly defined. 
Over the years, the courts have also become a popular channel of protest, especially when 
the religious policy has gradually come in line with the systematic reform toward the direction of 
the rule of law, or a trend represented by the concept of authoritarian resilience, which 
emphasizes the state’s institutional adaptability to maintain its legitimacy to rule (Nathan 2003). 
In 2014 the Chinese Taoist Association won a landmark case on behalf of the Shanghai City God 
Temple that led to the cancelation of a registered trademark, Chenghuang (literally means city 
moat but is also the name of the city god). This case was selected by the Supreme People’s Court 
as one of the fifty exemplifying cases of the year.297 In the court ruling, the Beijing High 
People’s Court stated that even though trademark adjudication should consider the protection of 
the existing market order, “[using Chenghuang] as a trademark will hurt the religious sentiment 
of those who observe Taoism and generate negative effects on public interests and public order 
in society.”298 The Court therefore ruled that the use of Chenghuang violated the Trademark Law 
banning the adoption of trademarks deemed harmful to the prevailing “socialist moral 
practices.”299 Encouraged by the legal success, the Chinese Taoist Association, supported by 
                                                
297 See “Zuigao renmin fayuan bangong’ting guanyu yinfa 2014 nian zhongguo fayuan 10 da zhishi chanquan 
anjian, 10 da chuangxin’xing zhishi chanquan anjian he 50 jian dianxing zhishi chanquan anli de tongzhi” (The 
Notification of the Office of the Supreme People’s Court regarding the Printing and Distribution of the Top 10 
Property Rights Cases, the Top 10 Innovative Property Rights Cases, and the 50 Exemplifying Property Rights 
Cases of 2014). Chinacourt.org. April 14, 2015. <http://www.chinacourt.org/law/detail/2015/04/id/148130.shtml>. 
Accessed October 18, 2015. 
298 Ibid. 
299  “Shanghai Chenghuang zhubao youxian gongsi yu guojia gongshang xingzheng guanli zongju shangbiao 
pingshen weiyuan’hui, shanghai yuyuan lüyou shangcheng gufen youxian gongsi shangbiao zhengyi xingzheng 
jiufen shangsu’an” (The Appeal on the Administrative Procedure of the Trademark Dispute between Shanghai 
Chenghuang Jewelry Co., Ltd. and Trademark Review and Adjudication Board of the State Administration for 
Industry and Commerce and Shanghai Yuyuan Tourist Mart Co., Ltd.) Chinalawinfo Co., Ltd and Peking University 
Center for Legal Information. Web. <http://pkulaw.cn/CLI.C.3245594>. Accessed August 6, 2016. 
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SARA and the Taoist delegates to the NPC and CPPCC, claimed that it will “continue to request 
the cancellation of other similar registered trademarks.”300 
The above cases show that when agents of the state violate the religious use of temple 
assets, tangible or intangible, they bring themselves in direct confrontation with a resourceful 
collective. The next section draws on my fieldwork and other sources to discuss how temple 
leaders manage to avoid or mitigate the effect of state-led temple commodification.  
 
Varieties of Temple Autonomy 
As shown in the previous chapter, agents of the state enclose temples and use them as an income 
source. They commodify temple access and religious services. High temple admission fee is 
characteristic of state-led religious commodification. I argue that if the use of the site is solely 
based on the preference of the religious leadership, most temples would be free and open to the 
public because the question of temple entrance fee is fundamentally about who controls the 
temple along with its material and symbolic sources.  
Among the sites I surveyed, the clerics of those that charged no entrance fee all emphasized 
free access as a marker of their religious authenticity—a discourse which resonated with the 
statements I collected from both religious and non-religious visitors. In a widely circulated story, 
29 abbots in Hunan Province collectively announced the cancellation of admission fee as an 
unprecedented act of defiance against religious commodification.301  
                                                
300 Jie Chen. “Bixu zhongshi he weihu daojiao’jie de hefa quanyi” (Must Attach Great Importance to and Defend the 
Lawful Rights of the Taoist Community). Zhongguo Daojiao (China Taoism) 2014 (4): 16-18. 
301 “Hunan 29 suo siyuan quxiao menpiao ‘mianfei kaifang’ PK ‘quanzheng shoufei’” (29 Temples in Hunan 
Province Canceled Admission: “Free Access” PKing [player killing, i.e. competing against] “Levying on 
Enclosure”?) People.com.cn. May 15, 2013. <http://society.people.com.cn/n/2013/0515/c1008-21482189.html#>. 
Accessed October 19, 2015. 
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Since temple admission fee has been considered a symbol of religious commodification, I 
use admission fee as an index to examine the state of the 163 “temples of national importance” 
that were the first to return to the religious communities. In 2013, 162 of the above temples were 
open to the public. The highest temple admission fee was 80 yuan, the lowest was zero, and the 
average admission fee was six yuan (roughly one dollar). However, considering 61 sites were 
located inside scenic parks where additional admission fees were collected by the park 
authorities, the real average temple admission should be 59 yuan. An analysis of my 23 field 
sites shows a similar result: the average admission fee rose from nine yuan to 44 yuan after 
taking into account of the park admission. The evidence shows that given choices, a great 
majority of temples would prefer lower if not free admission fee. Evidence from my field work 
and other sources shows that temples of priestly management are most likely to have lower 
entrance fee if not free access. 
I further identify four categories of temples based on their accessibility: open, tolling, scenic 
spot, and commercialized temples. First, an open temple has a free-for-all entry policy, which 
means that it is able to maintain internal financial solvency and externally defuse 
commodification pressure from local state agents. Second, a tolling temple collects small 
admission fee from non-members, that is, visitors who do not provide proof of having converted 
to the religion. A tolling temple has priestly autonomy but has yet to achieve financial solvency 
by means of ritual services. Third, a scenic spot temple is officially classified as a scenic spot, 
meaning, the temple has to meet a variety of requirements in tourist services, security, sanitation, 
transportation and communication. With a higher operational cost, a scenic park temple tends to 
charge an admission fee higher than that of a tolling temple but still much lower than a 
commercialized temple. Fourth, commercialized temples are managed by private businesses for 
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profits. These private businesses either lease existing temples from the occupying state agents or 
construct new temples with the support of the local government.  
When a temple is enclosed within a scenic park, visitor must purchase a park ticket before 
being able to access the temple, which may has a separate admission policy. Among the 23 
temples this research surveyed, there were seven open temples, four tolling temples, four scenic 
spot temples, one commercialized temple, and seven scenic park temples. 
Table 4 Temples According to Accessibility in 2013 
 
 Accessibility Cases 
Open Temple Free and open to the public East, Flower, Life, Zen, Buddha*, West*, Purity 
Tolling Temple Small admission fee North, Path, Compassion, Longevity 
Scenic Spot Temple Moderate admission fee;  tourism oriented South, Literati, Garden, Wisdom 
Commercialized 
Temple 
High admission fee; Temple 
designed for mass tourist 
consumptions 
Palace 
Scenic Park Temple 
Temple enclosed in a scenic 
park; park admission 
required to enter 





Scenic Spot Light 
* Having moved from a different category during the period of the research. 
A temple can move from one category to another depending on the internal and external 
circumstances—internally, if the clergy can achieve financial solvency by means of lay 
contributions; externally, if they are able to override the local party leader’s logic of economic 
development. Among the 23 temples, three changed their admission policy during the period of 
this research: Temple Dragon, Temple Buddha, and Temple West. Temple Dragon, previously 
an open temple, became enclosed after the independent-minded clergy withdrew from the site 
(see next section for details). Temple Buddha and Temple West joined the ranks of open temples 
in 2012 after previously being a tolling temple and a scenic park-tolling temple respectively. 
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Transitioning to Open Temple  
Temple West’s transition to an open temple first involved a long-term reestablishment of the 
monastic institution. According to the abbot, the temple used to house over 500 monks until the 
community was forced to disband in 1969. It was among the first to reopen because of its lineage 
connection with Japanese Buddhism. By the end of the Cultural Revolution, most of the temple 
structure remained, but all sutras and statues were destroyed. The government supplied the initial 
funding for temple reconstruction. 50 monks returned when the site reopened in 1980—a small 
number compared to the temple’s previous record, yet remarkable considering the clergy had not 
long ago endured severe persecution. In 1985, the state introduced the policy of “self-supporting 
temple and self-funding reconstruction” and stopped government subsidies. The abbot of Temple 
West explained the reason to collect entrance fees, as quoted at the beginning of this chapter: the 
temple needed the admission income to survive in the early stage of recovery. 
The temple had over the years accumulated some assets as a tolling temple. It had 110 
monks in residence in 2012, a solid lay following, and strong ties with overseas Buddhist 
communities. The monastic institution was well-maintained because the new clergy were trained 
by a group of committed, elderly monks who still made up a substantive portion of the clergy. 
The current abbot described his appointment to be the result of the temple’s tradition in which if 
the clergy are unable to agree on a new abbot from within, they “select the worthy from ten 
directions” (shifang xuanxian) based on the candidate’s “integrity, Buddhist learning, and 
patriotism.” It suffices to say that Temple West had accumulated sufficient religious 
endowments for an open temple. Yet the leadership’s decision to transition was actually 
triggered by an external crisis.  
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Although the religious community reclaimed the temple premises, the forest area 
historically considered an integral part of the temple was still controlled by the forestry 
department which charged a 20 yuan entrance fee. Beginning in October 2011, the district 
government enclosed the temple and the forestry area to impose a 50 yuan scenic park admission 
fee. Visitors now had to pay 50 yuan to enter the forestry area and 60 yuan (50 yuan for the park 
entry and 10 yuan for the temple) to gain access to the temple, which immediately reduced the 
number of tourists to the park by half. The temple therefore suffered a net income loss in 
admission and donation along with its religious outreach. It was under this circumstance that the 
temple leadership pushed forward the transition to open temple. 
Just six months after the enclosure, the temple cancelled its entrance fee (10 yuan) and had 
persuaded the local government to also lift the park admission (50 yuan) at the same time. It was 
not a hard negotiation because not only had the enclosure failed to generate more revenues for 
the district government’s investment due to the drop of tourists, but it had produced disgruntled 
locals who previously enjoyed low-cost access to both the temple (10 yuan) and the forest area 
(20 yuan). Confronted with popular criticism, the district authorities had already announced that 
local people could purchase the park ticket at a discounted rate—20 yuan, not surprisingly, but 
the 50 yuan park admission was still in place for outside tourists. The temple was able to 
convince the government to end the enclosure and restored its previous policy that charged 20 
yuan for the forest area because now with the temple admission gone, the district government 
could hope to restore the demand for the site and benefit from the popularity of an open temple. 
The enclosure of Temple West and its transition to open temple affected Temple Buddha 
which is only less than ten miles away. The district authorities had approached Temple Buddha 
leadership multiple times to propose a scenic park, which was rejected by the monks. From a 
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geographical perspective, enclosure of Temple Buddha is implausible without the monks’ 
cooperation. Unlike Temple West whose major access must go through the government-
controlled forestry, Temple Buddha is located in the urban transportation system. An enclosure 
without priestly consensus would demand the government to block temple access from all 
directions, making the project infeasible. During the enclosure of Temple West, Temple Buddha, 
then a tolling temple (10 yuan), for the first time received more tourists than Temple West. In 
regard to temple income, reputation, and religious outreach, Temple Buddha became the winner 
of the admission dispute revolving around Temple West. It was not surprising when Temple 
West proposed to cancel the entrance fee, Temple Buddha followed suit. 
Temple West was not able to stop the enclosure until it became obvious that the enclosure 
also hurt the political leadership when locals opted out and chose a much more accessible 
Temple Buddha. The leadership of Temple West seized the opportunity to push for the transition 
to open temple—a decision that influenced the competitor to also do the same. Both temples had 
been tolling temples for almost three decades and would probably transition to open temples 
eventually given their religious predilection. Yet, it was the crisis of enclosure that unexpectedly 
made open temple the optimal choice for all parties involved, including the political leadership 
whose retreat was necessary for the creation of an open temple.  
Priestly Agency in Religious Commodification 
Religious commodification allows local state agents to extract income from temples, but it 
has also offered an opportunity for some religious leaders to acquire their own temples and 
expand their influence, such as the cases of Temple Purity and Temple South. Temple Purity was 
first erected as a cultural memorial hall. The temple leadership managed to also register the site 
as a temporary religious venue until it obtained the official approval as a Taoist venue. Temple 
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South practiced religious syncretism302 and was under the jurisdiction of the local cultural 
authorities before being claimed by the Taoist leadership. In both cases, the religious leadership 
took advantage of the local state’s interest in developing tourist economy to win over space to 
operate by erecting a new temple or claiming an existing one. 
The site of Temple Purity used to be the location of a failed tourist development project to 
rebuild a local temple that was destroyed during the Sino-Japanese War and to turn the site into a 
scenic park. The abbot purchased the abandoned site in 1998 and managed to obtain the approval 
from both the city’s religious and cultural authorities to construct a cultural memorial hall for 
Confucius, Laozi, and Buddha. In 2000, the district granted what then became Temple Purity the 
status of temporary Taoist venue.  
Temple Purity had from the beginning chosen a development model that rejected practices 
characteristic of commodified temples, such as collecting temple admission fee, raising loans for 
construction, installing merit boxes inside the temple, setting up divining or fortune-telling 
services, and selling high-price incense. They wrote the policy into the temple’s official 
introduction and publicized it inside the temple, hence introducing a commitment device. By 
doing so, the abbot differentiated Temple Purity from other tourist-oriented temples. At the same 
time, the temple management made great efforts to demonstrate their economic and political 
conformity. For example, the temple explicitly included contributing to the local tourist economy 
one of its primary missions. The management also informed the religious authorities whenever 
the temple was to receive a group of pilgrims. The temple erected a sign listing all the Party 
leaders’ signature slogans since Deng Xiaoping, such as “Three Representatives” 303  and 
                                                
302 The temple worships deities of Buddhism, Taoism, and Confucianism. For a discussion of religious syncretism, 
see Chapter 2. 
303 That is, the Chinese communist party represents “the development trend of China’s advanced productive forces,” 
“the orientation of China’s advanced culture,” and “the fundamental interests of the overwhelming majority of the 
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harmonious society, to be its guiding principles; the establishment of a patriotic, law-abiding, 
self-disciplined, and socially devoted religious institution to be its goal, although the sign was 
placed a quarter mile away on the roadside leading to the temple rather than inside the temple—a 
subtle gesture to show the temple’s internal autonomy.  
Meanwhile, the abbot became convinced that Temple South (located in a different province) 
was constructed by the founding patriarch of the Taoist lineage he had inherited so he decided to 
reclaim the site which was then managed by the local cultural authorities. Temple South’s return 
to priestly management was the result of the active participation of the township party leadership 
and the Taoist leaderships from both sides. In 2002, the research team led by the township party 
secretary and the abbot gathered enough historical evidence for all concerning parties to endorse 
the Taoist origin of Temple South. The local party leadership supported the abbot’s cause 
because certification from one of the major Taoist lineages would raise the profile of the 
township and help promote religious tourism. The local Taoist leadership expected that the 
successful certification of Temple South would return the temple to priestly management. The 
Taoist leadership from the linage home looked favorably on the certification because the addition 
of Temple South to its system would expand the lineage’s geographical influence in Taoist 
history. As far as SARA was concerned, the initiative was in line with the state’s policy of 
religious restoration. Interestingly, SARA representative affirmed that the certification would 
surely fuel local economic growth, and yet he suggested that in their report, they should 
deemphasize the Buddhist element, stress Taoism, and be cautious when alluding to “three 
teachings in one.”304 Moreover, the report should play down the relationship between religion 
                                                                                                                                                       
Chinese people.” It is first proclaimed by the former party secretary Jiang Zemin in 2000 and has been incorporated 
into the Chinese communist party’s constitution. See “Three Represents” on the official news website of the CPC. 
June 23, 2006. <http://english.cpc.people.com.cn/66739/4521344.html>. Accessed April 28, 2012. 
304 For the Chinese state’s suspicion of religious synchronism, see Chapter 2. 
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and economy, by no means mention “building the religious stage to sing the economic opera” 
because the state neither advocates nor supports such practice.305  
With the endorsement from both the religious and political leaderships, the abbot began to 
renovate the temple with popular donations. In 2004, four years after the abbot began the 
initiative and two years after the certification, the site was returned to priestly management and 
reopened as a religious venue. The case of Temple South shows that local leadership will back 
priestly management if it is perceived to bring in symbolic and material resources beneficial to 
local economic development, and the alliance of interests between the political and religious 
leaderships expedites the religious use of temple property. The abbot’s investment in and 
connection to Temple South would later prove to be crucial to Temple Purity’s development.  
In 2008, the management initiated a 350 million yuan project of expansion which the abbot 
said would come only from donations, the majority of which had been coming from the 
followers that the abbot acquired through Temple South. In 2013, donations from outside the 
province made up 72 percent of the temple’s donation income, including 49 percent from the 
region of Temple South.306 Temple Purity demonstrated its economic contribution when it began 
to draw pilgrims whose donations made the expansion possible. The abbot’s religious 
entrepreneurship eventually won political recognition for him and the temple. After having been 
a temporary religious venue for eight years, Temple Purity became officially recognized in 2008. 
The abbot was elected Present of the city’s Taoist Association in 2009 and member of CPPCC in 
2011. 
While temple leadership seeks state recognition for political and property security, political 
leaders often invite priestly participation to inject authenticity to their tourist projects. However, 
                                                
305 For the central leadership’s stance on religious commodification, see Chapter 4. 
306 Pilgrims from the city and the two neighboring cities of Temple South. 
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the union may not always lead to the “optimal” outcome expected by the local leadership. The 
dilemma is well captured in a schedule conflict that Ian Johnson described in his report on Mt. 
Mao Taoism. The conflict arose from the abbess’s insistence on performing a four-hour 
consecration ceremony (kaiguang) of a new deity statue and the local officials’ plan to make a 45 
minute speech for television cameras before their own scheduled lunch banquet. The abbess 
eventually agreed on a short break so the local officials could quickly announce their 
contribution to traditional culture and pose for photographers before moving to their hotel 
lunch. 307  Even amid the schematic constraints of state-led religious commodification, the 
religious leadership can still negotiate some autonomy. The next section presents two 
reconstruction projects of an active religious leadership. One temple had managed to remain 
open, whereas the other project ended with the exit of the clergy. The case studies will show how 
the performative imperatives of the clergy and the local state leadership play out in the politics of 
commodifying temple access.  
 
The Politics of Open Access: A Tale of Two Temples 
Temple East and Temple Dragon are located in Jiangsu Province. Both are reconstructions of 
historical temples that can be traced back to the Song Dynasty (960-1279). The decline of 
Temple East began after the destruction of the Taiping Rebellion (1851-1864),308 but the 
remaining structure was obliterated during the Cultural Revolution. The original structures of 
Temple Dragon no longer existed by the end of the 19th century, except for a pagoda that was 
                                                
307  Ian Johnson. “The Rise of the Dao.” The New York Times Magazine. November 5, 2010. 
<http://www.nytimes.com/2010/11/07/magazine/07religion-t.html>. Accessed November 3, 2015. 
308 Taiping Rebellion is an uprising in the 19th century that costs 20 million lives. The 13 year war was fought across 
the Chinese empire between the Qing and the Heavenly Kingdom of Peace—a religious movement inspired by 
Christian teachings and later became a political rebellion that sought to abolish the imperial system. For the religious 
dimension of the rise and fall of the Taiping Rebellion, see Reilly (2004). 
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designated as a cultural relic in the mid-1950s, which allowed it to survive the following political 
turmoil.  
Both temples’ reconstruction was initiated in the mid-2000s by their separate prefectural 
government that sought to expand local tourist economy. The two governments invited the same 
eminent Buddhist master to reestablish the monastic institution. Under the religious leadership, 
both temples had successfully inspired local followings and become an exemplar of the local 
state’s achievement. However, the religious leadership’s disagreement with the local leaders on 
Temple Dragon’s management became irreconcilable, leading to their decision to withdraw from 
the reconstruction project only after three years. They were, nonetheless, able to secure the 
autonomy of Temple East by signing a formal contract with the local government to avoid future 
enclosure. Since the two temples were equipped with same religious endowments and located in 
the same province, the opposite outcomes make the two temples ideal cases to analyze the role of 
temple ownership in the sustainability of an open temple.  
Temple East: An Exclusive Religious Investment 
Temple East was rebuilt from scratch half a mile away from its original location. Rebuilding 
from a different place (yidi chongjian) is common practice considering that the majority of 
temples were completely destroyed due to a century of wars and regime hostility. The original 
sites have often become populated or used for other functions. State regulation stipulates that any 
erection of a new temple must provide a proof of its historical existence. All new temples hence 
have to produce a genealogy for the state. Some genealogies are substantive, some are mythical, 
many are ambiguous. For example, Temple Palace’s construction was based on the belief that a 
prominent a monk visited and proclaimed the site to be efficacious more than one millennium 
ago. On the contrary, Temple Purity was rebuilt only 600 feet away from the original temple. To 
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what extent location and genealogy matter seem to depend more on the support and flexibility of 
the local government than their authenticity. 
The prefectural government planned to reconstruct Temple East and brought the proposal to 
one of the temple’s most famous disciples. The abbot received dharma transmission from his late 
master in the historical Temple East, making the temple home to the spiritual lineage he 
inherited. Since the original Temple East was completely gone and its original site had become a 
residential area, the government proposed three locations for the abbot to choose. One of them 
was in the scenic park that the government had already began to construct and it was also the one 
that the abbot chose because of its splendid scenery, infrastructure, and the largely unpopulated 
space. Locals found three stelae as proof of the temple’s historical existence. The government 
provided the first piece of land (one fourth required of the project) in 2004 to assist the 
reconstruction. The temple leadership were responsible for funding the rest of the project; and 
the government was in charge of the infrastructure around the temple, especially the 
transportation. The initial land use right was set at 30 years, but the temple was able to negotiate 
an extension to 75 years. This arrangement granted the temple complete ownership over the 
project. 
Despite the temple had been officially registered as a religious venue in 2007, the local 
public security authorities monitored the temple’s activities closely and would arbitrarily stop a 
ritual assembly if they were not made aware of the event beforehand. One of the monks 
described their early encounters with the local public security: 
The government spied on us when we were first here. If the Master said that he would visit for three days and 
on the forth day he was still here, the government’s people would be stationing outside watching us. They 
would often come over to tell us not to do this or that because we didn’t notify them…309  
 
                                                
309 Interview with religious leader, Nanjing, April, 2013. 
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The constant local interventions have led the clergy to slow down their expansion and be more 
transparent with the local government with respect to their operations. The change of strategy 
from the religious leadership had generated positive results.  
Now we are more cautious. We have postponed our plan to establish a Buddhist academy. We’ve learned to 
inform the government about our activities. They were suspicious at the beginning, but now they understand 
that we pose no threat. They have even been advising us about convenient ways to plan our activities. If a 
specific method won’t work due to the national policy restrictions, they will help us find an alternative.310 
 
The monk explained, “The local government didn’t understand us, so we had been trying to 
communicate with them and over the years we have built mutual trust.” The temple was willing 
to accommodate the regime’s security concerns, an attitude shared by other temple leaderships 
who often stated it explicitly, “Buddhism (Daoism) does not oppose the Communist Party.” The 
tension arose from the state’s demand for social control was basically solved after Temple East 
became more transparent in the eyes of the local officials. Yet, the abbot was well aware that the 
amicable relationship was also a result of the temple’s contribution to the local profile and its 
economy.  
Of course, the government will be watching us and other religious groups will be jealous. The local Buddhist 
Association is small, but we still have to respect them as our superior. We pay the annual membership fee. The 
bigger the temple, the higher the fee…This city was not famous. The local government wanted development. 
We have brought in tourists and we’ve created for the local government a very good image.311  
 
Over the years, the government had tried multiple times to close the scenic park and each 
time was dissuaded by the temple leadership. The leadership had even threatened to exit if the 
government were to enclose the temple. To counter this repetitive enclosing pressure fed by 
frequent local leadership rotation, the temple eventually proceeded with a formal contract, which 
it was able to do because of its complete ownership and increasing local influence.  
Many local governments look at temples as a source of revenues. The prefectural government developed the 
surrounding areas as an attempt to encircle the temple so they could collect admission fee. But the Master will 
never agree. He says that the moment we have to collect entrance fee to survive is the moment we close the 
temple. He has communicated with the local government and made the party secretary promise that his 
                                                
310 Ibid. 
311 Interview with religious leader, Najing, June, 2013. 
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commitment will still be binding to his successors. We’ve already signed a contract with the local government 
and [the contract] has the official seal on it.312  
 
The clergy viewed open access a marker of the temple’s authenticity and their commitment to 
spread the dharma to as many people as possible. Free access had been in the standard 
introduction that the monks and lay volunteers gave to groups of pilgrims. It had also allowed the 
temple to attract an average of two thousand visitors on a normal week day. The small donations 
collected from the merit boxes (gongde xiang) were enough to cover the utilities of the entire 
temple. The temple had two vegetarian restaurants run exclusively by volunteers. The clergy 
held biweekly ritual assemblies to provide ritual services to the community and to attract 
donations. “Where there is dharma, there is a way. Buddha will not let me starve,” the abbot 
once told me. The temple funded its reconstruction by raising separate donations through a list of 
merit items (see Chapter 4). When I asked the abbot the key to the temple’s success, he 
postulated, “Our temple has been successful because we have kept trying to communicate with 
the local government.” Yet, when I asked why Temple Dragon could not reproduce this model, 
he commented,  
We didn’t build a [new] monastery [like we did here]. Many temples are owned by the Tourism 
Administration, except for the older temples that belong to the Administration of Cultural Heritage, [such as 
Temple Dragon]. We were invited over to bring in our institutions. The head of the Bureau of Religious 
Affairs was too enthusiastic, neither he nor we foresaw the complexity of the local interests [which led to our 
withdrawal]…We continue to receive many invitations of all sorts. But it is no longer our policy to take part in 
any joint venture.313 
 
I brought the same question to the management of Temple Dragon and was given a more detailed 
picture as to how the vested interests in commodified Buddhism made maintenance of an open 
temple improbable. 




Temple Dragon: A Joint Venture Fallen Through 
As mentioned before, all that was left on the original site of Temple Dragon was a pagoda. 
The local government decided to build a new temple adjacent to the pagoda and make the 
complex a tourist attraction. The prefectural government planned for the scenic park to be 77 
acres. It invested nearly 40 million yuan for the first three years and finished the first stage of 
construction in 2009. During the period, the government approached the leadership of Temple 
East, hoping that they would assist the reconstruction and management of the temple. Temple 
East leadership saw this invitation as an opportunity to revive Buddhism in the region. The 
monks arrived at the end of the first stage. They were expected to establish a monastic institution 
and raise fund for later two stages of reconstruction. The government would be in charge of land 
expropriation, including the cost of compensation and resident relocation.  
The first task of the monks was to host the reopening ceremony for the pagoda. Since the 
ceremony would be held in the temple, the local leadership put the BRA in charge. The BRA 
officials hence visited the temple regularly to monitor the preparation and intervene if they 
deemed necessary. For example, the officials had attempted to change the blueprint of the 
barrier-free facilities which was obviously outside of their expertise. They even changed the 
temple’s arrangement of tables and chairs on the stage. On the opening day, the temple 
mobilized nearly a hundred volunteers. In addition to the leaders from various temples and 
Buddhist Associations, the provincial propaganda minister, deputy heads of the provincial BRA 
and cultural authorities both attended the ceremony. The event also attracted thousands of lay 
people and tourists who participated the ritual assembly led by the abbot. A ceremony of this 
kind was a great public relations opportunity not only for the local leadership but the prefectural 
city. 
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The monks stationed in Temple Dragon were instructed by their master to do all the hard 
work but let the local government claim the credits—a strategy that had served them well in 
Temple East. Temple Dragon had soon become the major tour destination that the local 
leadership took their guests, making hosting leaders from various levels and branches of the 
party-state one of the temple management’s main tasks. Temple East leadership had to receive 
government officials as well, but since the leadership were already well established, they were no 
longer expected to personally receive political leaders under the prefectural level. 
Like Temple East, Temple Dragon held biweekly ritual assemblies open to the general 
public. In addition, the monks had a dharma learning session on Sundays. The regulars even 
included wives of local cadres. The free and high-quality ritual services quickly allowed the 
temple to develop a devout following. More importantly, the temple introduced a new way of 
doing Buddhism to the local community who previously had little access to religious services 
other than visiting temples and making merit donations. Temple Dragon’s success thus directly 
challenged the monopoly of nearby Temple Unity. Not only did the locals switch their temple of 
preference but they began to question the operation of Temple Unity.  
Temple Unity was reconstructed in 1993 as one of the tourist attractions in a larger scenic 
park. The temple and the local authorities had over the past two decades formed a symbiotic 
relationship. The abbot provided local officials with economic rents and political loyalty in 
exchange for his ascendancy in the local Buddhist Association and protection from corrupt 
accusations against him, such as drinking, gambling, bribery, misappropriation, and celibate 
violation. As Temple Dragon’s presence became an obvious threat to the local Buddhist 
establishment, the leadership of Temple Unity exploited the government’s suspicion of mass 
gathering by accusing Temple Dragon of spreading anti-government teachings during their ritual 
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assemblies. The trust between Temple Dragon and the local authorities became even more 
precarious when a new local leadership replaced the old one and after Temple Dragon refused 
the new administration’s proposal to charge temple admission fee and split the revenues. 
Our presence created a comparison. Everything was all right for them before we came. The locals now 
questioned the other temple: “Why haven’t you done the same?” The monks [of Temple Unity], rather than 
think about improving themselves, had tried to get rid of us. They sent anonymous, malicious letters to the 
Buddhist Associations and local government…The officials didn’t believe them the first time, but what about 
the second time, and the third time? Especially there’s also a change of local leadership…Furthermore, the 
government had failed to fulfill its initial promise to finish land expropriation for further reconstruction.314  
 
The leadership of Temple East eventually decided to end their partnership with the local 
government and withdraw from Temple Dragon, which at the time created a little outcry on the 
government’s online forum. The management described their withdrawal, 
Our followers were all crying as they were helping us pack…The prefectural government’s online message 
board were flooded with messages requesting the government not to let us leave. The authorities even asked us 
to tell our followers to stop posting messages. But those messages were left mostly by people who had visited 
the temple but were not followers themselves.315 
 
After the monks left, the government introduced a more cooperative temple leadership. Temple 
Dragon soon began to charge admission fee to its major attraction, the pagoda. The 
reconstruction of the temple would continue, but this time with the support of Temple Unity and 
the local Buddhist Association.  
The case studies show that religious endowments are necessary but not sufficient for the 
creation and maintenance of an open temple. Any involvement with the local state agents and the 
coopted monks other than a collegial relationship decreases the likelihood of open access. 
 
Conclusion  
The research asks why some temples manage to maintain open access whereas others fail to do 
so amid local state-led religious commodification. It argues that temple leadership and local state 
                                                
314 Interview with religious leader, Hangzhou, June, 2013. 
315 Ibid. 
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leadership operate on different institutional preferences: temple leadership prefer open temple for 
sustainable religious development, whereas local leadership driven to provide short-term 
economic growth favor temple enclosure and commodified religious services. Due to the 
immobility of temple assets, religious leadership avoids antagonizing local leadership supported 
by the coopted clergy. Open access demands the temple leadership to negotiate the political 
leadership’s restraint while setting up a merit economy based on their religious endowments. 
Open temple in this context is demonstrative of a temple’s institutional strength and a local state-
temple relationship that is conciliatory. Because open temple operates within the existing 
authoritarian power structure, it actually serves to strengthen the regime’s religious control. On 
the contrary, temple enclosure and religious commodification not only discredits religious 
authority but the authority of the political government that promotes it. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusion 
At the beginning of the reform and open policy, the Chinese government identified ten million 
Muslims, three million Catholics, and three million Protestants in Document No. 19 “The Basic 
Viewpoint and Policy on the Religious Question during Our Country’s Socialist Period” that laid 
out the principles of the religious policy for the “socialist period.” As of 2008, there are 
estimated 21.67 million Muslims, due largely to the population growth of the Muslim minorities. 
Counting Christians has been proven challenging, but it is believed that Christianity is expanding 
fast as well. According to the World Christian Data, there are roughly 120 million today. The 
Chinese government, however, gave an estimate of 21 million (including 5 million Catholics and 
16 million Protestants).316  
Document No. 19 did not identify the number of followers in Buddhism, Taoism, and “folk 
religion” like it did with other religions. It simply stated that a considerable number of the Han 
population believed in sprits, but not many adhered to a religion. The State Administration of 
Religious Affairs registered 222,000 Buddhist monks and nuns (including 72,000 in Chinese 
Buddhism, 148,000 in Tibetan Buddhism and 2,000 in Theravada Buddhism) and 48,000 Taoist 
priests; 33,000 Buddhist sites (Chinese Buddhism 27,700; Tibetan Buddhism 3,600; Theravada 
Buddhism 1,700) and 8,000 Taoist sites. SARA also stated that it was difficult to estimate the 
                                                
316 See “Guanyu woguo shehuizhuyi shiqi zongjiao wenti de jiben guandian he jiben zhengce” (The Basic Viewpoint 
and Policy on the Religious Question during Our Country’s Socialist Period), issued by the CPC Central Committee 
on March 31, 1982. Web. <http://www.sara.gov.cn/zcfg/zc/497.htm>. Accessed February 12, 2016. Translation can 
be found in Donald E. MacInnis (1989), Religion in China Today: Policy and Practice, pp. 8-26, New York: Orbis 
Books; Pew Research Center. 2009 “Mapping the Global Muslim Population.” 
<http://pewforum.org/newassets/images/reports/Muslimpopulation/Muslimpopulation.pdf>. Accessed October 26, 
2012; Peter Berger. “Counting Christians in China.” August 17, 2010. Web. <http://blogs.the-american-
interest.com/berger/2010/08/17/counting-christians-in-china/>. Accessed October 9, 2013; “Religion in China.” 
<http://news.xinhuanet.com/ziliao/2003-01/18/content_695312.htm>. Accessed October 9, 2013. 
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numerous number people who observe some form of Buddhism and Taoism.317 Despite the 
official acknowledgement, Pew Research Center estimated that there were 244.11 million 
Buddhists (18.2 percent of the population) and 294.3 million popular religious followers (21.9 
percent of the population).318 I would like to emphasize 33,000 and 8,000 are very small numbers 
considering the unidentifiable amount of Buddhist and Taoist followers. If the Pew statistics of 
Buddhism is anywhere close to the reality, it means the government has only sanctioned one 
temple for every 7,400 followers. Not only did surveys findings disagree with the scale of 
China’s religious revival, but they sometimes produced contradictory pictures. The 2007 Chinese 
Spiritual Life Survey found that 85 percent of Chinese people practiced some form of religion,319 
but a recent poll by WIN/Gallup International pronounced China to be the least religious country 
in the world with 61 percent of its population claiming to be “convinced atheists,” 29 percent 
non-religious, and only 7 percent of those surveyed said they were religious.320  
Mapping China’s religious landscape presents a daunting task to scholars. Ethnographers 
tend to report strong communal revival but their account should be read with caution against 
local particularity. Surveys tend to either underestimate or overestimate the vitality of religious 
upsurge and the extent varies across surveying organizations and surveyed religions. Chinese 
religiosity is difficult to measure as most people practice some form and a mixture of “traditional 
beliefs” (including popular religions and ancestral cults). Cross-national surveys inevitably 
                                                
317 “Xinyang fojiao renshu zhongduo quanguo fojiao senglü ju wudajiao zhi shou” (Those Who Believe in 
Buddhism are Numerous, the [Number of] Buddhist Clergy Tops the Five Great Religions). China Ethnic News. 
April 3, 2014. <http://www.mzb.com.cn/html/Home/report/14041545-1.htm>. Accessed June 10, 2016. 
318  “Global Religious Futures—China.” Pew Research Center’s Religion & Public Life Project. 
<http://www.globalreligiousfutures.org/countries/china#/?affiliations_religion_id=0&affiliations_year=2010&regio
n_name=All%20Countries&restrictions_year=2013>. Accessed June 10, 2016. 
319  Spiritual Life Survey of Chinese Residents, the ARDA (Association of Religion Data Archives). 
<http://www.thearda.com/Archive/Files/Descriptions/SPRTCHNA.asp>. Accessed September 1, 2016. 
320  WIN/Gallup International Association. “Losing Our Religion? Two Thirds of People Still Claim to be 
Religious.” April 13, 2015. Web. 
<http://www.wingia.com/en/news/losing_our_religion_two_thirds_of_people_still_claim_to_be_religious/290/>. 
Accessed August 28, 2016. 
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encounter the problem of commensurability. What it means to be religious varies depending on 
the cultural and political contexts. In China, being religious is often understood as affiliation with 
officially sanctioned religions and being atheist does not necessarily require the rejection of the 
supernatural.321 What it means to be atheist or religious in China suffices another research 
project. When it comes to estimating overall religiosity, the Chinese government’s non-attempt 
and acknowledgement is perhaps the most practical approach. 
This dissertation consults both the qualitative and quantitative approaches to China’s 
religious revival, but rather than studying the scale and meaning of religious upsurge, it examines 
the political processes and institutional mechanisms leading to the macro-phenomenon 
encapsulated by the concept of religious revival.  
Recognizing that religious revival is a compound outcome comprised of heterogeneous 
causal mechanisms, I break down the processes and focus on the restoration of temples. The 
methods that I employ are qualitative and my approach to solving research questions is mostly 
inductive, which means that my theory continues to evolve over the course of data collection and 
analysis. I become convinced that the logic of “religion building the stage for economy to sing 
the opera” is a common thread that connects the spectrum of the cases in temple restoration and 
that the use of temple property dominates post-Mao state relations with Buddhism and Taoism. I 
then identify the mixed ideational and material incentives of the actors involving in the process 
and conclude that the marker of religious use or state-led economic use of temple property is 
open and free access. Open access is therefore an index of temple’s management autonomy. This 
allows me to measure temple autonomy by using temple admission. I then apply case study to 
                                                
321 For the problem of polling religious believers, see  Ian Johnson. “A Problem of  ‘Religion,” and Polling, in 
China.” New York Times. July 1, 2015. <http://sinosphere.blogs.nytimes.com/2015/07/01/a-problem-of-religion-and-
polling-in-china/>. Accessed June 10, 2016. 
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trace the strategic interactions between state and religious actors and their institutional 
consequences. 
 
Argument in Brief 
This dissertation begins with a puzzle informed by the secularization thesis and the market 
economy of religion, namely, the coexistence of religion and modernity and religious upsurge 
and increasing state regulation. My research has led me to believe that both theories have failed 
to capture the essence of the religious question in reform China. I argue that no single causal 
order can encase religion’s modern fate. This study then focuses one dimension of religion’s 
recovery in the aftermath of the Cultural Revolution—temple restoration. I ask why the atheist 
state has failed to stop its local agents from espousing the commercial use of temple property and 
how some religious leadership have managed to secure religious use of temple property. 
First, I argue that the central leadership’s failure to stop temple commodification lies in the 
regime’s institutional frameworks of economic development and religious governance. On the 
one hand, the frequent rotation of local leaders and the emphasis on economic performance of 
the cadre evaluation system have incentivized the creation and continuation of commodified 
temples. On the other hand, the ambiguity of temple’s social ownership (shehui gongyou) has 
given local leaders institutional levers to intervene in temple management. I trace the genealogy 
of shehui gongyou to the mass confiscation of temple properties and the introduction of Western 
individual property concept during the Republican state formation. The religious leadership 
sought state recognition of temple’s inalienability neither by the state nor by members of the 
religious community. The nascent Communist regime accepted temple’s social ownership but 
soon moved to destroy the social fabric that upheld the property practice, particularly through the 
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decimation of the clergy. Now the civil law prevents temple as an institution from acquiring legal 
personhood through property ownership because temple premises are officially identified as 
belonging to society as a whole. Accordingly, one of temple’s main means of conflict resolution 
has been through the political channel rather than recourse to courts of law, making it powerless 
whenever the local state becomes the vested interest. The adoption of social ownership was 
meant to protect, but it has become an institution of exploitation under the current structure of 
religious governance and economic development. Religious toleration based on the political and 
economic expediency of the local state authorities has rendered temples vulnerable to the 
frequent change in local leadership. The current system of religious governance is inherently 
contentious and unstable. 
Second, my research demonstrates that given choice, religious leadership prefer free and 
open temple access. Yet, open temple must be negotiated on two fronts: externally with the local 
state; internally with the lay followers. Externally, due to the immobility of historic temple 
assets, it is in the interest of temple leadership to avoid antagonizing local state agents and to 
demonstrate political conformity when negotiating open access. Internally, the clerics must 
possess rich religious endowments (ritual specialty, religious learning, and monastic discipline) 
to inspire mass lay following so the temple can generate enough labor and monetary 
contributions to achieve independent financial solvency. By applying both strategies, aspiring 
temple leaders can hope to gain autonomy in temple management and gradually build up its 
institutional strength and a sustainable temple economy. Since open temples must operate within 
the existing authoritarian power structure, their maintenance actually serves to strengthen the 
regime’s political control. The toleration of open temple is a positive-sum game wherein both the 
state and the religious community gain in the long run. On the contrary, the commercial 
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exploitation of temple debilitates the clergy’s ability to reinvest in religious endowments and 
establish strong lay following, which perpetuates temple’s institutional weakness.  
The dissertation project addresses three aspects in “religion building the stage for economy 
to sing the economic opera” that might interest researchers working on religion and politics in 
China. First, “religion building the stage for economy to sing the opera” should be situated in the 
state’s response to the crisis of legitimacy.322 The reform and open policy since 1979 was also a 
response to the failed social engineering in the first three decades of Communist rule which 
inflicted great material and human losses on society and led to a disillusioned population. 
Economic development has since become the priority of the Chinese leadership and come to 
define the political legitimacy of the Communist Party. Despite the central state condemns 
commercial use of religious sites, the imperative of development has set the economic tone that 
shapes the institutional interests of its local state agents. This has resulted in the local state-led 
mass encroachment of temple properties only seen in miaochan xingxue. Both movements are 
local state initiatives meant to fulfill the developmental goal inaugurated by the Chinese state. 
The late 19th century saw the Chinese state faced with mass rebellions and external military 
threat that amounted to a challenge to the imperial system, and the succeeding Republic was one 
of the solutions to the legitimacy crisis. It was a time when the political landscape was 
undergoing revolutionary change. New constitutions were drafted, legal and political institutions 
deployed, and new social and political actors introduced, which presented unprecedented 
opportunities for political mobilization. Miaochan xingxue arose in a time when the Chinese state 
desperately tried to reform its social and political system. The demand for additional revenues 
drove the local state agents to target religious wealth, such as the temple’s agrarian rents, lands, 
                                                
322 By crisis of legitimacy, I mean the subjective perception that the state is no longer able to generate acquiescence 
from the people, rather than lose affective control of the population.  
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and premises, which created and mobilized a religious community to defend the property threat. 
The consequent political agency of the religious community and the aforementioned religious 
property institutions have shaped the interaction between the state and religious community for 
decades to come. Particularly, the official sanctioned religious associations become the 
legitimate representatives of religious communities; and the differential ownership structure of 
various religions shape the property relations between the state and different religions, hence 
differential state use of religious properties.  
Like miaochan xingxue, local state exploitation of temple property too triggered robust 
religious activism. As will be shown in this dissertation, the form of contention between the state 
and religious society over temple property in “building the religious stage to sing the economic 
opera” is both cooperative and adversarial. This has to do with the positioning of religion in the 
larger centralized political order. The Chinese polity experienced two major political turnovers—
the Republican revolution and the Communist revolution over the course of the 20th century. 
Both regimes embraced political secularism and have at some point adopted hostile policies 
towards religion. Some anti-religious movements resulted in nearly nondiscriminatory 
confiscation or destruction of religious properties. Unlike the direct confrontation between the 
state and religious society often seen during such campaigns, the fact that the central authorities 
denounce “building the religious stage to sing the economic opera” provides religious leaders 
with leverage and space to defend their property rights. “Building the religious stage to sing the 
economic opera” therefore presents an opportunity to explore the Chinese state’s distinctive 
pattern of religious governance that has been one of political dominance.  
Second, this dissertation argues that what is at stake in “religion building the stage for 
economy to sing the opera” is who controls the temple as well as its material and symbolic 
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resources. At the core of “religion building the stage for economy to sing the opera” is contesting 
use of religious property, particularly between the state and religious society. Religious property 
has been the focal point of contention between the state and religious community. It began with 
the local state-led “building schools with temple property” (miaochan xingxue) in the late 19th 
century and early 20th century. Miaochan xingxue is a movement spanning from late Qing to the 
Republican period, during which local state agents confiscated temple properties to establish a 
modern school system deemed in the eyes of the secular elites critical to transform the backward 
Chinese society through education. However, state treatment toward individual religious groups 
varied according to their power dynamics. In miaochan xingxue, temple properties were the 
major target because the ruling elite were constrained by diplomatic concerns. On the one hand, 
Christianity had since mid-19th century been under the protection of the Western powers. The 
Christian church had through various treaties acquired the rights to proselytize, purchase 
property, establish branches, and de facto juristic personhood in China. On the other hand, as the 
dominant religions in China’s Western and Southwestern borders, the treatment of Tibetan 
Buddhism and Islam belonged to the policy of minority relations rather than state regulations of 
religion. The mass confiscation had therefore excluded the Christian, Islamic and Tibetan 
Buddhist properties. Such exclusion had a profound effect on the later development of the 
differential religious property regime under Communism. It has led to the establishment of  a 
property regime in which temples are vulnerable to state encroachment. “Religion building the 
stage for economy to sing the opera” should hence be situated in the reformation of religious 
property relations amid the secular formation of the Chinese nation-state. 
Third, from an ideological perspective, the practice as a state-led religious expansion is a 
clear violation of the CPC tenets which propagates atheism and that religion is to fade away 
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along with the advancement of economic and scientific development. It shows that when 
religious expansion becomes an unintended consequence of the logic of economic development, 
the central state chooses to uphold the atheist discourse. Yet, it has thus far been unable to put an 
end to the practice. This suggests a principal-agent problem in religious policy implementation 
and that the regime prioritizes economic growth when faced with the consequence of conflicting 
sources of legitimacy (in this case between ideological purity and economic growth) despite such 
decision would cost its ideological credibility. “Religion building the stage for economy to sing 
the opera” therefore presents one antinomy of authoritarian state legitimation. 
 
Applying Theoretical Framework to Other Religious Traditions 
I argue that the return of organized religion after the nearly obliteration of religious 
establishments and under state socialism requires some form of state participation. This 
dissertation enquiry has been based on this assumption and the research has revolved around the 
mechanism of state activism and its consequence, i.e. the commercial use of temple property. I 
am aware that my focus on regional temples and pilgrimage centers has left out the majority of 
religious observances, such as communal cults, ancestral worships, spiritual movements, and 
non-monastic religious traditions, all of which have some material forms. Although addressing 
the question will itself constitute another project, I believe that my research could still shed light 
on the relatively “formless” phenomena. These religious observances are in general privatized, 
limited in scale, and parochial, and the Communist state has been for the most part indifferent to 
their development. Their growth is therefore featured by the mechanism of state acquiescence. It 
is only when these religious observances change in scale and function that the state begins to pay 
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attention, such as the marriage between madrasas and Uygur national identity, the rise of Falun 
Gong and the emergence of large evangelical house church.  
In terms of other established religions, my theory suggests that commodification is less 
likely. Christianity and Islam have a different historical relationship with the Chinese state. 
Christianity has been linked to Western imperialism and political liberalism; Islam is intertwined 
with Uygur national identity and independence movement. The fear of foreign infiltration taking 
advantage of religious grievance in the aftermath of the Cultural Revolution was the driving 
incentive of the state’s return and restoration policy in the early 1980s. Their treatment is subject 
to political logic and hence more stringent licensing and aggressive policing. The state’s 
unwillingness to license new sites and to allow noninterfering religious policy might have 
reduced its prospect to solicit political conformity from the religious communities. 
The Cadre Management System 
Whereas established Buddhism and Taoism are indigenous or indigenized religious 
traditions that have historically been incorporated into the political order, Christianity and Islam 
have been perceived by the Communist Party leadership as having undesirable foreign 
connections. The regime’s security concern suggests that the handling of Christianity and Islam 
would be determined by the logic of veto targets rather than that of hard targets in the cadre 
management system, that is, state-religion tension, if materialized into social protest, will cancel 
out the local leader’s achievement in other aspects. My preliminary research shows that this 
incentive structure seems to have created opposite results on local state behavior. A pastor based 
in Beijing had lamented that up until the year of 2000, only eight out of 60 churches in Beijing 
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were returned to the religious community as opposed to the 90 percent in Shanghai.323 I have 
also encountered opposite accounts during my fieldwork: one was a picture of cautious 
authorities choosing inaction when it came to regulation of Christianity and Islam;324 the other 
was a picture of tireless patrol and even unlawful incarceration of religious leaders.325 The 
variation in the behavioral outcomes of local state agents will require more in-depth research on 
the political mechanisms. 
The Size of Potential Religious Economy 
While many Buddhist and Taoist sites in China are both domestic and international 
pilgrimage destinations (especially for religious communities in East and Southeast Asia), 
Chinese Christians and Muslims have few pilgrimage centers matching the size of Buddhism and 
Taoism. Most churches and mosques do not reach beyond their local communities and therefore 
have little commercial value for the local state agents. Since the incentive order in the cadre 
management system privileges veto targets over hard targets, local state agents would place the 
importance of sociopolitical stability over extracting economic revenues. For example, after the 
assassination of the CPC appointed unpopular imam of the Id Kah mosque, the largest mosque in 
China, the city of Kashgar in Xinjiang was immediately sealed off and the city’s internet and text 
messaging links to other part of China were also cut off,326 in spite of the negative impact this 
might incur on local economy. Despite Donglü in Heibei Province attracts thousands of pilgrims 
in May each year for being the site of a Marian apparition in 1900 and again in 1995, the local 
                                                
323 Ke Li. “Beijing sanzihui jishi, 1979-2000” (A Record of the Three-Self Church in Beijing, 1979-2000). Blog of 
Paster Ke Li. <http://blog.sina.com.cn/s/blog_b2f2c7cb0101ew1f.html>. Accessed August 28, 2016. 
324 Interview with religious leader, Nanjing, April 2013. 
325 Interview with religious leader, Beijing, July 2014. 
326 “Imam of Grand Kashgar Mosque Murdered in Xinjiang Violence.” Radio Free Asia. July 30, 2014. 
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government instead of taking advantage of the potential economic benefits, has set up patrol and 
check points in the village to had once banned pilgrimage to the site.327 The political calculation 
seems to outweigh the potential economic benefits in the handling of Islamic and Christian sites.  
Ownership Structure of Religious Property 
A preliminary analysis using the variables of the cadre management system and the size of 
religious economy suggests that commercial exploitation is not the logic of local regulation of 
Islamic and Christian sites. The question should now be reframed as: can the ownership structure 
of church properties (owned by local religious association) and Islamic sites (owned by local 
community) provide better protection against local state intervention? Ownership by local 
religious association should allow the church stronger property claim, but again, unsystematic 
evidence points to uncertain outcome.  
A series of demolition of churches and crosses between 2014 and 2015 in Zhejiang Province 
where China’s largest Christian population reside provoked violent resistance from the 
parishioners and even open condemnation from the CPC fostered provincial Protestant and 
Catholic patriotic associations. An estimate 12,000 church crosses were forcefully removed 
accordingly to a new zoning regulation. Many of the affected churches were government-
sanctioned and their expansion had been tacitly accepted by the local state. During the campaign, 
official churches suffered greater property loss than unregistered house churches. China 
observers commented that the campaign represented a tightening ideological control under Xi 
Jinping’s leadership, but the supposedly ideologically unruly un-sanctioned house churches 
suffered less in the campaign. The demolition eventually died down but its aftermath saw dozens 
                                                
327  “Month Long Chinese Crackdown on Donglu Marian Shrine.” AsiaNews. May 24, 2012. 
<http://www.asianews.it/news-en/Month-long-Chinese-crackdown-on-Donglu-Marian-shrine-24843.html>.  
“Jingfang zuzhi renmen qu baoding dolücun canjia tianzhujiao chaosheng huodong” (Police Stopped People 
Heading over to Donglü Village, Baoding to Partake Catholic Pilgrimage Activities). May 26, 2013. 
<http://www.rfa.org/mandarin/yataibaodao/shehui/sd-05262013155236.html>. Accessed August 28, 2016. 
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of arrests. The campaign sent shock waves to both the authorities and the official Christian 
church because neither had anticipated such level of open confrontation.328 Church property 
ownership in this case did not guarantee safety during authoritarian crackdown, but its exclusive, 
communal nature might have allowed parishioners to be better able to mobilize and prevent 
future state encroachment. 
There is much less information in the English and Chinese language sources regarding the 
situation of Islam. But from my study of Buddhism and Taoism, we could arrive at the 
conclusion that broader ownership structure is likely to generate weaker property claim due to 
the lack of a single claimant. In addition, from the strong tie between Islam and rising Uygur 
national identity, we can expect the regime’s security concern to override any protection that 
might arise from specific property form.  
In sum, the above analysis leads to a tentative result. The regulation of Christian and Islamic 
sites follows a different governing logic from that of Buddhism and Taoism. The security logic 
can create divergent results in local state treatment of the religious sites. In-depth investigation 
into the political mechanisms is necessary if we wish to get the sign or the causal orders right. 
 
Future of Religious Development in China 
This dissertation examines the processes of temple restoration and presents a dynamic picture 
constituting conflicts as well as cooperation. We can now ask how the material dimension affects 
                                                
328 “Decapitated Churches in China’s Christian Heartland.” New York Times. May 21, 2015. “Jidujiao tuanti jiu chai 
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other aspects of religious development. I suggest that the results are mixed. First, the scale of 
religious restoration has yet to reach its pre-1949 level. The religious community has not been 
able to restore the religious use of all old sites due to vested state interests, and the atheist state 
has since imposed additional restrictions on the erection of new sites. The majority of religious 
observances therefore have fallen in a gray zone wherein state toleration is at best scanty. 
Second, the CPC’s infrastructure of religious governance and framework of economic 
development have made it difficult for Buddhism and Taoism to escape regular local attempts of 
religious commodification. Unless the state is able to overhaul the institutional incentives that 
have been driving the commercial use of temples, property disputes will continue to be the 
source of tension between the state and Buddhist and Taoist communities. Third, the mechanism 
of state activism and the resulting religious commodification have given Buddhism and Taoism a 
bad name—a complaint that I have heard time and again in the religious community during my 
fieldwork. Both religions in the eyes of the general public are linked to commercialism and 
decapitated spiritual authority. Nonetheless, higher level of public scrutiny and the desire of 
economic and spiritual self-preservation might create the momentum for internal reform.  
This chapter concludes with a critical view of China’s religious revival, with all its ability to 
incur sentiments of unequivocal euphoria as well as loss, is ultimately a configuration of 
different actors seeking to fulfill their individual and collective aspirations in a political economy 
full of constraints and opportunities. I hope I have now managed to provide some little answers 
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Locations of Temples Surveyed 







Temple North  ✓  Beijing 31304.53 
Temple South ✓ ✓  Foshan, Guangdong 23469.64 
Temple Palace    Wuxi, Jiangsu 14865.51 
Temple East    Wuxi, Jiangsu 13888.70 
Temple Compassion  ✓ ✓ Hangzhou, Zhejiang 12197.39 
Temple Buddha  ✓ ✓ Ningbo, Zhejiang 12096.54 
Temple West  ✓ ✓ Ningbo, Zhejiang 12096.54 
Temple Being  ✓ ✓ Zhoushan, Zhejiang 11316.00 
Temple Path    Hangzhou, Zhejiang 11184.30 
Temple Zen   ✓ Yangzhou, Jiangsu 10898.34 
Temple Wisdom ✓ ✓ ✓ Yangzhou, Jiangsu 10898.34 
Temple Flower    Huzhou, Zhejiang 9008.97 
Temple Life    Ningbo, Zhejiang 8838.72 
Temple Crystal    Ningbo, Zhejiang 8838.72 
Temple Longevity ✓ ✓ ✓ Wuhan, Hubei 8237.33 
Temple Literati ✓ ✓ ✓ Suzhou, Jiangsu 8109.93 
Temple Garden ✓ ✓ ✓ Suzhou, Jiangsu 8109.93 
Temple Clarity  ✓ ✓ Taizhou, Zhejiang 6213.69 
Temple Purity    Jinmen, Hubei 5794.18 
Temple Harmony  ✓ ✓ Shiyan, Hubei 4652.26 
Temple Dragon  ✓  Lianyungang, Jiangsu 3148.69 
                                                
329 Data retrieved from National Data of National Bureau of Statistics of China. Web. <http://data.stats.gov.cn/>. 
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Document No. 19 
The Basic Viewpoint and Policy on the Religious Question during Our Country’s Socialist 
Period (Selections)330 
 




I. Religion as a Historical Phenomenon 
 
Religion is a historical phenomenon pertaining to a definite period in the development of human 
society. It has its own cycle of emergence, development, and demise. Religious faith and 
religious sentiment, along with religious ceremonies and organizations consonant with this faith 
and sentiment, are all products of the history of society. The earliest emergence of the religious 
mentality reflected the low level of production and the sense of awe toward natural phenomena 
of primitive peoples. With the evolution of class society, the most profound social roots of the 
existence and development of religion lay in the following factors: the helplessness of the people 
in the face of the blind forces alienating and controlling them in this kind of society; the fear and 
despair of the workers in the face of the enormous misery generated by the oppressive social 
system; and in the need of the oppressor classes to use religion as an opiate and as an important 
and vital means in its control of the masses. In Socialist society, the class root or the existence of 
religion was virtually lost following the elimination of the oppressive system and its oppressor 
class. However, because the people’s consciousness lags behind social realities, old thinking and 
habits cannot be thoroughly wiped out in a short period. A long process of struggle is required to 
achieve great increases in production strength, great abundance in material wealth, and a high 
level of Socialist democracy, along with high levels of development in education, culture, 
science, and technology. Since we cannot free ourselves from various hardships brought on by 
serious natural and man-made disasters within a short period of time; since class struggle 
continues to exist within certain limits; and given the complex international environment, the 
long-term influence of religion among a part of the people in a Socialist society cannot be 
avoided. Religion will eventually disappear from human history. But it will disappear naturally 
only through the long-term development of Socialism and Communism, when all objective 
requirements are met. All Party members must have a sober-minded recognition of the protracted 
nature of the religious question under Socialist conditions. Those who think that with the 
establishment of the Socialist system and with a certain degree of economic and cultural 
progress, religion will die out within a short period, are not being realistic. Those who expect to 
rely on administrative decrees or other coercive measures to wipe out religious thinking and 
practices with one blow are even further from the basic viewpoint Marxism takes toward the 
religious question. They are entirely wrong and will do no small harm. 
 
II. The Religions of China 
 
                                                
330 This translation is taken from Donald MacInnis, Religion in China Today: Policy and Practice New York: Orbis 
Book, 1989, 8-26. 
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There are many religions in China. Buddhism has a history of nearly 2,000 years in China, 
Daoism one of over 1,700 years, and Islam over 1,300 years, while Roman Catholicism and 
Protestantism achieved most of their development following the Opium Wars. 
***  
 
But in our appraisal of the religious question, we must reckon fully with its definite complex 
nature, To sum up, we may say that in old China, during the long feudal period and the more 
than one hundred years of semi-colonial, semi-feudal society, all religions were manipulated and 
controlled by the ruling classes, with extremely negative results. Within China, the Buddhist, 
Daoist, and Islamic leaderships were mainly controlled by the feudal landowners, feudal lords, 
and reactionary warlords, as well as the bureaucratic capitalist class. The later foreign colonialist 
and imperialist forces mainly controlled the Roman Catholic and Protestant churches. 
 
After Liberation there was a thorough transformation of the socioeconomic system and a major 
reform of the religious system, and so the status of religion in China has already undergone a 
fundamental change. The contradictions of the religious question now belong primarily to the 
category of contradictions among the people. The religious question, however, will continue to 
exist over a long period within certain limits, will continue to have a definite mass nature, to be 
entangled in many areas with the ethnic question, and to be affected by some class-struggle and 
complex international factors. This question, therefore, continues to be one of great significance 
which we cannot ignore. The question is this: can we handle this religious question properly as 
we work toward national stability and ethnic unity, as we develop our international relations 
while resisting the infiltration of hostile forces from abroad, and as we go on constructing a 




III. The Party’s Handling of the Religious Question since Liberation 
 
Since the founding of the People’s Republic of China, there have been many twists and turns in 
the Party’s work with regard to the religious question. In general, although there were some 
major errors, after the founding of New China, and for the seventeen years up to the “cultural 
revolution,” the Party's religious work achieved great results under the direction of the correct 
guiding principles and policies of the Party Central Committee. We did away with imperialist 
forces within the churches and promoted the correct policy of independent, self-governed, and 
autonomous churches, as well as the “Three-Self  Movement” (self-propagation, self- 
administration and self-support). The Catholic and Protestant churches ceased to be tools of the 
imperialist aggressors and became independent and autonomous religious enterprises of Chinese 
believers. 
 
We abolished the special privileges and oppressive exploitative system of feudal religion, 
attached and exposed those reactionaries and bad elements who hid behind the cloak of religion, 
and made Buddhists, Daoists, and Muslims break away from the control and manipulation of the 
reactionary classes. We proclaimed and carried out a policy of freedom of religious belief, 
enabling the broad masses of religious believers not only to achieve a complete political and 
economic emancipation alongside each ethnic minority but also enabling them to begin to enjoy 
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the right of freedom of religious belief. We carried out a policy of winning over, uniting with, 
and educating religious personages, and thus united the broad masses of the patriotic religious 
personages. We also assisted and supported religious people to seek international friendship and 
this has had good, positive effects. 
 
Since 1937, however, leftist errors gradually grew up in our religious work and progressed even 
further in the mid-sixties. During the “cultural revolution” especially, the antirevolutionary Lin 
Biao-Jiang Qing clique had ulterior motives in making use of these leftist errors, and wantonly 
trampled upon the scientific theory of Marxism-Leninism and Mao Zedong Thought concerning 
the religious question. They totally repudiated the Party’s correct policy toward religion in effect 
since the founding of the People's Republic. They basically did away with the work the Party had 
done on the religious question. They forcibly forbade normal religious activities by the mass of 
religious believers, as “targets for dictatorship,” and fabricated a host of wrongs and injustices 
which they pinned upon these religious personages. They even misinterpreted some customs and 
practices of the ethnic minorities as religious superstition, which they then forcibly prohibited. In 
some places, they even repressed the mass of religious believers, and destroyed ethnic unity. 
They used violent measures against religion which forced religious movements underground, 
with the result that they made some headway because of the disorganized state of affairs. A 
minority of antirevolutionaries and bad elements made use of this situation and, under cover of 
religious activities, boldly carried out illegal criminal activities, as well as destructive 
antirevolutionary movements. 
 
After the smashing of Jiang Qing’s antirevolutionary clique, and especially since the third 
Plenary Session of the 11th Party Central Committee, the correct guiding principle and policy 
toward the religious question of our Party was restored step by step. In implementing and 
carrying out our religious policy, we have opened both Buddhist and Daoist temples, as well as 
churches and religious sites. We have restored the activities of the patriotic religious 
associations. We have won over, unified, and educated religious personages. We have 
strengthened the unity between believers and nonbelievers in each ethnic group. We have righted 
wrongs and have launched a movement for friendly relations internationally among religious 
believers as well as resisting infiltration and like doings from hostile religious forces from 
abroad. In all this, we have undertaken a large number of tasks and have obtained remarkable 
results. 
 
In this new historical period, the Party’s and government’s basic task in its religious work will be 
to firmly implement and carry out its policy of freedom of religious belief; to consolidate and 
expand the patriotic political alliance in each ethnic religious group; to strengthen education in 
patriotism and Socialism among them, and to bring into play positive elements among them in 
order to build a modern and powerful Socialist state and complete the great task of unifying the 




IV. The Party’s Present Policy toward Religion 
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The basic policy the Party has adopted toward the religious question is that of respect for and 
protection of the freedom of religious belief. This is a long-term policy, one which must be 
continually carried out until that future time when religion will itself disappear. What do we 
mean by freedom of religious belief? We mean that every citizen has the freedom to believe in 
religion and also the freedom not to believe in religion. S/he has also the freedom to believe in 
this religion or that religion. Within a particular religion, s/he has the freedom to believe in this 
sect or that sect. A person who was previously a nonbeliever has the freedom to become a 
religious believer, and one who has been a religious believer has the freedom to become a 
nonbeliever. We Communists are atheists and must unremittingly propagate atheism. Yet at the 
same time we must understand that it will be fruitless and extremely harmful to use simple 
coercion in dealing with the people's ideological and spiritual questions—and this includes 
religious questions. We must further understand that at the present historical stage the difference 
that exists between the mass of believers and nonbelievers in matters of ideology and belief is 
relatively secondary. If we then one-sidedly emphasize this difference, even to the point of 
giving it primary importance—for example, by discriminating against and attacking the mass of 
religious believers, while neglecting and denying that the basic political and economic welfare of 
the mass of both religious believers and nonbelievers is the same—then we forget that the 
Party’s basic task is to unite all the people (and this includes the broad mass of believers and 
nonbelievers alike) in order that all may strive to construct a modern, powerful Socialist state. To 
behave otherwise would only exacerbate the estrangement between the mass of believers and 
nonbelievers as well as incite and aggravate religious fanaticism, resulting in serious 
consequences for our Socialist enterprise. Our Party, therefore, bases its policy of freedom of 
religious belief on the theory formulated by Marxism-Leninism, and it is the only correct policy 
genuinely consonant with the people’s welfare. 
 
Naturally, in the process of implementing and carrying out this policy which emphasizes and 
guarantees the people’s freedom to believe in religion, we must, at the same time, emphasize and 
guarantee the people’s freedom not to believe in religion. These are two indispensable aspects of 
the same question. Any action which forces a nonbeliever to believe in religion is an 
infringement of freedom of religious belief, just as is any action which forces a believer not to 
believe. Both are grave errors and not to be tolerated. The guarantee of freedom of religious 
belief, far from being a hindrance, is a means of strengthening the Party’s efforts to disseminate 
scientific education as well as to strengthen its propaganda against superstition. Furthermore, it 
should be emphasized that the crux of the policy of freedom of religious belief is to make the 
question of religious belief a private matter, one of individual free choice for citizens. 
 
The political power in a socialist state can in no way be used to promote any one religion, nor 
can it be used to forbid any one religion, as long as it is only a question of normal religious 
beliefs and practices. At the same time, religion will not be permitted to meddle in the 
administrative or juridical affairs of state, nor to intervene in the schools or public education. It 
will be absolutely forbidden to force anyone, particularly people under eighteen years of age, to 
become a member of a church, to become a Buddhist monk or nun, or to go to temples or 
monasteries to study Buddhist scripture. Religion will not be permitted to recover in any way 
those special feudal privileges which have been abolished or to return to an exploitative and 
oppressive religious system. Nor will religion be permitted to make use in any way of religious 
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pretexts to oppose the party's leadership or the socialist system, or to destroy national or ethnic 
unity. 
 
To sum up, the basic starting point and firm foundation for our handling of the religious question 
and for the implementation of our policy and freedom of religious belief lies in our desire to 
unite the mass of believers and nonbelievers and enable them to center all their will and strength 
on the common goal of building a modernized, powerful socialist state. Any action or speech that 
deviates in the least from this basic line is completely erroneous, and must be firmly resisted and 
opposed by both Party and people. 
 
V. The Party’s Work with Religious Professionals 
 
To win over, unite and educate persons in religious circles is primarily the task of religious 
professionals. It is also the essence of the Party’s religious work and most important condition 
and prerequisite for the implementation of the Party's religious policy. Throughout the country at 
present, there are about 59,000 professional religious, with affiliation as follows: 
Buddhist monks and nuns, including lamas about 27,000, Daoist priests and nuns over 2,600, 
Muslims about 20,000, Catholics about 3,400, Protestants about 5,900. Due to many years of 
natural attrition, the present number of professional religious has greatly decreased when 
compared to the number at Liberation. Their class origin, experience, beliefs, and political 
ideology are quite diverse, but, in brief, we can say that by far the great majority of them are 
patriotic, law-abiding, and support the socialist system. Only a very small minority oppose the 
constitution and Socialism to the extent of colluding with foreign antirevolutionaries and other 
bad elements. Many of these professional religious not only maintain intimate spiritual ties with 
the mass of religious believers, but have an important influence over the spiritual life of the 
masses which should not be ignored. Moreover, as they carry out their more formal religious 
duties, they also perform work which serves the people in many ways and which benefits 
society. For example, they safeguard Buddhist and Daoist temples and churches and protect 
historical religious relics, engage in agriculture and afforestation, and carry on the academic 
study of religion, and so on. Therefore, we must definitely give sufficient attention to all persons 
in religious circles, but primarily professional religious, uniting them, caring for them, and 
helping them to make progress. We must unrelentingly yet patiently forward their education in 
patriotism, upholding the law, supporting socialism, and upholding national and ethnic unity. In 
the case of Catholics and Protestants, we must strengthen their education in independence and 
self- government of their churches. 
 
We must make appropriate arrangements for the livelihood of these professional religious and 
conscientiously carry out the pertinent policies. This is especially true regarding the well-known 
public figures and intellectuals among them, for whom we should speedily implement our policy 
to supply them with appropriate remuneration. We must pay very close attention to and 
reexamine those injustices perpetrated against persons in religious circles and among the mass of 
religious believers which have not yet been redressed. These must be redressed in accordance 
with the facts, especially those more serious ones which may have grave consequences. These 
must be firmly grasped and speedily resolved. 
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We must foster a large number of fervent patriots in every religion who accept the leadership of 
the Party and government, firmly support the Socialist path, and safeguard national and ethnic 
unity. They should be learned in religious matters and capable of keeping close links with the 
representatives of the religious masses. Furthermore, we must organize religious persons 
according to their differing situations and capabilities, respectively, to take part in productive 
labor, serving society, and in the scholarly study of religion. They should also take part in 
patriotic political movements and friendly international exchanges. All this is done in order to 





VI. Restoration and Administration of Churches, Temples and Other Religious Buildings 
 
To make equitable arrangements for places of worship is a means of implementing the Party's 
religious policy, and is also an important material condition for the normalization of religious 
activity. At the time of Liberation, there were about 100,000 places of worship, while at the 
present time there are about 30,000. This figure includes Buddhist and Daoist temples, churches, 
and meeting places of simple construction as well as places of worship built by religious 
believers themselves. The present problem is that we must adopt effective measures, based on 
each situation, to make equitable arrangements for places of worship. We must systematically 
and methodically restore a number of temples and churches in large and mid-size cities, at 
famous historical sites, and in areas in which there is a concentration of religious believers, 
especially ethnic minority areas. Famous temples and churches of cultural and historical value 
which enjoy national and international prestige must be progressively restored as far as is 
possible, according to conditions in each place. But in those places where believers are few and 
have little influence or where churches and temples have already been demolished, we must 
work out measures which suit the conditions and do things simply and thriftily according to the 
principle of what will benefit production and the people's livelihood. After consultation with the 
mass of religious believers and important persons in religious circles, and with the voluntary 
support of the believers, we should set aside rather simply constructed places of worship. In the 
process of restoring places of worship, we must not use the financial resources of either country 
or collective, outside of government appropriations. And we must particularly guard against the 
indiscriminate building and repairing of temples in rural villages. 
 
We should also direct the voluntary contributions of the mass of religious believers for 
construction work, so as to build as little as possible. Much less should we go in for large-scale 
construction lest we consume large sums of money, materials, and manpower and thus obstruct 
the building up of material and Socialist civilization. Of course we should not demolish existing 
structures, but fully consult with believers and important persons in religious circles concerning 
them in order to reach a satisfactory solution based on the actual situation. 
 
All normal religious activities held in places so designated, as well as those which, according to 
religious custom, take place in believers’ homes—Buddha worship, scripture chanting, incense 
burning, prayer, Bible study, preaching, Mass, baptism, initiation as a monk or nun, fasting, 
celebration of religious festivals, extreme unction, funerals, etc.—are all to be conducted by 
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religious organizations and religious believers themselves, under protection of law and without 
interference from any quarter. With approval of the responsible government department, temples 
and churches can sell a limited quantity of religious reading matter, religious articles, and works 
of religious art. As for Protestants gathering in homes for worship services, in principle this 
should not be allowed, yet this prohibition should not be too rigidly enforced. Rather, persons in 
the patriotic religious organizations should make special efforts to persuade the mass of religious 
believers to make more appropriate arrangements. 
 
All places of worship are under the administrative control of the Bureau of Religious Affairs, but 
the religious organizations and professional religious themselves are responsible for their 
management. Religious organizations should arrange the scope, frequency, and time of religious 
services, avoiding interference with the social order and the times set aside for production and 
labor. No one should go to places of worship to carry on atheist propaganda, nor to incite 
arguments among the believing masses over the existence of God. In like manner, no religious 
organization or believer should propagate or preach religion outside places designated for 
religious services, nor propagate theism, nor hand out religious tracts or other religious reading 
matter which has not been approved for publication by the responsible government department. 
In order to ensure further normalization of religious activities, the government should hereafter, 
in accordance with due process of law, consult fully with representatives from religious circles in 




VII. The Patriotic Religious Organizations 
 
To give full play to the function of the patriotic religious organizations is to implement the 
Party’s religious policy and is an important organizational guarantee for the normalization of 
religious activities. There are a total of eight national patriotic religious organizations, namely: 
the Chinese Buddhist Association, the Chinese Daoist Association, the Chinese Islamic 
Association, the Chinese Catholic Patriotic Association, the Chinese Catholic Religious Affairs 
Committee, the Chinese Catholic Bishops' Conference, the Chinese Protestant “Three-Self” 
patriotic Movement, and the China Christian Council. Besides these, there are a number of social 
groups and local organizations having a religious character. The basic task of these patriotic 
religious organizations is to assist the Party and the government to implement the policy of 
freedom of religious belief, to help the broad mass of religious believers and persons in religious 
circles to continually raise their patriotic and socialist consciousness, to represent the lawful 
rights and interest of religious circles, to organize normal religious activities, and to manage 
religious affairs well. All patriotic religious organizations should follow the Party’s and 
government’s leadership. Party and government cadres in turn should become adept in 
supporting and helping religious organizations to solve their own problems. They should not 
monopolize or do things these organizations should do themselves. Only in this way can we fully 
develop the positive characteristics of these organizations and allow them to play their proper 
role and enable them, within constitutional and lawful limits, to voluntarily perform useful work. 
Thus they can truly become religious groups with a positive influence, and can act as bridges for 




Furthermore, in order to enable each religion to meet expenses under a program of self-support 
and self-management, we must conscientiously carry out the policy stipulations governing 
income from house and property rentals. As for the contributions and donations made by 
believers, there will be no need to interfere as long as they are freely offered and small in 
quantity. But professional religious should be convinced that private possession of religious 
income from temples and churches is not allowed and that any action that forces contributions to 
be made is forbidden. 
 
VIII. Educating a New Generation of Clergy 
 
The training and education of the younger generation of patriotic religious personnel in a planned 
way will have decisive significance for the future image of our country's religious organizations. 
We should not only continue to win over, unite with, and educate the present generation of 
persons in religious circles, but we should also help each religious organization set up seminaries 
to train well new religious personnel. The task of these seminaries is to create a contingent of 
young religious personnel who, in terms of politics, fervently love their homeland and support 
the Party’s leadership and the Socialist system and who possess sufficient religious knowledge. 
These seminaries should hold entrance examinations and admit upright, patriotic young people 
who wish to devote themselves seriously to this religious profession and who have reached a 
certain level of cultural development. They should not forcibly enroll persons unwilling to 
undertake this profession or lacking in the necessary cultural educational foundation. Those 






IX. Communist Party Members and Religion; Relations with Religious Ethnic Minorities 
 
The fact that our Party proclaims and implements a policy of freedom of religious belief does 
not, of course, mean that Communist Party members can freely believe in religion. The policy of 
freedom of religious belief is directed toward the citizens of our country; it is not applicable to 
Party members. Unlike the average citizen, the Party member belongs to a Marxist political 
party, and there can be no doubt at all that s/he must be an atheist and not a theist. Our Party has 
clearly stated on many previous occasions: A Communist Party member cannot be a religious 
believer; s/he cannot take part in religious activities. Any member who persists in going against 
this proscription should be told to leave the Party. This proscription is altogether correct, and, as 
far as the Party as a whole is concerned, its implementation should be insisted on in the future. 
The present question concerns the implementation of this proscription among those ethnic 
minorities whose people are basically all religious believers. Here, implementation must follow 





Even though those Party members who live at the grass-roots level among these ethnic minorities 
where the majority believe in religion have already freed themselves from religious belief, yet if 
they were to refuse to take part in any of those traditional marriage or funeral ceremonies or 
mass festivals which have some religious significance, then they would find themselves cut off 
and isolated from the masses. Therefore, in applying those precepts which forbid Party members 
who live among these ethnic minorities from joining in religious activities, we must act 
according to concrete circumstances, according to the principle of differentiation in order to 
allow Party members to continue to maintain close links with the masses. Although many of the 
traditional marriage and funeral ceremonies and mass festivals among these ethnic minorities 
have a religious tradition and significance, they have already essentially become merely a part of 
ethnic custom and tradition. So long as our comrades, especially those living at the grass-roots 
level, mark clearly the line between ideology and religious belief, then they can show appropriate 
respect to and compliance with these ethnic customs and traditions in their daily lives. Of course, 
this does not mean that those customs and traditions which prove harmful to production or the 
physical and mental health of the masses should not be appropriately reformed in accordance 
with the desire of the majority of the people. But to lump these ethnic customs and traditions 
together with religious activities is not right and will be harmful to ethnic unity and to the correct 
handling of the religious question. 
 
All Party members must come to the profound realization that our country is a Socialist state 
made up of many ethnic minorities. Each minority and each religion is differently situated with 
regard to this question of the relationship between religion and the ethnic minorities. There are 
some ethnic minorities in which nearly all the people believe in one particular religion, Islam or 
Lamaism, for example. Among these peoples, the question of religion and ethnicity is frequently 
intertwined. But within the Han race, there is basically no relationship between ethnic 
background and Buddhism, Daoism, Catholicism, or Protestantism. Therefore, we must become 
adept in distinguishing very concretely the particular situation of each ethnic group and of each 
religion, and in sizing up the differences and relationships between ethnicity and religion, that we 
may proceed correctly in our handling of them. We must certainly be vigilant and oppose any 
use of religious fanaticism to divide our people and any words or actions which damage the unity 
among our ethnic groups. If our Party cannot with clear mind and firm step master this particular 
question in the present great struggle as we strive to lead such a great nation of so many ethnic 
groups as ours forward to become a modern Socialist state, then we shall not be able with any 
success to unite our peoples to advance together toward this goal. 
 
X. Criminal and Counter-Revolutionary Activities under the Cover of Religion 
 
The resolute protection of all normal religious activity suggests, at the same time, a determined 
crackdown on all criminal and antirevolutionary activities which hide behind the facade of 
religion, which includes all superstitious practices which fall outside the scope of religion and 
are injurious to the national welfare as well as to the life and property of the people. All 
antirevolutionary or other criminal elements who hide behind the facade of religion will be 
severely punished according to the law. Former professional religious, released upon completion 
of their term of imprisonment, who return to criminal activities will be punished again in 
accordance with the law. All banned reactionary secret societies, sorcerers, and witches, without 
exception, are forbidden to resume their activities. All those who spread fallacies to deceive and 
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who cheat people of their money will, without exception, be severely punished according to the 
law. Party cadres who profit by these illegal activities will be dealt with all the more severely. 
Finally, all who make their living by phrenology, fortune telling, and geomancy should be 
educated, admonished, and helped to earn their living through their own labor and not to engage 
again in these superstitious practices which only deceive people. Should they not obey, then they 
should be dealt with according to the law severely punished according to the law. Former 
professional religious, released upon completion of their term of imprisonment, who return to 
criminal activities will be punished again in accordance with the law. All banned reactionary 
secret societies, sorcerers, and witches, without exception, are forbidden to resume their 
activities. All those who spread fallacies to deceive and who cheat people of their money will, 
without exception, be severely punished according to the law. Party cadres who profit by these 
illegal activities will be dealt with all the more severely. Finally, all who make their living by 
phrenology, fortune telling, and geomancy should be educated, admonished, and helped to earn 
their living through their own labor and not to engage again in these superstitious practices 





XI. The International Relations of China’s Religions 
 
Buddhism, Islam, Catholicism, and Protestantism, which occupy a very important place among 
our national religions, are at the same time ranked among the major world religions, and all 
exercise extensive influence in their societies. Catholicism and Protestantism are widespread in 
Europe, North America, and Latin America, and other places. Buddhism is strong in Japan and 
Southeast Asia, while Islam holds sway in several dozen countries in Asia and Africa. Some of 
these religions are esteemed as state religions in a number of countries. At the present time, 
contacts with international religious groups are increasing, along with the expansion of our 
country's other international contacts, a situation which has important significance for extending 
our country's political influence. But at the same time there are reactionary religious groups 
abroad, especially the imperialistic ones such as the Vatican and Protestant Foreign-mission 
societies, who strive to use all possible occasions to carry on their efforts at infiltration “to return 
to the China mainland.” Our policy is to actively develop friendly international religious 
contacts, but also to firmly resist infiltration by hostile foreign religious forces. 
 
According to this policy of the Party, religious persons within our country can, and even should, 
engage in mutual visits and friendly contacts with religious persons abroad as well as develop 
academic and cultural exchanges in the religious field. But in all these various contacts, they 
must firmly adhere to the principle of an independent, self-governing church, and resolutely 
resist the designs of all reactionary religious forces from abroad who desire to once again gain 
control over religion in our country. They must determinedly refuse any meddling or interfering 
in Chinese religious affairs by foreign churches or religious personages, nor must they permit 
any foreign religious organization (and this includes all groups and their attendant organizations) 
to use any means to enter our country for missionary work or to secretly introduce and distribute 
religious literature on a large scale. 
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All religious organizations and individuals must be educated not to make use of any means 
whatsoever to solicit funds from foreign church organizations, and religious persons and groups 
in our country as well as other groups and individuals must refuse any subsidy or funds offered 
by foreign church organizations for religious purposes. As for donations or offerings given in 
accordance with religious custom by foreign believers, overseas Chinese, or compatriots from 
Hong Kong and Macao to temples and churches within our territory, these may be accepted. But 
if it is a question of large contributions or offerings, permission must be sought from the 
provincial, urban, or autonomous-area governments or from the central government department 
responsible for these matters before any religious body can accept them on its own, even though 
it can be established that the donor acts purely out of religious fervor with no strings attached. 
 
We must be vigilant and pay close attention to hostile religious forces from abroad who set up 
underground churches and other illegal organizations. We must act resolutely to attack those 
organizations that carry out destructive espionage under the guise of religion. Of course, in doing 
so, we must not act rashly, but rather investigate thoroughly, have irrefutable evidence at hand, 
choose the right moment, and execute the case in accordance with lawful procedures. 
 
The new task we now face is that of developing friendly relationships with foreign religious 
groups while maintaining our policy of independence. The correct guiding principles and 
policies of the central government and the Party provide the essential basis for doing this type of 
work well. We should handle the domestic religious question realistically and effectively, 
strengthen our study of the history of world religion and its present situation, and make efforts to 
train talented people able to engage in international religious activities. Facts have proven over 
and over again that if we handle the domestic situation well, then all hostile religious forces from 
abroad will have little or no opportunity to exploit the situation to their own advantage. Then the 
international contacts undertaken by religious groups will make smoother and sounder progress 
and the positive function they should have will be given full play. 
 
XII. The Role of the Party and State Organs in Handling the Religious Question 
 
The basic guarantee for the successful handling of the religious question is the strengthening of 
the Party’s leadership. The Party's religious work is an important constituent of the Party’s united 
front and of its work among the masses since it touches upon various aspects of social life. This 
demands that Party committees on each level must vigorously direct and organize all relevant 
departments, which include the United Front Department, the Bureau of Religious Affairs, the 
Bureau of National Minorities, the Department for Politics and Law, the Departments of 
Propaganda, Culture, Education, Science and Technology, and Health, as well as the Labor 
Unions, the Youth League, the Women's Federation, and all other mass organizations, in order to 
unify ideology, knowledge, and policy. The Departments must each take responsibility for their 
own work, but act in close coordination and take a realistic grasp of this important task in order 




An important constituent of the Party’s theoretical work on religion is the use of the Marxist 
viewpoint and method to carry out scientific research on the religious question. An important 
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task for the Party on the propaganda front is the use of Marxist philosophy to criticize idealism 
(which includes theism), and to educate the masses, especially the broad mass of young people, 
in a dialectical and historical materialist and scientific worldview. To do this, we must strengthen 
our propaganda in scientific and cultural knowledge as these relate to an understanding of natural 
phenomena, the evolution of society, and of human life, with its old age sickness, death, and ill 
and good fortune. An indispensable aspect of the Party’s theoretical foundation is the 
establishment of theoretical research teams armed with Marxist ideology for the study of 
religious theory which would strive to set up organizations for religious research and make use 
of related university disciplines. Of course, when we publish articles in newspapers and 
magazines on the religious question, we should adopt a prudent attitude so as not to violate the 
present policy nor to offend the religious sensibilities of the mass of believers. Those in 
academic circles should respect the religious mentality of those in religious circles, whereas 
those in religious circles should also respect the research and propaganda activities carried on by 
academia in its Marxist interpretation of religion. 
 
The central authorities of Party and State emphasize once again that all Party members must 
clearly understand that the Party’s religious policy is not just a temporary expedient, but a 
decisive strategy based on the scientific theoretical foundation of Marxism-Leninism and Mao 
Zedong Thought, which takes as its goal the national unification of the people for the common 
task of building a powerful, modernized Socialist state. Under Socialism, the only correct 
fundamental way to solve the religious question lies precisely in safeguarding the freedom of 
religious belief. Only after the gradual development of the Socialist, economic, cultural, 
scientific, and technological enterprise and of a socialist civilization with its own material and 
spiritual values, will the type of society and level of awareness that gave rise to the existence of 
religion gradually disappear. Such a great enterprise naturally cannot be accomplished within a 
short period of time, nor even within one, two or three generations. Only after a long period of 
history, after many generations have passed, and after the combined struggle of the broad masses 
of both believers and nonbelievers will this come about. At that time, the Chinese people, on 
Chinese soil, will have thoroughly rid themselves of all impoverishment, ignorance, and spiritual 
emptiness, and will have become a highly developed civilization of material and spiritual values, 
able to takes its place in the front ranks of mankind in the glorious world. At that time, the vast 
majority of our citizens will be able to deal with the world and our fellowmen from a conscious 
scientific viewpoint, and no longer have any need for recourse to an illusory world of gods to 
seek spiritual solace. This is precisely what Marx and Engels have predicted—that there will be 
an age when people will have freed themselves from all alienating forces controlling the world 
and will have come to the stage when they will consciously plan and control the whole of social 
life. This is also what Comrade Mao Zedong meant when he said that the people, relying on 
themselves alone, will create a new age both for themselves and for the world. Only when we 
enter this new age will all that shows a religious face in the present world finally disappear. 
Therefore, each of us Party members from generation to generation, must put forth all our best 
efforts in the struggle to bring about this brilliant future. 
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Regulations on Religious Affairs331 
  
Chapter I General Provisions 
  
    Article 1 These Regulations are formulated in accordance with the Constitution and relevant 
laws for the purposes of ensuring citizens’ freedom of religious belief, maintaining harmony 
among and between religions, preserving social concord and regulating the administration of 
religious affairs. 
 
    Article 2 Citizens enjoy freedom of religious belief.  
    No organization or individual may compel citizens to believe in, or not to believe in, any 
religion; nor may they discriminate against citizens who believe in any religion (hereinafter 
referred to as religious citizens) or citizens who do not believe in any religion (hereinafter 
referred to as non-religious citizens). 
    Religious citizens and non-religious citizens shall respect each other and co-exist in harmony, 
and so shall citizens who believe in different religions.  
 
    Article 3 The State, in accordance with the law, protects normal religious activities, and 
safeguards the lawful rights and interests of religious bodies, sites for religious activities and 
religious citizens. 
    Religious bodies, sites for religious activities and religious citizens shall abide by the 
Constitution, laws, regulations and rules, and safeguard unification of the country, unity of all 
nationalities and stability of society. 
    No organization or individual may make use of religion to engage in activities that disrupt 
public order, impair health of citizens or interfere with the educational system of the State, or in 
other activities that harm State or public interests, or citizens’ lawful rights and interests. 
 
    Article 4 All religions shall adhere to the principle of independence and self-governance. 
Religious bodies, sites for religious activities and religious affairs are not subject to any foreign 
domination. 
    Religious bodies, sites for religious activities and religious personnel may develop external 
exchange on the basis of friendship and equality; all other organizations or individuals shall not 
accept any religious conditions in external cooperation or exchange in economic, cultural or 
other fields. 
 
    Article 5 The religious affairs department of the people’s government at or above the county 
level shall, in accordance with the law, exercise administration of religious affairs that involve 
State or public interests, and the other departments of the people’s government at or above the 
county level shall, in accordance with the law, be responsible for the administration of relevant 
affairs within the limits of their respective functions and duties. 
    People’s governments at various levels shall solicit the views of religious bodies, sites for 
                                                
331 The translation is retrieved from SARA website on September 9, 2016.  
<http://www.sara.gov.cn/zcfg/xzfg/507.htm>.  
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religious activities and religious citizens, and coordinate the administration of religious affairs. 
  
 Chapter II Religious Bodies 
  
    Article 6 The establishment, alteration, or cancellation of registration, of a religious body shall 
be registered in accordance with the provisions of the Regulations on Registration 
Administration of Associations. 
    The articles of association of a religious body shall comply with the relevant provisions of the 
Regulations on Registration Administration of Associations. 
    The activities carried out by a religious body in accordance with its articles of association are 
protected by law. 
 
    Article 7 A religious body may, in accordance with the relevant provisions of the State, 
compile and publish reference publications to be circulated within religious circles. Religious 
publications for public distribution shall be published in accordance with the relevant provisions 
of the State on publication administration. 
    Publications involving religious contents shall comply with the provisions of the Regulations 
on Publication Administration, and shall not contain the contents:  
    (1) which jeopardize the harmonious co-existence between religious and non-religious 
citizens; 
    (2) which jeopardize the harmony between different religions or within a religion; 
    (3) which discriminate against or insult religious or non-religious citizens; 
    (4) which propagate religious extremism; or 
    (5) which contravene the principle of independence and self-governance in respect of 
religions. 
 
    Article 8 For the establishment of an institute for religious education, an application shall be 
made by the national religious body to the religious affairs department of the State Council, or 
made by the religious body of the province, autonomous region or municipality directly under 
the Central Government to the religious affairs department of the people’s government of the 
province, autonomous region or municipality directly under the Central Government of the place 
where such institute is to be located. The religious affairs department of the people’s government 
of the province, autonomous region or municipality directly under the Central Government shall, 
within 30 days from the date of receipt of the application, put forward its views, and, if it agrees 
to the establishment, make a report to the religious affairs department of the State Council for 
examination and approval. 
    The religious affairs department of the State Council shall, within 60 days from the date of 
receipt of the application made by the national religious body or the report made by the religious 
affairs department of the people’s government of the province, autonomous region or 
municipality directly under the Central Government on the establishment of the institute for 
religious education, make a decision of approval or disapproval. 
 
    Article 9 An institute for religious education to be established shall meet the following 
conditions: 
    (1) having clear and definite training objectives, a charter for school-running and a curriculum; 
    (2) having the source of students who meet the training requirements;  
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    (3) having the necessary funds for school-running and stable financial sources; 
    (4) having the sites, facilities and equipment for teaching that are necessary for its tasks of 
teaching and school-running scale; 
    (5) having full-time leading members, qualified full-time teachers and an internal management 
organization; and 
    (6) being rationally distributed. 
 
    Article 10 In light of the need of the religion concerned, a national religious body may, in 
accordance with the relevant provisions, select and send people for religious studies abroad, or 
accept foreigners for religious studies in China.  
 
    Article 11 The making of hajj abroad by Chinese citizens who believe in Islam shall be 
organized by the national religious body of Islam. 
  
Chapter III Sites for Religious Activities  
  
    Article 12 Collective religious activities of religious citizens shall, in general, be held at 
registered sites for religious activities (i.e., Buddhist monasteries, Taoist temples, mosques, 
churches and other fixed premises for religious activities), organized by the sites for religious 
activities or religious bodies, and presided over by religious personnel or other persons who are 
qualified under the prescriptions of the religion concerned, and the process of such activities 
shall be in compliance with religious doctrines and canons. 
 
    Article 13 For the preparation for establishing a site for religious activities, an application 
shall be made by a religious body to the religious affairs department of the people’s government 
at the county level of the place where such site is to be located. The religious affairs department 
of the people’s government at the county level shall, within 30 days from the date of receipt of 
the application, make a report to the religious affairs department of the people’s government at 
the level of a city divided into districts for examination and approval if it agrees to the 
establishment. 
    Within 30 days from the date of receipt of the report made by the religious affairs department 
of the people’s government at the county level, the religious affairs department of the people’s 
government at the level of a city divided into districts shall, if it agrees to the establishment of a 
Buddhist monastery, Taoist temple, mosque or church, put forward its views upon examination 
and verification and make a report to the religious affairs department of the people’s government 
of the province, autonomous region or municipality directly under the Central Government for 
examination and approval; and for the establishment of other fixed premises for religious 
activities, it shall make a decision of approval or disapproval. 
    The religious affairs department of the people’s government of the province, autonomous 
region or municipality directly under the Central Government shall, within 30 days from the date 
of receipt of the report made by the religious affairs department of the people’s government at 
the level of a city divided into districts agreeing to the establishment of a Buddhist monastery, 
Taoist temple, mosque or church, make a decision of approval or disapproval. 
    A religious body may begin the preparatory work for establishing a site for religious activities 
only after the application for such establishment is approved. 
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    Article 14 A site for religious activities to be established shall meet the following conditions: 
    (1) it is established for a purpose not in contravention of the provisions of Articles 3 and 4 of 
these Regulations; 
    (2) local religious citizens have a need to frequently carry out collective religious activities; 
    (3) there are religious personnel or other persons who are qualified under the prescriptions of 
the religion concerned to preside over the religious activities;  
    (4) there are the necessary funds; and 
    (5) it is rationally located without interfering with the normal production and livelihood of the 
neighboring units and residents.  
 
    Article 15 Upon approval of preparation for the establishment of a site for religious activities 
and completion of construction, an application shall be made for registration with the religious 
affairs department of the people’s government at the county level of the place where such site is 
located. The religious affairs department of the people’s government at the county level shall, 
within 30 days from the date of receipt of the application, examine the management organization, 
formulation of internal rules, and other aspects of such site, and, if the site meets the conditions 
for registration, register it and issue the Registration Certificate of the Site for Religious 
Activities. 
 
    Article 16 Where a site for religious activities merges with another one, divides itself, 
terminates, or changes any item registered, the formalities for alteration registration shall be gone 
through with the original registration administration department. 
 
    Article 17 A site for religious activities shall set up a management organization and exercise 
democratic management. Members of the management organization of the site for religious 
activities shall be recommended or elected upon democratic consultation, and then be reported to 
the registration administration department of such site for the record.  
 
    Article 18 A site for religious activities shall strengthen internal management, and, in 
accordance with the provisions of the relevant laws, regulations and rules, establish and improve 
the management systems for personnel, finance, accounting, security, fire control, cultural relics 
protection, sanitation, and epidemic prevention, etc., and accept the guidance, supervision and 
inspection by the relevant departments of the local people’s government. 
 
    Article 19 The religious affairs department shall supervise and inspect the sites for religious 
activities in terms of their compliance with laws, regulations and rules, the development and 
implementation of management systems, the alteration of registered items, the conduction of 
religious activities and activities that involve foreign affairs. The sites for religious activities 
shall accept the supervision and inspection by the religious affairs department. 
 
    Article 20 A site for religious activities may accept donations from citizens in accordance with 
religious customs, but no means of compulsion or apportionment may be adopted. 
    No non-religious bodies or sites not for religious activities may organize or hold any religious 
activities, nor accept any religious donations. 
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    Article 21 Religious articles, artworks and publications may be sold in the sites for religious 
activities. 
    A Buddhist monastery, Taoist temple, mosque or church that is registered as a site for 
religious activities (hereinafter referred to as a monastery, temple, mosque or church) may, in 
accordance with the relevant provisions of the State, compile and publish reference publications 
to be circulated within religious circles. 
 
    Article 22 Where a large-scale religious activity, in which different provinces, autonomous 
regions and municipalities directly under the Central Government are involved and which is 
beyond the accommodation capacity of a site for religious activities, is to be held, or where a 
large-scale religious activity is to be held outside a site for religious activities, the religious body, 
monastery, temple, mosque or church that sponsors such activity shall, 30 days before the 
activity is held, make an application to the religious affairs department of the people’s 
government of the province, autonomous region or municipality directly under the Central 
Government of the place where such large-scale religious activity is to be held. The religious 
affairs department of the people’s government of the province, autonomous region or 
municipality directly under the Central Government shall, within 15 days from the date of receipt 
of the application, make a decision of approval or disapproval. 
    A large-scale religious activity shall, as required in the written notification of approval, 
proceed in accordance with religious rites and rituals, without violating the relevant provisions of 
Articles 3 and 4 of these Regulations. The religious body, monastery, temple, mosque or church 
that sponsors such large-scale religious activity shall adopt effective measures to prevent against 
any accidents. The people’s government of the township or town and the relevant departments of 
the local people’s government at or above the county level of the place where such large-scale 
religious activity is to be held shall, within the limits of their respective functions and duties, 
exercise the necessary administration in order to ensure the safe and orderly progress of the 
large-scale religious activity. 
 
    Article 23 A site for religious activities shall prevent against the occurrence, within the site, of 
any major accident or event, such as breaking of religious taboos, which hurts religious feelings 
of religious citizens, disrupts the unity of all nationalities or impairs social stability. 
    When any accident or event mentioned in the preceding paragraph occurs, the site for religious 
activities in question shall, without delay, make a report to the religious affairs department of the 
people’s government at the county level of the place where it is located. 
 
    Article 24 Where a religious body, monastery, temple, mosque or church intends to build a 
large-size outdoor religious statue outside the site for religious activities, the relevant religious 
body of the province, autonomous region or municipality directly under the Central Government 
shall make an application to the religious affairs department of the people’s government of the 
province, autonomous region or municipality directly under the Central Government, which 
shall, within 30 days from the date of receipt of the application, put forward its views, and, if it 
agrees to the building of such statue, make a report to the religious affairs department of the State 
Council for examination and approval. 
    The religious affairs department of the State Council shall, within 60 days from the date of 
receipt of the report on building a large-size outdoor religious statue outside the site for religious 
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activities, make a decision of approval or disapproval.  
    No organization or individual other than religious bodies, monasteries, temples, mosques and 
churches may build large-size outdoor religious statues. 
 
    Article 25 Where a unit or an individual intends to alter or construct buildings, set up 
commercial service centers, hold displays or exhibitions, or make films or television programs in 
a site for religious activities, it shall obtain in advance the consent of the site for religious 
activities in question and that of the religious affairs department of the local people’s government 
at or above the county level of the place where such site is located. 
 
    Article 26 For a scenic spot or historic zone where a site for religious activities therein 
constitutes the main tourist attraction, the local people’s government at or above the county level 
of the place where such spot or zone is located shall coordinate and deal with the interrelated 
interests between the site for religious activities and the park, relics, and tourism, and safeguard 
the lawful rights and interests of the site for religious activities. 
    The planning and construction of a scenic spot or historic zone where a site for religious 
activities constitutes the main tourist attraction shall be in harmony with the style and 
surroundings of such site. 
  
Chapter IV Religious Personnel  
  
    Article 27 Religious personnel who are determined qualified as such by a religious body and 
reported for the record to the religious affairs department of the people’s government at or above 
the county level may engage in professional religious activities. 
    The succession of living Buddhas in Tibetan Buddhism shall be conducted under the guidance 
of Buddhist bodies and in accordance with the religious rites and rituals and historical 
conventions, and be reported for approval to the religious affairs department of the people’s 
government at or above the level of a city divided into districts, or to the people’s government at 
or above the level of a city divided into districts. With respect to Catholic bishops, the matter 
shall be reported for the record by the national religious body of the Catholic Church to the 
religious affairs department of the State Council. 
 
    Article 28 Where religious personnel are to assume or leave the chief religious posts of a site 
for religious activities, the matter shall, upon consent by the religious body of the religion 
concerned, be reported to the religious affairs department of the people’s government at or above 
the county level for the record. 
 
    Article 29 The presiding over of religious activities, conduction of religious ceremonies, 
sorting out of religious scriptures and pursuit of religious and cultural research by religious 
personnel are protected by law. 
  
Chapter V Religious Property  
  
    Article 30 The land legally used by a religious body or a site for religious activities, the 
houses, structures and facilities legally owned or used by such body or site, and its other legal 
property and proceeds thereof, are protected by law. 
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    No organization or individual may encroach upon, loot, privately divide up, damage, destroy, 
or, illegally seal up, impound, freeze, confiscate or dispose of the legal property of a religious 
body or a site for religious activities, nor damage or destroy cultural relics possessed or used by a 
religious body or a site for religious activities. 
 
    Article 31 The houses owned and the land used by a religious body or a site for religious 
activities shall, according to law, be registered with the real estate department and the land 
administration department of the local people’s government at or above the county level, and be 
granted the certificate of ownership and the certificate of right to use; where the property right is 
altered, the formalities for alteration registration shall be gone through without delay. 
    The land administration department shall, when determining and altering the land-use right of 
a religious body or a site for religious activities, solicit the views of the religious affairs 
department of the people’s government at the same level. 
 
    Article 32 The houses and structures used for religious activities by a site for religious 
activities, and their accessory houses for the daily use of religious personnel as well, shall not be 
transferred, mortgaged or used as investments in kind. 
 
    Article 33 Where the houses or structures of a religious body or a site for religious activities 
need to be demolished or relocated because of city planning or construction of key projects, the 
demolisher shall consult with the religious body or the site for religious activities concerned, and 
solicit the views of the relevant religious affairs department. If, after consultation, all the parties 
concerned agree to the demolition, the demolisher shall rebuild the houses or structures 
demolished, or, in accordance with the relevant provisions of the State, make compensation on 
the basis of the appraised market price of the houses or structures demolished. 
 
    Article 34 A religious body or a site for religious activities may operate public undertakings 
according to law, and the proceeds and other lawful income therefrom shall be subject to 
financial and accounting management, and be used for the activities that are commensurate with 
the purpose of the religious body or the site for religious activities, or for public undertakings. 
 
    Article 35 A religious body or a site for religious activities may, in accordance with the 
relevant provisions of the State, accept donations from organizations and individuals at home or 
abroad, which shall be used for the activities that are commensurate with the purpose of the 
religious body or the site for religious activities.  
 
    Article 36 A religious body or a site for religious activities shall implement the systems of the 
State for administration of financial and accounting affairs and taxation, and may enjoy the 
preferential treatment in terms of tax reduction or exemption in accordance with the relevant 
provisions of the State on taxation.  
    A religious body or a site for religious activities shall report to the religious affairs department 
of the people’s government at or above the county level of the place where it is located on its 
income and expenditure, and on the acceptance and use of donations as well, and, in an 
appropriate way, make such information public to religious citizens.  
 
    Article 37 In case of cancellation of registration or termination of a religious body or a site for 
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religious activities, the property thereof shall be liquidated and the property remaining after the 
liquidation shall be used for the undertakings that are commensurate with the purpose of the 
religious body or the site for religious activities. 
  
Chapter VI Legal Liability  
  
    Article 38 Where any State functionary, in administration of religious affairs, abuses his 
power, neglects his duty or commits illegalities for personal gain or by fraudulent means, and a 
crime is thus constituted, he shall be investigated for criminal liability according to law; if no 
crime is constituted, he shall be given an administrative sanction according to law. 
 
    Article 39 Where anyone compels citizens to believe in, or not to believe in, any religion, or 
interferes with the normal religious activities conducted by a religious body or a site for religious 
activities, the religious affairs department shall order it to make corrections; if such act 
constitutes a violation of public security administration, it shall be given an administrative 
penalty for public security according to law.  
    Where anyone infringes upon the lawful rights and interests of a religious body, a site for 
religious activities or a religious citizen, it shall assume civil liability according to law; if a crime 
is constituted, it shall be investigated for criminal liability according to law. 
 
    Article 40 Where anyone makes use of religion to engage in such illegal activities as endanger 
State or public security, infringe upon citizens’ right of the person and democratic rights, 
obstruct the administration of public order, or encroach upon public or private property, and a 
crime is thus constituted, it shall be investigated for criminal liability according to law; if no 
crime is constituted, the relevant competent department shall give it an administrative penalty 
according to law; if any loss is caused to a citizen, legal person or any other organization, it shall 
assume civil liability according to law. 
    Where, in the course of a large-scale religious activity, there occurs any event endangering 
public security or seriously disrupting public order, the matter shall be handled on the spot and 
penalties shall be imposed in accordance with the laws and administrative regulations on 
assembly, procession and demonstration; if the religious body, monastery, temple, mosque or 
church that sponsors such large-scale religious activity is responsible therefor, the registration 
administration department shall cancel its registration. 
    Where anyone organizes a large-scale religious activity without approval, the religious affairs 
department shall order it to discontinue such activities and shall confiscate the illegal gains, if 
any; and it may concurrently impose thereupon a fine of not less than one time but not more than 
three times the illegal gains. In addition, if the large-scale religious activity is organized by a 
religious body or a site for religious activities without approval, the registration administration 
department may order the religious body or the site for religious activities to dismiss and replace 
the person-in-charge who is directly responsible therefor. 
 
    Article 41 Where a religious body or a site for religious activities commits any of the 
following acts, the religious affairs department shall order it to make corrections; if the 
circumstances are relatively serious, the registration administration department shall order the 
religious body or the site for religious activities to dismiss and replace the person-in-charge who 
is directly responsible therefor; if the circumstances are serious, the registration administration 
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department shall cancel the registration of such religious body or site for religious activities and 
confiscate the unlawful property or things of value, if any:  
    (1) failing to go through the formalities for alteration registration or submission for the record 
in accordance with the relevant provisions; 
    (2) in the case of a site for religious activities, in violation of Article 18 of these Regulations, 
failing to formulate relevant management systems, or failing to have the management systems 
meet the requirements; 
    (3) failing to report, without delay, on the occurrence of any major accident or event in a site 
for religious activities, thus causing serious consequences; 
    (4) contravening the principle of independence and self-governance in violation of the 
provisions of Article 4 of these Regulations; 
    (5) accepting donations from home or abroad in violation of the provisions of the State; or 
    (6) refusing to accept supervision and administration conducted by the registration 
administration department according to law. 
 
    Article 42 Where any publications involving religious contents contain the contents prohibited 
by the second paragraph of Article 7 of these Regulations, the relevant competent department 
shall impose administrative penalties upon the relevant responsible units and persons according 
to law. If a crime is constituted, criminal liability shall be investigated according to law.  
 
    Article 43 Where a site for religious activities is established without approval, or a site 
originally for religious activities continues to carry out religious activities after its registration as 
such has been cancelled, or an institute for religious education is established without approval, 
the religious affairs department shall ban such site or institute and confiscate the illegal gains; the 
illegal houses or structures, if any, shall be disposed of by the competent construction department 
according to law. If any act in violation of public security administration is committed, an 
administrative penalty for public security shall be imposed according to law. 
    Where a non-religious body or a site not for religious activities organizes or holds religious 
activities or accepts religious donations, the religious affairs department shall order it to 
discontinue such activities and confiscate the illegal gains, if any; if the circumstances are 
serious, a fine of not less than one time but not more than three times the illegal gains may be 
imposed concurrently. 
    Where anyone organizes the making of hajj abroad for religious citizens without authorization, 
the religious affairs department shall order it to discontinue such activities and shall confiscate 
the illegal gains, if any; and it may concurrently impose a fine of not less than one time but not 
more than three times the illegal gains. 
 
    Article 44 Where, in violation of the provisions of these Regulations, anyone builds a large-
size outdoor religious statue, the religious affairs department shall order it to discontinue the 
construction and to demolish the statue in a specified time limit; the illegal gains, if any, shall be 
confiscated. 
 
    Article 45 Where any religious personnel violate laws, regulations or rules in professional 
religious activities, the religious affairs department shall, in addition to having the legal liability 
investigated according to law, make a proposal to the religious body concerned to disqualify 
them as religious personnel. 
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    Where anyone engages in professional religious activities by impersonating religious 
personnel, the religious affairs department shall order it to discontinue such activities and shall 
confiscate the illegal gains, if any; if any act in violation of public security administration is 
committed, an administrative penalty for public security shall be imposed thereupon according to 
law; if a crime is constituted, criminal liability shall be investigated according to law. 
 
    Article 46 Where anyone refuses to accept a specific administrative act taken by the religious 
affairs department, it may apply for administrative reconsideration according to law; if it refuses 
to accept the decision of the administrative reconsideration, it may institute an administrative 
lawsuit according to law. 
  
Chapter VII Supplementary Provisions  
  
    Article 47 The religious exchange between the Mainland and the Hong Kong Special 
Administrative Region, the Macao Special Administrative Region and Taiwan region shall be 
developed in accordance with laws, administrative regulations and the relevant provisions of the 
State. 
 
    Article 48 These Regulations shall become effective as of March 1, 2005. The Regulations on 
Administration of Sites for Religious Activities promulgated by the State Council on January 31, 
1994 shall be repealed simultaneously. 
 
 
